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Abstract: Consumption research has received considerable attention by economists. Hall 
(1978) proposed that under certain assumptions a rational agent's change in consumption 
could not be predicted. Hall's aim was to formulate a simple empirical framework that could 
test the basic premise that agents attempt to smooth their lifetime consumption. Hall found 
evidence that consumers indeed attempt to smooth their consumption through time. 
Subsequent research in the 1980s and 1990s has found that Hall's specification does not hold 
for aggregate data: consumption is not unpredictable because it reacts too strongly to current 
labour income (the excess sensitivity phenomenon) and too weakly to permanent income (the 
excess smoothness phenomenon). Economists have since attempted to explain why these two 
results appear to be robust to different periods and across countries; however, no common 
consensus has been reached to be able to determine which theoretical explanation best 
explains consumption behaviour for aggregate data. 
The aim of this thesis is to understand the extent to which consumers attempt to smooth their 
consumption, what factors prevent this smoothing and whether behavioural changes occur 
with time. The approach used is both theoretical and empirical. We examine whether a 
number of studies that claim to explain the failure of Hall's model or whether a mixture of 
them, is able to explain consumption behaviour more accurately at the aggregate level. For 
these purposes we try to integrate as many of the concepts of imperfect information, partial 
adjustment, excess sensitivity, finite lifetimes, habit formation, and adjustment costs into a 
general equation for consumption that can be estimated using aggregate time series data. We 
construct two new data sets for the US and the UK which take on board the procedures 
suggested by Blinder and Deaton (1985) and Attfield, Demery and Duck (1990) to test all the 
formulated equations. 
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Modern economists have examined consumption, both at the micro and aggregate level, as the 
result of a problem whereby agents allocate their lifetime wealth to maximize their lifetime 
welfare. The problem is no different now to what it was in the 1950s, the only difference 
being the assumption of rational expectations as the expectational mechanism driving agents' 
forecasts. This in turn, has led to a more rigorous treatment of uncertainty. 
The Rational Expectations Permanent Income Hypothesis. Using the rational expectations 
framework at a time when large macroeconomic models were being used to forecast economic 
behaviour, Hall (1978) suggested that under certain conditions, innovations in consumption 
ought to be unpredictable. According to Hall, changes in consumption represent the new in- 
formation that becomes available to a consumer. Since this new information is unpredictable 
by nature and is immediately processed by the consumer, consumption innovations are unpre- 
dictable. This prediction turned out to be controversial and led to an unprecedented interest in 
consumption research which has for the most part refuted the random walk prediction for con- 
sumption in levels. The random walk prediction has become known as the rational expectations 
permanent income hypothesis (REPI). 
Merits and Motivations. To dismiss REPI on the evidence obtained from aggregate data is 
perhaps unfair; one should consider its merits before making such conclusions. The fact that 
economists continue to seek an explanation for consumption as the result of an intertemporal 
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maximization problem where agents are assumed to be rational still makes Hall's framework an 
appealing one and thus, it would be unfair to totally reject REPI. Yet in its sophistication and 
appeal lies its reported failure: strong assumptions have to be made to obtain an expression for 
consumption in levels from the (first order condition) Euler equation which equates expected 
marginal utilities through time. One cannot underestimate this, economists are still trying to 
understand what happens to consumption behaviour when we move away from the assumptions 
made by Hall (and Flavin (1981)). The work of Zeldes (1989), Caballero (1990), Kimball 
(1990), Deaton (1991), Carroll (1992,1997a) validates this point; it is very difficult to solve 
the first order condition to obtain an expression for consumption. This does not mean that 
we cannot test the Euler equation; Attanasio (1998) (pp. 20-22) discusses this point at length 
and concludes: `Even if it is not possible to obtain a closed form solution for consumption, 
it is possible to consider equilibrium relationships that can be used to estimate structural 
parameters. While these [... ] are not sufficient to answer many important policy questions, 
they constitute a basic ingredient of any answer. ' The principal weaknesses associated with 
estimating equilibrium relationships are that instrumental variables are often required (Hansen 
and Singleton (1982,1983)) and that the tests used to determine the truth of the behavioural 
relationship tend to be orthogonality tests which are not very powerful. 
A total failure? Theoretical and applied economists have tried to explain why consumption 
does not follow a random walk in aggregate data. Empirical evidence points to the fact that 
consumption reacts too strongly to current income and too little to permanent income; those two 
findings commonly referred to in the literature as the excess sensitivity and excess smoothness 
puzzles of consumption respectively. Perhaps the gloomiest explanation given for the failure 
of REPI comes from Attanasio: based on a representative agent framework, aggregation issues 
make it very difficult to be able to predict or explain the behaviour of consumption accurately. 
Whilst suggestions of this nature must be acknowledged, if we were to adhere to this view we 
would be left with nothing to say about most of macroeconomics let alone consumption. 
Our aims and work. In this thesis, we continue to take REPI as the theoretical foundation 
for explaining consumption behaviour at the aggregate level. We do this because we wish to 
know if agents. attempt to smooth their consumption through their lifetimes. Despite the fact 
that precautionary saving behaviour is neglected when we assume linear marginal utility, we 
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use quadratic utility as the main building block in most of our analysis. We do this because 
we seek closed form solutions for consumption which can be estimated and tested using time 
series techniques. This leads us to the two main objectives of our research: to quantify the 
failure of the random walk hypothesis and explain what factors or behaviour can account for 
this failure. We relax some of the assumptions made by Hall and Flavin and pay particular 
attention to consumption dynamics to understand what they can tell us about consumption 
behaviour, specially consumption smoothing. 
1.2 Structure of the Thesis and Overview 
The thesis is structured in the following manner; in the next chapter (chapter 2) we review the 
most important developments in the consumption literature and identify the main theoretical 
and empirical explanations given for the failure of the random walk hypothesis. The most 
significant empirical results for the US and UK economies have been obtained using two data sets 
which end in the mid 1980s. Research on these data sets has demonstrated that consumption 
suffers from excess sensitivity and smoothness, and it is now acknowledged that all consumption 
research must now explain these stylized facts. 
In chapter 3 we take this point. We construct two new data sets for the UK and the US 
which start in the 1950s and which include observations on consumption and other relevant 
variables up to 1996. These data sets are constructed following the recommendations made by 
Blinder and Deaton (1985) for the US and Attfield, Demery and Duck (1990) for the UK. The 
two resulting data sets are interesting for a number of reasons: 
1. Previous empirical research ends in the 1980s and we are interested in understanding 
what consumption behaviour in the late 1980s and early 1990s can tell us about the 
permanent income hypothesis and specially whether excess sensitivity and smoothness 
are still present; 
2. Financial liberalization in the 1980s and 1990s might have reduced constraints on bor- 
rowing; 
3. There has been an increased participation of consumers in stock markets; 
11 
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4. There have been changes to the housing market which have enabled consumers to borrow 
more freely. 
We use these data sets to test whether consumption innovations can be approximated as 
white noise errors. We use the techniques suggested by Campbell (1987), Campbell and Deaton 
(1989) and Flavin (1993) to test for excess sensitivity and smoothness in consumption. These 
techniques involve the estimation and imposition of appropriate restrictions to a vector autore- 
gression for savings and the innovation in labour income. To impose these tests, all variables 
in levels must be I(1) apart from savings (which will be 1(0) if disposable income and con- 
sumption are co-integrated). We impose a number of tests to test for stationarity, including 
the variant of the Dickey-Fuller test that examines structural breaks suggested by Banerjee et 
al. (1992). We find that all variables are I(1) and that disposable income and consumption 
are co-integrated. We compare the results from the new data sets against previously reported 
results in the literature. 
From these tests, we find that consumption is still too sensitive to current income and too 
smooth compared to permanent income. Thus we conclude that the random walk prediction 
does not hold for the data sets that we have used. There is, however, some evidence that 
consumers attempt to smooth their consumption, thus implying that a total departure from 
Hall's framework is not necessarily the way forward. 
We take three `concepts' that have been used to explain the failure of REPI as the building 
block of our fourth chapter: the excess sensitivity hypothesis of Flavin (1993), the partial 
adjustment to news of Attfield, Demery and Duck (1992) and the notion of limited (aggregate) 
information of Goodfriend (1992) and Pischke (1995). The aim of chapter 4 is to combine 
these concepts to develop consumption specifications that can be as general as possible and 
which can be estimated using time series data. This is done for two reasons: first, to obtain 
equations with rich dynamics which will enhance our understanding of consumption behaviour 
and, second to impose appropriate restrictions on these general specifications that will enable 
us to discriminate between the original models to understand whether excess sensitivity, partial 
adjustment or incomplete information can explain the failures of the random walk prediction 
or whether a hybrid combination should be preferred. 
Chapter 5 is divided into two sections. In the first section, we undertake the task of de- 
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termining which of the aforementioned concepts can best explain consumption behaviour from 
the data sets constructed for chapter 3. We explain what econometric techniques should be 
implemented to estimate all the equations and we discuss what types of restrictions are ap- 
propriate to discriminate between models. We find that imperfect information is an important 
characteristic of both US and UK consumers and that adjustment to new information is slower 
than previously thought and may even take forever. In the second section of chapter 5, we use 
the same data sets as before but consider the shorter period that begins in the first quarter of 
1973. We re-estimate all the equations from the first part and we examine the same tests that 
were reported in chapter 3. We do this because it has been argued that the growth rates of 
many macroeconomic variables have been: substantially lower than before from 1973 onwards. 
The shorter period does not change the results which we found earlier in any significant way 
although the results are kinder to the smoothing behaviour of rational agents. 
In chapter 6 we deviate from the assumption of infinitely lived agents. Clarida (1991) 
has suggested that a model based on the same assumptions as Hall, but which has finitely 
lived agents that have to consider their retirement, is able to explain the phenomena of excess 
sensitivity and smoothness for a simple labour income process. The principal shortcoming 
of this paper is that for more complex and persistent labour income processes consumption 
has signs of excess smoothness. Since we reported in the previous chapter that imperfect 
information appears to be an important characteristic of consumption behaviour, and since 
imperfect information is capable of explaining excess smoothness, we introduce this notion into 
the model of Clarida. We find that excess smoothness is greatly reduced even for more persistent 
labour income processes. 
In chapter 7 we turn to the issues of constraints to borrowing and habit formation. The 
chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section we return to the case where individuals 
are infinitely lived but we modify the Hall framework to make it difficult or unpleasant for 
consumers to have negative assets. We also introduce a degree of habit formation as we assume 
that consumers cannot or do not constantly monitor their asset levels and tend to be slow 
to adjust them. The solution to this problem is an expression for consumption that is very 
similar to Flavin's excess sensitivity hypothesis specification, although the level of consumption 
is less in our framework than in Flavin's. In the second section we combine this model with the 
13 
models of imperfect information and partial adjustment to obtain a more general consumption 
specification that can be compared with those from chapter 4. We find that the equation that 
introduces imperfect information to the equation developed in the first section of this chapter is 
able to capture some of the characteristics of UK and US data and it does not reject a number 
of tests. 
In our last chapter, we summarize the objectives and results of the previous chapters and 
suggest future topics of research on the consumption function and in particular for the rational 
expectations permanent income hypothesis. 
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Chapter 2 
Review of the Consumption 
Literature 
2.1 Early Literature 
2.1.1 The Absolute Income Hypothesis (AIH) 
The modern macroeconomic research' on the consumption function began after the publication 
of Keynes' (1936) principle that consumption was a stable, although not necessarily a linear, 
function of disposable income2. The early empirical research in particular focused upon the 
linear relationship 
ct =a+, 3yt (2.1) 
where ct and yt denote the real values of personal consumption and disposable income respec- 
tively at time t. The coefficient /3 known as the marginal propensity to consume (mpc), was 
expected to be constant and close to one. The coefficient a measures the autonomous compo- 
nent of consumption and was assumed to be small but positive. Keynes argued that the average 
'The analytical foundations of the modern theory of aggregate consumer behaviour can be traced back to 
Ramsey (1928) and Fischer (1930). 
2'Men are disposed, as a rule and on the average, to increase their consumption as their income increases but 
not as much as the increase in their income' [Keynes, 1936, pp. 96] 
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propensity to consume (apc), y, would exceed the marginal propensity to consume, so that the 
income elasticity of consumption defined as pc , would be less than unity although it would 
approach unity as income increased. Hence in the long-run, in the face of income growth, one 
would expect the income elasticity to be unity. 
The actual linear form of equation (2.1) is not without qualifications and must not be 
interpreted literally. In his own work, Keynes acknowledged that unexpected changes in capital 
values, substantial changes in the rate of interest as well as changes in the distribution of income 
could have significant influences upon the mpc; he dismissed however the influence of any other 
objective factors. Keynes also added that as a rule, the proportion of income saved tends to 
increase with income but he did not consider that remark a fundamental psychological law. 
Finally, Keynes recognised that because of habit persistence and slow-adjustment the long-run 
mpc was likely to be larger than the short-run propensity. 
The empirical work that followed Keynes' publication provided mixed results but proved to 
be discouraging overall. Whilst the income term appeared to account for most of the variability 
in consumption and the apc was larger than the mpc, the actual stability of the consumption 
function was questioned. Early empirical studies raised the possibility that equation (2.1) could 
not explain the true behaviour of consumption: i) the presence of a deterministic trend in a 
could not be ruled out, ii) the apc did not contain a significant trend, iii) a had a tendency to 
shift upwards in time, and iv) estimates of ß were lower than predicted by the theory. A number 
of post-war studies also pointed out that the absolute income hypothesis could not explain the 
commonly observed fact that the apc had remained constant in the US since the 1870s when 
cross-section data at various points in time indicated that the mpc declined as incomes rose. 
In view of this evidence, economists soon attempted to explain the inadequacy of the ab- 
solute income hypothesis represented in its simplest format by equation (2.1) to explain the 
behaviour of consumption. A number of theories were quickly developed. Duesenberry's (1949) 
Relative Income Hypothesis, Brown's (1952) Habit Persistence Hypothesis, Modigliani's (1980) 
Life Cycle Hypothesis, Friedman's (1957) Permanent Income Hypothesis and Ball and Drake's 
(1964) Wealth Hypothesis are the most important early studies that attempted to give an 
explanation for the failure of equation (2.1). 
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2.1.2 The Relative Income Hypothesis (RIH) 
Duesenberry's work originated as a response to the observation that the cross-section household 
saving ratio had been declining with income whilst the aggregate personal saving ratio had 
remained constant through time. The Relative Income Hypothesis was based on two basic 
premises: a) that at any point in time the propensity to save of an individual can be regarded 
as a rising function of her percentile position in the income distribution and b) that the aggregate 
savings ratio is independent of the absolute level of aggregate income, although it may depend on 
the distribution of income. More specifically, it was presumed that consumers had no reason to 
follow the same cyclical pattern as income. The explanation for this was based on the fact that 
consumers do not generally choose to reduce the amounts that they consume; while consumers 
may be happy to increase their expenditure when income is increasing at the beginning of a 
cycle, they are rather unwilling to experience a severe reduction in consumption when income 
starts to fall. Hence, Duesenberry suggested that at any point in time, the past peak income 
may be considered as a better approximation for the amount of autonomous consumption. 
Equation (2.1) was duly transformed into 
ct = ßoyto -+- Qiyt (2.2) 
where the constant intercept was replaced with one that depended on past peak income, y°. 
This equation appeared to be compatible with previous empirical results as it allowed for: 1) a 
smaller mpc in 31 i 
2) a changing intercept in the short-run when incomes fluctuate cyclically, 
3) an intercept of zero and a larger mpc (= ßl +Q 9) 
in the long-run when income grows at 
a constant rate, g. 
A large body of evidence was amassed in support of the Relative Income Hypothesis in 
the forties and fifties. Duesenberry (1949), Modigliani (1949) and Davis (1952) showed that 
functions based on RIH performed at least as well as various forms of AIH. Some authors 
even provided support for equation (2.2) using micro data. The choice of past peak income - an 
arbitrary empirical specification that had no convincing behavioural explanation for its inclusion 
- together with the lack of forward-looking behaviour implied on agents by the hypothesis, meant 
that RIH was soon forgotten. 
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2.1.3 The Habit Persistence Hypothesis (HPH) 
Brown suggested that people's habits played an important part in explaining consumer be- 
haviour. He suggested that the past pattern of consumption is likely to show the influence 
of habits and that these habits would dictate the dynamic responses of consumers to changes 
in economic variables. Brown ruled out the discontinuity in adjustment implied by RIH on 
the grounds that consumers are reluctant to make instantaneous adjustments given the per- 
sistent nature of their habits which operate independently of fluctuations in income. Brown 
argued that whilst consumption may be related to current disposable income, the adjustment 
process implies a dynamic relationship and the regression equation which captures the short- 
run behaviour of consumption ought to include past consumption as an additional explanatory 
variable. Brown used a cost minimising approach to obtain a partial adjustment model 
Ct = Ct-1 +A (Ct - Ct-1) 
where c* is the desired level of consumption and A is related to the degree of persistence of 
habits. If c* is assumed to be proportional to current income the last equation can be expressed 
as 
ct = , ßoct-i + Qiyt (2.3) 
From equation (2.3) we can see that the previous stylised findings of the early post-war studies 
are satisfied; there is a smaller mpc (01) and a shift in the intercept in the short-run when 
income fluctuates cyclically. It also collapses to a proportional relationship between c and y 
with mpc =, in the long-run when income and consumption both grow at a constant rate 
1+9 
9. 
As with RIH, HPH performed well empirically but its theoretical foundation was not entirely 
satisfactory as it relied too much on the myopic backward-looking behaviour of consumers. This 
argument was exposed after the publication of two important theories that relied heavily on the 
presumption that individuals were forward-looking and attempted to maximise their lifetime 
utility: the permanent income hypothesis and the life cycle hypothesis. 
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2.1.4 The Permanent Income Hypothesis (PIH) 
The main departure from the Keynesian consumption function occurred with the development 
of Friedman's permanent income hypothesis. Friedman's work was - like Modigliani's - inspired 
by utility maximisation: consumer preferences and the constraints imposed by the resources 
available to consumers, were the main determinants of consumption behaviour for both the PIH 
and the LCH. PIH focused on distinguishing between consumption3 and current expenditure 
on the one hand and income4 and current receipts on the other. The idea that underlined 
this theory was that the consumer was thought to plan its expenditures not on the basis of 
the income received during the current period but rather on the basis of the income expected 
during its lifetime. The consumer therefore plans the amount of expenditure to be undertaken 
on the grounds of a long run view of the resources that will be available to him or her. 
Friedman postulated that the amount of income a consumer received each time period, y, 
could be divided into two components: a permanent component (yP) and a transitory component 
(yt). The permanent component was interpreted'as"reflecting the effect of those factors that 
the unit regards as determining its capital value or wealth; the non-human wealth it owns; the 
personal attributes of the economic activity of the earners in the unit, such as their training, 
ability, personality; the attributes of the economic activity of the earners, such as the occupation 
followed, the location of the economic activity, and so on. ' [pp. 21]. The transitory component 
was interpreted `as reflecting all "other" factors, factors that are likely to be treated by the unit 
affected as "accidental" or "chance" occurrences, though they may, from another point of view, 
be the predictable effect of specificable forces, for example, cyclical fluctuations in economic 
activity. ' [pp. 21-2] Friedman argued that some of the factors that give rise to the transitory 
component of income were specific to particular consumers (illnesses, bad harvests for farmers, 
etc. ) but that for any considerable group of consumers the transitory components tend to 
3, 
... the value of the services that it is planned to consume during the period in question, which, under 
conditions of certainty, would also equal the value of the services actually consumed. (... ) [Consumption] differs 
from the value of services it is planned to consume on two counts: first, because of additions to or subtractions 
from the stock of consumer goods, second, because of divergencies between plans and their realizations. ' [1957, 
pp. 11) 
4Friedman used the Hicksian measure of income; `On a theoretical level, income is generally defined as the 
amount a consumer unit could consume (or believes that it could) while maintaing its wealth constant. ' [1957, 
pp. 101 
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average out, so that the mean of the transitory component is expected to be equal to zeros. In 
other words, `the mean measured of the group would equal the mean permanent component' 
[pp. 22] 
A similar explanation was given for the consumption variable. Consumption expenditures 
were made up of the sum of a permanent component (cP) and a transitory component (ct). The 
permanent component was defined as the amount that a consumer had planned to consume 
during a single period to maximise lifetime utility. In a world of certainty the amount of 
total consumption would be equal to the amount of permanent consumption. The transitory 
component was again interpreted as reflecting all `other' factors; `some of the factors producing 
transitory components of consumption are specific to particular consumer units, such as unusual 
sickness, a special favorable opportunity to purchase, and the like; others affect groups of 
consumer units in the same way, such as an unusually cold spell, a bountiful harvest, and the 
like. The effects of the former tend to average out; the effects of the latter produce positive or 
negative mean transitory components for groups of consumer units. ' [pp. 22-3] 
In its `most general form' PIH is given by the following three equations: 
cP =k (i, w, u) y" (2.4) 
y= yp+yt 
c= cp -}- ct 
where as before c denotes consumption and y income. Letters without a superscript denote 
current values, letters with ap superscript refer to permanent values and with at superscript 
refer to as transitory values. i is the rate of interest at which the consumer can borrow or lend, 
w is the ratio of wealth to income and u refers to the taste preferences that consumers have. 
The first equation in (2.4) defines the relationship between permanent consumption and 
permanent income; the ratio between the two variables - the mpc out of permanent income 
- is independent of the size of permanent income but it does depend on other variables: i, 
w and u. This means that permanent consumption has a constant marginal propensity to 
consume with respect to permanent income, but at the same time, that propensity to consume 
5Friedman himself argues that the mean of the transitory component need not be equal to zero. 
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is allowed to deviate when any of the ceteris paribus assumptions are breached. The last 
two equations provide a means of linking actual measured variables (c, y) to their `relevant' 
permanent components. 
The most popular version of PIH6 was based on the following two relationships 
ct = oypt -I- ci 
ytP ytP --1 =r (yt - yr) 
The first relationship states that consumption is made up of a planned component that is 
proportional to permanent income and a transitory component. The second relationship, which 
came from Friedman's assumption of adaptive expectations, reflects the assumption that any 
deviation between current receipts and permanent income is capitalised into wealth and only 
its annuity is added to past permanent income, hence r is a measure of the real rate of interest. 
Solving the last relationship, one obtains 
Y'=rp(yt+pyt-i+p2yt-2+... ) 
where p= (1+r)-1. Therefore, permanent income may be approximated by a geometrically 
declining weighted average of current and past actual incomes. To proceed empirically, the 
researcher would only need to substitute this last result into the first relationship of equation 
(2.4). Hence, the marginal propensity to consume under PIH is equal to rp3 which is smaller 
than the mpc predicted by AIH. 
2.1.5 The Life Cycle Hypothesis (LCH) 
Modigliani's LCH also considered forward looking individuals. The theory was developed to 
consider the life cycle evolution of income and the consumption needs of households. As with 
6The specification that Friedman himself employed was based on his assumption that `the transitory com- 
ponents of income and consumption are uncorrelated with one another and with the corresponding permanent 
components, or 
Pytyn = Pctcp = Pyoct =0 
where p stands for the correlation coefficient between the variables designated by the subscripts. ' [pp. 26] 
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PIH, consumers formulate a consumption plan for future periods in order to attain the maximum 
amount of lifetime utility. The principal difference between the permanent income hypothesis 
and the life cycle hypothesis is that the latter recognised `the finite life of households, (so that 
the LCH) could focus on those systematic variations in income and in "needs" which occur over 
the life cycle, as a result of maturing and retiring, and of changes in family size. In addition 
the LCH was in a position to take into account bequests and the bequest motive' [Modigliani 
(1986), pp. 300]. 
In Modigliani's model the consumer proceeds to maximise utility subject to the resources 
available to him or her (these being the `sum of current and discounted future earnings over 
his lifetime and his current net worth' pp. 56). The consumption plan that arises from this 
maximisation problem is then a function of resources available, the rate of return on capital 
and the age of the maximising agent. 
To solve the maximising problem at the individual level, Modigliani introduced three as- 
sumptions: i) a homogeneous utility function, ii) no bequest motive and iii) perfect capital 
markets. Modigliani then showed that consumption could be approximated by7 
ct = aiyt + a2Y + a3At-1 (2.5) 
where c represents aggregate consumption, y represents current nonproperty income, ye is 
`expected annual nonproperty income', and A represents net worth. The model yielded a 
number of implications which were summarised in Modigliani's (1986) Nobel Prize Lecture: 
1. The saving rate of a country is entirely independent of its per capita income. 
2. Differing national saving rates are consistent with an identical individual life cycle be- 
haviour. 
3. Between countries with identical individual behaviour, the aggregate saving rate will be 
7To obtain (2.5) Modigliani had to make further assumptions: All households in the economy have the same 
utility functions and use the same discount rate; the age distribution, the age distribution of income, and the 
age distribution of net worth are constant; expected income is proportional to current income; the allocation of 
consumption is not affected by changes in the degree of uncertainty regarding expectations about future earnings; 
the planning horizon of the individual household is the whole of the life-span; the rate of time-preference is 
constant; the actions of the individual conform to his lifetime plans for consumption. 
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higher the higher the long-run growth rate of the economy. It will be zero for zero growth. 
4. The wealth-income ratio is a decreasing function of the growth rate, thus being largest at 
zero growth. 
5. An economy can accumulate a very substantial stock of wealth relative to income even if 
no wealth is passed on by bequests. 
6. The main parameter that controls the wealth-income ratio and the saving rate for given 
growth is the prevailing length of retirement. 
2.1.6 The Wealth Hypothesis (WH) 
The wealth hypothesis was derived as a direct criticism to the PIH and LCH and in particular 
to the role played by the budget constraint and its associated implications. More specifically, 
Ball and Drake's (1964) theory starts from the premise that `individuals on average are "short- 
sighted" in the face of considerable uncertainty about the future and the large subjective margins 
of error that are likely to be attached to any expectations that they may have. ' [pp. 65]. Ball 
and Drake suggest that the role of the wealth constraint in the LCH and PIH be modified from 
a means of smoothing consumption to attain maximum lifetime utility, to a function that is able 
to depict a precautionary motive that leads to an accumulation of assets. This modification 
of the wealth constraint stems from the observation that `if an individual adjusts his future 
consumption to his initial asset holdings and present value of expected income from human 
wealth, we are deprived of the notion of an excess or undesired holding of assets. [... ] variations 
in the initial stock of assets will simply result in an alteration in future consumption rather 
than any explicit decision to readjust asset holdings, which simply amounts (to saying that) 
there is no unique equilibrium value of the asset stock. ' [pp. 66] 
The WH does not modify the wealth constraint but introduces wealth in the utility function. 
This modifies the nature of the maximising problem; the intertemporal aspect of the consumer 
choice problem is overlooked in favour of a static framework where individuals must allocate 
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their resources between consumption and wealth at each time period8. Their main equation is 
ct = (1 - Q) yt + 7ct-i (2.6) 
This equation is of course similar to that of the HPH (2.3) and an approximation to the PIH 
of Friedman9. The difference between this equation and those derived from the HPH and PIH, 
is that equation (2.6) imposes a restriction on the coefficients, namely that they ought to add 
to unity. The usual assumption is that the sum of those parameters ought to be less than one 
since it is assumed that 
(1, ') is the long run mpc which is believed to be less than one. The 
WH therefore suggested that the long-run mpc is close to one, although Ball and Drake played 
down the importance of this result because they argued that 1Qa is not a close approximation 
to the long-run mpc. 
The implications of this model were summarised by Ball and Drake [pp. 69-75]: 
1. The savings ratio is independent of the level of income. 
2. The savings ratio is a function of the rate of income growth. This implies that the long 
period stability in the savings ratio can only be explained by a stable trend rate of income 
growth. Increases in the savings ratio in booms are explained by a high rate of income 
growth relative to trend. 
3. The savings ratio is also a function of the marginal wealth-consumption coefficient and on 
the rate of at which income has been growing in the past which is reflected in the saving 
ratio of the previous period. 
4. Individuals whose incomes have been stationary for some time will tend to have income 
8The problem becomes a static one since the utility function depends only on current consumption and the 
current stock of wealth. 
9Friedman's PIH states that 
00 
cc = krp E P{ys-: 
: =o 
This can be simplified to 
ct = ayt + pct-i 
where a= kpr. 
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elasticities of consumption close to unity, while those whose incomes have grown relatively 
rapidly in the recent past will tend to have income elasticities that are further away from 
unity. 
5. Hahn's paradox of income illusion10 is not encountered in this model as it is in the LCH 
and PIH ones. This is because in the WH model the asset effect is transitory as the initial 
stock of assets does not affect consumption in the limit. 
2.2 The Modern Literature on Consumption 
2.2.1 Three Determining Factors 
By the early 1970s research on consumption had become lethargic. The utility maximising 
theories discussed in the last section came to dominate the profession's thinking about con- 
sumption behaviour, not only as a result of their theoretical desirability, but also as a result 
of their sound econometric performance. The belief was one of optimism; it appeared that the 
consumption function had been solved. 
In the 1970s, however, three important factors sparked an interest in the consumption lit- 
erature making it one of the most prolific areas in economic research. The first factor was 
purely empirical. The theories explained above began to have difficulties in predicting the be- 
'°For Hahn's paradox of income illusion to occur we require that, for a given exogenously level of disposable 
income, the marginal propensity to consume be different for each of the two components (labour and non-labour 
income) which make up disposable income. To see how Hahn's paradox actually occurs, take the `standard' 
permanent income consumption equation 
H 
ýit =T( ý' WtJ 
with YX denoting income from human wealth, W wealth and r the rate of return from asset holding, and consider 
the following scenario (taken from Ball and Drake (pp. 72-4)): assume two individuals with the same preferences 
follow the PIH or LCH. Starting from a position of zero endowments, allow each individual to receive a constant 
flow of labour income each period and endow both with an initial stock of assets. If we allow both individuals 
to receive the same amount of disposable income each time period but in such a way that individual A receives 
most of its disposable income from its labour income and individual B from its return on assets, then according 
to the tenents of both the LCH and the PIH, individual A will have a higher level of permanent income and 
therefore consumption than individual B. This is because the marginal propensity to consume out of the labour 
income component is different to the marginal propensity to consume out of the return on assets. Income illusion 
does not occur in Ball and Drake's model because the asset effect in their model is transitory and not permanent 
(pp. 73). The transitory nature of their asset effect arises from their inclusion of assets in the utility function 
used to portray precautionary motives for asset holding. 
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haviour of consumption accurately. Equations like (2.6) above that had been regarded as the 
best fitting and least troublesome of all macroeconomic equations, began to underpredict con- 
sumption and suggested that the previous stable relationship between (current) consumption 
and (current) income no longer existed. In retrospect, these empirical failures were prompted 
by the impact of the cyclical components in economic variables. These components, usually 
approximated by fluctuations in variables, gathered momentum as the underlying economic 
environment became more volatile in the 1970s. Empirical research soon revealed that the per- 
formance of these models could be significantly enhanced with the inclusion of extra arguments 
that would capture that increased volatility in the cyclical components. For instance, Hendry 
and von Ungern-Sternberg (1981) introduced liquid assets as proxies for wealth, Deaton (1977) 
advocated the inclusion of an inflation variable to depict possible price illusion on behalf of 
consumers. Subsequently, most leading macroeconomic models were modified to include these 
and other variables in their consumption functions. 
The second factor is somewhat related to the first one and arises as a result of the devel- 
opment and understanding of more elaborate econometric (time series) techniques. As Deaton 
(1992) states: 
`It is a sobering undertaking to look back at many of the macroeconomic models of the 
time, and note the (now) obvious time-series problems: spurious correlations between integrated 
regressors, high coefficients of determination coupled with low Durbin-Watson statistics, and 
an almost complete lack of diagnostic testing. ' [pp. 79] 
For David Hendry and his associates, economic theory provides a first approximation to 
empirical testing but econometric techniques serve to obtain information from raw data about 
the behaviour of economic variables11. Such a trend originated with Davidson et al. 's (1978) 
revolutionary paper on consumption. That paper initiated the development of a conventional 
methodology for empirical modelling that led to the formalisation of the now standard proce- 
dures of cointegration analysis, dynamic models of error correction, etc. Theoretical economists 
have criticised the practice of using econometric techniques for the sole purpose of developing 
empirical formulations that may perform well empirically but lack the support of any sound the- 
"Hendry's econometric principles are summarised in pages 29-31 of `The Demand for Ml in the U. S. A., 
1960-1988', Review of Economic Studies (1992). 
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oretical base. Nonetheless, the further understanding of econometrics has helped theorists in an 
important manner. Cointegration and error correction analysis (Engle and Granger 1987) have 
allowed economists to establish a clear distinction between long-run and short-run (dynamic) 
statistical relationships between economic variables. That distinction has enabled economists to 
gain considerable insights into the relationship of consumption with variables that are thought 
to influence it both in the long and the short-runs. For instance, various empirical studies have 
noted that a stationary, or an equilibrium long-run, relationship between current consump- 
tion and current income is unlikely to hold since the secular, or trending components of these 
variables tend to exhibit a significant divergence. In other words, to achieve the statistical sta- 
tionary condition which describes the long-run behaviour of consumption, one needs to assume 
that consumption depends on other `secondary variables' besides income in the steady-state. 
A number of studies have found personal wealth, relative prices, measures of income or age 
distribution, etc. to perform this secondary role successfully12. These findings do, in a way, re- 
confirm not only the evidence of the 1970s concerning the divergence between consumption and 
income but suggest also that a number of variables are significant in explaining the behaviour 
of consumption. According to cointegration analysis, the additional variables will enter the 
consumption function in a different capacity for their primary role is to explain the long-run 
divergence between consumption and income rather than to capture the so called short-run 
shifts in autonomous consumption. (This result has had a relatively important policy impli- 
cation since it suggests that when consumption depends on another variable besides income, a 
change in the income process cannot guarantee a corresponding change in consumption unless 
the other variable is entirely unaffected by the underlying policy). 
The third factor is a pure theoretical one. It evolved from the rational expectations revolu- 
tion that was prompted by Lucas' (1976) critique concerning structural relationships between 
variables. This critique was severe; in the face of rational expectations, no such things as struc- 
tural relationships between variables may exist. The consumption function was, according to 
Lucas, one of those structural relationships that did not exist. Under the theory of rational ex- 
pectations, expectations are formed on the basis of all the available information relating to the 
12For instance, Hendry and von Ungern-Sternberg (1981) introduced liquid assets as proxies for wealth, Borooah 
and Sharpe (1986) introduced the distribution of income. See section 11 in Muellbauer and Lattimore (1994) 
pp. 276-89 for some current examples. 
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true or actual governing behaviour of the variable to be predicted. Agents in the economy only 
perceive a structural relationship between permanent income and consumption, but the con- 
sumption functions developed above also asserted that a structural relation between observed 
income and permanent income existed so that consumption would eventually be determined by 
observed current income. Lucas argued that there was no reason to expect a stable relation 
between current and permanent income of that type because changes elsewhere in the economy 
could alter the optimal way consumers make inferences about permanent income from observed 
income. Consumption depends on current and expected future incomes. The relationship be- 
tween past and expected future incomes cannot be properly treated as an invariant feature 
of the economic environment and it is likely to change whenever changes in policy or other 
events cause rational agents to change the way in which past incomes affect forecasts of future 
incomes. What does not change however, is the structural relationship between consumption 
and permanent income. 
2.2.2 Hall's Random Walk Consumption Function (REPI) 
Introduction 
Hall (1978) attempted to reconcile the Lucas' critique for the consumption function. He argued 
that the possible structural relationship for consumption did not emanate from the previously 
thought relationship between (current) consumption and (current) income but that the struc- 
tural relation that would be invariant to policy interventions and other shifts elsewhere in the 
economy is the ordering of intertemporal preferences. In other words, what does not change in 
the face of expectations is the agent's overall aim to maximise lifetime utility. 
Before explaining Hall's paper in detail and its implications, it is worth noting the following 
statement made by Hall (1989b) himself: `Hall neither tried to repair the traditional consump- 
tion function nor tried to estimate the deep parameters of utility. Rather, he formulated a 
simple empirical test of the idea that consumers maximise the expected value of lifetime utility 
subject to an unchanging real interest rate. ' [pp. 156] 
The foundations of Hall's `theory' came from the principles of utility maximisation asso- 
ciated with the life-cycle/permanent income hypothesis that were then accepted as the most 
accurate applications of the theory of the consumer to the problem of dividing consumption 
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between the present and the future. Hall acknowledged that the Lucas critique would be ap- 
plicable to consumption even for the LCH/PIH if expectations were not forward-looking. The 
overall tenant of these theories could not however, be subjected to the Lucas's critique; the 
consumer plans his or her expenditures on the basis of his or her long-run of lifetime income 
expectations instead than on the basis of income in the current period. The concepts and mea- 
surement of expectations and wealth, contrary to previously held beliefs that placed them in a 
second order, came to play a central role in the permanent income hypothesis. The fact that 
permanent income and expected lifetime income or wealth are not directly observable has been 
and will continue to be a major handicap in carrying out empirical work that is consistent with 
the theory. Friedman adopted the adaptive expectations hypothesis that led permanent income 
to be approximated as a weighted average of current and past values of measured income. Hall's 
principal aim was to examine the effects of introducing forward-looking rational expectations 
and uncertainty to consumption behaviour. 
The model 
Hall considered a conventional life-cycle/permanent income model under uncertainty where 
households choose a stochastic consumption plan to maximise the expected value of their time- 
additive utility function subject to an `evolution of assets' budget constraint. The problem is 
to maximise 
T-t 
V (ct, ct+i) ... , Ct+T) = Et 




E (1 + r)-T (ct+T - wt+T) = At (2.8) 
T=O 
where Et denotes the mathematical expectations operator conditional on information available 
at time t, b is the rate of subjective time preference, r is the rate of interest which is assumed 
to be constant over time (r > b), c is consumption, A are assets apart from human capital, 
T is the length of economic life; u(. ) is the one period-period utility function that is assumed 
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strictly concave and w are earnings which are stochastic and the only source of uncertainty in 
this model. 
The consumer chooses consumption each time period, ct, to maximise expected lifetime 
utility given all available information at that point. It is assumed that the consumer knows the 
value of wt when choosing ct. 'No specific assumptions are made about the stochastic properties 
of w except that the conditional expectation of future earnings given today's information exists. 
In particular, successive wt's are not assumed to be independent, nor is wt required to be 
stationary in any sense. 
Hall demonstrates that the result to the problem above can be obtained by solving the 
following Euler equation 
Etui (ct+i) _ {i+rjU't) 
+ (2.9) 
The advantage of this specification is that it eliminates `the term that represents the marginal 
utility of wealth and therefore the necessity of explicitly modelling the way in which the distri- 
bution of future variables influences consumption choices. ' [Attanasio, 1998, pp. 20] 
Implications of the Euler Equation 
The first thing to note about (2.9) is that it is an equilibrium relationship and not a consumption 
function13. The Euler equation states that the expected utility lost from giving up a unit of 
consumption - the right-hand side - must be equal to the expected utility gained by consuming 
the proceeds of the extra saving at any future date. More formally, the Euler equation states 
that the marginal rate of substitution between current and future consumption, u' ýCt) , must 
equal their relative price given by the rate of interest and the rate of time preference, 
fi+* 
. The 
consumption plan chosen by the consumer therefore depends on the preferences the individual 
has - the shape of the agent's utility function, the rate of time preference -, the rate of interest 
and unanticipated events. If expectations are fulfilled, in the sense that the expected value 
on the right-hand side is equal to the actual realisation, then only the rate of interest and 
"This specification has been used extensively (after imposing certain assumptions/restrictions) to estimate 
structural behaviour parameters and to test some of the implications of the permanent income hypothesis. 
[Attanasio, pp. 20] 
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preferences do determine the consumption plan. 
For the Euler equation to hold, the rational agent must choose consumption optimally at 
each time period given all the available information at the time the decision is being made. 
Consider now a reduction in consumption at time t of size dc from the value the individual had 
chosen to satisfy the Euler equation that would finance an increase in consumption at some 
future date from the value the individual would have chosen otherwise. If the individual is 
maximising (2.7) subject to (2.8), a marginal change of this type should not increase lifetime 
utility. If utility were to increase then the previously thought optimal choice ct would not be 
so optimal for it would not be yielding the maximum amount of lifetime utility. 
Re-write the Euler Equation as follows (arguments here follow Deaton, 1992, pp. 25-9) 
((1+r)u'(ct+i)\ 
Et (1+6)ü (ct) =1 
The assumptions about concave utility imply that the marginal utility functions are decreasing 
in the level of consumption. If we ignore the rate of time preference and the expectation operator 
(and assume that taste factors are not an issue so that the marginal utilities are the same in 
different periods), consumption will be higher at t+1 than in t, if at constant consumption, 
marginal utility in t+1 would be higher than in t. This also implies that consumption will be 
growing most rapidly between periods where the interest rate or reward for waiting is highest. 
When we introduce the rate of time preference, consumption will be growing when the interest 
rate is greater than the rate of time-preference and declining when the interest rate is less than 
the rate of time preference. 
Given the level of uncertainty and the expectations operator, we note that these results 
cannot be derived in general for the case when interest rates and consumption are stochastic. 
In special cases, for example when utility functions are quadratic (marginal utility is therefore 
linear) and the real rate of interest is non-stochastic, the results above hold exactly. Otherwise 
the concavity or convexity of the marginal utility function plays a crucial role as does the 
covariance between the interest rate and the marginal utility of money14. Note also that these 
14The implications about the convexity and concavity of the marginal utility function are examined in more 
detail below. 
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conclusions on consumption are results about the way in which consumption evolves over an 
anticipated life-cycle path; over such a trajectory, there are incentives to allocate consumption 
to where it is cheapest, so that interest rates can have an unambiguous effect on consumption. 
However, interest rates, like earnings, also exert an influence on the level of the path and 
unanticipated changes in interest rates, like unanticipated changes in earnings, will move the 
path up and down. In consequence, the theory provides no general result on the effects of 
changes in interest rates on current consumption. 
Friedman's basic premise that agents will consume a portion of their wealth stock without 
affecting their overall stock of wealth still applies. It can be shown, by substituting the Euler 
equation when utility is quadratic into the budget constraint and rearranging, that the indi- 
vidual will consume Tl t of his or her expected lifetime resources when the rate of interest is 
equal to the rate of time preference: 
ct _ 






where c* is the bliss level of consumption in the quadratic utility function u(ct) =-2 (c* - ct)2. 
The expression in square brackets in (2.10) brackets is now regarded as the standard definition 
of the approximation of permanent income or the amount of expected lifetime wealth which 
is the sum of non-human and human wealth. This means that consumption in the face of no 
unpredictable events will be the same in the lifetime of the individual and will only change 
when unpredictable events regarding the evolution of earnings occur. 
The principal implications of the Euler equation were given by Hall (1978) in a number of 
corollaries: 
Corollary 1. `No information available in period t apart from the level of consumption ct 
helps predict future consumption ct+l, in the sense of affecting the expected value of marginal 
utility. In particular, income or wealth in periods t or earlier is irrelevant, once ct is known'. 
This finding, the most important one in the paper is a straight result; the only determinants of 
the consumption plan are preferences, relative prices and current lifetime resources not current 
income. Consumption patterns are shaped by tastes and by life-cycle needs, not by the temporal 
pattern of life-cycle income. 
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Corollary 2. `Marginal utility obeys the regression relation ü (ct+l) = gü (ct) + et+l, where 
g= 1+r and e is a true regression error, so that Etet+l = 0'. 
Corollary 3. `If the utility function is quadratic u(ct) _-2 (c* - Ct)2 (where c* is the bliss 
level of consumption), then consumption obeys the exact regression ct+i = /3 + gct -et+i, with 
/30 = c* 1+r) . Again, no variable observed in period t or earlier will have a nonzero coefficient 
if added to this regression'. 
Corollary 5. `Suppose that the change in marginal utility from one period to the next is 
small, both because the interest rate is close to the rate of time preference and because the 
stochastic change is small. Then consumption itself obeys a random walk, apart from trend. 





and represents the rate of consumption growth. The rate of growth of consumption is not 
necessarily constant but may vary over time and is a function of the current level of consumption 
via the marginal utility expression and the first differential of marginal utility. Moreover, 
because of assumptions about the shape of the indifference curve - concave marginal utility - 
the rate of growth is greater than one so that in the consumption equation we have a random 
walk. 
Solutions to the Euler Equation and the Plausibility of the Assumptions Used by 
Hall 
Hall argues that the above corollaries lead to the result that the simple relationship 
Ct = Act-i + et (2.11) 
where et is unpredictable at t-1, can approximate closely the stochastic behaviour of con- 
sumption under the permanent income hypothesis15. 
"As Deaton (1992) states, the equation does not say anything about the variance of e, and there is no reason 
to believe that the variance is constant. Hence, strictly speaking, equation (2.9) is not a random-walk. 
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What are the economic implications of this equation? This equation states that the best 
forecast about the level of consumption in the next period is today's level of consumption. 
The discrepancies between the two levels of consumption are brought about by unpredictable 
events at time t, reflected by the disturbance term. Despite the prediction that the change 
in consumption is unpredictable, this result does satisfy the rational expectations premise. A 
rational expectation will use all available information relevant to the behaviour of consumption 
when the expectation is being formed. In period t-1, given the information available at 
that time, the agent will set consumption at ct_1 which as we saw above was equal to his or 
her estimate of his or her permanent income. The right hand side of equation (2.10) gives 
that estimate of permanent income. To be a rational decision this decision about ct_1 would 
have taken account of all information regarding the evolution of w and r and the needs of the 
consumer represented by the utility function and ö available at time t-1 and earlier. Since in 
period t-1 the agent has consumed an amount equal to his or her permanent income, his or 
her stock of wealth (At +Ht) in period t will be the same as it was at the beginning of t -1 if no 
information about the future has become available in period t and so in period t the consumer's 
estimate of his or her permanent income will be unchanged and he or she will set consumption, 
ct, at the same level as before, ct_1. Only if new information becomes available between 
periods t-1 and t will consumption change in period t. As new information is unpredictable 
by definition, it must be the case that consumption differs from lagged consumption only by an 
unpredictable element16. Hence, the disturbance term conveys information about the impact of 
all new information that becomes available to the consumer in period t about his or her lifetime 
well-being. All the past/predictable information is reflected in the lagged consumption term. 
Hall demonstrates that it is possible to derive an expression for that unpredictable element: 
Non-human assets evolve according to the expression; 
At = (1 + r) (At-, - ct-I + wt-1) 
16Attfield, Demery and Duck (1991), pp. 208. 
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and human wealth evolves according to 
T-t 
Ht = (1 + r) (Ht - wt-1) +E (Etwt+T - Et-iwt+, ) 
T=0 
so that the behaviour of the total wealth stock is given by the following equation: 
At+Ht = (1+r)(At-i -ct-i+Ht-i)+? )t 
where 
T-t 
ýt =E (Etwt+-r - Et-lwt+r) 
T-o 
The evolution of total wealth then depends, ceteris paribus, on the relationship between two 
informational variables, rat and et. By imposing quadratic utility or certainty equivalence, that 
relationship is given by: 
/ T-t 
Ct = 1+l+r+... +(l+r) 7It (2.12) 
\ 
= mit 
This is according to Hall `the modified annuity value of the increment in wealth. The modifi- 
cation takes account of the consumer's plans to make consumption grow at a proportional rate 
A over the rest of his life. ' (pp. 975-6) 
All the Euler equation results discussed above still apply. The martingale consumption 
equation is simply a stochastic generalisation of the simplest life-cycle model in which con- 
sumption is constant over life with (predictable) variations in income offset by appropriate 
asset transactions. 
The economic implications of this solution to the Euler equation and the Euler equation 
itself, however, must be taken into perspective for they clearly depend on a number of important 
assumptionsl7: 
"Here we list the four most important ones. Others are: 
v) No habits or adjustment costs, 
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i) Consumption is the only argument in the consumer's utility function, 
ii) Capital markets are perfect so that consumers can borrow/lend without any restrictions 
at a constant rate as long as the present value of their consumption does not exceed the present 
value of their human and financial wealth (this means that there are no non-linearities in the 
budget constraint), 
iii) The rate of time preference does not exceed the rate of interest, 
iv) Certainty equivalence is assumed by Hall. 
Together, the first two assumptions imply that rational agents can substitute between cur- 
rent and future expenditures to achieve the maximum level of lifetime utility without any 
difficulties. The ability to borrow and lend makes the optimal consumption plan independent 
of current income under no uncertainty. Current income does affect consumption plans in a 
rational expectations-permanent income framework with certainty equivalence only through its 
unpredictability, depicted by the error term in the consumption equation. This explains why 
consumption plans are independent of the level of current income and only depend on the pref- 
erences, the rate of interest faced by the consumer and unforeseeable events. The realism of 
the second assumption has come under pressure recently as it suggests that consumers do not 
face any type of liquidity constraints. 
The third assumption restrains the impatient nature of consumers from surfacing since if 
that were not the case and if their future income were known with certainty they would consume 
more than their current income and go substantially into debt. The assumption enables the 
consumer to be willing to accumulate wealth in the form of savings. If this assumption were not 
made, and under either no uncertainty about the income process or under certainty equivalence, 
it would be possible for the agent to undertake too higher levels of consumption earlier in life. 
The fourth assumption helps solve the Euler equation. The principal difficulty associated 
with solving the Euler equation is almost entirely due to the presence of uncertainty and to the 
resulting expectation operator. The problem disappears if we can pass the operator through 
the function, but that is only valid if the marginal utility functions are linear, i. e. there is 
vi) Non-durable goods assumed only, 
vii) No measurement errors or transitory shocks to consumption, 
viii) The coincidence of the frequency of consumers' decision making with the observation period of the data, 
ix) Infinite lifetimes. 
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certainty equivalence. It is therefore a very powerful assumption made on the face of Jensen's 
inequality, which places importance upon the actual shape of the indifference curve18. As it 
will be explained below, the actual shape of the indifference curve is crucial in determining the 
nature of the result: a convex marginal utility function means that not only is the marginal 
value of consumption higher when consumption is low, but that the rate at which the marginal 
valuation rises with shortfalls in consumption should be greater when consumption is low than 
when it is high. A linear marginal utility function therefore rules out a precautionary motive 
in consumer's behaviour. 
Deviations from Quadratic Utility (Certainty Equivalence) In this section, we look at 
the work of Kimball (1990) which was based on Pratt (1964), Arrow (1965), Leland (1968) and 
Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970,1971). The simple 2 period framework is extended by Carroll 
and Kimball (1996). 
Kimball examines the following two period problem (pp. 59), 
max u (c) + Ev 
(w 
-c+ y) c 
where u is the first period utility function, v is the second period utility function, c is first 
period consumption, w= wo + where wo is the consumer's initial assets, y is the expectation 
of second period income, and y is the risky component of second period income, such that 
y=y+y. The first order condition is 
u '(c) = Ev 
(w 
-c+ y) 
Therefore the risky component of second period income will affect consumption in the first 
period in as far as it affects marginal utility in the second period thus disrupting the first order 
condition. Define savings as s=w-c and write the first order condition as, 
u' (c) = Ev' 
(s 
-ý y) 
38Jensen's inequality tells us that for convex (concave) marginal utility, the expectation of the function is 
greater (less) than the function of the expectation. 
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Following Pratt (1964), Kimball [pp. 59] defines the following concepts, 
1. If a quantity 0* (called the compensating precautionary premium) exists that satisfies 
v (w - c) = Ev' 
(w 
-c+y+ and thus compensates for the effect of the risk y on 
second-period expected marginal utility then first-period consumption would be unaltered 
by the addition of the risk and the compensating precautionary premium, and 
2. If a quantity (called the equivalent precautionary premium) exists that satisfies v' (w -c- Ali) _ 
Ev (w -c+ y) , then the elimination of the risk y at the cost to the consumer of the 
certain quantity O would leave optimal first-period consumption unchanged. 
Kimball demonstrates (Lemma, pp. 57-8) that both 0 and 'b are not only `approximately 
equal "in the small", but almost all important qualitative results about equivalent risk premia 
are interchangeable with corresponding results about compensating risk premia, including the 
result about risk premia "in the large" discussed above. Furthermore, because of the close 
analogy between risk premia and precautionary premia one can be confident that a result 
about equivalent precautionary premia will imply a corresponding result about compensating 
precautionary premia. ' 
Kimball points out that `since u'(c) is constant for a fixed value of the decision variable c, 
it can be ignored in the definition of precautionary premia for this model' [pp. 60]. Armed 
with these concepts, Kimball then demonstrates that the analogy between the theory of risk 
aversion and the theory of precautionary saving is particularly simple, [pp. 60]: `The negative 
of marginal utility, -v', plays substantially the same role for precautionary saving that the 
utility function itself plays for risk aversion. For example, concavity of v indicates risk aversion, 
while concavity of -V (i. e. v (") > 0) indicates a positive precautionary saving motive. As 
another example, the index of absolute prudence in this model, which represents the strength 






Thus we can see that deviations from quadratic utility lead to a precautionary saving motive 
since the third derivative of the utility function is different from zero. These results only apply 
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for a given level of wealth in this framework; Carroll and Kimball (1996), extend this framework 
to a multiperiod problem to show that precautionary saving of the nature Kimball investigated 
can occur at different levels of wealth and consumption. 
A number of studies have tried to determine whether relaxing quadratic preferences can help 
us explain consumption decisions. Apart from Caballero (1990) who looked at the consump- 
tion function when preferences are of the CARA class, most of the research that has relaxed 
quadratic preferences has examined the Euler equation (2.9). Two early studies which first 
tested the Euler equation with CRRA preferences were those of Hansen and Singleton (1982) 
and Skinner (1988). The test used in Hansen and Singleton is simple yet powerful (see Deaton, 
1-p 
pp. 66-7); if preferences are CRRA, u(ct) = P, the Euler equation is given by 
1+ Te+l (2.13) ct+i = ct p Et 1+6 
so that if we define the following quantity zt+i as 
1+ rt+l zt+1 =1 -+b Ct+l - Ct P 
then according to (rational expectations) theory, any variable which is dated at time t or earlier, 
say wtj, should be orthogonal to zt+l: 
1T 
Z, wtjzt+1 =0 
t=i 
(2.14) 
j=1,... J, where J denotes the number of potential instruments in the consumer's set. Using 
data on consumption for non-durables and services and using treasury bill rates and the return 
on New York Stock Exchange stocks, Hansen and Singleton found that the Euler equation can 
be rejected when (2.14) is estimated using GMM. 
Skinner (1988) made a second-order Taylor-Series approximation to the Euler equation 
(2.13) to examine the importance of income risk on precautionary saving decisions. He found 
mixed evidence: using data from the Panel Study of Income and Dynamics, Skinner tests for the 
accuracy of the Taylor-Series approximation which warrants the inclusion of a precautionary 
savings term and finds that the approximation can explain 94% of the data (pp. 249). However, 
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using data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey of 1972-3 to compare saving rates across 
occupations, Skinner found that those in traditionally `riskier occupations, such as sales and 
the self-employed, saved significantly less than average', pp. 252. 
Browning and Lusardi (1996) review most of the empirical evidence on the Euler equation 
and also on precautionary savings at the micro level. Browning and Lusardi point out that 
the evidence on the validity of the Euler equation using the orthogonality condition discussed 
above is `deeply ambiguous' (pp. 1835). An explanation for such ambiguity arises from an 
important problem in all the studies examining precautionary savings: how to construct an 
observable and exogenous measure of risk that varies across the population (pp. 1835-6)19. 
Browing and Lusardi give an excellent discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of most of 
the variables chosen to proxy risk. The evidence on the precautionary savings papers reviewed 
in that paper is mixed, with some studies finding little or no evidence and others claiming that 
the precautionary motive can explain a large proportion of wealth holdings by households. 
Carroll (1997b) has recently advocated that tests performed on the log-linearised Euler 
equation have to be interpreted with caution: `the theory implies that the higher-order terms in 
the approximation cannot be ignored because they are endogenous' [pp. 8120. This endogeneity 
problem suggests that there is no simple way of testing for the occurrence of precautionary 
motives in consumption. 
2.2.3 The Error Correction Equation of Davidson et al. 
The error correction approach to modelling originated from Davidson et al. 's (1978) (DHSY 
hereafter) seminal paper on UK consumer expenditure. The aim of that paper was to develop 
a framework that could explain: (i) UK data, (ii) the findings of previous models, (iii) exhibit 
parameter stability over time and (iv) conformed to steady-state postulates of economic theory. 
The further understanding of time series analysis21 rather than economic theory, guided the 
development of DHSY's work. Their final consumption specification was based on the following 
premises: 
"Even Browning and Lusardi disagree on the evidence (pp. 1835). 
20See the section on buffer stock/precautionary savings below for an explanation of this endogeneity. 
2'Spurious regressions (Granger and Newbold, 1974), General to Specific Modelling (Hendry and Mizon, 1978). 
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" "We consider it an essential (if minimal) requirement that any new model should be 
related to existing "explanations" in a constructive research strategy such that previous 
models are only supplanted if new proposals account for previously understood results, 
and also explain new phenomena, 
" "To avoid directionless "research" and uninterpretable measurements, a theoretical frame- 
work is also essential, 
9 "An econometric model must account for the properties of the data". [pp. 662] 
Three previous UK consumption studies that showed remarkable differences in their results, 
even though they employed similar data sets, were taken by DHSY as their starting point. 
In line with their premises, DHSY first standardised (to reflect common data sets, methods 
of seasonal adjustment and other data transformations and functional forms) and then nested 
the works of Hendry (1974), Ball et al. (1975) and Wall et al. (1975) into a general model. 
The general framework postulated by DHSY was concerned primarily with the use of (only) 
directly observable variables without resorting to `hypothetical constructs and/or [... ] unclearly 
specified but stringent ceteris paribus assumptions [that do] leave many important decisions in 
formulating an operational model to ad hoc considerations'. [pp. 662]. The emphasis shifted 
from one of explaining economic theory to one of explaining the dynamic behaviour of economic 
variables. DHSY conducted statistical tests to determine which of the three models performed 
better for the UK economy and they found the preferred specification to be that one of Wall 
et al.. 
2.15) 04Ct = (a) + Q104yt - Q20104yt + ODO t 
where 04ct = Ct - ct_4 and DO is a dummy variable. Whilst (2.15) fits the data well, there 
is a major reason to feel unhappy with this equation since it can be rejected on the grounds 
of economic theory rather than statistical diagnostic testing. Sound economic theories relate 
economic variables to situations where any adjustments of the consumer units to positions 
of disequilibrium are assumed to have been completed. Prior to DHSY's work, no dynamics 
were generally specified in theoretical economic models because adjustment dynamics can only 
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occur in situations of disequilibrium. Economic models are formulated to produce sensible 
interpretations for both situations of static equilibrium, where the variables are assumed to be 
unchanging between periods, and for stable equilibrium, where all variables are changing at 
some constant rate. It is straight forward to show that Wall et al. 's specification does not have 
both a static equilibrium solution and an informative stable solution22. Furthermore, from a 
theoretical point of view, it seems inappropriate that an equation that attempts to explain 
short-run behaviour assumes that behaviour to be independent of the disequilibria in the levels 
of the variables. Theoretically speaking, short-run adjustments of the type explained by (2.15) 
can only arise if the variables in the system are not in long-run equilibrium for otherwise 
adjustment towards equilibrium would not be necessary. Hence, if one were to start from the 
premise that the variables are not in long-run equilibrium and therefore necessitate some form 
of adjustment, that adjustment ought to be a function of the level of disequilibrium between 
the variables. No term that depicts the amount of disequilibrium exists in (2.15). 
A further problem with the above specification is related to the form of the variables. 
Differenced variables facilitate the study of short-run behaviour without having to specify trend- 
dominated long-run components. One therefore loses almost all a priori information from 
economic theory and all long-run information in the data. 
All this evidence suggested that the need of either a new economic theory was required to 
explain why this specification appears to out-perform long-run stable economic models, or that 
an account ought to be provided of why this specification appears to out-perform models that 
are based on economic theory (as Hendry and Ball et al. 's were). The latter path was followed 
since a simple modification of equations in differences could, according to DHSY, resolve the 
long-run stable equilibrium and loss of data information problems as well as being able to 
introduce a disequilibrium term into the framework. It is here that the DHSY approach is new. 
22For static equilibrium all variables must be constant and unchanging, so that 04ct = Daye = DDaye =0 
and ignoring the long-run effects of the dummy variable D°, equation (2.15) becomes: 
0=, 01.0+ß2 0 
which is not a long-run solution of any type. To show that (2.15) has no stable equilibrium solution, assume 
that both consumption and income are growing at a constant rate of 100g% per annum, so that we have 
A4c = Day =g and AlAay = 0. This implies that the `long-run version' of (2.15) is D4C = ß04y and unless 
ß=1 04c =g 34 Day =g we would not have a stable solution. 
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A non-stochastic steady-state theory for the consumption function of the form 
ct = KYt (2.16) 
ct = k+yt 
is considered. (Lower case letters denote the logarithm of the variable). It is believed that 
consumption is a constant proportion of income, and it is further assumed that the income 
elasticity of consumption is unity. Given that the preferred specification for consumption is 
in differences and has no long-run steady-state solution in the equation, an investigator will 
wish to reconcile an equation like (2.16) with the short-run equation (2.15) that fits the data 
reasonably well. DHSY argue that in the absence of a `well-articulated theory of the dynamic 
adjustment [of consumption and income it is convenient to postulate a] general rational lag 
model of the form 
«(L) ct = k* +, ß (L) yt + vt (2.17) 
where a(L) and , ß(L) are polynomials in the lag operator of high enough order so that vt is white 
noise' [pp. 680]. DHSY consider a first order lag in the lag operator to be a close approximation 
of the dynamic process that represents consumption, thus, 
ct = k* +Q1yt +Q2Yt-1 +alct-1 +vt (2.18) 
which is close to the specification above that had no steady-state static nor stable solution 
(when al =1 and (31 = -ß2 = 1). To ensure that for all values of the estimated parameters the 
steady-state solution to (2.18) reproduces (2.16), the following restrictions must be imposed: 
iß2=-, ß1+y and a1=1-y (2.19) 
and so the following equation results 
Oct = k* +ß yt +, y (yt-i - ct-i) + vt (2.20) 
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This is DHSY's significant contribution. Assuming that equation (2.18) passes the restrictions 
in (2.19) we see that equation (2.20) is guided by long-run theory. There is no loss of long-run 
information in the data as (2.20) is a reformulated `levels equation' and the vital `initial disequi- 
librium' effect is provided by ry(yt_1- ct_1) [pp. 681]. Due to this term, this equation is said to 
have an error correction mechanism (ECM). This equation does represent a marked theoretical 
improvement over equation (2.15) as it has both static and stable equilibrium solutions. It is 
easy to show that the static solution in (2.20) is ry(yt_1- ct_1) since A4ct = L4yt = AA4yt =0 
in steady-state. Now since usually y00, then 
Ct = Yt 
is the static equilibrium solution. This solution implies that a long-run unitary elasticity of 
consumption exists. For the stable solution, if consumption and income are assumed to be 
growing at the same constant rate, g, equation (2.20) solves as 
g= Qi9 +'Y (yt-i - ct-i) 
Ct-i = Yt-1 -F- 
901-1) 
7 
so that the long-run consumption function can be expressed as (2.16) but where 
K=exp 
I9(ß -1) 1 
Equation (2.16) still exhibits a unitary elasticity as required from the static solution to the 
problem. Moreover, since y<0, the long-run APC (=MPC in steady-state growth) given by K 
in equation (2.16) is a `decreasing function of the growth rate, g, consonant with inter-country 
evidence' [pp. 6811. The model implies that even a variable or trending observed APC, will not 
refute a unit-elasticity model. That the model has a unit elasticity becomes one of the tests 
that the DHSY model has to pass. 
The final specification ran by DHSY included an inflation term. The introduction of the 
inflation term was prompted by the possibility that such a variable could be causing one of two 
effects: i) Money illusion (Branson and Klevorick (1972)) where individuals see wage inflation 
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as an increase in their real wages and thereby consume more, ii) Price effect (Deaton, 1977), 
where consumers see the effects of inflation reflected as higher prices in some the goods they 
often purchase. Such an increase is viewed as a reduction in their purchasing ability and less is 
consumed. 
DHSY's preferred consumption specification includes the inflation term that depicts the 
price effect. Whilst the preferred equation seems to fit the UK data extremely well, it is 
however necessary to be aware about the nature of the result for it appears that the inflation 
term plays an important role in explaining the behaviour of consumption, and without it the 
predictive powers of an equation like (2.20) become questionable. 
Nonetheless, the lasting contribution of DHSY's paper has been one of taking into account 
the possible differences that exist between long-run behaviour and short-run dynamic adjust- 
ments to positions of disequilibrium. Empirical work, at least in the UK, on consumption has 
focused more on trying to account for previous models and findings in a systematic explicit way 
(Hendry and von Ungern-Sternberg (1981) amongst others). As a result of this approach more 
emphasis is being given to short-term dynamics, or adjustment processes and to the long-run 
properties of the consumption function. 
2.2.4 The Error Correction Equation against the Random Walk Hypothesis 
Hall's specification and DHSY's consumption equation have come to dominate all research on 
the consumption function since 1978. 
From a theoretical point of view both models are quite different. The random walk model 
is a forward-looking, theoretically based approach to forecasting and provides an explanation 
of the path of consumers' expenditure. On the other hand, the ECM approach is a more 
backward-looking model that pays attention to short-run adjustment dynamics23. Whatever 
specification is relevant empirically will have different implications not just for economic theory 
but for policy analysis. 
1. The principal implication of REPI is that only unanticipated changes will affect the short- 
run dynamics of consumption. Anticipated changes in variables will have no effect on 
23This suggests a breach of the Lucas's critique regarding the specification of consumption models. 
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consumption when they materialise since they ought to have been taken into account 
once the news about the change became available. Furthermore, changes in the variables 
and their effect on consumption will depend on whether those variables are permanent 
or transitory. The error correction mechanism on the other hand, as specified by DHSY, 
bases changes in consumption on contemporaneous income and price effects. 
2. No variables other than past consumption are relevant for predicting future levels of 
consumption in the REPI case. The ECM however does not start with a fully developed 
theoretical scheme, and researchers have the tendency to introduce additional regressors 
at their discretion to develop a model that fits the data quite well. Once that is achieved, 
the steady-state implications are examined. Hence, any variable is in theory capable of 
explaining the behaviour of consumption. 
3. The ECM allows for the effects of a disequilibrium variable. The deviations reflected by 
the disequilibrium term could emanate from a number a reasons; genuine errors made 
by the consumer, a lack of relevant information, a partial or slow adjustment, etc. The 
REPI does not introduce such a variable because it assumes that consumers are always in 
equilibrium and need adjust only when new information becomes available. The adjust- 
ment is immediate and any deviations from the optimum values are assumed to be white 
noise24. 
Whilst theoretically speaking Hall's specification is more desirable than the error correction 
equation, the random walk equation neglects dynamic responses [Hadjimatheou, 1987, pp. 168- 
170]. It is easy to show that Hall's model imposes serious restrictions compared to the error 
correction mechanism model; 
Oct = ßiDyt + ß200yt +'Y (c - y)t-1 +Vt 
which can be written as 
Ct 
_Yit 





24This is obviously the strict version of the rational expectations permanent income hypothesis. 
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If P, = 1, y=0 and income follows the autoregressive process, Y= AY-i, the above equation 
becomes Ct = ACt_1 + et, where et = AvtCt_1 and the error term is expected to be serially 
correlated. Alternatively, if Y= AY-1 + OY_1i 0- (0, c2) and 82 = If = 0, /31 = 1, the 
equation is reduced to Ct = )Ct_1+wt, where w= Ct_1[q5(1+vt)+vt. \]. If at the steady-state 
YY = A, so that (Yj 
Y 
-) = 1, and if 
Y=K= constant, the last equation becomes 
Ct = aß1Ki32Ct_l 
so that the white noise error term of Hall is suppressed. These examples show the restrictive 
nature of Hall's model compared to the general specification (2.20). 
2.2.5 Failure of the Rational Expectations/Permanent Income Hypothesis25? 
The first tests conducted on REPI introduced lagged variables other than lagged consumption 
to the martingale equation26. According to (2.11) no variable other than lagged consumption 
should be able to predict current consumption so that other lagged variables must have statis- 
tically insignificant coefficients when introduced. Hall provided some empirical evidence that 
appeared to support his theory. He found that the change in consumption was independent of 
lagged income, although he also found that lagged stock prices did affect current consumption 
significantly. Hall dismissed this latter result arguing that given the unpredictable nature of 
stock prices (they follow a random walk themselves) then it is not unreasonable to approximate 
consumption by a random walk. 
However, evidence which refuted KEPI soon became available as subsequent studies on 
consumption have (consistently) produced two well established facts: 
1. Consumption reacts too strongly to changes in actual income. This is the so-called `ex- 
cess sensitivity' phenomenon. If expectations are rational then Hall's permanent income 
hypothesis can be refuted since the claim that changes in consumption are unpredictable 
is not fulfilled. According to the random walk equation, only unpredictable changes in 
25 When we talk about the failure of REPI we understand that failure to be that one of the Hall 
(1978) and Flavin's (1981) models of consumption. 
26These tests are known as `orthogonality tests'. 
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actual income can affect consumption, so consumption should not react not too strongly 
to actual and past income changes27. 
2. Consumption reacts too weakly to changes in permanent income. This is the so-called 
`excess smoothness' result. This result is particularly damaging for the rational expec- 
tations permanent income hypothesis since it suggests that permanent income is more 
volatile than consumption thereby defying the original purpose of the permanent income 
hypothesis which attempted to explain why consumption appeared to be smoother than 
actual income. 
Excess Sensitivity Tests28 
A powerful rejection of KEPI was provided by the excess sensitivity test of Flavin (1981). Her 
work was developed with two ideas in mind: to provide a stronger test for consumption than 
the reduced-form equation (2.11), and to attempt the identification of the consumer's reaction 
to both anticipated and unanticipated income shocks. Flavin's model pays specific attention 
to the role played by current income in providing new information about future income. Such 
information ought to be used by rational agents under the permanent income hypothesis to 
upgrade their expectations about permanent income. A shortcoming of this test (in Flavin's 
original form) is that modelling both the income and the consumption processes is required and 
the results to this test appear to be somewhat sensitive to the modelling specifications that are 
used29. 
Formally, Flavin's test used a trended ARMA representation to model the time-series prop- 
erties of the income process. It is assumed that agents use that specification when forming 
expectations about future levels of income. From the ARMA process for income, it is possible 
to obtain the actual revision in permanent income warranted by the contemporaneous observa- 
tion of current income. This revision is given by the forecast error in the ARMA specification 
and such an error represents unanticipated news associated with the current observation of 
"The predictability component depends on the nature of the income process so that if income follows a unit 
root the predictable component carries over to the future. 
"Hall and Mishkin's (1982) notion of excess sensitivity has a different interpretation to Flavin's. 
29See Deaton (1992) chapter 3. 
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income30. The size of the revision will then depend, amongst other things, on the parameters of 
the ARMA representation of the income process. According to this argument, one can `specify 
a structural equation relating the change in consumption to the contemporaneous revision in 
permanent income (modelled using the income innovation) and the change in current income'. 
[pp. 9761. 
The null that Flavin tested in her paper is the truth of the permanent income hypothesis 
(in the form of equation (2.11)) together with an autoregressive specification for the process 
governing labour income. That null can be specified in terms of two equations 




0 (L) yt = t=t (2.22) 
where yt = wt + yt . The first equation of the null comes from equations 
(2.10), (2.11) and 
(2.12). Flavin allows for the possibility of unanticipated capital gains, so the surprise in the 
yk variable which represents non-labour income is allowed to be different from zero. Strictly 
speaking, the hypothesis that Flavin works with, `the excess sensitivity' hypothesis, is a sub- 
stantial generalisation of equation (2.11)31 and it allows consumption to respond to current and 
lagged changes in income by more or less than is required by the permanent income theory. 
The extended model that Flavin works with is the following one [pp. 990]: 
ý(L)yt = µ+et 
Oct = y+Oct +(3(L)Ayt+ut 
(2.23) 
30Flavin also suggests that the error in the AR1l1A representation for income can represent, for econometricians 
attempting to model consumption, not just the `true innovation' in income, but also the predictive `value of all 
the lagged values of variables observed by the individual, but not explicitly incorporated in the regression. ' [pp. 
991]. This is an issue related to Campbell's (1987) and West's (1988) superior information. 
311n her 1993 paper, Flavin argues that `the consumption data is generated by the excess sensitivity model' 
[pp. 665] 
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where ý (L) = EP o ýiLt, ýo =1 and /3 (L) =>o, ßzL'; 30 1. Flavin rearranges the AR(p) 
income process equation to express it in terms of the error term et which is then substituted into 
the consumption equation. Hence, in the unrestricted version of the model the first difference 
of consumption responds to current and lagged changes in income as well as the innovation 
in the income process. The Q coefficients are measures of excess sensitivity of consumption to 
current income. They provide the amount of additional response of consumption to the new 
information contained in current income. Clearly, consumption innovations must be related to 
the amount of income innovation provided by the error term e and should not, according to 
REPI, be affected by other variables. Hence, all the /3 coefficients that represent the extent to 
which consumption responds to previously predictable changes in income should be zero. 
In her paper, Flavin runs an eight order autoregression (p = 8) for the process governing 
labour income. She imposes the restriction 30 = (31 = ... = (37 =0 on the system to obtain a 
constrained system that can be estimated. Data on non-durable goods from 1949(3) to 1979(1) 
were used to find that the likelihood ratio statistic for the hypothesis ß0 =X31 = ... = /37 =0 
was 27.02 for X2(8) = 21.96. Hence the random walk specification of Hall is rejected by Flavin. 
[pp. 999]. The estimates for the first three sensitivity parameters were . 
335, 
. 
071 and . 
049. 
These results indicated strong excess response of consumption to current income. [pp. 1002]. 
One of the possible explanations for these results is related to the econometric techniques 
used by Flavin. Mankiw and Shapiro (1985) and Deaton (1992) pick up this point. Their 
argument is related to the actual form of modelling the income process when such process 
appears to be non-stationary. They criticise the method used by Flavin to account for the 
upward trending behaviour of income. Flavin deals with the non-stationary nature of the income 
process by fitting exponential time-trends to both consumption and income, and replacing 
consumption and income in the regressions by their residuals. Mankiw and Shapiro argued 
that excess sensitivity was induced by the detrending procedure, even if excess sensitivity were 
not present in the data. Basically, y is a non-stationary variable while Ac is stationary so that 
running a system like (2.23) cannot provide much information for both sides of the consumption 
equation are of a different order of integration32. The problems about making inferences about 
32To see this note that in (2.23) the income equation is already in reduced form, and to obtain the reduced 
form for consumption we only need to substitute the income equation into the consumption equation (see Deaton 
(1992) pp. 89). 
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the coefficients on lagged income using standard t and F- tests are essentially the same as the 
problems that occur in discerning the existence of a unit root in a univariate time series; the 
use of the standard normal tables at usual significance levels results in over-rejection. Deaton 
(1992) runs a Monte Carlo experiment33 to test this point and finds that the t- statistics for 
excess sensitivity on each of the income variables, and the test for excess sensitivity as a whole 
(an F- test) reject more than the customary 5%34. 
Stock and West (1988) challenged Mankiw and Shapiro's suggestion that excess sensitivity 
was the result of bad econometric practice. Stock and West used the concepts of cointegration 
and error correction to provide a means for testing excess sensitivity: 
ct=bo+blct_l+b2yt i+b3yt 2 +ut 
where yd is the same income measure used by Flavin. Now, if we define savings as st yd - Ct 
then the consumption equation can be expressed as 
ct = bo + (bi + b3) ct_1 + (b2 - b3) DY 1+ b3sý_1 + ýe (2.24a) 
We see that this model resembles DHSY's study, where the savings variable plays the error 
correction role if we expect the coefficient of the lagged consumption variable (bl + b3) to be 
close to one. Sims, Stock and Watson (1990) have shown that in a regression of integrated 
variables of the same order, standard asymptotic theory can be applied to parameters that can 
be written as the coefficients on stationary variables. If consumption and disposable income 
are cointegrated, then the last two variables of the equation are stationary. Hence, it is possible 
to make inferences about the excess sensitivity parameters b2 and b3. Stock and West used 
Monte Carlo experiments to show that their technique works and the find evidence in favour 
of excess sensitivity. According to Stock and West, the problem with Flavin's test procedure 
was that the imposition of a unit coefficient upon the lagged consumption variable altered the 
asymptotic distributions of the estimates, but once we correct for this excess sensitivity appears 
33Deaton himself recognises that; `the Monte Carlo results, although tailored to reflect the actual data, do not 
generate results that look like Flavin's'. [pp. 94] 
34The overall F- test rejects 43% of the time, and the t- test for PO and ßl rejects 14% and 21% of the time 
respectively rather than the correct 5% [pp. 931. 
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to exist nonetheless. 
Excess Smoothness Tests 
The test for excess smoothness was developed by Campbell (1987) and Campbell and Deaton 
(1989) to test the empirical validity of `Deaton's paradox'. Deaton (1987)35 relaxed the as- 
sumption of stationary income to make inferences about the evolution of permanent income 
and thereby consumption. Trend-stationary and difference stationary income series were inves- 
tigated. 
Deaton demonstrates that if (labour) income is trend-stationary, and detrended income fol- 
lows a stationary autoregression, changes in permanent income will be smaller than income 
innovations. Consumption will not fully respond to news about current income and will there- 
fore be smoother than current income. This was the principal reason Friedman gave for the 
development of the permanent income hypothesis; permanent income should not react too 
strongly to changes in current income thereby making permanent income smoother than cur- 
rent income, a fact consistent with the data. Deaton also demonstrates that if the (labour) 
income process is stationary after first differencing, then permanent income will respond more 
than one for one to innovations in income. The permanent income hypothesis would then sug- 
gest that current income is smoother than permanent income when the (labour) income process 
is difference stationary. Hence permanent income is incapable of explaining why consumption 
is smoother than income in actual data. This is the essence of Deaton's Paradox. 
Campbell and Deaton (1989) provide an example of this last result through a `weak' test 
for excess smoothness in consumption36. Following Flavin, it is possible to write the innovation 
in consumption as a function of the expectational changes of future labour income. Provided 
that the income process follows an ARMA(p, q) 
« (L) yt =ß (L) et (2.25) 
35Here we follow Deaton's 1992 book. 
31We explain a `stronger test' for excess smoothness in chapter 3. 
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then the innovation in consumption can be written as follows (see equation (2.10)): 
00 




where p= (1 + r)-1. (Hansen and Sargent (1981) demonstrated that this formula applies both 
for the stationary and non-stationary cases. ) Now, if we consider a second-order autoregressive 
income process for example 
(1-aL)(1-(1-6)L)yt=et 
then from (2.26) we can write 
r(1 +r) Oct = (r + 6) (1 +r- a), 
6t 
The terms that play an important role in explaining the volatility of consumption to the type 
of income process that best fits the data are a and 6. We can see that if a unit root exists, 
a=1 and the equation above becomes 
Oct =ý Ct 
r+b 
(2.27) 
so that we can see that the ratio 
T+b will be greater than one if 0<S<1. The size of 6 
will therefore determine the effect of the income innovation on consumption. The smaller 6 is 
(0 < 6), the higher the ratio will be and the more volatile consumption will be. The effects of 6 
on consumption are magnified or dampened by the root a. If the income series does not have 
a unit root, a< 111, then since 1+r_« < 1, then the effects of 6 are dampened. 
These are the principles that Campbell and Deaton (1989) employed when they tested for 
the volatility in consumption. Campbell and Deaton (1989) found that the labour income 
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process that best fitted the US data was given by: 
Dyt = 8,2, + 05 42zyt-1 +et, o,, = 25.2 (2.28) 
so that in their case, a (L) =1-1.442L + 0.442L2, thus implying, a=1 and 1-6=0.442. 
Substituting the values of 5=0.558 and a=1 to equation (2.27) yields 
Oct = 1.76Et (2.29) 
for r= 10% p. a., equation (2.29) predicts that the standard deviation of changes in consumption 
ought to be at least 1.76 times than the standard deviation of labour income (i. e. r& = 1.760E 
for r= 10%). From equation (2.28) above and the data, Campbell and Deaton obtain: 
aoyp =1.76.25.2 = 44.3 
whilst the data on consumption stated that for consumption including durables, moo, = 27.3, 
and for consumption excluding durables, aA,,,, = 12.4. This therefore suggests that estimated 
permanent income is more volatile than labour income. Hence permanent income appears to be 
noisier than current income (and any measure of consumption). According to the permanent 
income hypothesis, the standard deviation of consumption and permanent income ought to 
be the same. If that were the case, then current labour income would be smoother than 
current consumption, a fact that is not encountered in the data as the standard deviation of 
consumption excluding durables is less than the standard deviation of current labour income. 
These results, together with Deaton's Paradox have led some economists to believe that `the 
reason consumption is so smooth is because the permanent income theory is false' [Campbell 
and Deaton, pp. 358]. 
2.2.6 Some Explanations for the Failure of the Rational Expectations Per- 
manent Income Hypothesis 
In view of the results obtained from the tests of excess sensitivity and smoothness of con- 
sumption, economists have examined possible reasons for the failure of the permanent income 
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hypothesis. In this section we mention some of the most important explanations. 
Private Information 
Campbell (1987) developed a model of savings under REPI to account for the possibility that 
agents may use a different information set to the one used by the researcher when making 
predictions about the behaviour of permanent income from labour (and capital) income. This 
information discrepancy can pose problems for excess smoothness tests but not for excess sen- 
sitivity tests which examine the significance of past income for making forecasts about the 
changes in consumption. 
Excess smoothness tests (as defined in the previous section) are subject to this information 
discrepancy because they are based on expectations about future (labour) income. If the 
econometrician's information set differs from that one used by the agent then the predictions 
about future labour income and therefore permanent income are likely to differ between the 
econometrician and the agent too. Hence any predictions about the volatility of permanent 
income that emanate from the predictions made by the econometrician about future labour 
income may be flawed for they may not represent the actual behaviour of the representative 
agent. 
Campbell (1987), Campbell and Deaton (1989) and West (1988) developed models that 
could account for this informational discrepancy. Campbell and Campbell and Deaton examine 
the (superior) information that is conveyed by savings in order to forecast labour income and 
hence permanent income. The principle used in those papers is simple yet very powerful: if 
agents expect lower future incomes and therefore a lower permanent income at time t, then 
they will reduce the amount of consumption at t. Given that by definition savings are the 
difference between current income and consumption, a reduction in consumption - explained 
by lower permanent income due to an expected decrease in future labour income - will induce 
an increase in savings. Hence, savings do provide information about agents' expectations about 
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future labour income. This relationship is best explained through the following equations37: 
00 
ct = ytp =r 
[At 
+E Pl+=Etyt+i (2.30) 
-o 
st=yt+rAt - ct 
Substituting (2.30) into (2.31) and rearranging yields 
(2.31) 
co 
st =- (1 + r)-i EtLyt+i (2.32) 
i=1 
Hence, savings equal the expected present value of future declines in labour income and therefore 
savings will rise (fall) if future labour income changes are revised downwards (upwards). This 
equation is referred to as the `savings for a rainy day' aspect of the permanent income hypothesis, 
and can help overcome the information discrepancies mentioned earlier38. Take the savings 
equation 
00 
st =- (1 + r) -t E ('yt+i IIt) (2.33) 
where It denotes the agent's information set at t. If Ht is the econometrician's information set 
at t, and it is assumed that 
Ht Cit 
then the agent's information set encompasses the one used by the econometrician. It is also 
assumed that the econometrician observes the current saving decision of the consumer, so that 
savings are a part of Ht. This is the crucial assumption that is needed to overcome the su- 
perior information problem. Given those two assumptions, taking the expectations of (2.33) 
37Here y is labour income and corresponds to to and A are assets and correspond to yI` in the previous analysis. 
38VVe give a short account of the Campbell paper in this chapter. A more detailed description is given in the 
next chapter. 
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conditional on the information set Ht: 
00 
E (stillt) _-> (1 + r)-'E (E (Dyt+illt) l Ht) 
which, by the `law of iterated expectations' and the two assumptions above, is equal to 
00 
st =- (1 + r) -' E (Dyt+iI Ht) (2.34) 
so that the econometrician's information set is used instead of the agent's. The crucial assump- 
tion here is that savings are observed by the economist so that savings enable the economist to 
bridge the gap between his information set and the information set of the agent. 
From the savings for a rainy day equation, it follows that [Campbell, pp. 1253] 




+ r) 1+r 
[Etye+t - Et_lye+=] 
i=o 
Equations (2.35) and (2.31) summarise the testable implications of the permanent income hy- 
pothesis and are exploited in the papers by Campbell and Campbell and Deaton. Testing for 
the validity of REPI using (2.35) is more powerful than using equation (2.11) as long as the 
data do not invalidate the intertemporal budget constraint (2.31) [Campbell, pp. 1254]. 
The saving equation (2.32) is also important from a statistical and econometric point of 
view as it allows us to test the permanent income hypothesis through (2.35). Assume that 
labour income is stationary after taking first differences. Then equations (2.30), (2.31) and 
(2.11) are also stationary in first differences, but savings39 is stationary in levels. From the 
cointegration literature equation (2.31) and the fact that savings are stationary, consumption 
is a random walk, and total disposable income is stationary after first differencing, then it must 
be the case that a linear combination of consumption and income exists so that both variables 
39Intuitively, saving is a discounted present value of changes in expected labour income. These changes must 
be stationary for otherwise they could be predicted. 
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are cointegrated. By Engle and Granger's theorem, an `error correction mechanism' between 
the cointegrated variables exists which enables `to put it into VAR form by dropping one of the 
elements of Axt (where xt = [yt, At, ct]') and replacing it with a'xt (where a' is the cointegrating 
vector from (2.31), a= [1,1, -1]). [... ] The resulting model is well-behaved and has the 
property of cointegration without the restrictions on the VAR coefficients' [Campbell 1987, pp. 
1256]. One can accordingly, test REPI as a set of restrictions on a vector autoregression for 
the change in labour income and savings. Campbell exploits this characteristic of cointegration 
and proposes a VAR system of labour income innovations and savings (which is obtained by 
rewriting the ECM into VAR as mentioned above) to test REPI4o 
Campbell, Campbell and Deaton for the US and Attfield et al. (1990) for the UK showed 
that the data does reject the appropriate restrictions imposed on the VAR thereby implying 
that the permanent income hypothesis is flawed4l. 
West (1988) also tackles the problem of inferior information. He considered a variance 
bounds test to examine the sensitivity of consumption under the hypothesis that income has 
a unit root. West investigates whether the findings in Flavin's permanent income hypothesis 
model vary if consumers are allowed to use additional information than that conveyed by lagged 
and current labour income for their predictions about their permanent income. If we denote the 
consumer's and the observer's information sets by I and H respectively, Flavin's model implies 
ct - EctIIt-i = Oct = yti - Eytillt-i 
where ytI =r (1 + r)-1 E0 (1 + r)-j Eyt+j lIt. Thus var (Act) =E (yft - Eylt IIt-1)2 = crj" 
If only current and past income observations are used by the econometrician, then the observer 
can only hope for 
AH =E (YHt - EYHt IH t_1)2 
So that, unless Ht = It, var(Oct) 94 4; and it is likely that (Proposition I) that QH > 0, -I = 
40This test is explained in more detail in the next chapter. 
4'The test demonstrates that there is excess smoothness and that the orthogonality condition (when lagged 
income is introduced) is breached. 
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var(Oct). This implies that the variance that an econometrician estimates is greater than the 
variance that consumers have. In other words, with lesser information about variables than is 
required for forecasts which can resemble the agents forecasts, excess smoothness results. 
West, using the intertemporal budget constraint (2.31) is able to work out the difference 
between 4H and al and in doing so introduces another test for the permanent income hypothesis; 
QH = or, + 
[(1 
+ r)2 - 1] var (ytt -11tH) 
or 
Q2= var (Oct) + 
[(1 
+ r)2 -1J var (ct - rAt - ytH) 
a2 ýO } ýv 
Under the permanent income hypothesis, these equations must be true. If consumers do use 
more information than that conveyed by current and lagged income, then Qv must be statis- 
tically different from zero. If the permanent income hypothesis is true then QH - ýA - ýv 
must be zero. By equations (2.25) and (2.26) QH = 020, E and one can calculate A from the 
estimates of the income process, ýv can be calculated from the intertemporal budget constraint 
and c is obtained from consumption data. 
West finds that the null vH-aöc =0 can be comfortably rejected at the 5% level. Moreover, 
the null QH - Qöc - av =0 can also be rejected, implying that the `insensitivity of consumption 
to news about income is unlikely to result purely from the use by the consumer of additional 
variables to forecast income' [pp. 23]. West introduces two modifications - wealth shocks 
and transitory consumption - to this model which are not able to explain the aforementioned 
insensitivity. 
The superior information findings are however disputed by Muellbauer and Murphy (1993). 
They find that lagged saving does not have a significant negative effect on subsequent income 
for both the US and UK economies. This result questions, at least for the macroeconomy, 
the notion that private agents may have a superior information set to that one used by the 
econometrician. Their results can be challenged for they only use a `moderately sophisticated 
income-forecasting process' [Muellbauer, 1994, pp. 15]. 
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Variable Interest Rates 
Campbell and Mankiw (1989) relax the assumption of a constant interest rate in the permanent 
income hypothesis. They examine two models of the Euler equation that allow for a varying 
and uncertain real interest rate. The first model considers a single forward-looking rational 
agent that consumes his or her permanent income, and the second model allows a proportion 
of consumers in the economy to be reluctant to substitute consumption intertemporally in 
response to interest rate movements. Both models are estimated using instrumental variables 
because the error term in the Euler equation may be correlated with the independent variables 
in the regression. Estimating the standard random walk equation by instrumental variables 
where the independent variables are current income innovations and the rate of interest, can be 
viewed as a restricted version of a more general equation system in which both the dependent 
and independent variables are regressed directly on the instruments. When there is more than 
one instrument, the martingale equation places over-identifying restrictions on the systems of 
equations. Those restrictions are used to test the permanent income hypothesis. 
Permanent income consumers The log-linear generalisation of the consumer's Euler equa- 
tion that accounts for variable interest rates is according to Campbell and Mankiw 
Oct =µ+ art + et 
The rate of interest is now permitted to be correlated with the error term which is still uncor- 
related with lagged variables. Note that rt is the rate of interest contemporaneous with the 
innovation in consumption at time t. By definition, or is the intertemporal elasticity of substitu- 
tion and should depict the fact that high ex ante real interest rates lead to rapid consumption 
growth. 
Estimation of this equation using instrumental variables yielded disappointing results. Camp- 
bell and Mankiw give a number of reasons that explain why an equation like this one is probably 
misspecificed [pp. 198-200]: 
1. The hypothesis that consumption growth is unpredictable - tested with a Wald test for 
the hypothesis that all coefficients are zero - is rejected at the 5% level or better, which 
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is inconsistent with Hall's (1978) interpretation of the data. If the PIH were true, and 
o were zero, consumption should be a random walk. Furthermore, the over-identifying 
restrictions of this equation are rejected at the 5% level or better whenever lagged real 
interest rates are included in the set of instruments. 
2. The estimates of o are highly unstable and small unless the nominal interest rate is used 
as the instrument in which case it exceeds one. 
3. Reversing the Hall regression yields estimates for that are not extremely large as would 
be predicted by the rational expectations permanent income hypothesis. 
Campbell and Mankiw suggest that this misspecification of the model is due to the exclusion 
of rule-of-thumb consumers. 
Rule-of-Thumb Consumers A more general model in which a fraction ). of income goes 
to individuals who consume their current income, and the remainder goes to consumers that 
behave according to equation (2.11) was considered. The following model is estimated by 
instrumental variables 
Oct =µ+ AL yt + Ort + et 
where 0= (1 - A) u. The two coefficients of interest are now A (the proportion of rule of thumb 
consumers) and 0 (the effects of interest rates on consumption). Campbell and Mankiw find 
a number of interesting implications [pp. 200-203]; firstly, rule-of-thumb consumers appear to 
exist in the economy since the coefficient on current income is substantive and statistically 
significant. Secondly, they find evidence that the ex ante real interest rate is not in any way 
determining the amount of consumption growth. The coefficient 0 is small and indicates that 
the intertemporal elasticity of substitution for the permanent income consumers is small as 
predicted by theory. Finally, the robustness of these results is enhanced by the fact that the 
over-identifying restrictions are never close to being rejected. 
These results suggest that the expected changes in consumption depend on expected changes 
in income because rule-of-thumb consumers exist in the economy. This explains why the excess 
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sensitivity phenomenon may occur and it suggests that taking a single representative agent to 
explain the behaviour of aggregate consumption is not entirely correct. 
Liquidity Constraints42 
Deaton (1991) examines the nonlinearities in the intertemporal budget constraint associated 
with borrowing constraints in a model where agents face uncertain income and are allowed to be 
`impatient' (in the sense that the rate of time preference is greater than the rate of interest) but 
are prudent at the same time (in the sense that they have a convex marginal utility function). 
In the face of uncertain income, precautionary motives will interact with liquidity constraints 
since the inability to borrow when times are bad provides an additional incentive to accumulate 
assets when times are good even for impatient consumers. Deaton shows that the appropriate 
consumption rule chosen under this framework is dependent on the time-series behaviour of 
income. 
With convex marginal utility, borrowing constraints and impatient consumers Hall's prob- 
1em43 is modified. Because those changes make the Euler Equation very difficult to solve unless 
the problem is redefined, Deaton specifies the framework in terms of the function `cash in hand' 
which acts as the state variable. The familiar Euler Equation is changed with the introduction 
of the borrowing constraint: 
.p (ct) = max 
IA 
(xt) 
, 11++r + rEtA 
(ct+l)] 
where A denotes marginal utility and x is cash in hand defined as xt = At+yt and =ß<1. 
Since consumers are not allowed to spend above their cash in hand no borrowing is permitted 
in the current period14. The solution to the problem is difficult to obtain because the marginal 
utility function .\ is nonlinear. To proceed, Deaton changes the problem to look for a stationary 
"We spend some time with this paper to demonstrate the difficulties associated with solving 
the Euler equation once we move away from the assumptions made by Hall (1978) and Flavin 
(1981). 
"Here we show the modification associated with an i. i. d. income process. 
44 The constraint implies that consumption cannot be higher than cash in hand, so given the convexity of the 
marginal utility function, that cannot be lower than A(xt). If A(xt) > /3EtA(ct+i), the constraint will bind; 
otherwise with no liquidity constraints, the two marginal utilities are equated as agents seek to equate marginal 
utilities across time. 
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stochastic optimum in which consumption is a function of the state variable xt, ct =f (xt). The 
marginal utility of money (price of consumption p(xt)) is defined for this purpose as 
P (xt) =A [f (xt)] or ct = A-' [p (xt)] 
This enables the Euler equation to be written as 
p (xti) = max [A (X), ßlp {(1 + r) (x - . gyp (x) + y)} dF (y)] 
After expectations have been taken into account. Note that the only source of uncertainty 
continues to be labour income. The `Euler equation' now equates the marginal utility of money 
today to the maximum value of either the marginal utility of cash in hand in the constrained 
situation or the discounted expected value of tomorrow's marginal utility of money. The solution 
to this equation is then used to characterise the equilibrium properties of the marginal utility 
of money and thus the policy function f (x). The solution is obtained (pp. 1227) with the 
specification of an updating rule used for a finite number of periods 
pn (xt) = Max 
[A 
(x) 
,ß1 Pn-1 {(1 + r) (x -; Pn (x) + y)} dF (y)] 
and with the backward iteration of the functions po(x), pl(x),..., p,, (x) until the function 
converges. In this problem, n=0 is the last period where everything is spent po(x) _ A(x) 
if there are no bequests. The period before that, n=1, pl(x) is determined by either the 
borrowing constraint or marginal utility. The problem is solved recursively. This modified 
problem has the following properties `the convexity of A(x) implies p(x) is convex. [... ] With 
borrowing constraints, the convexity of p(x) determines the degree of precautionary savings. 
[Moreover] p(x) is more convex than )/(x), so that the inability to borrow in adversity reinforces 
the precautionary motive' [pp. 1227]. Deaton shows that for i. i. d. income there exist a unique 
x* such that: 
1. c=f (x) =x when x< x*and, 
2. c=f (x) < x, when x> x* 
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What are the implications of this solution? For a given level of assets and a draw of labour 
income, the agent will spend everything and no assets are accumulated if the total value of 
assets and income is below the critical level x* (viewed as an optimal level of assets used by 
agents to buffer against fluctuations in income). If the amount of cash in hand, x, is greater 
than the critical value, something will be held over and a new positive level of assets will be 
carried forward to be added to next period's income. 
Some characteristics of the solution are as follows: 
1. The distribution of consumption will not be symmetric; the consumer can prevent con- 
sumption from being high but it cannot prevent it from being too low. 
2. The evolution of marginal utility of money p(x) is a martingale in the standard case, but 
under borrowing restrictions it follows a renewal process i. e. as long as the consumer 
carries forward positive assets, we have the martingale result, but as soon as the assets 
fall to zero, the process loses its memory and starts again. 
3. The level of x* and therefore the amount of smoothing are also determined by the coeffi- 
cients p (which is the coefficient in the isoelastic utility function u(c) =c -P and represents 
prudence) and o (which is the variance of the income process and therefore represents 
uncertainty). 
When the income process is serially correlated but stationary the results change slightly. y 
now becomes the state variable together with x since both convey information about future 
consumption decisions. Consumers' behaviour is similar to the previous case; an amount x* 
exists whereby levels of x below it lead to all cash in hand to be consumed and levels of x 
above x* lead to a proportion of the consumer's cash in hand to be saved for future periods. 
The actual level of x* does again depend on the arguments given above, but this time it also 
depends on the level of income, or the `state'. 
Some characteristics of the solution for serially correlated stationary income: 
1. Consumption is smoother than income, but the distribution of consumption is still asym- 
metric. This time, savings are a much more effective cushion against high consumption 
than against low consumption. 
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Table 2.1: Standandard Deviations for Income and Consumption for an AR(1) Income Process 
Autocorrelation coefficient, -0.4 0 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.9 1. s. d. y 10.9 10.0 10.5 11.5 14.0 22.5 
2. estimated s. d. (y) 10.8 10.2 10.0 11.4 13.3 27.5 
3. estimated s. .c 4.6 5.1 6.7 7.6 10.4 25.9 
ratio 3/2 0.43 0.50 0.67 0.67 0.78 0.94 
2. The coefficient of the AR process plays an important role as we can see from table 145 
Deaton explains these results as follows; `by assumption, 6>r, so assets are costly to 
hold. The precautionary demand is a powerful motive to hold assets, but the smoothing 
of consumption over long autocorrelated swings requires more assets, and more sacrifice 
of consumption, than is the case when income is i. i. d. or negatively correlated. Positive 
autocorrelation also restricts the ability to smooth consumption. Once cash on hand falls 
below [the level x*], no assets will be held, even if the bad income shock that produced 
the situation is a signal that further bad income draws are to follow. These bad times 
have to ridden out without any assets to cushion their impact. ' [pp. 1234-5] 
When the income process is nonstationary, the analysis is modified to make all the variables 
in the problem (income, cash in hand and consumption) stationary. Deaton does this by dividing 
all those variables by the level of income and the solution, obtained with the same techniques 
as above, is given in terms of these new variables. What are the implications for consumption 
behaviour when the income process is nonstationary? 
1. For the no serial correlation case, a variable w* _1 exists such that when w< w*, 
assets will remain at zero; for w> w* the evolution of assets is more difficult to follow 
although it can be shown by simulations that w will eventually decline below w* in finite 
time and therefore assets will eventually become zero so that all income is consumed. 
When income is a random walk and borrowing constraints are present, smoothing is not 
desirable: if income is above average it is expected to continue that way, so the additional 
income enables the consumer to get closer to the ideal level of consumption. When a 
bad draw in income occurs nothing can signal to the agent when the future trough in 
"See Deaton (1991), Table 1, pp. 1234. 
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income will occur in order to smooth consumption then. In consequence, the combination 
of `the persistence of the random walk and the binding liquidity constraints precludes the 
accumulation of assets'. [pp. 1238] 
2. For the serially correlated case simulations provide a solution to the problem. Deaton 
finds that as soon as a bad state is announced, savings switch from zero to positive and 
the consumer begins to accumulate assets. As the slump continues, the savings ratio 
stops rising and falls below zero if the slump is long enough. Assets go on rising for 
a while after the savings ratio has started falling, but eventually reach a ceiling above 
which they cannot go. At this point, the negative savings ratio and asset income help 
protect consumption against the effects of income which has negative expected growth 
over the slump. Eventually the slump ends and the boom takes over. As this happens the 
consumer uses all the accumulated assets to finance a spending boom and sits the boom 
with consumption equalling income. This result is the exact opposite of that implied 
by the permanent income hypothesis and does not appear to be supported by the data. 
Deaton dismisses this point by arguing that `even in the absence of borrowing restrictions, 
conditions for aggregation to representative agents are implausible, so that a represen- 
tative agent formulation is perhaps even more than usually misdirected when there are 
liquidity constraints'. [pp. 1241] This clearly opens the debate about aggregation in a 
representative agent framework. 
Excess Sensitivity 
Flavin (1993) considers an alternative specification to REPI where consumption exhibits excess 
sensitivity to current income46. Excess sensitivity to current consumption, which may originate 
if individuals are liquidity constrained, is introduced with the assumption that an individual 
will consume all of its permanent income and a proportion Q of its transitory income each 
period 
Ct = y' + Qyi (2.36) 
46In this section we concentrate on the theoretical aspects of Flavin's paper. In chapter 3 we concentrate on 
the econometric aspects. 
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where 0 <)3 <1 and permanent income is defined by (2.30) and yt denotes transitory income 
defined as 
Yt = yt +C1+T At - ytp (2.37) 
Assuming that there are no unanticipated capital gains, then the innovation in consumption is 
given by 
Oct - ßt +(1-3)(1--r) 
00 (i-r)Et 
-Et_i)yt+r (2.38) 
Thus, `even though transitory income and permanent income were defined as the transitory 
and permanent components of total income, inclusive of asset income, in the statement of the 
excess sensitivity hypothesis, the terms involving asset income cancel out, with the result that 
the first difference of consumption is a weighted average of the first difference of labour income 
and the expectational revision of the annuity value of future labour income' Flavin [pp. 655. 
Note that the innovation in consumption due to an innovation in permanent income is less 
than one to one and can therefore be interpreted as liquidity constraints and/or precautionary 
savings. To see this, assume that consumers receive news today that their labour income 
will (permanently) increase tomorrow. If consumers cannot borrow to increase and therefore 
smooth their consumption they may decide to consume a proportion of their transitory income 
today until their higher labour income is realised. Moreover, because consumers are reluctant 
to consume all of their transitory income and therefore all of their disposable income upon 
hearing the news that they cannot borrow, one can interpret this reluctance as perhaps being 
explained by precautionary savings. 
In this model, savings are now scaled by (1 - ß), viz. 
1 





This model is able to explain both excess sensitivity and smoothness. Sensitivity will occur if 
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ß 54 0, and smoothness will occur if 
var (Oct) = , ß2var 
(Dyt) + 2/3 (1 _)3) coy (Dyt, Dyt) + (1- /3)2 var (, yt) < var (Dyp) 
Using data for the US, Flavin found that whilst REPI could be decisively rejected, the restric- 
tions that the excess sensitivity hypothesis imposes on the bivariate system of labour income 
innovations and savings proposed by Campbell and Campbell and Deaton could not be rejected 
by the data. 
Buffer Stock/Precautionary Savings 
Carroll (1992,1997a) examines the role of precautionary savings in a REPI framework where 
consumers face important income uncertainty, have a precautionary motive and are impatient. 
The model predicts similar results47 to those suggested by Deaton (1991) as consumers engage 
in `buffer stock' saving behaviour. Carroll demonstrates that consumers in this framework 
have a target wealth-to-permanent income ratio - w* in Deaton's work - such that if wealth is 
below target the precautionary motive dominates and consumers save, while if wealth is above 
target impatience will dominate prudence and consumers will dissave. The important result of 
Carroll's work is that he is able to put forward a formulation for the components of the optimal 
level of cash in hand w*48. 
Carroll shows that the Euler consumption equation in a problem similar to Deaton's takes 
the form: 
Eti In ct+i ;zp 1(r - S) + 
(2) 
vart (O In ct+i) + ct+i (2.40) 
if shocks to consumption are lognormally distributed. p is the coefficient of risk aversion, r is 
the rate of interest, 6 is the rate of time preference. Consumption growth depends on three 
factors; the degree of impatience over precaution, a random effect and the conditional variance 
41Carroll's model differs from that of Deaton in that it does not impose liquidity constraints and in that income 
is divided into its permanent and transitory parts. Consumers act as if they were liquidity constrained because 
whilst impatient, they show prudence. Carroll claims that Deaton's results are due to his assumptions about 
impatient consumers and the convex marginal utility function rather than due to liquidity constraints per se. 
Carroll also claims that liquidity constraints reinforce the results of his paper. 
48Deaton did not provide such explanation. 
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of next year's consumption given information available this year. The first two components are 
standard to intertemporal consumption behaviour, but the variance term had, until Carroll's 
work, been somewhat neglected. The variance term is proven to play a'significant role in 
consumers' behaviour. Carroll derives an expression for the average (aggregate) variance of 








cY2 ? 21y -p 
1(r 
- 6)] (2.41) 
where g is the growth rate of permanent income and Q nN denotes the variability of permanent 
income. From the Euler equation, Carroll (1992) demonstrates49 [pp. 130-2] that the expected 
variance of consumption growth is negatively related to wealth. Carroll (1997a) (footnote 20) 
argues that this equation serves as a means of providing inferences about the target level of 
wealth that consumers will hold to buffer against an uncertain future, although the equation 
`should be viewed as a heuristic tool rather than as a rigorous analytical framework. That said, 
I have found no parameter values for which this kind of reasoning from equation (9) gives the 
wrong answer. ' [pp. 20]. 
The variance term (and presumably the target level of wealth) in (2.41) increases when the 
growth rate of permanent income, g and the rate of time preference, b increase. These results 
are intuitive; a higher expected growth rate for permanent income will probably reduce the 
amount of income uncertainty for the individual and given an impatient nature the consumer 
would consume more. When the consumer discounts the future less (i. e. S falls) the individual 
is willing to postpone consumption and wealth increases. From the equation we also notice that 
the variance term (the target level of wealth) decreases (increases) when the rate of interest 
and the variability of permanent income increase (0,2 InN). Again the explanation of this result 
for both variables is straight-forward; as the interest rate increases, the consumer becomes less 
impatient as consuming more in the present becomes more expensive and so the agent is willing 
to increase the amount of wealth that he or she holds. When the variability of the permanent 
income component increases, the prudent component of the individual's behaviour overshadows 
"Kimball (1990) has shown that for isoelastic utility functions, precautionary saving declines as wealth in- 
creases. Since precautionary saving adds to wealth over time, consumption will become less depressed. Hence, 
the reduction of precautionary saving when wealth increases generates the extra growth in consumption when 
Etvar(Olnct+l) is high. 
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the impatient one and the consumer begins to accumulate more wealth. Finally, the coefficient 
of relative risk aversion (p) has offsetting effects; a higher coefficient represents a stronger 
precautionary motive (more wealth accumulated due to the 2 term) but at the same time, a 
higher p leads to a lower intertemporal elasticity of substitution: thus p-1 (r - 6) decreases. 
In a recent paper, Carroll (1997b) has suggested that tests for the validity of the Euler 
equation - as given by equation (2.40) - using instrumental variables must be interpreted with 
caution because the variance term in that equation is likely to be endogenously determined by 
all of the variables in (2.41). Thus, for instance, it would be incorrect to use interest rates as 
one of the instruments to test the Euler equation. 
Aggregation with Finite Lives5o 
The existence of finitely lived life-cycle consumers may explain the problems of excess sensitivity 
and smoothness that appear in the data. Clarida (1991) studied the aggregate stochastic impli- 
cations of Modigliani's life cycle hypothesis to explain the first and second moment properties 
of changes in per capita consumption. The principal finding of the paper is that `smooth per 
capita consumption in the presence of a permanent shock to per capita labor income is exactly 
the outcome one should expect from a properly aggregated life cycle model in which saving for 
retirement, as well for consumption smoothing, is a motive for asset accumulation' [pp. 853-41. 
Since savings are required to finance consumption in retirement agents will not react so strongly 
to permanent changes in their labour income as they need to save for retirement. This means 
that the MPC of a change in permanent income ought to be less than one (REPI assumes an 
MPC of one) and it is likely to decline monotonically with age. Clarida's main consumption 
equation is (in per capita terms ) 
Oct = v-\ + pzt + 077t-1 (2.42) 
soave examine a version of this model in chapter 6 of this Ph. D. thesis. 
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where 
µ=>i U); i(. 7)= 1 (n ý) 
<1 
j=1 1+ (1 + r)- -{- ... } (1 -} r)- - 
<P=w>1 
and 
n-1 w-1 1 
it-1 =nE Ct-n++ +ýE Et-n+j `µ ý1) 
i=w+1 
, 1=1 
n is the number of periods the individual lives, w is the number of periods the individual works 
for (n -w is therefore the retirement period), j is the age of a consumer at time t, p is the 
marginal propensity to consume out of labour income and et (- n) and .\ (_ ý) are functions 
of the error and the drift term in the following specification for labour income yt = g+yt-i +et. 
Clarida shows that for plausible demographic assumptions, `the variance of changes in per 
capita consumption predicted by a properly aggregate life cycle model is substantially less than 
is implied by the representative agent permanent income hypothesis when shocks to per capita 
income are permanent' [pp. 854]. The following implications come from (2.42): 
1. Aggregate per capita consumption has positive drift even though, by definition of REPI, 
individual consumption is a random walk without drift. 
2. The drift in per capita consumption exceeds the drift in per capita labour income (VA >1 
since c >1 if r> 0) whenever the rate of interest is greater than zero. 
3. Changes in per capita consumption are correlated with lagged innovations in labour in- 
come. 
Near Rationality 
Cochrane (1989) looks at the utility loss suffered by agents when they follow alternative (not 
rational) decision rules. Cochrane finds that the utility cost to an agent that decides to set 
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consumption equal to current income rather than to permanent income is less than ten cents to 
a dollar per quarter. The utility costs are small because the utility costs of deviating from an 
optimum are an order of magnitude smaller than the deviation itself. An agent will not change 
its consumption unless a shock forces the agent to be relatively far away from the optimum so 
that the costs associated with changing consumption behaviour are exceeded by the utility gain 
from moving consumption to the optimum point. 
Partial Adjustment 
Attfield, Demery and Duck (1992) examined the possibility that consumers may be slower to ad- 
just to changes to their permanent income than predicted by the permanent income hypothesis. 
Slow adjustment may be explained by inertia or habit formation. 
Two models are examined by Attfield et al.. The first one (referred to as PIH1) is a 
conventional, forward-looking quadratic cost of adjustment model and the second specification 
(PIH2) examines the time absorbing costs of planning to enable the agent to reach the optimal 
level of consumption. 
PIH1 In this model, the permanent income problem developed by Flavin (1981) is modified 
by Attfield et al. through the assumption that consumers wish to minimise the following loss 
function 
00 
min L= Et E p' 
[ao (ct*+, 
i - Ct+i)2 + al (Ct+j ' Ct+j-1)2] 
j-o 
subject to the constraint 
00 00 
0 P'ct+j = (1 + r) At +E Pjyt+j 
where p= (1 + r)-1. In the paper, ao =1 and al =2 where, a is a cost of adjustment 
parameter and c* is the optimal level of consumption at each time period. The quadratic cost of 
adjustment makes large consumption changes undesirable. After straight-forward manipulation, 
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Attfield et al. arrive at the following result 
Oct = (1 + r) (1 - 0) Act_, + out (2.43) 
where wt = Eö pzAEtAyt+i and 0 is a function of the two roots required to solve the first order 
condition of the problem. The innovation in consumption is no longer a martingale process but 
an AR(1) one. One must therefore include the lagged dependent variable and examine, under 
the null hypothesis, whether the last term (the error term) is white noise. This is done by 
checking whether lagged variables have significant coefficients. 
This model explains excess smoothness and excess sensitivity. The innovation in consump- 
tion and hence in permanent income is likely to be correlated with lagged income because that 





var (w) 1- (1 -+)2 (1 _0)2 
and excess smoothness will arise if the ratio is less than one, i. e. if 1- 1+ +r <0<1. 
PIH251 The costs of adjusting a variable may not be specific to the time the adjustment takes 
place but may extend to other periods [Attfield et al. pp. 1206]. The planning time required to 
making sure consumption is at its desired level may produce slow adjustment of consumption 
to changes in permanent income: according to REPI forward-looking consumers need to ensure 
that not only is actual consumption at t equal to desired consumption in period t but also that 
actual consumption in all future periods equals the expected level of desired consumption in all 
future periods. 
Adjustment costs may arise in a rational expectations permanent income problem because 
given the tendency to discount the future, one would expect the planning effort devoted to 
the immediate future to exceed the amount of effort put to plan the future. The proportion 
of permanent income that is unpredictable well before the current consumption decision was 
made, is accountable for making actual consumption deviate from desired consumption; if a 
51This model is explained in more detail in subsequent chapters of this thesis. 
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high proportion of permanent income were predictable well in advance, then actual consumption 
will be close to its desired level. Thus, in this model, it is assumed that there is `some time 
span sufficiently long to ensure that any component of current permanent income which was 
predictable [well] in advance will have its full effect on current consumption. ' [pp. 1212] 
Mathematically 
n-1 
Ct = Et-nYtp + 7'=OEt-i 
0 
where n defines the time span over which adjustment is less than complete, the -Ys should follow 
the pattern 0< ryo < ryl <"""< 'y,,, -1 <1 
Since the change in expectations is unpredictable; 
Ely' - Et-lytP = et then Et-iy - Et-2y = Coet-i, where (i = [1 +r (1 - ryi)] . 
By algebraic 
manipulation, Attfield et al. arrive at 
n 




where 00 =1- 30, cb7 =[] for 0<j<n; 0,,, = 
0"-1 and ß= for i>0 - P-Pj P 
and ß0 =1- 'yo. Thus the change in consumption is an MA(n) process, where the error is a 
function of the change in the expectations about permanent income. This equation can explain 
excess sensitivity and excess smoothness; since et is white noise by definition, we can write 
var (Act) = var (et) 
0 
and excess smoothness will arise if >o 0z < 1. 
Excess sensitivity arises in this problem because lagged shocks to permanent income, which 
are likely to be correlated to lagged innovations in labour income, are shown to influence the 
current change in consumption. 
Attfield et al. find that US and UK data favour both the PIH1 and PIH2 models over the 
random walk specification of Hall. They also find that the PIH2 specification is the preferred 
one and that the US data is not able to formally reject that specification. For the UK, such 
rejection is less decisive. 
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Information-Aggregation 
Goodfriend (1992) has shown that the orthogonality restrictions implied by intertemporal opti- 
misation, rational expectations and information processing need not hold under the aggregation 
of randomly heterogeneous and imperfectly informed representative agents. Economic variables 
are generated by aggregate and relative components which agents must distinguish to follow 
optimal decision rules. Agents may be imperfectly informed (as Goodfriend assumes) because 
data are published with at least one period lag and must distinguish which part of their cur- 
rent income innovation is an aggregate one and which one is a relative one. Then the relative 
persistence of each component can explain the failures of REPI. These issues are investigated 
in more detail by Pischke (1995). 
Pischke extended Goodfriend's model by assuming that aggregate information may play a 
small role in household decisions since `ignoring it is not very costly for most households' [pp. 
807]52. The optimal reaction of agents to innovations in their individual and aggregate economy- 
wide income is investigated to assess their subsequent consumption decisions. Throughout 
Pischke's models, it is assumed that agents have individual specific income processes that are 
different from the time series structure of aggregate income. It is also assumed that the other 
assumptions of REPI hold. 
All the models consider agents that have identical income processes, but each consumer faces 
a different realization of this process every time period. The simple income process assumes 
Ayit = et + (1 - L) uit, where subscripts i denote individual variables while no subscripts refer 
to aggregate variables. Both errors are uncorrelated by assumption53. Pischke examines three 
scenarios: 
1) Complete Aggregate Information. In this case the micro agent has full contemporaneous 
information on aggregate income so that individual and aggregate income innovations can be 
distinguished. This results in the permanent income model of Hall and Flavin. 
2) Unobservable Aggregate Shocks. The individual cannot distinguish between aggregate 
and individual income components. A simple income process for the micro agent then looks 
52This assumption can be based on near-rational considerations. 
53Other income specifications where the aggregate errors are white noise and the individual errors are random 
walks can be considered (as well as other modifications). 
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like this 
Ayit = 1lit - e7lit-1 
where 0 is a function of the individual and aggregate components e and u54. With this income 
process, Pischke shows that the per capita consumption innovation will be 
Act =O ct_i + Act 
where A= (1 -4). Consumption does not follow a random walk but an AR(1) process. 
Excess sensitivity and smoothness are present in this model; if the researcher runs an excess 
sensitivity test of the type Oct =a+ 3Ayt-i + et then the estimated sensitivity coefficient 
(which should be zero) is 
_ 
cov (Act, Dyt-1) E lA 
(i eL) -t-11 
_ AO var (Ayt-1) Q2 
and the degree of excess sensitivity depends on the parameter 0. Excess smoothness arises 
because 
OIoC 
_A<1 aE 1-82 
if the rate of interest is small enough and 0>0. The representative model of Hall would hold 
if the aggregate and the individual income processes had the same persistence properties. 
3) Lagged Information about Aggregate Shocks. (This is Goodfriend's model). In this case, 
the individual i can only observe both yit and the aggregate shock et_, at time t. The consumer 
has also knowledge of the history of both variables so that it is able to infer uit_1. The income 
process for the individual now takes the form 
Ayit = Vit - uzt-i 
54 We explain this model in more detail in other chapters of this thesis. 
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where v; t = et+u; t and so the consumer cannot distinguish between the permanent (aggregate) 
and transitory (individual) components. A consumer will attribute part of the current period 
innovation to each component given the relative variances of both components. The optimal 
consumption response to an innovation in income will have two parts; one that accounts for 
the new innovation in the agent's income and a term that corrects for the error made in pre- 
dicting both components of income in the previous period. Goodfriend obtains the (aggregate) 
consumption response to an innovation in income as 
w+r 1 ACt 
1-+ rEt+(1-w)Et-1 
where w= -ý is a kind of signal extraction parameter. Aggregate consumption does not Qt+ýu 
follow a random walk but an MA(1) process. According to Pischke [pp. 815], the response 
to an aggregate shock is larger in the no information model than in the lagged information 
model since i+* <A= (1 - l. ). The lagged information model contains information on 
contemporaneous shocks, whilst the no information model also contains new information on 
lagged shocks so that the agent's response to innovations in income differs in both models. 
The lagged information model will exhibit both excess sensitivity and smoothness. The 
excess sensitivity coefficient is given by 
_E{ 
[i+* 
et + (1 - w) st-ý] Et-ý 
}_1-w 
_ a2 _ E 
which is different from zero. Excess smoothness arises because 
Qoc 
_w+r2 + (1 - w)2 ýE 1-ý- r) 
which Pischke demonstrates is less than one for small values of r. 
Pischke looks at the predictions made by the models using empirical estimates for the indi- 
vidual and aggregate parts of the income process. Pischke assumes that the individual income 
process and the aggregate income process are described by an 1LMA(2) specification in first 
differences. By definition the consumption processes, differ for the case of no information (con- 
sumption follows an ARIMA(2,1,2)) and the lagged information model (consumption changes 
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are an MA(1)). Pischke obtains estimates for 0 and the variance ratio for different values for 
the coefficients in the MA(2) income process and for different measures of the variability of the 
two components of the income process. He finds that both the no information model and the 
lagged information model predict parameters which are very close to the time series properties 
of aggregate consumption but he is not able to say which of the two models best explains the 
data. Both these models perform better than the full information model. 
In two recent studies, Demery and Duck (1999,2000) have identified the appropriate re- 
strictions that the models of Goodfriend and Pischke imply for the dynamics of aggregate con- 
sumption. Using US and UK time series data, Demery and Duck found that although Pischke's 
model can explain some features of the data better than the permanent income hypothesis, 
both models can be formally rejected by the data. 
Other explanations 
Christiano, Eichenbaum and Marshall (1991) have looked at the time horizon in which con- 
sumption decisions are made. They specifically address the criticism that consumers have no 
grounds for planning their actions in an annual, quarterly or monthly basis and they argue 
that agents make decisions on a continuous time basis. The assumption that agent's decisions 
intervals match the data sampling interval is thereby replaced by the assumption that agents 
make decisions at time intervals finer than that. Their work is based on the previous finding 
that temporal aggregation bias can induce serial correlation and spurious Granger-causality 
findings. Specifically, if the planning interval is shorter than the data interval spurious serial 
correlation and Granger-causality could be obtained. Christiano et al., find that their con- 
tinuous time variant of Hall and Flavin's models satisfies the martingale hypothesis. They 
argue that the empirical findings which suggested that the first difference in consumption is 
serially correlated and Granger-caused by a variety of other variables, are explained entirely by 
temporal aggregation bias. 
Bernanke (1985) suggested that durable goods and adjustment costs could explain the excess 
sensitivity phenomenon. Bernanke studies the consumer's optimal spending patterns on durable 
and nondurables that are jointly determined. 
Muellbauer (1988) examined whether lagged dependent variables in consumption repre- 
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sented agents' expectations or adjustment costs, habits or the durability of goods. Muellbauer 
explains that habits, like convex adjustment costs can account for the excess smoothness finding 
although he rejects these arguments as the complete explanation for the failure of the REPI 
specification. Muellbauer (1994) suggests that other types of adjustment costs may in fact 
account for the failures of the permanent income hypothesis. 
Heaton (1993) examined habit formation and time-aggregation issues. He found that 
monthly consumption changes were negatively correlated, not positively correlated as were 
the quarterly changes. He suggested a model where the utility function would depend posi- 
tively on stocks that come from the accumulation of purchases, and negatively on habits. In 
that model durability would dominate over short periods but habits become important as the 
observation period increases. 
2.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter we have reviewed the most important developments in the consumption literature 
over the last 50 years. In the earlier part of this chapter we reviewed the consumption function 
developed by Keynes as well as a number of subsequent studies which tried to explain why 
the Keynesian consumption function failed when estimated on UK and US data. Two of those 
studies have had a profound effect on the theory of consumption: the permanent income and life 
cycle hypotheses of Friedman and Modigliani. These two models were embraced by economists 
for their theoretical properties and their early empirical success. 
However, by the late 1970s, it appeared that consumption behaviour could not be mod- 
elled empirically. Muellbauer and Lattimore (1995) summarise the then state of consumption 
research as `far from satisfactory' [pp. 222]. In 1978, two important studies which have had a 
profound impact on the consumption literature were published: Davidson et al. 's error correc- 
tion specification and Hall's consumption function. Davidson and his colleagues put forward a 
consumption specification that could explain UK data, the findings of previous models, exhibit 
parameter stability over time and conformed to steady-state postulates of economic theory. 
Their work was guided by time series techniques which were then beginning to be understood. 
In this chapter we reviewed their consumption function paying particular attention to the short 
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(dynamic) and long-run characteristics of their model. 
Following the rational expectations revolution - most forcefully advocated by Lucas in his 
famous critique - Hall introduced rational expectations and a number of assumptions into the 
permanent income model of Friedman. Hall's consumption function advocated that the in- 
novation in consumption represented new information which becomes available to consumers. 
Because information is unpredictable by nature it cannot be systematically predicted and there- 
fore it should not be possible to predict consumption. Hall tested this claim and found empirical 
support for his hypothesis55. 
Subsequent research found that Hall's consumption function could be formally rejected 
in a number of different countries as consumption appeared to react too strongly to current 
income (the excess sensitivity hypothesis) and too weakly to permanent income (the excess 
smoothness hypothesis). Thus, it should be possible to predict the innovation in consumption. 
In this chapter we looked at some of the empirical studies that have tested the truth of the 
rational expectations permanent income hypothesis and we also reported the principal theories 
which claim to explain why Hall's consumption function fails at the aggregate level. Two main 
conclusions can be drawn from this exercise: first, that the main bulk of empirical research 
on aggregate consumption has been undertaken on two data sets for the US and the UK 
economies that end in the mid 1980s. Second, there have been many different explanations given 
for the failure of the random walk hypothesis. Most explanations involve different economic 
theories/concepts which in turn lead to very different consumption specifications. There is 
therefore no common concensus about what the consumption function should look like. 
In the next few chapters we attempt to deal with these two issues: in the next chapter 
we address the first issue as we construct two new data sets for the US and the UK that 
incorporate data up to 1996 to test whether consumption still suffers from excess sensitivity 
and smoothness. In the remainder of the thesis we address the second issue by constructing 
consumption specifications which are guided by a number of theories and which try to be as 
general as possible. 
"Strictly speaking, Hall only attempted to test the hypothesis that consumers try to smooth marginal utility. 
Because his marginal utility function was linear this implied that he was testing whether consumers smooth their 
consumption or not. 
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Chapter 3 
Excess Sensitivity and Smoothness: 
Evidence from New US and UK 
Data Sets 
3.1 Introduction 
Much of the empirical work that has tested the rational expectations permanent income hy- 
pothesis (REPII) has used a US data set which was constructed by Blinder and Deaton (1985). 
Campbell (1987), Campbell and Deaton (1989) and Flavin (1993) are some of the authors that 
have used this data set that runs from the second quarter of 1953 to the last quarter of 1984. In 
all these studies REPI fails on the accounts that consumption is both too sensitive to current 
income and that it is smoother than predicted by the permanent income theory. For the UK, 
Attfield, Demery and Duck (1990) constructed a data set running from 1955: 1 to 1987: 2 to 
mirror Blinder and Deaton's only to report similar findings. In this chapter we extend the data 
sets2 used by all these authors to incorporate ten more years of available observations that will 
establish the strength of the findings reported in all these papers. We pay particular attention 
to the econometric methods used by Campbell and Deaton and Flavin to examine how these 
extra observations affect the results reported in those papers. 
'We refer to the REPI as the models that were developed by Hall (1978) and Flavin (1981). 
2I am grateful to David Demery for helping me with these data sets. 
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An examination of the last ten years can provide further insights into the smoothing be- 
haviour of permanent income consumers. In the UK in the 1980s for instance, the consumption 
to income ratio grew to unprecedented levels, `peaking in 1987-8 at the highest levels seen in 
the last 40 years. ' (Muellbauer (1994) pp. 1). The early 1990s saw a stunning reversal, with 
the `personal-sector saving ratio in 1992, [... ] at the highest level since 1980. ' (Muellbauer 
(1994) pp. 1). The latter part of the decade has resulted in a consumption expenditure boom. 
For the US the story is somewhat different as it did not enjoy such a pronounced recession al- 
though it has experienced a consumer expenditure boom in the mid to latter part of the 1990s. 
Historically, the 1980s and 1990s will probably be characterized by the advent of financial lib- 
eralization and the growth in the participation of consumers in the stock market so that it may 
be possible to take a step back and question the validity of some of the assumptions that were 
used by Hall when he derived his model. Are consumers constrained in their borrowing? Were 
they so forward looking as to forecast the rise in the stock market in the last few years? Are 
rates of return constant? 
3.2 An Explanation of the Data Used 
Blinder and Deaton (1985) constructed a time series data set from the National Income and 
Product Accounts (NIPA hereafter) which they believed would help to test a number of con- 
sumption specifications. To arrive at these series several adjustments and procedures to the 
official NIPA data were made. 
1. The 1975 tax rebate is removed from the disposable income series on the grounds that 
this (sizeable) rebate was unanticipated and was not generated by the same stochastic 
process as the rest of the data. If one were to include this rebate, the estimates of the 
time series process for income would be distorted. 
2. Interest paid by consumers to businesses was subtracted from disposable income to treat 
these payments symmetrically with business interest payments to consumers. This is done 
in order to comply with the tax system. 
3. `Personal' non-tax state and local payments are subtracted from taxes and from govern- 
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ment purchases and added to consumption. The current dollar levels were deflated by a 
consumption of services deflator. This change raises income and consumption equally. 
4. Clothing and shoes which are considered by the NIPA as nondurable goods, were reclas- 
sified as durables. 
5. Blinder and Deaton achieve the breakdown of disposable income into capital and labour 
components by attributing propietor's income and personal income taxes to labour and 
capital according to their overall factor shares and by deducting social insurance contri- 
butions from labour income. 
All the resulting series are expressed as per capita aggregates. For the UK, similar measures 
were undertaken by Attfield, Demery and Duck (1990). 
The ten extra years of available data do not only provide an interesting period for testing 
the validity of the permanent income hypothesis but are also specially interesting for the US 
given the Bureau of Economic Analysis's comprehensive revisions to the annual NIPA not only 
in terms of scope but also in terms of the number of years subject to revision. The revised and 
updated versions of these series were obtained following the 10th comprehensive revision to the 
National Income and Product Accounts. Three major revisions were proposed: `(1) Definitional 
and classificational changes that update the accounts to portray more accurately the evolving 
U. S. economy, (2) statistical changes that update the accounts to reflect the introduction of 
new and improved methodologies and the incorporation of newly and available and revised 
source data, and (3) presentational changes that update the NIPA tables to reflect definitional, 
classificational, and statistical changes to make the tables more informative. ' (Survey of Current 
Business, January/February 1996, pp. 1) The most important innovations are; 
1. `improved chain-type measures of real output and prices that eliminate the overstatement 
of real GDP growth for periods after the base year and the understatement of real GDP 
growth for periods before the base year' (Survey of Current Business, 1996, pp. 1), 
2. `a new treatment of government investment that provides a more complete picture of in- 
vestment through the consistent treatment of fixed assets whether purchased by the public 
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or private sector and that improves the international comparability of U. S. estimates of 
saving and investment' (Survey of Current Business, 1996, pp. 1), 
3. `a new methodology for calculating depreciation that improves the empirical basis of these 
estimates by replacing straight-line depreciation patterns with estimates based on studies 
of prices of used equipment and structures in resale markets' (Survey of Current Business, 
1996, pp. 1-2). 
The data obtained from the revised NIPA estimates for this study runs from 1959: 3 to 1996: 1 
whilst the data obtained from the ONS runs from 1955: 1 to 1996: 2. The same adjustments made 
by Blinder and Deaton for the US and Attfield, Demery and Duck for the UK were made to the 
data. This renders four real per capita series on total consumption, non-durable and services 
consumption, disposable income and labour income for both the US and the UK. 
3.3 Consumption, Permanent Income and Innovations - Uni- 
variate Framework Results for Excess Smoothness 
In the next two sections, we follow the procedures used by Campbell and Deaton to examine 
the excess smoothness debate. This section follows Campbell and Deaton's simple approach 
of comparing the variance of the innovation in consumption with a measure of the `estimated' 
variance of permanent income innovations to test for excess smoothness. 
3.3.1 Overview and Unit Root Tests 
According to REPI, the innovation in consumption is driven by the expectational change in the 
discounted sum of current and future labour income 
co 
Oct+i =O +i =r 
E(1 + r)- (Et+l - Et) yt+4 (3.1) 
i=l 
This result was first noted by Flavin (1981). If the process for labour income can be modelled 
correctly, a researcher will be able to calculate the innovations in permanent income given by the 
right hand side of the expression above and compare these to the innovations in consumption 
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(these can be calculated directly from the data). Hansen and Sargent (1981), Quah (1990) have 
shown that the innovation in permanent income can be sensitive to the process assumed for 
labour income. If it is assumed that the income process can be represented by a trend stationary 
income process yt =B (L) eta then we will have 
00 








where B(L) denotes the polynomial in the lag operator. On the other hand, if the labour income 
process is a difference stationary process Ayt =A (L) et then we will have 
°O 1 
r> (1 + r)-= (Et+l - Et) yt+: =A(l+ r) 
Et+l 
i=l 
where A (L) denotes the polynomial in the lag operator. Thus, comparing the variance of the 
innovation in consumption with var (et) and 
(-) B( 1+T) 
for a trend stationary income pro- 
cess, or var (et) and A 1+r 
for a difference stationary income process allows a simple test for 
the truth of REPI. Previous research on unit roots for US data has reported that difference 
stationary processes explain the behaviour of labour income better than trend stationary pro- 
cesses. When A and var (et) have been estimated on US aggregate time-series data, the implied 
variance of permanent income has been significantly larger than the variance of consumption 
changes suggesting that consumption is smoother than predicted by REPI. As Quah points out, 
`this result is remarkably robust across alternative specifications for A' (footnote 10, pp. 457). 
This result is intuitive; if labour income is non-stationary, innovations to this process will be 
persistent and will therefore imply a revision to permanent income (and thus consumption) of a 
similar amount. Since it can be established from the data that the volatility of consumption is 
less than the volatility of labour income, this being the primary reason Friedman developed the 
permanent income hypothesis, we find the result that consumption is smoother than permanent 
income. (This fact has been referred to in the literature as the*'Deaton Paradox'). 
3'We can, without loss, take the trend to be identically zero since here we are interested only in the second- 
moment properties of consumption and income' Quah (1990), pp. 455. 
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Unit Roots: Theory 
We carry out this type of test with our two data sets to examine whether the above definition 
of permanent income can explain consumption. This provides a preliminary test for Flavin's 
definition of permanent income. We begin by testing for the presence of unit roots in all the 
variables that will be used throughout the analysis in this chapter through the tests developed 
by Dickey and Fuller (DF thereafter), Phillips and Perron (PP) and the variant of the DF test 
that allows for structural breaks developed by Banerjee, Lumsdaine and Stock (BLS) (1992). 
The results for the unit root tests without structural breaks are reported in tables 1 and 2 (DF) 
and 3 and 4 (PP) for the US and in tables 5 and 6 (DF) and 7 and 8 (PP) for the UK. We 
test two types of nulls for the DF and PP Unit Root tests: i) that the series Xt has a unit root 
against the alternative that Xt is stationary against a linear trend and ii) that the series Xt 
has a unit root against the alternative that Xt is stationary around a fixed mean. For the first 
type of tests we run a regression 
P 
LXt = ao + a1Xt-1 + alt + ry1OXt-. i + Et (3.2) 
, 
j=1 
and we test the Null hypothesis that a) al =0 (through at- test) and b) al = a2(= ao) =0 
(through an F- test4). The lagged terms in AXt are included in the DF test to ensure that 
there is no correlation in the errors. For the second type of tests we run the regression 
AXt = ao aiXt-i + ryýOXt-j + Et 
ý=1 
(3.3) 
and test the hypothesis that a) al =0 and b) a, (= ao) = 0. The Phillips and Perron statistics 
were devised as an alternative to the inclusion of lagged terms in the equations above since they 
adjust the test statistics to take account of serial correlation and potential heteroskedasticity 
in the disturbances. In all tables, the values reported in parentheses denote the critical values 
at the 10% level of significance. 
To test for the possibility that structural breaks are present in our data, we follow the 
procedures suggested by BLS. BLS estimate the `asymptotic distributions for recursive, rolling 
4Recall that both types of tests do not have the conventional critical values. 
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and sequential tests for unit roots and/or, changing coefficients in time series regressions. The 
recursive and rolling tests are based on changing subsamples of the data. The sequential 
statistics are computed using the full data set and a sequence of regressors indexed by a `break' 
date. ' (Journal of Business and Economic Statistics, 1992, pp. 271). The recursive minimum 
ADF t-statistic and rolling minimum ADF t-statistic are tests based on the ADF test so that 
the observations on Xt are assumed to be generated by equation (3.2). The recursive minimum 
ADF t-statistic is computed using subsamples t=1, ..., 
k, for k= kp,..., T where ko is a start-up 
value and T is the size of the full sample. Equation (3.2) is estimated for each subsample and 
the minimum (maximum) value of the t(k/T) across all the subsamples is chosen and compared 
to the critical value of tDF (töF) provided in table 1 of BLS. Rolling statistics are computed 
using subsamples that are constant fraction So of the full sample, rolling through the sample. 
Again, the minimum (maximum) values of the t(k/T) across all the subsamples is chosen and 
compared to the critical value of trF (tma) provided in table 1 of BLS. The sequential minimum 
ADF t-statistic is based on the observation that the variable Xt is generated by the following 
equation, 
P 
AXt = ao + a1Xt_1 + alt + yjOXt-j + a3D + et 
j=1 
which allows for a single shift or break in a deterministic trend at an unknown date. The 
deterministic regressor D allows for the possibility of a shift or jump in the trend at period k. 
In the shift in trend model, 
D=t for (t > k) 
D=0 for (t < k) 
and the shift in mean model 
D=1 for (t > k) 
D=0 for (t < k) 
The sequential statistics are computed using the full sample, sequentially incrementing the date 
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Table 3.1: Dickey-Fuller Tests for the US; Trend 
Test 








y -3.932 5.157 7.731 
yd -2.205 10.14 2.897 
Ay -3.558 4.225 6.332 
y -1.955 8.049 2.288 
c -4.510 6.828 10.22 
c -3.78 8.488 7.167 
cn -3.567 4.274 6.410 
cn -2.641 6.592 4.088 
Table 3.2: Dickey-Fuller Tests for the US; No Trend 
Test 






y -3.824 7.31 
y -1.156 12.68 
y -3.481 6.064 
y -1.154 10.292 
Ac -4.524 1 . 25 
c -0.465 5.194 
cn -3.426 5.870 
cn -1.28 6.389 
of the hypothetical break (or shift). Allowing k (the unknown date of the hypothetical break 
or shift) to be increased sequentially, minimum values of t(k/T) for the shift in trend and 
shift in mean models are compared to the critical values provided in table 2 of BLS. A further 
test of interest involves testing the null Hp : a3 = al =0 in both the trend-shift and mean- 
shift models. Table 2 in BLS reports the critical values of the F-statistics used to test these 
hypotheses. Table 3 in BLS reports the size and power of the recursive, rolling and sequential 
tests. The unit root tests for structural breaks are reported in tables 9 and 10 for the US and 11 
and 12 for the UK. We remind the reader at this point that tables 1 to 3 in BLS were obtained 
through Monte Carlo simulations for 100,200 and 500 observations. We do not have those 
exact number of observations and so comparison to the critical values is not totally accurate. 
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Table 3.3: Phillips and Perron Tests for the US; Trend 
Test 










y -151.57 -12.455 51.71 77.56 
yd -10.59 -2.24 17.43 2.6134 
Ay -147.9 -12.157 49.27 73.9 
y -6.193 -1.772 14.195 1.658 
-106.11 -9.205 28.233 42.34 
c -8.149 -2.045 27.144 2.102 
cn -95.826 -8.443 2 . 75 6 5.3 
cn -4.191 -1.238 40.851 1.038 
Table 3.4: Phillips and Perron Tests for the US; No Trend 
Test 








y -151.38 -12.48 77.868 
yd -0.329 -. 2 24.073 
y -147.73 -12.183 74.21 
y -0.378 -0.689 20.027 
c -106.1 -9.239 42.666 
c -0.034 -0.092 38.499 
cn -95.31 -8.438 35.596 
en -0.249 -0.841 61.072 
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Table 3.5: Dickey-Fuller Tests for the UK; Trend 
Test 








y -3.627 4.405 6.581 
yd -1.67 5.793 2.016 
Ay -3.947 5.199 7.798 
y -1.891 7.974 2.143 Ac - . 772 4.756 7.116 
c - .27 . 339 2.823 
cn -3.741 4.674 7.004 
cn -2.280 4.214 2.876 
Table 3.6: Dickey-Fuller Tests for the UK; No Trend 
Test 






y -3.477 6.074 
yd . 901 6.978 Ay -3.893 7.578 
y 0.420 9.723 
c - . 702 6.871 
c 0.300 3.624 
cn -3.677 6.762 
cn 0.244 3.372 
Unit Root Tests: Evidence 
To establish the number of times that a variable needs to be differenced before it becomes 
stationary, we first examine the null that all the differenced variables possess a unit root (i. e. 
al = 0) against the alternative that these differenced variables are stationary5. We then report 
the results for the case of all the variables in levels. The results of the DF and PP tests on 
both equations, suggest that US data appears to be integrated of order one and that the drift 
component is significant. 
For the UK, both the DF and PP tests report that all data are integrated of order one. As 
for the US data, we find that the drift components appear to be significant in UK data. 
5The test that all variables had a unit root when they were differenced twice was rejected in all cases and is 
not reported here. 
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Table 3.7: Phillips and Perron Tests for the UK; Trend 
Test 










y -190.99 -14.939 74.393 111.59 
yd -7.471 -1.927 11.036 2.608 
Ay -172.05 -13.285 58.854 
y -6.444 -1.868 8.15 2.109 
c -169.71 -13.098 57.188 85.782 
c -4.110 -1.554 12.787 2.367 
cn -146.85 -11.55 44.499 6.74 8 
cn -3.3488 -1.449 16.749 2.313 
Table 3.8: Phillips and Perron Tests for the UK; No Trend 
Test 








y -189.52 -14.834 110.03 
yd 0.586 14.491 
y -171.42 -13.253 87.818 
y 0.326 0.447 10.193 
-167.24 -12.958 83.955 
c .64 1.154 17.376 
cn -143.97 -11.407 65.044 
cn 0.605 1.247 23.387 
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Table 3.9: Recursive and Rolling Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests of Unit Roots; US data 
Recursive Rolling 
tDý, . min +max +min tmax 
y -2.6rF -2.8 -0.372 -3.3 -0.548 
y -2.12 -2.123 -0.043 -3.159 -0.770 
c - . 32 -3.327 -0.462 -2.567 -0.400 
cn 1 -2.36 1 -2.59 -0.404 -2.506 - . 21 
Table 3.10: Sequential Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests of Unit Roots; US data 
Trend hi ft Mean Shift 
tmn Ft" tmin Finax 
y -3.000 5.142 -2.961 4.932 
y -2.538 20.642 -2.0 4 -13.05 
c -3.016 13.336 - . 993 13.504 
cn -2.523 9.891 -2.481 .3 
Structural Break Tests 
The results from the recursive and rolling tests for all the series for both the US and UK suggest 
that the presence of a unit root cannot be rejected in any case. The sequential tests indicate 
the presence of a unit root for all the series and for the US, the F-tests suggest that there are 
no structural breaks in the data as the joint hypothesis Ho : a3 = al =0 cannot be rejected. 
For the UK, the critical values of the F- test are close to the 2.5% significance level. We 
conclude with the evidence from all the tests that all the series in the UK have a unit root 
without structural breaks. Thus it is necessary to calculate the value of the lag operator A(L). 
Table 3.11: Recursive and Rolling Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests of Unit Roots; UK data 
Recursive Rolling 
tDý, tm, n . max tmin 1) tmax DF 
y -1.857 -2.371 -0.3766 -3.147 -0.0915 
y -2.214 -2.642 -0.2698 -2.473 0.15233 
C -1.885 -7.2211 - 
1. -3.17 8 0.71416 
cn -1.9062 -2.33 57 1. -2.850 67 5 
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Table 3.12: Sequential Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests of Unit Roots; UK data 
'Rend i Mean Shift 
train Finax tmin Finax 
y -3.346 18.251 -3.357 18.8 
y -3.54 20.429 -3.719 22.551 
c -3.355 19.848 -3.561 22.365 
cn -3.45 21.805 -3.711 24.288 
3.3.2 Levels data 
To compare our results with Campbell and Deaton's, the following equation was estimated on 
their claim that an ARI(1,1) process tends to explain the behaviour of labour income well 
iyt = 05588 - 0.018477 iyt_1 + et 
QE = 0.1064923 (3.4) 
(0.009953) (0.08366) R2 = 0.0003 
(standard errors are reported in parentheses). According to REPI, the innovation in consump- 






(1 + 0.018477) +r '6t 
The multiplier on the right-hand side is 0.982 when r is zero and 0.983 when the rate of interest 
is 10%. Thus (3.5) predicts that the standard deviation of consumption should be 0.98 times the 
standard error of labour income. The standard error of labour income was calculated in (3.4) to 
be 0.106, whilst the standard deviation of consumption changes calculated from the data set is 
0.081 therefore smoother than the standard deviation predicted by REPI (0.106 x 0.98 = 0.104). 
The standard deviation of nondurable consumption (thought to be a closer approximation to the 
domain of the permanent income hypothesis) is 0.0489 suggesting again that permanent income 
innovations are smoother than actual innovations in consumption. Even scalings the standard 
6 `The ce (nondurable consumption) measure has the disadvantage that it is only a component of consumption; 
to use it, one must postulate that total consumption is unobservable and a constant multiple of ct. ' Campbell 
(1987), pp. 1260. Thus we write ct = Ac,, t, A being this scaling factor. ct then becomes our nondurable measure 
of consumption. Campbell adds the following warning: 
`Blinder and Deaton report that the share of nondurables and services in measured total consumption expen- 
diture has displayed a secular decline over the sample period. This casts some doubt on the practice of using 
nondurables and services consumption as a proxy for the total; nevertheless I follow this tradition and estimate 
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deviation of non-durable consumption to render it comparable to the predicted innovation does 
not change the nature of the results. When we scale this standard deviation by the ratio of the 
mean of consumption to the mean of consumption of non-durables we get 0.0489 x 1.18 = 0.058. 
For the UK, the ARI(1,1) for labour income is given by the equation, 
Dyt = 4.04 - 0.04295 Dyt-1 + et 
aE = 13.40 (3.6) 
(1.104) (0.0787) R2 = 0.018 
and the change in consumption is given by 
Act _ 
(1+r) 
Et (3.7) (1 + 0.042947) +r 
The multiplier on the right-hand side is 0.996 for a rate of interest of zero and 0.962 for r= 10% 
and it is therefore somewhat sensitive to the rate of interest used. Again, (3.7) predicts that the 
standard deviation of consumption should be 0.96 times the standard error of labour income 
which was calculated as being 13.40 in (3.6). As in the US case, when we compare the predicted 
standard deviation from REPI (13.40 x 0.96 = 12.899) to the actual standard deviation of 
consumption (12.507) we find evidence that consumption in the UK appears to be less volatile 
than predicted by the permanent income hypothesis. 
The principal shortcoming of this type of test is that it relies on the labour income spec- 
ification to be fundamentally correct. In this case, the equations for labour income for both 
the UK and the US perform poorly;, the coefficients do not appear to be significant, there is 
a very low R2 and for the US there is evidence of structural breakdown in our equation from 
Chow tests. Campbell and Deaton have argued that a logarithmic version of the permanent in- 
come hypothesis maybe more desirable, their justification being that `most of the relevant time 
series are more easily transformed to stationarity in logarithmic form, and most atheoretical 
specifications of consumption functions have found that form tends to fit the data better. ' (pp. 
358). 
a constant scale factor. ' Campbell (1987), footnote 15, pp. 1260. 
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Table 3.13: Dickey-Fuller Tests for the Change in Labour Income 
Variable al=0 ao=a, = a1=0 ao=CY1=a2= a1=a2= 
og yU -3.043 4.633 -3.554 4.211 16.314 logy(us) -2.736 12.63 -1.827 8.910 4.455 log yU K 4.377 - 9.581 -4.362 6.346 9.516 log y UK -0.541 9.799 -2.682 9.078 3.613 
3.3.3 Logarithmic Data 
A first step required to conduct tests with logarithmic data is to establish the order of integration 
of the variables required for the test, in this case labour income. DF unit root tests conducted 
for labour income are reported in table 137 and show that the variable is I(1) for both the US 
and the UK. 
In order to compare the robustness of the results reported in the papers of Campbell and 
Deaton and Attfield, Demery and Duck to the extended data sets, we transform the REPI 
model into logarithmic form and adhere to the suggestion that the increased volatility observed 
in the data can be modelled better in terms of logarithmic expressions. The following equations 
represent the logarithmic approximations derived by Campbell and Deaton to test the validity 
of the permanent income hypothesis; for the change in consumption we have 
OCt+1 00 r> 
Py (Et+1 - Et) A log yt+i (3.8) Yt 1-µ t=1 
where µ is the mean growth of labour income, r continues to represent the rate of interest and 
p is equal to (1 + Fi) / (1 + r). A restriction that r> pi is imposed so that the sum is finitely 
bounded. The `savings for a rainy day' equation is given by8 
00 st- 
p2EtA log yt+i -K (3.9) yt t-1 
under the conditions that r and µ/r are small so that the savings ratio is small' (and n is a 
constant defined by Campbell and Deaton). An equation of interest, used extensively to test 
7The first two columns refer to regression (3.3) whereas the remaining columns refer to regression (3.2). 
8In the next section we explain the economic implications and rationale of this expression. 
9Otherwise the approximations do not hold. 
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the validity of REPI, is obtained from the linear combination of equations (3.8) and (3.9) 
Act 00 St 
-O log yt - 
st-1 (Et+l - Et) O log yt+z - 
Oc 
(3.10) 
Yt f /t-1 
L_1" 
Yt-1 
Campbell and Deaton claim that the equivalence of the first and last expressions of this equation 
can be checked directly from the data. Equation (3.10) can be used to detect excess smoothness 
in consumption. Based on an AR(1) for the rate of growth of labour income, we note that the 
term in the centre can be expressed as a function of et 
00 00 




where is the autoregressive coefficient on the AR(1) equation for the growth rate of labour 
income. Hence once we obtain a value for r, it is possible to calculate the (theoretically) 
predicted standard deviation of changes in consumption, these changes being expressed as ratios 
of the level of labour income, the right hand side of (3.10). The predicted standard deviation of 
the change in consumption is equal to the standard error of the innovation in the autoregressive 
equation multiplied by the coefficient on et in equation (3.11). This can then be compared with 
either the actual standard deviation in the innovation of consumption or the standard deviation 
of the approximately equivalent expression on the left hand side of (3.10) which we term Orat. A 
finding that the predicted exceeds the actual standard deviation implies the presence of excess 
smoothness. Tables 14 (for the US) and 15 (UK) below enable this comparison. We have the 
following equations for the growth rate of labour income in the US and the UK respectively, 
O l0 1.858 + 0.097010 
of = 3.603 
g yt 
0.345) (0.083) g yt-i 
+ ýt (3.12) ( R2 = 0.0094 
01og yt = 2.095 - 0.0559A log yt_1 + et 
af = 5.924 (3.13) 
(0.488) (0.078) R2 = 0.0032 
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and from equation (3.11) we have 
00 
Pt (Et+i - Et) O log yt+i = 
4=1 
00 Ct (-0.097p)= ct = 1- 0.097 (1-F-µ - r) 
(3.14) 
00 
Pt (Et+l - Et) A log yt+= 
Ct 
=1+0.0559 (1 +µ- r) i=i 
(3.15) 
The sample average rate of growth of labour income in the US, µ, was 2.06% per annum. Hence, 
the coefficient that multiplies ct is 1.106 for a rate of interest of 10% per annum. Given that 
the standard error of the innovation in labour income from (3.12) is 3.603, we have that the 
predicted standard deviation for consumption changes is 3.603 x 1.106 = 3.98. For the UK, the 
growth rate of labour income was 2.035% per annum, so that the coefficient that multiplies et 
is 0.947 for the same rate of interest of 10%. The predicted standard deviation for consumption 
changes in the UK is 5.92 x 0.947 = 5.61. The actual standard deviations for the innovation in 
consumption are reported in tables 14 and 15. 
Table 3.14: Means, Actual and Predicted Standard Deviations for the US 
U Mean s. d. 
- 
Scaling factor, 





og c,,, t 1.991 1.903 
t 
Act 2.261 2.159 1.180 (mean) 
1.180 
Ac 2.558 2.443 1.335 (OLS) 
77 -1.618 2. 1.335 
As we can see from table 14, the actual standard deviations of all US measures are smaller 
than the calculated standard deviation of 3.98. This suggests the existence of excess smoothness 
in US data. 
For the UK, the predicted standard deviation for consumption changes produces interesting 
results: the predicted innovation is always higher than the actual innovation in the consumption 
ratio, but it is always less than the equivalent term Ort in (3.10). It appears that there is excess 
smoothness in consumption for both the US and the UK, but as we can see from tables 14 and 15 
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Table 3.15: Means, Actual and Predicted Standard Deviations for the UK 
Mean s. Scaling factor, 
log 




og c,, t 1.915 3.469 
WI 
act 2.256 4.038 1.086 (mean) 
-1.953 6.588 1.086 
A- 2.780 4.976 1.338 (OLS) 
q -0.919 6.792 1.338 
it is less clear that the approximations in equation (3.10) hold, specially for the UK. As we will 
see in the next sections, we must acknowledge these results when attempting to ascertain the 
degree of smoothness in consumption from the superior information test devised by Campbell. 
We must also note at this point that the equations for the change in the log of labour 
income for both the UK and the US do not fare better than their level equivalents. For the US 
in particular, there is again evidence of a structural break in the estimated equation. For the 
purposes of this section however, we conclude that the simple tests point towards evidence of 
excess smoothness. 
3.4 Superior Information and VARs: Testing for Excess Smooth- 
ness 
3.4.1 Theory 
As we noted when we moved from the linear to the log-linear specification, the tests used in 
the previous section are subject to an important criticism; the process for labour income must 
be modelled correctly. Those tests assumed that income was correctly specified as a univariate 
stochastic process by consumers and researchers alike. Closer examination reveals that all the 
equations explaining the change in labour income, whether in logs or levels, do not report 
the behaviour of labour income accurately and so it is unlikely that rational consumers would 
choose to use those (exact) specifications. 
Throughout the last section it was assumed that the expectations conditional on consumers' 
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information in both equation (3.1) and in the middle term of equation (3.10) were identical to 
the expectations conditional on the econometrician's information set that only included current 
and lagged values of labour income. Even if the econometrician introduced more variables other 
than current and past values of labour income it is very likely that the information set used by 
the consumer will be larger than the econometrician's information set and so it seems unlikely 
that a researcher would be able to accurately predict the innovations in labour income and 
hence consumption. West (1988) has demonstrated that if consumers do in fact use a larger 
information set to forecast future values of labour income than the univariate equation for 
labour income, the overall effect is to smooth permanent income. 
Superior information on the agents' behalf poses significant problems to some of the tests 
attempting to ascertain the merits of REPI. Indeed, in light of this evidence, we may suspect 
that the calculations made in the previous section may be suggestive of this fact, that consumers 
are using a larger informational set than that one used by the econometrician. Campbell and 
Deaton (1989) follow Campbell (1987)'s approach of using the consumer's own behaviour to 
reveal his or her expectations and therefore finesse the informational problem. The consumer's 
behaviour is represented by current and past values of consumption and savings. To understand 
how the superior information problem is overcome, start with the savings equation (3.9) 
00 
st 
:- p`Et [A log yt+= I It] - rc (3.16) Yt i=1 
where It denotes the consumers' information set. We assume that the econometrician has a 
smaller information set Ht that consists of all the current and lagged values of the saving ratio 
and the growth rate of labour income. (In the previous section the information set of the 
econometrician included only observations on labour income). Campbell and Deaton impose 
the law of iterated expectations to some of the REPI equations to express them in terms of the 
smaller information set Ht. Two equations are used 
00 St 
~-E p=Et [O log yt+i I Ilt] -K (3.17) yt t-1 
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and 
00 St qt- 
yt -A 
log yt -cli-> pi [Et (O log yt+i I Ht) - Et-1 (A log yt+i I Ht)} (3.18) 
i=0 
The implications behind these two equations are both simple and powerful. Because St/yt 
is in Ht, the left hand side of (3.16) which is conditional on the information set It must be 
equal to the left hand side of (3.17) which in turn is conditional to the smaller information 
set Ht. Moreover, because Ologyt and st_1/pyt_1 are also in Ht, the econometrician is able 
to observe the left hand side of (3.18) which in turn is equal to the left hand side of (3.10) 
which is conditional on the information set of the consumer It. The crucial assumption that 
is made throughout this argument is that the consumer's saving behaviour is observed by the 
econometrician. The economic interpretation of these arguments is interesting; if the permanent 
income hypothesis is true, the agent's saving behaviour reveals the agent's expectations about 
the behaviour of future labour income. If the present value of expected future changes in labour 
income is negative (positive), REPI suggests that individuals will save (dissave) in the current 
period in order to satisfy a basic premise: agents wish to smooth their lifetime consumption. 
REPI can therefore be tested under the smaller information set available to the econometrician 
with equations (3.17) and (3.18). 
The approach taken by Campbell and Deaton is to estimate a VAR system containing the 
growth rate of labour income and the savings ratio. The intuition behind the VAR is simple; 
as we have just seen, lagged values of saving ought to explain the behaviour of labour income, 
whilst allowing consumption, and therefore savings, to depend on past values of income enables 
an econometrician to test the excess sensitivity hypothesis. The VAR can then be used to 
obtain forecasts of future income growth used to form the revisions of the right hand side of 
(3.18). These revisions are compared to the innovations in savings on the left hand side. Excess 
smoothness will arise in this case if the standard deviation of the left-hand side of (3.18) is less 
than the standard deviation of the right hand side calculated from the VAR'0. 
"The use of a VAR framework for labour income and savings was originally advocated by Campbell (1987). 
The following arguments come from Campbell, pp. 1255-7. The importance of the VAR framework for testing 
the premise of REPI come from the cointegration literature. If we have a vector with the following variables 
xt = [At, yt, ct)'and those variables are cointegrated: 
1) a set of restrictions on a VAR on Axt cannot be imposed since REPI has implications for consumption and 
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Consider a basic VAR model stacked into a first order system 
01og yt -µ al ... ap bi 
1. 
O log yt-P+l - it 1 
st/yt -Q Cl ... c dl 
1 
St-P+l/yt-P+l -v 
... bp O log yt-i - it uit 
0 
+ 
O log yt-P - it 
... dp st-i/yt-i -Q U2t 
0 
1 St_P/yt-p -Q 
(3.19) 
where it is the mean growth of labour income and o is the mean saving ratio. For the purpose 
of the analysis, we write this VAR structure more succinctly in matrix notation as 
zt = Azt_i + ut 
where A is the companion matrix for the VAR. For all i, 
E [zt+i I Ht] = A'zt 
and 




Defining the selection vectors ei and e2 such that eizt =O log yt and e2zt = st/yt we can write 




01og yt - Pyt-i 
= e2 - ell) zt -P e2zt-i 
its change, 
2) no finite VAR representation exists for Axt. 
A solution to the second point is to use an error-correction model for the vector xi. It is possible to re-write an 
error-correction model in VAR form by dropping one of the elements of Axt in the error correction system and 
replacing it with a'xt where a denotes the cointegrating vector. This is where the VAR system that involves 
savings and the innovation in labour income comes from. In the Appendix we report the cointegrating results 
and show that savings are stationary. 
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and substitute (3.20) to obtain, 
St 




- ei) A-P 
1e2] zt-i + 
(e2 
- ei) ut (3.23) Vt pyt-i 
In addition we can express the right hand side of (3.18) in terms of the VAR 
00 00 
E 
p' [Et (A log yt+i ( Ht) - Et-1 (A log yt+i I Ht)] =E ei (pA)' ut (3.24) 
i=0 i=0 
where we have made use of the result in (3.22). From equations (3.23) and (3.24) it is pos- 
sible to compare the actual with the theoretically predicted innovation standard deviation of 
(st/yt -A log yt) which is approximately equivalent to the theoretical innovation of Oct/yt. The 
predicted innovation standard deviation of the right hand side of (3.18) is equal to 
Vei (I - PA)-l 0 (I - pA)-l el (3.25) 
where St is the variance covariance matrix obtained from the unrestricted VAR(p) equation. 
The actual innovation in (st/yt -0 log yt) is simply U2t - ult and so the actual innovation 
standard deviation is equal to the square root of 
(e2 
- ei) 9 (e2 - ei) (3.26) 
Excess smoothness is observed in the data if the predicted innovation warranted by (3.25) is 
larger than the actual innovation warranted by (3.26). 
Before reporting the degree of smoothness in consumption for the US and UK, it is interest- 
ing to note that REPI imposes testable restrictions to the coefficients of the companion matrix 
A. According to REPI, the left hand side of (3.23) ought to be equal to the left hand side of 
(3.24). This requires that two sets of constraints be satisfied, namely, 
(e2 
- el) A-p lee =0 (3.27) 
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00 
- el (PA)4 = e2 - el (3.28) 
=o 
The first of the restrictions claims that no lagged elements of labour income growth or the 
savings ratio should affect the ratio of consumption changes to income. The test for `excess 
sensitivity' can be considered a special case of this restriction. The second restriction represents 
a test for excess smoothness; it suggests that the innovations in consumption ought to be equal 
to the change in the present value of labour income. Thus, if this restriction is satisfied then 
we cannot report that consumption is smoother than implied by REPI. Note further that if 
pA I< 1, we can write E°_o e'1 (pA)' = (I - pA)-1 in (3.28). Provided that the inverse of 
(I - pA) exists, the first constraint (3.27) can be rearranged to produce 
-ei (I - pA)-1 = e2 - ei 
which is identical to the no `excess smoothness' constraint. The `excess sensitivity' constraint 
imposes the following restrictions on the coefficients of the companion matrix A; al = cl,..., as = 
cc, dl = bi + p-1 I d2 = b2 i ..., dd = bb. In the results that follow we test these restrictions with 
both Wald and LR tests. 
The condition that the inverse term, (I - pA) -1, exists together with the `excess sensitivity' 
constraint, provides another interesting insight into the permanent income hypothesis. Using a 




al bi +p1 
so that 
(I - pA) 
1-pal -pbl 
-pal _pbl 
Consequently, the determinant of the matrix can only be non-zero if p and bl are not zero. This 
imposes the condition that there must be Granger-causality from savings to the log of income. 
Such Granger-causality is guaranteed if consumers have superior information and so it is worth 
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testing for it since detection of its absence suggests that the bivariate system of labour income 
and savings is not able to overcome the superior information problem. 
3.4.2 Results 
The first step that we must undertake to test whether REPI explains the behaviour of US and 
UK consumers is to estimate unrestricted VARs for the innovation in labour income and the 
level of savings for both countries11. The diagnostic selection criteria used to select the lag 
length of the VARs in this study is the Akaike Information Criteria although we also examine 
the Schwartz Bayesian Criterion together with the significance of lag lengths reported by t and 
likelihood ratio test statistics. For both the US and the UK, and for the purposes of comparison, 
we also provide VARs with the lag lengths reported in previous studies. 
For the US, the data favoured a VAR(2) system and there was also evidence that some of 
the coefficients in a VAR(5) were significant. We therefore report results for a VAR(2) and a 
VAR(5) together with the VAR(1) specification that some authors (Campbell, Campbell and 
Deaton and Flavin) had used previously. For the UK, there was evidence that a VAR(3) system 
would encapsulate the characteristics of the data best. We also report results for a VAR(1) and 
a VAR(4) to compare the results with Attfield, Demery and Duck (1990). The next set of tables 
examine the degree of excess smoothness in consumption for VAR(1), VAR(2) and VAR(5) 
systems for the US, and VAR(1), VAR(3) and VAR(4) systems for the UK. These tables include 
Wald tests for the restrictions (3.27) and (3.28) implied by REPI on the companion matrix, the 
predicted innovation standard deviation and the actual innovation standard deviation. In the 
final column the ratio of the predicted to the actual innovation standard deviation is reported; a 
ratio of less than one implying excess smoothness. The standard error associated with this ratio 
is computed as12 D'9D where D is the vector of derivatives of the standard deviation ratio with 
respect to the VAR parameters, and 0 is the variance-covariance matrix of the parameters. D 
was computed using numerical derivatives in Gauss13. Tables in the appendix show the different 
values taken by all the coefficients under the different estimated VAR specifications for both the 
"As we shall see in the results that follow, selection of the appropriate lag order can be an important part of 
the story since it can affect results obtained from imposing the appropriate restrictions with Wald and LR tests. 
"See Campbell and Deaton, pp. 366, footnote under table 3. 
13 I am grateful to W. C. Lau for helping me with the Gauss code for the calculation of D. 
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Table 3.16: Tests for Excess Smoothness for the US 
WaldTest Predicted Actual Ratio 
p- value) Innovation s. d. Innovation s. d. s. e. 
ota onsumption 
VAR(1) 11.368 3.483 3.193 (0.098) 
VAR(2) 18.675 4.352 3.123 0.718 (0.0009) 0.105 
VAR(5) 30.017 4.13 2.982 0.722 0.008 0.158 
Non- ura e=1.18) 
VAR(1) 8. 082 12 3.416 2.540 00.74 . 53 
VAR(2) 19.574 4.287 2.449 0.571 (0.0006) 0.131 
VAR(5) 25.572 4.183 2.367 0.566 (0.0041) 0.148 
on- ura e=1.33 
VAR(1) 0 0 2 3.243 2.603 
. 1 
(0.151) 
VAR(2) 17.323 4.096 2.529 0.617 (0.00167) (0.134) 
VAR(5) 24.804 4.019 2.435 0.606 (0.0057) 0.150 
US and the UK. The appendix also shows the results of the Granger Causality test mentioned 
above. As it can be seen, the weakest implications of the REPI are satisfied: in all instances 
the null that there is no Granger Causality from savings to income is easily rejected for both 
the UK and the US and the coefficient on saving in the VAR(1) equation explaining labour 
income change (or the sum of coefficients in the higher order cases14) is negative as one would 
expectl5. 
The results from table 16 are consistent with previously reported findings for the US econ- 
omy. The Wald test statistics continue to reject the coefficient restrictions imposed on the 
companion matrix by REPI and it appears that the failure of the restrictions can still be ex- 
"Only the VAR(4) case for UK total consumption has a sum that is positive. 
"In tables 16 and 17, the measure of savings in the first column of each table is defined as the difference 
between disposable income and total consumption, including purchases of durables. The second column uses the 
difference between disposable income and the consumption of nondurables inflated by a factor that represents 
the ratio of the mean of total consumption to the mean of consumption excluding durables. The third column 
is the same as the second column but with a scaling factor which is the reciprocal of the marginal propensity 
to consume estimated from a simple bivariate regression of consumption of nondurables and services on income. 
(See Campbell and Deaton's Tables II and III, pp. 364 and 366 respectively for more). 
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Table 3.17: Tests for Excess Smoothness for the UK 
a Test Predicted Actual Ratio 




5.931 7.459 1(0.166) 
VAR(3) 33.460 6.459 6.949 1.076 (0.0001) (0.258) 
VAR(4) 32.802 6.675 6.942 1.040 
Non-durab e=1.08 
VAR(1) (5.255 0.072) 5.277 6.483 
1.228 
VAR(3) 35.843 5.355 5.972 1.115 (0.0000) (0.175) 
VAR(4) 35.118 5.768 5.973 1.036 (0.0003) (0.182) 
Non-durabFeTX = 1.33) 
VAR(1) 019 5.121 6.631 (0.145) 
VAR(3) 42.399 5.184 6.057 1.168 (0.0000) 0.185 
VAR(4) 41.685 5.467 1 6.055 1.107 0000) 0.194 
plained in all cases, irrespective of the consumption measure used, by the finding of excess 
smoothness as the ratio of the actual to the predicted standard deviations reported in the last 
column is significantly less than one. 
For the UK (table 17), the results are somewhat different to those for the US. As in the 
US, only in once instance (for the VAR(1) case of nondurable consumption scaled by the ratio 
of the means) does the Wald test fail to reject the restrictions imposed by REPI. In terms of 
the finding of excess smoothness, the results differ substantially to those of the US, the ratio 
being always greater than one. It appears that the restrictions on the companion matrix fail 
not because consumption is too smooth but because the predictions of the permanent income 
model are less volatile than the actual innovations in consumptionls 
16It is important to note at this point that the results are somewhat dependent of the approximations used for 
the derivation of equation (3.18). 
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3.5 Testing for Excess Smoothness: Flavin's Approach 
3.5.1 Theory 
As we have seen above, Campbell and Deaton used projection arguments to infer the variance of 
revisions in permanent income from a bivariate autoregression of income and savings, under the 
null hypothesis of the truth of the REPI. Flavin generalises this analysis to show that Campbell 
and Deaton's `algorithm provides a consistent estimate of the variance of revisions in permanent 
income if the consumption data is generated by an alternative to the PIH- the excess sensitivity 
hypothesis. ' Flavin (1993), pp. 653. 
The alternative hypothesis that Flavin works with is that consumption is too sensitive to 
current income 
ct = ßyt + 
where 0< ,ß<1 is the marginal propensity to consume out of transitory income and where 
transitory income is defined as the residual yt - yt + 
(1+r) At - yt. Permanent income is 
defined in the standard Flavin (1981) form. The change in consumption is 
Act =, ßAyt-}-(1-/3)ýl+r)E(l+r)T (Et-Et-i)yt+T (3.29) 
T-o 





We use the VAR approach to derive the restrictions on the companion matrix under the null 
hypothesis of excess sensitivity. We transform Flavin's framework into logs to compare her 
results with those of Campbell and Deaton and to test whether the null hypothesis of excess 
sensitivity holds for the revised data sets. The logarithmic form of equation (3.9) is 
00 st 
piEtIlogyt+: -w Yt z_1 
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where rJ is a constant different from Campbell and Deaton's. The equivalent form of (3.10) is 
given as 
!! 




"' - (1 -, 3) 
E Pt (Et+i - Et) O log yt+i t- 
A-c1 (3.31) 
i=1 
Note that we are now scaling by the factor (1 - /3) . 
This framework is still able to overcome the 
superior information problem17. The equivalent restrictions under the null of excess sensitivity 
for the companion matrix A in equation (3.20) are 
(e2 
- (1 - ß) ei) A-p -le' =0 (3.32) 
00 
e1 (PA)' = ez - (1 -)3) ei (3.33) 
-o 
These constraints now impose the following restrictions on the coefficients of the companion 
matrix A; al = (1 -. 3) cl, ..., ap = (1 - ß) cam, dl = (1 -, 3)b, +p-', d2 = (1-ß)b2, ..., dd = 
(1-ß)bp. 
3.5.2 Orthogonality and Smoothness Tests 
In this section we summarize Flavin's (1993) discussion about the parameter restrictions implied 
by the orthogonality and smoothness conditions on the bivariate autoregression of labour income 
and savings (see pp. 658-9 for more details). We explain the why the orthogonality condition 
implies the smoothness condition but the reverse is not true unless the bivariate autoregression 
of labour income and savings is of order one. 
Consider the general bivariate autoregression of labour income and savings 
yt a(L) b(L) yt 
+ 
cut (3.34) 
St c(L) d(L) L st 
[ist] 
where cyt and eßt denote the innovations in labour income and savings respectively and a(L), 
17See the appendix in the next chapter for an explanation. 
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b(L), c(L) and d(L) are polynomials in the lag operator. Represent this expression as 
zt = A(L)zt + ut (3.35) 
where zt = [yt, st]. If the PIH holds, such that Oct = Lyt = typt, then the accounting identity 
Oct -st+(1+r)st-i+Dyt 
can be written as 
st + (1 + r) st-i + Dyt = cyrt (3.36) 
Equation (3.36) places testable restrictions on (3.34). If the PIH hypothesis holds, augmenting 
(3.34) by the consumption equation imposes the following structure on the reduced-form (VAR) 
representation of yt, st, Act 
Yt 11 a(L) b(L) Eyt 
st = a(L) -L b(L) + (1 + r)L 
Yt 
+I Eyt - Eypt (3.37) 
St 







and (1 + r)-a = S. Note the crucial implication of (3.37): given `the exact linear dependence 
among the three equations in system (3.37), a test of the restrictions on any two of the three 
equations will yield numerically identical values of the likelihood-ratio statistic. Further, since 
the form of the parameter restrictions on the consumption equation is the orthogonality of Act 
with respect to lagged yt and lagged st, no restrictions are imposed on the parameters of the 
companion equation (either the yt or st equation) in any paired comparison in which Oct is one 
of the two variables in the system. Thus testing the cross-equation parameter restrictions on the 
bivariate autoregression (equation (3.34)), will yield exactly the same value of the likelihood- 
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ratio statistics as testing the orthogonality condition in a regression of Oct on lagged yt and 
lagged st [... I' (pp. 658) 
To see how the orthogonality restriction is more general than the smoothness restriction 
consider the expression for the innovation in permanent income expressed in terms of the VAR 
of labour income and savings 
eypt = rS [l, 0] [1- A (b)]-1 
eyt (3.38) 
L Eyt eypt 
where eypt is the econometrician's inference on eypt which comes from the estimation of the 
VAR for labour income and savings and A(5) is the 2x2 matrix in equation (3.35) evaluated 
at L=S= (1 + r)-1. If the parameters of A(L) satisfy the PIH restrictions (as stated in 
(3.37)), then (3.38) reduces to 
Eypt = rS [l, O] [1 -A (b)]-' 
Cyt 1= [l, -1) eyt 1= eypt 
L Cyt Eypt jL eyt eyyt 
which is of course Campbell and Campbell and Deaton's original contribution to the literature: 
if the PIH holds then the econometrician is able to estimate the innovation of permanent income 
from a VAR of the innovation in labour income and savings (this is equivalent to restriction 
(3.28) above which is the smoothness restriction on the VAR). Note that the smoothness 
restrictions are (in terms of the individual parameters of A(L)) 
c(S) = a(S) -S (3.39) 
d(S) = b(S) + (1 + r)b 
Frther, given (3.36) it must be true that 
Eyt 
eßt = [1, -1] 
Cyt - Cypt 
thus `if the parameter restrictions imposed by the PIH in A(L) hold, cct = Eqpt = Fypt"' It follows 
trivially from this that if the PIH holds then the variance of consumption should be equal to 
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the variance of the innovation in permanent income and further that the econometrician will 
be able to accurately infer the variance of the innovation in permanent income from the VAR 
of labour income and savings. 
It remains to note that the smoothness restrictions (3.39) is a special case of the orthogo- 
nality restriction imposed in (3.37) since the restrictions 
c(L) = a(L) -L (3.40) 
d(L) = b(L) + (1 + r)L 
are the smoothness restrictions if and only if L is evalued at S. 
3.5.3 Results 
We test the orthogonality and sensitivity restrictions using LR tests. Again, we estimate the 
unrestricted VAR system, impose the restrictions (3.32) and (3.33) and test them. From the 
LR tests estimates of the excess sensitivity parameter, ß, are generated when the restricted 
model is estimated. It is interesting that for a paper published in 1993, Flavin decided to use 
the Blinder and Deaton data set that ends in 198418. 
Table 18 reaffirms the findings of excess smoothness obtained in the previous section for 
the US. These findings are also consistent with Flavin's research although, unlike Flavin we do 
reject the excess sensitivity restrictions for all the consumption measures to conclude that the 
null of excess sensitivity does not hold. Moreover, from the standard errors reported in the last 
column there is little evidence in favour of the significance of the excess sensitivity parameter. 
The equivalent LR tests for UK data shown in table 19 suggest that there is excess smooth- 
ness. The excess sensitivity results are more puzzling however, the LR test cannot reject the 
null of excess sensitivity, suggesting that this alternative hypothesis explains the behaviour of 
consumption in the UK better than REPI. However, closer examination reveals that the ex- 
cess sensitivity parameters are always negative - implying a negative marginal propensity to 
consume out of transitory income - and are mostly statistically insignificant. The findings of 
the rejection of the null of excess sensitivity along with a negative and insignificant marginal 
"The savings measures used in the next two tables are the same as those used in tables 3.16 and 3.17. 
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Table 3.18: LR Tests for Orthogonality and Sensitivity for the US 
- 
Orthogonality Sensitivity value of 
s. e. ) 
Total Cons7m ption 
VAR(1) X2(2) =11.542 x2(1) =5.413 ý9 5136 





X2(10) =29.489 X2(9) =22.310 
1.306 
0.662 
Non- ura eA =7 1.18) 
VAR(1) X2(2) =8.521 X2(1) =7.747 
0.253 
(0.268) 
VAR(2) X2(4) =18.351 X2(3) =9.923 
0.580 
(0.205) 
VAR(5) X2(10) =24.676 X2(9) =20.526 
0.395 
(0.181) 
Non- ura e=1.33) 
VAR(1) X2(2) =9.730 X2(1) =8.926 . 
=5 
(0.289) 
VAR(2) X2(4) =16.623 X2(3) =10.947 
0.493 
(0.223) 
VAR(5) X2(10) =24.201 X2 (9) =21.637 
0.3185 
0.204 
propensity to consume out of transitory income is a puzzle for further research beyond the 
present work. 
3.6 Are the Above Results Sensitive to the Logarithmic Ap- 
proximations? 
The results in the previous two sections may be sensitive to the logarithmic approximations 
used by Campbell and Deaton and Flavin19. In this section we examine the permanent income 
model in levels and leave aside Campbell and Deaton's claim that a logarithmic approximation 
may explain the data better. By reverting to a model in levels it maybe possible to determine 
whether the previously reported failures of REPI and the excess sensitivity hypothesis were the 
result of the logarithmic approximations. 
"Recall, from tables 14 and 15, that the left hand-side of equation (3.10) was not approximately equal to the 
ratio of the change in consumption over lagged labour income. That approximation was crucial to the tests used 
in the last two sections and may be accountable for some of the results encountered thus far. 
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Table 3.19: LR Tests for Orthogonality and Sensitivity for the UK 
Orthogonality Sensitivity value of 
s. e. 
Total Consumption 
VAR(1) X2(2) =6.845 X2(1) =0.452 -1708) 
VAR(3) X2(4) =31.993 X2(3) =7.347 -2.569 (1.336) 
VAR(4) X2(8) =31.702 X2(7) =8.876 (12.287 151 
Non- ura e=1.08) 
VAR(1) X2(2) =5.32 X2(1) =0.205 -1.434 (1.191) 
VAR(3) X2 (6) = 35.852 X2 (5) =5.208 1.939 
VAR(4) X2(8) =35.71 X2(7) =7.593 -2.646 (1.497) 
on- ura e=1.33) 
VAR(1) X2(2) =7.374 X2(1) =0.665 - 
1.552 
(1.028) 
VAR(3) X2(6) =40.777 X2(5) =6.913 -2.768 (1.346) 
VAR(4) X2(8) =40.688 X2(7) =8.795 121298 
3.6.1 Likelihood Ratio Tests for the Permanent Income and Excess Sensi- 
tivity Hypotheses 
From the definition of savings as the difference between disposable income and consumption, 
St - yt + TrTrAt - ct, and equation (3.1) we find a statement about savings 
00 ) 
EtOyt+i+1 (3.41) St -E(1 1+r 
=o 
If (3.41) is true, the restrictions derived by Campbell and Deaton to be imposed on the coeffi- 
cients of the companion matrix A will still be a valid way to test the truth of the permanent 
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and write it in matrix form as 




c dl ... dp st-i U2t 
10 
1 1L st_n 
zt = Azt-1 + ut 
we can express the savings equation (3.41) in terms of the VAR as 
00 00 
i 
-st= -e/ 2 zt= pEtAYt+k= e' 1PAizt 
i=1 i=1 
where el and e2 are the same selection vectors as those defined above, p= (1 + r)-land we 
have made use of the results in (3.21). Since this equation for savings must be true for all values 
of the vector z, the following restrictions can be imposed to the companion matrix A to test 
REPI 
00 
-e2 =E eip A' (3.42) 
and these are the same restrictions as those imposed by equation (3.28). The equivalent excess 
sensitivity hypothesis restriction is given by: 
00 
-e2 = (1 - ß) 
Z eiptAý (3.43) 
4=1 
Hence, provided (3.41) and (3.30) are correct definitions of the behaviour of savings under REPI 
or the excess sensitivity hypothesis respectively, we can overcome the informational problem 
and test both hypotheses. 
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Table 3.20: LR Tests for Orthogonality and Sensitivity for the US 
Orthogonality Sensitivity value of (s. e. ) 
'Ibtal Consumption 
VAR(1) X2(2) =117.9234 X2(1) =2.218 -0.62078 (0.37332) 
VAR(2) X2(4) =12.3884 X2(3) =11.0436 -0.25852 (0.25944) 
VAR(5) X2(10) =23.5714 X2(9) =22.1958 -0.33438 (0.31231) 
Non- ura eA=1.33) 
VAR(1) X2(2) =106.398 X2(1) =2.225 -0.4833993, (0.25846) 
VAR(2) X2(4) =54.6484 X2(3) =16.6592 -0.43222 (0.35448) 
VAR(5) X2(10) =30.8536 X2(9) =23.5026 
7 
(0.54582) 
The same techniques used previously to test for the truth of the permanent income and 
the excess sensitivity hypotheses, are used in this section20,21. First, the lag-order for the 
unrestricted VAR system is calculated using the same criteria that were used previously. Again, 
the data favoured the VAR(2) specification for the US and the VAR(3) specification for the 
UK. Other VAR specifications are reported to compare with previously published results by 
other authors. The second step involved testing for Granger causality from savings to the 
change in labour income. Again, the weakest implications of the REPI are satisfied since the 
null of no Granger causality from savings to income is easily rejected for both the US and the 
UK and the coefficient on savings in the VAR(1) equation explaining labour income changes 
(or the sum of coefficients in the higher order cases) is negative. Finally, a likelihood ratio test 
is used to test restrictions (3.42) and (3.43) on the companion matrix A. The results of this 
last step are reported in tables 20 and 21. 
The findings reported in these tables are similar to those found for the logarithmic versions, 
namely the failure of the permanent income and excess sensitivity hypotheses. Whilst the test 
statistics are kinder to the excess sensitivity hypothesis, that hypothesis is ruled out on the 
20The definitions of savings used in this section are similar to the ones employed by Campbell when he tested 
for permanent income using data in levels and therefore differ somewhat from the definitions of savings used 
above which were similar to those employed by Campbell and Deaton. 
2 1The results of all the calculations and Granger tests on the VARs are given in the appendix. 
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Table 3.21: LR Tests for Orthogonality and Sensitivity for the UK 
Orthogonality Sensitivity value of 
s. e. 
Total Consumption 
VAR(1) X2(2) =8.584 X2(1) =1.706 01.067 
VAR(3) X2(6) =28.644 X2(5) =9.496 -2.181 (1.058) 
VAR(4) 
- 
X2(8) =30.146 X2(7) =12.154 -2.138 1 086 
Non- ura eA= 1.33) 
VAR(1) X2(2) =9.486 X2(1) =2.348 01.021 
VAR(3) x2(6) =45.468 X2(5) =10.384 
172- 
(1.129) 
VAR(4) X2(8) =31.172 X2(7) =12.112 -2.023 1.054 
account that the excess sensitivity coefficients continue to be negative and statistically insignif- 
icant in most cases. Since these results are not that different from those results reported by the 
logarithmic versions, we tentatively conclude that the logarithmic approximations alone cannot 
be blamed for the failure of the permanent income and excess sensitivity hypotheses. Thus, 
there is strong evidence that these two hypotheses are not able to explain the characteristics of 
US and UK consumption behaviour accurately. 
3.7 Are the Results Sensitive to the Data Sets Used? A Com- 
parison of the Blinder and Deaton and Attfield, Demery 
and Duck Data Sets with the Revised Data Sets 
The failures of the permanent income and excess sensitivity hypotheses encountered so far in 
this chapter may be the result of the data revisions made by the ONS and specially the NIPA. 
To examine whether the revisions made to these data sets can be considered the driving force 
behind the results reported in the previous sections we compare the revised data sets to the 
original Blinder and Deaton and Attfield et al. 's data sets. To do this, the same tests are 
imposed on all the data sets for equivalent periods, 1959: 3 to 1984: 4 for the US and 1955: 1 
to 1987: 2 for the UK. We report the results of these tests for both the level and logarithmic 
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Table 3.22: Tests for Excess Smoothness; Blinder and Deaton Data 
a est Predicted Actual Ratio 
p- value) Innovation s. d. Innovation s. d. (s. e. ) 
Total Consumption 
VAR(1) 12.029 (0.002) 4.807 3.382 
0.703 
(0.105) 
VAR(2) 11.564 4.986 3.388 0.679 ( 0.127) 
VAR(5) 30.747 4.699 3.063 0.652 0.0006 0.154 
Non- ura e=1.28) 
VAR(1) 12.496 3.919 2.317 0.591 (0.0019) 0.205 
VAR(2) 15.417 4.713 2.259 0.479 (0 
. 0039 . 209 0 
VAR(5) 32.600 5.708 2.046 0.358 0.0003 0.152 
Non- ura e=1.52) 
VAR(1) (05.613 
. 063 
3.143 2.439 (0.165) 
VAR(2) 07.253 . 23 
3.679 2.391 0.649 (0.175) 
VAR(5) 17.866 4.835 2.229 0.461 (0.057) 0.154 
approximations. 
3.7.1 The US Data 
Logarithmic Approximations 
As we can see from tables 22-5, these tests show that the revisions made to the NIPA cannot 
be considered the driving force of the results that were reported in the previous sections so 
that the failures of the permanent income and the excess sensitivity hypotheses are likely to be 
explained by the extra observations in the 1980s and 1990s. Apart from the last measurement 
of non-durable consumption (the Blinder and Deaton data set accepts the permanent income 
hypothesis whereas the revised data set does not), there are no significant differences in the 
results obtained from the two data sets. Both tend to reject the permanent income hypothesis 
and fail to reject the excess sensitivity theory of Flavin. These findings are also consistent with 
Campbell and Deaton's and Flavin's for the US that used the original (and larger) Blinder and 
Deaton data set running from 1953 to 1984 and suggest that testing for REPI can be quite 
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Table 3.23: Tests for Excess Smoothness; Revised Data 
a est Predicted Actual Ratio 
(p - value) Innovation s. d. Innovation s. d. s. e. 
Total Consumption 
VAR(1) 8.910 4.552 3.243 (0.712 0.135) 
VAR(2) 14.942 5.158 3.157 0.612 ( 0.140) 
VAR(5) 28.266 4.054 2.922 0.721 0.002 0.154 
Non- ura e=1.16) 
VAR(1) 9.493 4.472 2.567 0.574 0 009 ( 0.203) 
VAR(2) 17.179 5.721 2.468 . 431 (0 
VAR(5) 26.601 5.446 2.311 0.424 (0.003) (0.181) 
Non- ura e=1.37) 
VAR(1) 5.896 
. 052 0 
3.884 2.695 198 
VAR(2) (011.9712 
.0 8) 
4.997 2.608 (00.522 . 193) 
VAR(5) 20.835 4.969 2.448 0.493 (0.022) 0.172 
sensitive to the data period and the definition of consumption chosen22. 
Levels 
Tables 26-27 compare the Blinder and Deaton to the revised data sets using Campbell's per- 
manent income test for data in levels. We do not report excess sensitivity tests as Flavin did 
not report such tests for data in levels23. 
The results in tables 26 and 27 are similar to the ones reported for the logarithmic approxi- 
mations; the VAR(1) and VAR(5) cases used by Campbell continue to reject REPI regardless 
of whether the Blinder and Deaton or the revised data sets are used. 
22Note that the Blinder and Deaton data set does fail to reject the permanent income hypothesis for one 
definition of non-durable consumption and that the excess sensitivity theory is rejected for total consumption, a 
finding consistent with Flavin's original study. 
23The original Blinder and Deaton data set from 1953: 2 to 1984: 4 in levels does in fact reject the excess 
sensitivity hypothesis. The shorter Blinder and Deaton data set and the revised data sets continue to reject 
Flavin's hypothesis in levels. 
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Table 3.24: LR Tests for Orthogonality and Sensitivity; Blinder and Deaton Data 
Orthogonality Sensitivity va ue o 
s. e. 
ota onsumption 
VAR(1) X2(2) =11.696 X2(1) =7.308 
(0 
93 
VAR(2) X2(4) =11.478 X2(3) =7.172 (0.186 
VAR(5) X2(10) =29.38 X2(9) =18.394 
00.172 
Non- ura e=1.28 
VAR(1) X2(2) =13.571 X2(1) =0.221 (0 121 
VAR(2) X2(4) =13.892 X2(3) =0.875 "4 
8 
0.119 
VAR(5) X2(10) =28.830 X2(9) =6.555 
X50 2 
Non- ura e=1.52 
VAR(1) X2(2) =5.561 X2(1) =0.878 (0.142 
VAR(2) X2(4) =6.784 X2(3) =1.252 (0.139 
VAR(5) X2(10) =16.910 X2(9) =6.370 
00.1 
3 
3.7.2 The UK data 
In this section we compare the results of Attfield, Demery and Duck for their data period from 
1955: 1 to 1987: 2 against the new data set for the same period. We only report the results for 
their VAR(4) specification for both logs and levels. 
As we can see from table 28, the extended data set cannot be accountable for the failures 
of the permanent income hypothesis. 
3.8 Conclusions: What Have We Learned About the Behaviour 
of Agents with Ten More Years of Available Information? 
At this point, we compare the results that we have obtained from the two extended data sets 
with those reported by other authors with older data sets. The evidence provided by the further 
ten years of available observations lead to three main conclusions: 
1. Granger causality is still present in our data. This suggests that the problem of inferior 
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Table 3.25: LR Tests for Orthogonality and Sensitivity; Revised Data 
Orthogonality Sensitivity value of 
. e. Total Consumption____ 
VAR(1) X2(2) =8.719 X2(1) =6.432 (0.352 0.197 
VAR(2) X2(4) =14.420 X2(3) =10.571 
053 
(0.203) 
VAR(5) X2(10) =27.197 X2(9) =24.741 
0.409 
(0.230) 
on- ura e=1.16) 
VAR(1) X2(2) =8.952 X2(1) =0.853 
0.505 
67 
VAR(2) X2(4) =15.452 X2(3) =3.829 
0.568 
0.166) 
VAR(5) X2(10) =24.449 X2(9) =14.096 
0.471 
(0.143) 
Non- ura e=1.37) 
VAR(1) X2(2) =8.137 X2(1) =1.459 
0.382 
0.180 
VAR(2) X2(4) =11.129 X2(3) =4.837 
X4188 
VAR(5) X2(10) =19.802 X2(9) =13.061 00.352 . 158 
Table 3.26: LR Tests of Restriction (3.35) for Blinder and Deaton Data 
Smoothness Test 
Total Consumption 
VAR(l) XI(2) =7.872 
VAR(5) XI(10 ) =24.081 
on- ura e=1.33 
VAR(l) X! '(2) =6.223 
VAR(5) X2(10 ) =26.606 
Table 3.27: LR Tests for Restriction (3.35) for the Revised Data Set 
Smoothness Test 
76-tal Consumption 
- VAR(l) X7 (2) =6.3018 
VAR(5) X 10 =31.0292 
Non- ura e=1.52 
VAR(l) X'(2) =4.5382 
VAR(5) X'(10 ) =32.9932 
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Table 3.28: LR Tests on Consumption for a VAR(4) 
DD data set Revised Data set 
VAR(4) in levels x'(8) =47.1 X8 =35.26 
VAR(4) in logs X I(8) =51.5 X8 =42.93 
information should not be present in our VAR tests. 
2. The rational expectations permanent income model (in particular, Flavin's (1981) version 
of Hall's (1978) specification) and 
3. The excess sensitivity hypothesis do not hold for US and UK data. The Wald and Like- 
lihood ratio tests that introduce the equivalent restrictions for both hypotheses on the 
coefficients of a VAR system for the change in labour income and savings report failures 
of these hypotheses. Whilst the failure of REPI is not new, the failure of the excess sen- 
sitivity hypothesis is. This questions the theoretical arguments used by Flavin (1993) to 
explain the excess sensitivity phenomenon. 
Both failures on the extended data sets may not be so surprising if we take into account the 
behaviour of UK and US consumers in the latter part of the 1980s and early 1990s. Far from the 
smoothing nature expected by both the permanent income and excess sensitivity hypotheses, 
we observe a degree of variability in most of the time series; an increase in consumption in the 
second half of the 1980s, followed by a subsequent decrease in the early part of 'the 1990s. This 
behaviour is even more pronounced for the UK economy. Nonetheless, the aggregate data for 
both the US and the UK display some of the characteristics that one would expect if agents 
were to smooth their behaviour: firstly, we find that savings do Granger-cause labour income 
innovations and in particular, savings help to forecast declines in labour income in all the 
estimated VARs (the sum of the coefficients of saving in the VAR equation explaining labour 
income change are negative). This result is robust to the level and logarithmic approximations 
for both the US and the UK. 
What is surprising is the failure of the less restrictive excess sensitivity hypothesis in both 
levels and logs for all the consumption specifications. The revisions made to the data sets 
used for both the US and the UK, cannot explain this finding - the shorter and revised period 
1959: 3 to 1984: 4 for the US fails to reject the hypothesis - which leads us to believe that such 
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failures must be the result of the behaviour of all the economic variables in the latter part of the 
1980s and early 1990s. It is not straightforward to find an explanation for the finding that the 
excess sensitivity hypothesis fails. In her original paper, Flavin (1985) suggested that a finding 
of a significantly positive marginal propensity to consume out of transitory income would not 
invalidate the basic postulates of the (smoothing) life cycle model but could suggest binding 
liquidity constraints. For Flavin, consumers are not myopic when they plan their intertemporal 
consumption pattern but are prevented from realising those plans because they lack liquidity. 
If we take this view to be the correct interpretation of the excess sensitivity hypothesis, then 
it could be possible to link this failure to a number of factors. Muellbauer (1994) provides 
a number of reasons for the change in behaviour of US and UK consumers that can explain 
why the permanent income hypothesis continues to fail. Two of those reasons could perhaps 
explain the failure of excess sensitivity. One is the role played by (illiquid) assets and the other is 
financial deregulation. Both, it is claimed, can lead to an ease in the amount of credit constraint 
that consumers face. Muellbauer points out that the advent of financial liberalization led credit 
to become easily available as banks fought to gain new borrowers. Financial liberalization also 
made illiquid assets such as pensions, tax benefits from saving schemes, houses, etc. more 
spendable hence decreasing the impact of liquidity constraints 24. 
Some authors have questioned the interpretation of Flavin's work as representing the be.. 
haviour of forward-looking, liquidity constrained agents. Hadjimatheou (1987) argues that 
forward-looking `risk-averse consumers must be aware of the probability of being faced with 
liquidity constraints in the future and they should therefore be expected to allow fully for it in 
their plans' [pp. 78]. 
Apart from the tempting conclusion that the assumptions inherent in the derivation of the 
Hall and Flavin's papers maybe to blame for the failure of both hypotheses, it is also possible 
that a more `damaging', yet more interesting conclusion could account for the results that were 
reported above. The failure of both of the smoothing life cycle models may imply that the 
smoothing behaviour of economic agents, if existent, may have changed or changes through 
time. Given that Flavin's excess sensitivity hypothesis cannot be rejected for the original 
Blinder and Deaton and the equivalent period revised data set, but is rejected for the data set 
24These are perhaps the factors that contribute to the excess sensitivity parameter to be insignificant. 
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that includes the observations in the 1980s and 1990s, one could conjecture that the smoothing 
behaviour of agents has changed. 
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3.9 Appendix 1: Cointegrating Results for Disposable Income 
and Consumption 
3.9.1 US data 
Total Consumption (t-statistics in brackets) 
yt = 0.627 + 1.028 ct R2 = 0.995 (8.13) (174.94) 
Test of no cointegration 
i. Intercept and no Trend (95% CV is -2.882): 
Augmented DF Test with 0 lags -3.6,1 lag -2.94,4 lags -2.98 
ii. Intercept and Trend (95% CV is -3.44): 
Augmented DF Test with 0 lags -3.7,1 lag -2.95,4 lags -2.96 
Non-Durable Consumption 
yd = -0.691 + 1.335 ent R2 = 0.997 (-11.31) (241.94) 
Test of no cointegration 
i. Intercept and no Trend (95% CV is -2.882): 
Augmented DF Test with 0 lags -4.7,1 lag -4.14,4 lags -4.17 
ii. Intercept and Trend (95% CV is -3.44): 
Augmented DF Test with 0 lags -4.7,1 lag -4.13,4 lags -4.16 
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3.9.2 UK data 
Total Consumption 
yd = -34.037 + 1.136 ct R2 = 0.991 (3.86) (140.76) 
Test of no cointegration 
i. Intercept and no Trend (95% CV is -2.87): 
Augmented DF Test with 0 lags -4.3,1 lag -2.82,4 lags -2.40 
ii. Intercept and Trend (95% CV is -3.43): 
Augmented DF Test with 0 lags -4.3,1 lag -2.83,4 lags -2.41 
Non-Durable Consumption 
yd = -135.81 + 1.338 cnt R2 = 0.993 (-15.78) (155.63) 
Test of no cointegration 
Intercept and no Trend (95% CV is -2.87): 
Augmented DF Test with 0 lags -4.4,1 lag -2.73,4 lags -2.25 
Intercept and Trend (95% CV is -3.43): 
Augmented DF Test with 0 lags -4.4,1 lag -2.75,4 lags -2.26 
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3.10 Appendix 2: Coefficient Results and Granger Causality 
Tests, Logarithmic Data 
3.10.1 US data 










Serial Corr X2(4) = 3.61 Normality X2(2) = 4.96 
VAR(1): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.18) 
Labour Income 
0.103 -0.124 
al , bi (0.079) (0.034) 





Serial Corr X2(4) = 1.3 Normality X2(2) = 0.17 
126 
VAR(1): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.33) 
Labour Income 
0.112 -0.125 al, b1 
(0.079) (0.033) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 4.94 Normality X2(2) = 15.4 
Savings 
-0.072 0.887 c1, d1 
(0.089) (0.037) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 1.65 Normality X2(2) = 0.27 
VAR(2) : Total Consumption 
Labour Income 
0.326 0.017 -0.403 0.348 a1, a2, b1, b2 
(0.101) (0.08) (0.988) (0.100) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 3.19 Normality X2(2) = 32.5 
Savings 
0.132 -0.086 0.723 0.176 C1, C2, d1, d2 
(0.107) (0.087) (0.105) (0.106) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 2.2 Normality X2(2) = 4.7 
127 
VAR(2): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.18) 
Labour Income 
0.334 0.026 -0.434 0.329 al, a2, bl, b2 
(0.119) (0.080) (0.119) (0.123) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 4.77 Normality X2(2) = 17.6 
Savings 
0.01 -0.053 0.806 0.103 
c1, c2, di, d2 
(0.122) (0.082) (0.122) (0.127) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 1.96 Normality X2(2) = 0.26 
VAR(2): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.33) 
Labour Income 
0.349 0.029 -0.403 0.295 a1, a2, b1, b2 
(0.123) (0.080) (0.109) (0.114) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 5.4 Normality X2(2) = 17.5 
Savings 
0.337 -0.058 0.773 0.123 C1, C2, d1, d2 
(0.141) (0.924) (0.126) (0.131) 
Serial Corr x2(4) = 2.1 Normality X2(2) = 0.42 
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VAR(5) : Total Consumption 
Labour Income 
0.289 -0.132 0.059 0.149 -0.172 
a1, a2, a3, a4, a5 
(0.109) (0.115) (0.111) (0.109) (0.847) 
-0.355 0.295 -0.121 0.051 0.099 b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 
(0.143) (0.148) (0.147) (0.147) (0.109) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 2.81 Normality X2(2) = 43.0 
Savings 
0.001 -0.101 -0.141 0.265 -0.075 C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 
(0.116) (0.118) (0.118) (0.115) (0.090) 
0.755 0.205 0.071 -0.259 0.117 d1, d2, d3, d4, d5 
(0.111) (0.157) (0.157) (0.156) (0.116) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 7.52 Normality X2(2) = 3.19 
VAR(5): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.18) 
Labour Income 
0.268 -0.0236 0.049 0.205 -0.177 
a1, a2, a3, a4, a5 
(0.128) (0.129) (0.129) (0.125) (0.081) 
-0.378 0.285 -0.138 -0.052 0.162 bl, b2, bs, b4, bs 
(0.124) (0.191) (0.188) (0.186) (0.127) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 4.77 Normality X2(2) = 29.9 
Savings 
-0.509 -0.122 -0.102 0.358 -0.149 Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5 
(0.131) (0.133) (0.133) (0.128) (0.083) 
0.877 0.103 -0.075 -0.28 0.276 d1, d2, d3, d4, d5 
(0.127) (0.196) (0.193) (0.191) (0.130) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 6.59 Normality X2(2) = 0.52 
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VAR(5): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.33) 
Labour Income 
0.271 -0.018 0.069 0.209 -0.175 al, a2, a3, a4, a5 
(0.132) (0.134) (0.134) (0.130) (0.081) 
-0.344 0.243 -0.134 -0.033 0.147 b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 
(0.115) (0.176) (0.173) (0.171) (0.117) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 4.84 Normality X2(2) = 29.1 
Savings 
-0.056 -0.139 -0.139 0.408 -0.162 C1, C2, C3 e C4, C5 
(0.152) (0.154) (0.154) (0.149) (0.093) 
0.851 0.117 -0.087 -0.276 0.275 d1, d2, d3, d4, d5 
(0.133) (0.202) (0.198) (0.196) (0.135) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 7.35 Normality X2(2) = 0.94 
Granger Causality tests for the US (p-values in brackets) 
Total Consumption Non-durable, A=1.18 Non-durable, A=1.33 
t-test (VAR-1) -2.074 -3.642 -3.796 
(0.039) (0.0003) (0.0002) 
18.675 21.890 22.878 
Wald test (VAR-2) 
(0.001) (0.00002) (0.00001) 
Wald test (VAR-5) 
17.888 26.784 28.099 
(0.003) (0.0006) (0.00003) 
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3.10.2 UK data 
VAR(1): Total Consumption 
Labour Income 
-0.056 -0.096 al, bi 
(0.0762) (0.034) 





Serial Corr X2(4) = 25.1 Normality X2(2) = 3.19 
VAR(1): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.08) 
Labour Income 
al, bi -0.052 
-0.039 
(0.077) (0.023) 





Serial Corr X2 (4) = 33.2 Normality X2 (2) = 10.9 
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VAR(1): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.33) 
Labour Income 
-0.049 -0.044 a1, b1 
(0.077) (0.022) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 4.31 Normality X2(2) = 10.5 
Savings 
-0.231 0.921 cl, d1 
(0.106) (0.029) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 29.8. Normality X2(2) = 5.57 
VAR(3): Total Consumption 
Labour Income 
-0.041 0.087 -0.095 a1, a2, a3 
(0.086) (0.085) (0.078) 
-0.117 -0.092229 0.112 bl, b27 N 
(0.072) (0.078) (0.073) 
Serial Corr X2 (4) = 2.0 Normality X2(2) = 9.96 
Savings 
0.028 0.080 -0.245 C17 C21 C3 
(0.100) (0.099) (0.090) 
0.436 0.235 0.217 
d1, d2, d3 
(0.084) (0.091) (0.085) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 8.19 Normality X2(2) = 9.74 
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VAR(3): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.08) 
Labour Income 
0.009 0.131 -0.094 al, a2, a3 
(0.093) (0.092) (0.079) 
-0.137 -0.061 0.161 bl, b2, b3 
(0.084) (0.892) (0.085) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 2.76 Normality X2(2) = 8.84 
Savings 
0.1403 0.056 -0.202 Cl, C2, C3 
(0.101) (0.099) (0.086) 
0.415 0.329 0.211 
di, d2, d3 
(0.092) (0.969) (0.092) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 6.1 Normality x2(2) = 31.4 
VAR(3): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.33) 
Labour Income 
0.043 0.170 -0.098 al, a2, a3 
(0.098) (0.097) (0.078) 
-0.159 -0.058 0.179 b1, b2, b3 
(0.077) (0.082) (0.077) 
Serial Corr X2 (4) = 2.38 Normality X2 (2) = 8.12 
Savings 
0.205 0.109 -0.250 Cl, C2, C3 
(0.125) (0.122) (0.099) 
0.402 0.319 0.229 
d1, d2, d3 
(0.097) (0.104) (0.098) 
Serial Corr x2 (4) = 6.06 Normality X2 (2) = 28.7 
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VAR(4): Total Consumption 
Labour Income 
-0.046 0.102 -0.534 0.082 a1, a2, a3, a4 
(0.087) (0.087) (0.086) (0.079) 
-0.114 -0.013 0.074 0.082 blr b2r b3 b4 
(0.074) (0.815) (0.081) (0.075) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 7.06 Normality X2(2) = 7.03 
Savings 
0.029 0.097 -0.221 0.119 C17C2, C3, C4 
(0.100) (0.100) (0.992) (0.092) 
0.453 0.201 0.191 0.066 
d1, d2, d3, d4 
(0.086) (0.094) (0.948) (0.087) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 3.25 Normality X2(2) = 8.78 
VAR(4): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.08) 
Labour Income 
-0.001 0.151 -0.293 0.087 al, a2, a3, a4 
(0.094) (0.094) (0.093) (0.080) 
b1, b2, b3, b4 -0.131 -0.109 
0.102 0.106 
(0.086) (0.095) (0.095) (0.087) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 6.81 Normality X2(2) = 6.19 
Savings 
0.130 0.087 -0.137 0.058 C1, C2, C3, C4 
(0.101) (0.102) (0.100) (0.087) 
0.416 0.270 0.144 0.133 
d1, d2, d3, d4 
(0.093) (0.103) (0.103) (0.095) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 2.09 Normality X2(2) = 28.7 
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VAR(4): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.33) 
Labour Income 
0.026 0.192 -0.025 0.079 a1, a2, a3, a4 
(0.091) (0.099) (0.098) (0.080) 
-0.152 -0.103 0.124 0.096 b1, b2, b3, b4 
(0.078) (0.088) (0.877) (0.079) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 6.87 Normality X2(2) = 5.84 
Savings 
0.189 0.142 -0.169 0.079 Cl, C27C3, C4 
(0.125) (0.126) (0.124) (0.101) 
0.410 0.263 0.166 0.121 
d1, d2, d3, d4 
(0.098) (0.111) (0.111) (0.112) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 2.55 Normality X2(2) = 25.6 
Granger Causality for the UK 
Total Consumption Non-durable, ). = 1.08 Non-durable, A=1.33 
-2.846 -1.656 -2.027 t-test (VAR-1) 
(0.005) (0.099) (0.019) 
11.642 7.044 10.538 
Wald test (VAR-3) 
(0.009) (0.071) (0.014) 
11.343 7.541 10.757 
Wald test (VAR-4) 
(0.023) (0.109) (0.029) 
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3.11 Appendix 3: Coefficient Results and Granger Causality 
Tests, Level Data 
3.11.1 US data 






Serial Corr X2 (4) = 9.35 Normality X2(2) = 65.9 
Savings 
-0.256 0.842 
cl, di (0.087) (0.046) 
Serial Corr X2 (4) = 3.73 Normality X2 (2) = 14.5 










Serial Corr X2(4) = 2.46 Normality X2(2) = 21.1 
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VAR(2) : Total Consumption 
Labour Income 
ai, a2, bi, b2 
0.171 0.0003 -0.444 0.343 
(0.113) (0.082) (0.102) (0.107) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 3.67 Normality X2(2) = 87.1 
Savings 
ci, c2, di, d2 
-0.104 -0.088 0.648 0.217 
(0.126) (0.091) (0.112) (0.116) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 3.94 Normality X2(2) = 15.0 
VAR(2): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.33) 
Labour Income 
al, a2, bl, b2 
0.217 0.053 -0.498 0.309 
(0.129) (0.094) (0.128) (0.129) 
Serial Corr X2 (4) = 4.42 Normality X2 (2) = 81.7 
Savings 
ci, c2, di, d2 -0.124 
0.036 0.697 0.038 
(0.133) (0.092) (0.1316) (0.136) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 2.73 Normality X2(2) = 20.4 
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VAR(5) : Total Consumption 
Labour Income 
0.141 -0.067 0.102 0.046 -0.164 al, a2, a3, a4, a5 
(0.117) (0.122) (0.124) (0.122) (0.081) 
-0.405 0.346 -0.192 0.074 0.079 b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b5 (0.106) (0.155) (0.160) (0.158) (0.158) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 3.84 Normality X2(2) = 102.1 
Savings 
-0.138 -0.134 -0.141 0.238 -0.120 C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 
(0.132) (0.133) (0.133) (0.136) (0.090) 
0.688 0.264 0.028 -0.308 0.178 d1, d2, d3, d4, d5 
(0.123) (0.174) (0.177) (0.173) (0.131) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 7.63 Normality X2(2) = 9.67 
VAR(5): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.33) 
Labour Income 
0.185 -0.050 0.124 0.124 -0.128 al, a2, a3, a4, a5 
(0.149) (0.157) (0.157) (0.145) (0.097) 
-0.455 0.379 -0.208 -0.020 0.131 b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 
(0.148) (0.218) (0.227) (0.207) (0.146) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 3.81 Normality X2(2) = 108.9 
Savings 
-0.164 -0.808 -0.092 0.363 -0.089 Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5 
(0.149) (0.152) (0.154) (0.149) (0.099) 
0.739 0.135 -0.059 -0.357 0.267 d1, d2, d3, d4, d5 
(0.153) (0.212) (0.217) (0.206) (0.153) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 4.07 Normality X2(2) = 22.8 
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Granger Causality tests for the US (p-values in brackets) 
Total, Consumption Non-durable, A=1.33 
t-test (VAR-1) -4.201 -6.725 
0.0004 (0.0000) 
Wald test (VAR-2) 
33.292 22.049 
(0.0000) (0.0000) 
Wald test (VAR-5) 
33.293 41.405 
(0.0000) (0.00003) 
3.11.2 UK data 
VAR(1) : Total Consumption 
Labour Income 
-0.055 -0.127 al, b1 
(0.075) (0.034) 
Serial Corr X2 (4) = 1.99 Normality X2 (2) = 7.18 
Savings 
c1, d1 -0.295 
0.786 
(0.102) (0.046) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 17.4 Normality X2(2) =. 5.58 
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VAR(1): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.33) 
Labour Income 
a1, bi -0.037 -0.137 
(0.077) (0.039) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 2.27 Normality X2(2) = 6.01 
Savings 
-0.267 0.787 c1, di 
(0.098) (0.048) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 21.8 Normality X2(2) = 12.9 
VAR(3) : Total Consumption 
Labour Income 
-0.054 0.078 -0.089 al, a2, a3 
(0.085) (0.085) (0.079) 
-0.123 -0.089 0.085 b1, b2, b3 
(0.065) (0.073) (0.067) 
Serial Corr X2 (4) = 2.00 Normality X2(2) = 7.09 
Savings 
-0.849 0.012 -0.273 C1, C2, C3 
(0.106) (0.104) (0.100) 
0.497 0.229 0.134 
d1, d2, d3 
(0.081) (0.091) (0.086) 
Serial Corr X2 (4) = 7.68 Normality X2(2) = 18.7 
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VAR(3): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.33) 
Labour Income 
-0.009 0.113 -0.087 a1, a2, a3 
(0.091) (0.089) (0.081) 
-0.175 -0.072 0.125 b1, b2, b3 
(0.075) (0.082) (0.078) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 1.59 Normality X2(2) = 5.62 
Savings 
-0.016 -0.409 -0.215 C1, C2, C3 
(0.107) (0.103) (0.096) 
0.454 0.317 0.096 
d1, d2, d3 
(0.088) (0.096) (0.091) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 5.61 Normality X2(2) = 66.0 
VAR(4) : Total Consumption 
Labour Income 
-0.0636 0.095 -0.412 0.044 al, a2, a3, a4 
(0.096) (0.087) (0.096) (0.088) 
-0.121 -0.121 0.039 0.095 bl, b2, b3, b4 
(0.071) (0.082) (0.078) (0.072) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 4.87 Normality X2(2) = 5.04 
Savings 
-0.079 0.009 -0.281 0.110 Cl, C2, C3, C4 
(0.114) (0.118) (0.107) (0.101) 
0.511 0.225 0.148 -0.019 di, d2, d3, d4 
(0.081) (0.099) (0.98) (0.082) 
Serial Corr 2(4) = 5.81 Normality X2(2) = 21.1 
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VAR(4): Non-durable Consumption, (A = 1.33) 
Labour Income 
-0.024 0.128 -0.035 0.047 al, a2, a3, a4 
(0.094) (0.089) (0.089) (0.081) 
-0.166 -0.109 0.0764 0.094 b1 , b2, b3, b4 (0.078) (0.096) (0.859) (0.081) 
Serial Corr X2(4) = 5.22 Normality X2(2) = 4.27 
Savings 
-0.025 -0.031 -0.181 0.025 C17C27C37C4 
(0.111) (0.105) (0.105) (0.094) 
0.459 0.292 0.0638 0.061 
d1, d2, d3, d4 
(0.088) (0.109) (0.103) (0.096) 
Serial Corr x2(4) = 5.62 Normality X2(2) = 59.5 
Granger Causality for the UK 
Total Consumption Non-durable, A=1.33 
t-test (VAR-1) -3.665 -3.547 
(0.0003) (0.00045) 
Wald test (VAR-3) 
15.505 25.342 
(0.001) (0.00001) 




3.12 Appendix 4: A Simple Test for the Failure of the Evolution 
of Savings Equation, Is Excess Smoothness to Blame? 
The conclusions about the failures of the consumption hypotheses have left the failure of ap- 
proximation (3.10) unexplained. For the approximation in that equation to be true two factors 
must be satisfied: that all the logarithmic approximations do in fact hold and that consumers 
are on their evolution of assets constraint. The last assumption has the added assumption 
that the rate of interest should be constant through time. Reverting to a model in levels does 
provide some useful information about the logarithmic approximations used and whether their 
use should be continued in further research. 
From the definition of savings and the evolution of assets equation At - (1 + r) At_1 = 




i't -- [st - Ayt - (1 + r) st-i] (3.44) 
It is often assumed in the literature that unanticipated capital gains, V )t, are equal to zero. The 
importance of this assumption together with assumptions about other unobservable variables 
in this framework such as transitory income and consumption cannot be taken lightly because 
they enable the testing of REPI. Those same assumptions enable a test of the truth of equation 
(3.44) because both sides are now observable. If this equation holds, then one can conclude that 
the logarithmic approximations are the reason behind the failure of expression (3.10). If (3.44) 
fails however, then either the definition of the evolution of assets, or the assumptions about the 
unobservable variables in the framework can be accountable for those failures. In tables 29 and 
30, the means and specially the standard deviations of the components on the right hand-side 
of (3.44) are compared to the mean and standard deviation of the change in consumption for a 
rate of interest of 10%25. In those tables, the right hand-side of equation (3.44) is termed A77t. 
The evidence collected in tables 29 and 30 does not favour equation (3.44). For both the 
US and the UK, we find that the mean of Orlt is less than the mean of Oct in absolute value 
and more importantly, that the standard deviation of Aii is always greater than the standard 
25The results are not very sensitive to the rate of interest used. 
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Table 3.29: Means and Standard Deviations for the US, eq. (3.37) 
Mean s. d Scaling Factor 
Act 0.067 0.082 
-0.06 0.095 
ctt 0.068 0.065 1.33 
ý7 -0.05 0.077 1.33 
Table 3.30: Means and Standard Deviations for the UK, eq. (3.37) 
Mean s. d. Scaling actor 
Act 5.539 12.507 
77 3.909 18.453 
c tt 6.264 11.468 1.33 
-2. 16.283 1.3 
deviation of the change in consumption. For the US the standard deviation of total consumption 
and non-durable consumption are, respectively, 15% and 20% lower than the standard deviation 
of Arzt and its equivalent measure for non-durables. These figures compare more favourably 
for the logarithmic case, where the differences are only of 13% and 10% respectively (see table 
14). The same story occurs for the UK, although in this case the differences are greater. In 
levels, we find that the standard deviations of Ort for the total measure of savings and the 
non-durable measure are respectively 47% and 42% higher than their consumption equivalents. 
For the logarithmic approximations, these figures drop to 40% and 36% respectively (see table 
15). Thus, logarithmic approximations should not be blamed for the failure of equation (3.10); 
the failure of the definition asset constraint could explain the nature of these results. This 
means that using our definition of savings may be an incorrect means for testing the REPI 
because equation (3.41) would not then be an accurate statement about the permanent income 
hypothesis. Hence it would not make much sense to use such a definition of savings in a 
VAR framework to gather accurate information about the expectations that agents have about 
future labour income -which overcame the superior information problem. With this evidence we 
may draw two conclusions i) the test for smoothness that examined the ratio of the predicted 
theoretical and actual innovations standard deviations may not be an accurate form to measure 
the degree of smoothness in the data; ii) more research should quantify the importance of 
unanticipated capital gains and transitory consumption in this framework. A finding that 
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unanticipated capital gains are the cause of the discrepancies reported above must surely lead 
to more research on those variables that were previously thought to be insignificant in this 
literature such as transitory consumption, transitory income and unanticipated capital gains. 
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Chapter 4 
Theoretical Implications of 
Imperfect Information, Excess 
Sensitivity and Partial Adjustment 
4.1 Introduction 
Since the publication of Hall's (1978) claim that the consumption behaviour of forward-looking, 
rational agents could be accurately approximated by a random walk, a large amount of evidence 
at the aggregate level has been amassed against that assertion'. A number of studies have 
examined possible extensions that could in principle explain the failure of REPI at the aggregate 
level. In this chapter, we combine three recent extensions to develop more general specifications 
of the consumption function. With certain restrictions, these general specifications can be 
tested against the three extensions themselves and REPI to gain more understanding about the 
behaviour of the consumption function. 
In this chapter we produce a number of different models for consumption behaviour that 
can be tested using time series data. These are the result of combining three different papers; 
Attfield et al. 's (1992) partial adjustment paper, Flavin's (1993) excess sensitivity paper, and 
Goodfriend's (1992) and Pischke's (1995) information papers. We shall briefly explain these 
'See the previous chapter. 
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papers before explaining the new models developed in this chapter. 
4.2 A Review of the Three Models that Are Used Throughout 
this Chapter 
4.2.1 Partial Adjustment (PIH2) 
The costs of adjusting a variable may not be specific to the time the adjustment takes place 
but may extend to other periods too. In Attfield et al. 's model consumers are slower to adjust 
to permanent income changes (these are prompted by changes in labour income given the 
assumption that no unanticipated capital gains exist) than assumed by the REPI. The reasons 
behind slow adjustment maybe due to inertia, habit formation or liquidity constraints. In 
particular, the model considers the `time absorbing costs of planning to ensure that actual 
consumption equals its desired level. [... ] actual consumption in any period will depend not 
only on the level of permanent income in that period but also on the decomposition of permanent 
income into that component which became predictable the period before and so on. ' [Attfield 
et al., pp. 1206]. With the tendency to discount the future, it is expected that the planning 
effort devoted to the immediate future will exceed the efforts assigned to plan for the future as 
rational agents equate the marginal cost (time and not being to able to enjoy consumption) of 
planning for period t+i with the marginal benefit (obtaining a better forecast). The obvious 
implication of this type of adjustment cost is that the proportion of permanent income that 
is unpredictable well before the current consumption decision was made, is accountable for 
making actual consumption deviate from desired consumption. Hence, if a high proportion of 
permanent income were predictable well in advance, then actual consumption would be close 
to its desired (or permanent income) level. The model is written formally as 
n-1 
(4.1) Ct = Et-ny +E 7'iAEt-: 7jtp 
0 
where n is the time span where adjustment is less than full and the Ys are partial adjustment 
coefficients. We expect to observe 0< yo < yl <"""< yn_1 <1 since it is assumed that it 
takes time to adjust to recent news about the labour income process. Note that if all the -(s 
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were equal to one, REPI would result. Given Flavin's (1981) definition of permanent income 
and the standard process for assets, At = (1 + r) At_1 + yt-i - ct-1 it is straightforward to 
show that the following equation holds 
ytp _ [1 + r] y'_1 - rct-i + wt (4.2) 
where wt =r Ejto ai+10Etyt+j, S' = (1 + r)-'. Permanent income at time t depends on the 
level of permanent income in the previous time period minus the annuity value of the previous 
period's consumption level plus any new information about the labour income process. From 
(4.2) and (4.1) we have DEty' = wt, AEt-lyPt = Court-1 and for j >_ 2, 
-2 




where (t = [1 +r (1 - -y i)]. The change in consumption is given by2 
Oct = ryowt + ('Y1(o -'Yo)Wt-1 + ('Y2(1 -'Yl) Cowt-2 + ... (4.3) 
n-3 n-2 
+ (7n-1(n-2 - ryn-2) 
u 
Si wt-n+1 + 
(bn-1 
- ryn-1) Si Wt-n 
0 
11 1,01 
The innovation in consumption follows an MA(n) process. The number of error terms relate 
to all the information gathered by the consumer and how she adjusts to it during the n periods 
used to predict what permanent income ought to be at time t. Equation (4.3) is able to explain 




Act = Et-nyt - EL-n-lr-1 +E 7jAEt-iyt -E 7jDEe-i-lyi 1 
00 
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where 00 =1- , ßo, Oj=[, 33-1/P - ßj] for 0<j<n, On = ßn_1/p and 30 =1- yo, 
j(3i = [1 - yj] (; _1ßi_1/ 
(1 - yz_l) for i>0 and note that since w is white noise, 
var (Oct) = var (wt) : ý? 
Excess smoothness will arise if E' O; < 1. Excess sensitivity arises in this model because lagged 
shocks to permanent income which are likely to be correlated to lagged innovations in labour 
income are shown to influence the current change in consumption. 
4.2.2 Excess Sensitivity 
Flavin considers a specific alternative hypothesis to KEPI where consumption exhibits excess 
sensitivity to current income. Excess sensitivity to current income is introduced with the 
assumption that the marginal propensity to consume out of transitory income is non-zero. Her 
model is written as 
ct = Oyt + ytp (4.4) 
where 0< ,ß<1, permanent income is 
defined as in Flavin (1981) and yT denotes transitory 
income which is defined as the residual yt 
[Yt 
+ (-) At] -yt. Flavin (1985) has suggested 
the finding that )3 >0 does not mean that agents are myopic; households can be rational and 
forward looking as excess sensitivity of consumption to current income may be the result of 
liquidity constraints that prevent individuals from realising their consumption plans. We see 
this if we define the change in consumption as3 
Aytp (4.5) 
The change in consumption due to an innovation in permanent income is less than one to one 
(i. e. 1- /3). We can explain this if we assume imperfect capital markets, i. e. that liquidity 
constraints exist. Since consumers may not be able to obtain funds after an increase in their 
i 
3Where we assume no unanticipated capital gains so Dyt = 
(1+r) ýio (1+ý, ý (Et - Ee_1)yt++" 
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permanent income, they then have to resort to consume a proportion of their total income (by 
definition, that proportion is part of their transitory income). One presumes that the higher 
/3 is the more constrained the consumer would be. Excess sensitivity is present if 0 54 0 and 
excess smoothness if 
var (Oct) = Q2var (Dyt) + 2/3 (1 - ß) coy (Dyt, Ayt) + (1- , ß)2 var 
(DyP) < var (Ayp) (4.6) 
4.2.3 Information-Aggregation 
Within the context of the true REPI, Pischke examines the behaviour agents may have when 
they gather information about their labour income to predict what their permanent income 
will be. Pischke develops a framework where the microfoundations of permanent income are 
still considered but where care is taken to explain possible aggregation issues. The aggregation 
problem is introduced in the context of information gathering under the presumption that 
aggregate information plays `little role in household decisions since the economic environment 
in which individuals operate differs sharply from the economy as it is described by aggregate 
data. ' [pp. 806]. Pischke finds that `the optimal consumption response calculated on the basis 
of individual income processes differs substantially from the predictions of a representative agent 
model calibrated with aggregate data. ' [pp. 806]. He pays attention to two models; one where 
agents may simply not care enough about aggregate information because ignoring it is not very 
costly for them (i. e. there is incomplete aggregate information) and another one where agents 
may lack the information on contemporaneous aggregate variables (this is a model originally 
developed by Goodfriend (1992)). 
We explain these informational issues in terms of a simple framework which assumes that all 
individuals have identical labour income processes, but each agent faces a different realisation 
of that process every time period. For the simplest framework, it is assumed that income 
consists of a random walk with innovations that are common to all individuals and a white 
noise component with shocks that are uncorrelated across individuals. Mathematically, 
0Yit = Ct + uit - uit-1 (4.7) 
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where i subscripts denote individual variables while no subscripts refer to aggregate variables. 
The agent is assumed to be able to observe all components; that is, the agent can distinguish 
between et and uit. It is also assumed that individual shocks (the u's) are mutually uncorrelated 
and will sum to zero for a large population 
1n 
Dyt=n Dyit=ct (4.8) 
which is the income process that the time series analyst observes from the aggregate data. 
Unobservable Aggregate Shocks 
It is assumed that the individual is unable to distinguish between aggregate and individual 
income components, i. e. the agent cannot distinguish between et and uit, so that for the micro 
agent her income process takes this form 
' Yit = T1it - e77it-1 (4.9) 
where 77 =f (Et, uit) and 0=- 
(1 
- 1- 4p2) /2p where p= -oü/ (oE + 2C, 2) is the auto- 
correlation coefficient and of and o? denote the variances of the aggregate and individual errors 
respectively. Given Flavin's definition of permanent income and (4.9), the change in individual 
consumption is given by 
Acct = (1 - 06) i]it Aslit =A 
Ayit 
(4.10) = 1-OL 
the last equality comes from (4.9) and the invertibility of 1- OL. Using (4.8) we can obtain 
the aggregate consumption change as 






nn 1-9L 1 -9L 1-OL 
so consumption innovations follow an AR(1) process, Act = Act + 90ct_1 4 
4In chapter 2 we explained how this model generated excess sensitivity and smoothness. 
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Lagged Information About Aggregate Shocks 
This is Goodfriend's model. In this model, agents are able to observe individual and aggregate 
shocks, but the latter are only observed with a one period delay. The income process for the 
individual now takes the form 
0 
Dyit = Vit - Uit-1 (4.12) 
where vit = et + uit. At time t, the consumer is unable to distinguish between the aggregate 
and individual components and it can only observe v1t (i. e. it cannot distinguish between Et 
and uzt). Thus, when making a rational consumption decision, the consumer will attempt to 
attribute part of the current period innovation to each component given the relative histories 
of both shocks (these are represented by their variances). The optimal consumption response 
will have two parts in this case; one that is associated with a response to the innovation in the 
agent's income and a term that corrects for the error made in predicting both components of 
income in the previous period. The response to an income shock at time t would be 




where w=o/ (oE + a) is a term that reflects the histories of the individual and aggregate 
components and represents the proportion of the total (new) income innovation the agent 
expects to be aggregate. The first term represents the adjustment to what is thought to be a 
permanent innovation in income and the second term represents a transitory innovation. This is 
because it is believed that `individual income processes are much less persistent than aggregate 
income'. [Pischke, pp. 806] 
Agents are likely to make mistakes when they predict the proportion of an aggregate and 
individual shock following an innovation in income. Given that the size of the aggregate shock 
can be observed the next time period and since any error in the signal extraction problem will 
affect permanent income and therefore consumption, rational agents will correct mistakes made 
previously. The (negative) of the error made in predicting the aggregate shock is given by 
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Sit-1 = Et-1 - wvit-1 = 
(1 - w) ct-i - wait-i5 so that the optimal response to any errors made 
the previous time period is 
l 
(1 + r) it-i +r 1-I- r- : t-i)1 =uzt-i 
(4.14) 
Putting together both responses, (4.13) and (4.14), yields the optimal consumption response to 
innovations in labour income 
W+r Aýt -1+r vit + (1 - w) st-i - wu2t-i (4.15) 
Upon aggregation we obtain: 
1n w+r Act =nE Ac`t = 1-I- r 
Et + (1 - w) et-i (4.16) 
Note that the model of lagged information will always yield an MA(1) process for the change 
in consumption if two conditions are met, i) aggregate information is available after one time 
period and ii) agents then correct the errors made in predicting the individual and aggregate 
components of each income shocks. 
4.3 Introducing Imperfect Information into the Excess Sensi- 
tivity Hypothesis 
The first model that we examine introduces Pischke's imperfect information to the Flavin 
framework. Since the Flavin model could be considered a model of liquidity constraints, it is an 
interesting exercise to examine the reactions agents have when these find it hard to distinguish 
between individual and aggregate shocks to income. 
5The negative of the error in predicting the individual component is given by u; t_1 - (1 - w) v; t-1 = 
- (1 - w) et-i +wu: t-1 
(= -fit-1) 
'In chapter 2 we explained how this model generated excess sensitivity and smoothness. 
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4.3.1 Incomplete Information 
A Simple Income Process 
When the simple income process of no information (4.9) is applied to Flavin's model of excess 
sensitivity given by equation (4.5), the behaviour of consumption changes at the individual level 
is 
Acit=QOyit+(1-, ß) 1- 
e 
l+r)77: t (4.17) 
since r 5j+1AEityzt+j =0 (6) 71it where 6= 1+T and 0 (L) =1- OL. This equation has 
the same features as Flavin's framework; provided ,ß 36 0 then excess sensitivity exists. The 
conditions for excess smoothness to occur are the same as those given by inequality (4.6)7. Hence 
the features of (4.17) at the individual level are dominated by the model of excess sensitivity. 
The interesting implications of the no information case arise at the aggregate level. To find 
the change in average per capita consumption, use (4.9) to substitute into (4.17) and sum over 
individuals 
Oct =nE DCjt = QDyt + (1 -13) 
(1- 
1+r) 1 -OL 
provided (1 - OL) is invertible. This last expression can be rewritten as 
(1 - OL) Act = /3 (1 - 6L) Ayt + (1 - ß) Act (4.18) 
A= (1 - -L) . The effect on permanent income warranted by an innovation in labour income 
is reflected by the error term. As liquidity constraints may exist, consumers may not be able 
to borrow to consume what they believe is their best estimate of the value of their permanent 
7var (&it) = ß2var (Ay; t) + 2,3 (1- Q) Acov (Dyit, rl, i) + (1 - 3)2 A2var (nit) < AZvar ('7; t) where A =- (1- 
1}r) . 
For the income process in question we have, var (Ay; t) _ (1 + B2) a2 2 , cov 
(Ay; i, i71) = var (77, t) = an 






income. Assume that a positive shock to labour income occurs. Since the labour income process 
is difference-stationary, a positive shock to labour income will increase permanent income. Be- 
cause liquidity constraints exist, the agent cannot borrow to smooth consumption and therefore 
realise its desired consumption level in the face of increased permanent income. The consumer 
is therefore forced to `borrow' from its transitory income to achieve a level of consumption that 
will be close to its desired level. Hence, part of its current consumption change is related to a 
proportion of (labour) income. 
The OL term introduces further dynamics to the model. This term is related to the imperfect 
information faced by agents and its significance becomes clearer when we explain the intuition 
behind the autoregressive term for the change in consumption. Due to imperfect information 
agents do not distinguish between aggregate and individual income and so any type of income 
shock is likely to lead individuals to be surprised the following time period thereby leading them 
to change their consumption as a function of their previous consumption change. Suppose a 
positive aggregate income shock occurs. All agents will see their income increase but they 
will assume that part of that income shock is individual in nature and therefore transitory. 
Their rational response will be to increase their consumption but not as much as warranted 
by the size of the (permanent) aggregate income shock. But because the shock is persistent, 
in the following period they will be surprised that their income is higher than expected and 
consumption is therefore increased. The same arguments affect the income component too; the 
lagged income term is not only multiplied by the excess sensitivity parameter 0 but also by 0 
indicating that agents are slow to respond to past aggregate innovations not only because they 
are constrained but also because they choose to ignore aggregate information. Take the example 
of a positive aggregate shock. Agents do not adjust to the shock as much as they should have 
done because they believed that part of the shock was transitory. As they adjusted to what they 
believed was the persistent component, agents faced liquidity constraints and were not able to 
borrow. Hence they borrowed from their transitory income component - which they thought 
was larger because they believed that their permanent income was smaller - by a proportion 
ß (this is represented by the term ßLyt_1). Next period, as agents are surprised to find that 
their permanent income in the previous period was higher than previously thought, and they 
realise that they had borrowed against their transitory component when this component was 
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smaller than thought, then their overall reaction will be to adjust for the mistakes made before. 
They will reduce the proportion out of their transitory income and increase the proportion of 
consumption that comes from their permanent income (i. e. OAct_1 - ßOOyt_1). 
Note that if ý3 =0 the standard Pischke model is obtained. This is a testable restriction 
that can be imposed to our more general consumption specification. 
This model is able to explain the failures of the REPI encountered by Campbell (1987), 
Campbell and Deaton (1989), Flavin (1993) and in our previous chapter. This model is 
also capable of explaining the failures of the excess sensitivity hypothesis encountered in the 
previous chapter. First, start with the definition of savings at the aggregate level; st = 
S1 EtAyt+j =( 1-13 
) (1 - A) ets. Campbell's first-order VAR representation of I-OL 
income changes and savings has the form, 
Ayt 00 Dyt_1 Et 
[St 
()0 ý1 + rl St-1 ý1 - Ql 
(1 BBL) Et 
Clearly, this VAR framework violates the REPI restrictions, al = cl and dl = (1 + r) b1, and 
the excess sensitivity restrictions, al = (1 - ß) cl and dl = (1 + r) + (1 - /3) bi in (4.19) 
1yt 
= 
al bi Ayt-1 
+ 
6yt 4.19 
St Cl dl St-1 Est 
Because these restrictions do not hold, it is not possible to recover the term of the innovation 
in permanent income from the VAR system and hence overcome the problem of superior infor- 
mation examined by Campbell and Flavin. The model can nonetheless explain the sensitivity 
and smoothness phenomena. It is straight-forward to see that sensitivity will arise if ,ß#0 and 
smoothness if inequality (4.6) holds. 
8This result comes from the fact that at the individual level, sit =- (1- ß) r b'E; tOy: t+j = (1- )3) 6077it. 
) (1 - A) ee. Aggregation yields, st = (1 - )3) 6077t _( I OL 
'See the Appendix for an explanation. 
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More General Income Processes 
We now assume a more general labour income process where individual i's change in labour 
income has both aggregate and individual-specific components given by their respective Wold 
representations, 
Ayit =0 (L) ct +0 (L) uit (4.20) 
where 0 (L) O L' and 0 (L) = E°_o 02L'. Unlike the simple income process case we 
do not impose the condition that aggregate shocks are permanent and individual shocks are 
transitory in nature. We still impose the condition that individual shocks will sum to zero when 
aggregated, thus average per capita labour income evolves according to the following process 
Dyt =0 (L) et (4.21) 
Given imperfect information, the process for individual income changes has a Wold representa- 
tion 
DYit =A (L) 77 it (4.22) 




aggregate this last equation we have 
Ayt =A (L) alt =0 (L) Et (4.23) 
where rat (= n E" ýi, t)is the mean of' t and where we have equated (4.20) to (4.22) and summed 
over individuals to obtain the last equality. Note that the average innovation, rat, can be 
expressed as an infinite order autoregressive process for the innovation in labour income. But 
the innovation in the labour income process can also be re-expressed given our definitions above 
as a finite order moving average representation in the errors. Thus the average innovation can 
be re-expressed in terms of an infinite order moving average process for aggregate errors. Given 
Flavin's excess sensitivity equation (4.5) and that the innovation in permanent income is given 
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by A (+, ) rlit provided the labour process is (4.22), the change in individual consumption is 
1-}- r 
77: t (4.24) Acit = ß0yzt + (1 - ß) A Tr 
Summing over individuals, using (4.23) and assuming A (L) is invertible, yields the aggregate 
consumption equation 
Oct=QOyt+(1-Q)A( r 
)%=QOyt+(1-ß)A(1+r)0(L) t T +-r \J A(L) \ 
which we can rewrite as 
A (L) Oct =, 3A (L) Ayt + (1 - 0) A 
(T+ r 
r) 
0 (L) et (4.25) 
The number of lags in consumption and income are determined by the number of lags in the 
individual income process. The interpretation of this equation is similar to that one given for the 
simple income process case. The A (L) component of this equation comes again from the lack 
of aggregate information that agents have, for consumption it expresses the failure to forecast 
accurately what the innovation in permanent income is, and for the income term it reflects 
the failure to forecast the size of transitory income. The error component shows the failure 
to adjust to the (correct) amount of permanent income due to the liquidity constraintlO and 
also the further effect that imperfect information has through the lags g5 (L) on the aggregate 
error term. These lags represent information deficiencies on the part of the consumer since 
all the previous aggregate labour income shocks had not been adjusted to by the agent in the 
correct manner. We note that Pischke's model results if Q=0 and Flavin's model would result 
if A (L) =¢ (L) +0 (L) (i. e. if there were perfect information in the economy so that the 
consumer would be able to distinguish between aggregate and individual components). For 
excess sensitivity and smoothness to arise, the same conditions as the simple income process 
are required. This is one of the equations that will be tested using time series data. 
'°All the perceived innovations in permanent income are multiplied by the coefficient (1- ß) meaning that 
individuals are not able to adjust fully to the innovation in permanent income. 
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4.3.2 Lagged Information About Aggregate Shocks 
A Simple Income Process 
Agents are able to observe individual and aggregate shocks, but the latter are only observed 
with a one period delay. The derivation of this model is somewhat more involved, but it always 
renders an MA(1) process for the errors. We assume the simple income process (4.12) and that 
equation (4.5) holds. The consumption response to new information consists of two parts: 
1. The response to new innovations in income. The innovation in permanent income with- 
out unanticipated capital gains is by definition DyiPt =rF, ý_o 5i+10Eityt+, f which given 
imperfect information yields (4.13). Thus the (rational) response of consumption to a 
current innovation in income vzt is therefore 
ß yit + (1 - ß) (wvgt + rS (1 - w) vit) 
a2 
since weit -- et, (1 - w) vzt -- uzt and where w= a- t, 2 u 
2. Response to new information about the innovation in last period's income. The optimal 
response to any errors made the previous time period is 
r 
(1 + Q) (1 + r) I eßt-i +r 1rr uzt-1 
=(1+r)(1+, ß) I1- 1+r, `t-1 
this response is now multiplied by (1 -, 3) because the adjustment to permanent income 
innovations was multiplied by that factor the previous time period. 
Adding the two responses gives the total consumption response 
1cjt = ßAyit + (1 - ß) (wvit + rS (1 - w) vet) (4.26) 
r +(1-, (3)(1+r) 1- l+r 
Zit-1 
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If /3 =0 we would have obtained a martingale with respect to the history of individual income 
and consumption, i. e. equation (4.15). Hence, as in the no information case, the individual 
consumption equation has features that stem from Flavin's framework. We see that aggregation 
across all individuals in the economy yields 
Oct = OAyt + (1 - , ß) (wet + rb (1 - w) et) (4.27) 
+ (1 - ß) (1 - w) et_1 




+ (1 - ß) (1- w) et-1 
We have an MA(1) model for consumption changes and an innovation in income term. This 
model can explain the orthogonality failures in the REPI encountered by Campbell, Campbell 
and Deaton and Flavin and the failures of the excess sensitivity hypothesis encountered in the 
previous chapter. Campbell's first-order VAR representation of income changes and savings 
has the formll, 
Dyt 00 Dyt_1 
+ 
Et 
st - (1 -, ß) (1 - w) (1 + r) St-i 
[(ß)() 
ýt 
"Take the following equality 
st°Dye+(1+r)st-1-Oct 
and substitute our definition of consumption and labour income 
st = Dyt + (1 + r) st-1 - sAyt 
- (1 - f3) 
a+ (-i)et 
-w)ec-i 
Dyt + (1 + r) st-i 
-(1-ß)(l+r) Et 
-(1-ß)(1-w)et-i 
From our definition of labour income, Ayt = et, write the last term as - (1 - ß) (1 - w) Ayt_1 and note that the 
error term can be re-expressed using current labour income innovations as (1 -)3) 
(1- i+*) ct, thus we have 
the savings term in the VAR. 
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Clearly, this VAR framework violates the orthogonality restrictions on equation (4.19), al = cl 
and dl = (1 + r) bl, and the excess sensitivity restrictions, al = (1 - /3) cl and dl = (1 + r) + 
(1 - /3) bl. Therefore the information problem cannot be overcome. The model is nonetheless 
capable of explaining the sensitivity and smoothness phenomena. Again it is straight-forward 
to see that sensitivity will arise if /3 00 and smoothness if inequality (4.6) holds. 
A More General Income Process 
The overall results do not change much when more complex income processes are considered 
provided information about the aggregate labour income shock becomes available after one 
period. Take the following income process to be the true one at the individual level, 
Ayza = vza +ý (L) et +6 (L) u; t (4.28) 
where ý (L) = E°_1 q5 Li and B (L) = Ei':, OZL2. The response of consumption to new infor- 
mation is made up of two parts 
1. The response to new innovations in income. Again, individuals are not able to distinguish 
between contemporary aggregate and individual income innovations. Since the actual 
innovation in income is vit = Et + uit we may view the following as 
OjEt 
'i' 
Bj2lit = Ojwvit "}" 
Bj (1 - w) vit i=0,1,2, ... where 00 = 00 =1 
since wv, t et; w=o2,2 / (CE +o). Recall that the innovation in permanent income is 
Dyi, t = 1+, 
Ej° o l1r 








= rS [wv;, t + (1 - w) vet] + r52 [wvzt + (1 - w) vet] + r52 [q5lwvtt + 61(1 - w) VZt] -I- 
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r63 [wvit + (1 - w) vt] + r63 tcblwvit + 
Bl (1 - w) vit) + r63 [02wvit + 02 (1 - w) vit] +*. 
= [w + (1 - w)] vzt +6 [q5iw + 01 (1 - w)] vzt + E2 [02w + 02 (1 - w)] vet + ... 
= [0(b)w+9(6) (1-w)]vzt 
Given the excess sensitivity hypothesis (4.5), the adjustment to an innovation in current 
income is 
ß' yit + (1 - ß) (0 (ö) w+0 (S) (1 - w)] vit 
2. Response to new information about the innovation in last period's income. 
i) The error made in predicting the permanent component last time period was 
it-1 =0 
(6) et-1 -0 
(6) wvit-1 
The second part on the right hand side in the above equation denotes the adjustment made by 
the individual in the last time period. The first part denotes what the adjustment should have 
been. 
ii) The error made in predicting the transitory component last time period was 
pit-i =B (6) uit_1- 0 (a) (1 - w) vzt-1 
=6 (s) [- (1 - w) et-1 + wuit_1] 
The response of consumption to the errors made in the last time period is 
(1 ý' r) { it-1 + pit-1] = 
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= (1 + r) 10 (s) [(1- w) it-l - wuit_1] +0 (6) [- (1 - w) -t-1 + wuit_l] } 
= (1 + r) 10 (S) -0 (S)} Cit_i 
where (it-, = (1 - w) et-1 - wuit_112. Adding 1) and 2) together 
Acit = ßAyit + (1 - ß) [0 (b) w+6 (b) (1 - w)] (et + uit) (4.29) 
+ (1 + r) (1 - Q) 10 (b) -0 (ö)} ((1 - w) et-1 - wuit-i) 
Aggregating yields 
Act = ß0yt + (1 - ß) [q (S) w+0 (S) (1 - w)] et (4.30) 
+(1+r)(1 -, ß){qS(S) -9(S)}(1 - w)et-i 
The significance of the terms et and Et-1 is a characteristic of the model of lagged information 
when aggregate information is available after one time period and errors can be corrected. 
Hence the significance and interpretation of both errors; et relates to the optimal response to 
new information this period and ct_1 relates to corrections made in predicting aggregate shocks 
the previous time period. The introduction of the term for the innovation in income stems 
from the excess sensitivity hypothesis and its interpretation as the inability of consumers to 
optimally adjust to their changes in permanent income. This is one of the equations that will 
be estimated using time series data. 
12Note that there are no interest terms 
(l+r)in front of the response to the individual error made in the 
previous time period (µ; t_1). This is due to the fact that the individual component as defined in the general 
income process may have permanent effects upon labour income since it is not necessarily preceeded by (1 - L). 
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4.4 Introducing Imperfect Information to a Model of Partial 
Adjustment 
4.4.1 Incomplete Information 
A Simple Income Process 
As in previous sections we assume that when agents are not able to distinguish between aggre- 
gate and individual shocks to income, their income process looks like (4.9). Given this income 
process, the `evolution' of permanent income equation is 
ypt = [1 + r] ypt-i - rcjt-i + (1 - 05) rhht (4.31) 
00 




Ocit = Eit-nYit - Eit-n-lyit-1 + 
EYjDEit-jyt 
-E 7jDEit-j-lyt-1 (4.32) 
00 
and given (4.31) the following are easily derived: 
DEityt = (1 - 06) 77it 
DEit-i t= [(1 + r) - rryo) 
[(1 - BE) 77ßt-, ] 
DEst-2Yt = [(1 + r) - rryi] [(1 + r) - ryo] R1 - 05) 7it-2J 
and 
AEit-i t-i = (1- 05) 77it-i 
DEit-2Yt-l _ [(1 + r) - r'Y0] [(1 - 96) 77zt-21 
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DEzt-3yit-1 = [(1 + r) - r7i] [(1 + r) - r701 [(1 - 05) llzt-3] 
and 
n-1 
E'it-nYt - Eit-n-l t-1 =JC (1 - 05) ? ]it-n 
0 
Substituting these expressions into (4.32) yields the change in individual consumption when 
agents do not distinguish between aggregate and individual information 
oCit =' 'o (1 - es) iit + [''1C0 - 7o1 (1 - 08) 77it-1 + [7201--ill Co (1 - 05) iit-2 + ... n-3 n-2 












where (j = [1 +r (1 - -y )] . 
The principal flavour of the partial adjustment model prevails at 
the individual level. The change in consumption is still a moving average process determined by 
the time span required to ensure that any component of current permanent income has its full 
effect on current consumption. Aggregation yields interesting results, use the income process 
to rewrite BL provided (1 - OL) is invertible. We substitute this last expression into rizt- 
the consumption equation to obtain: 
Aýe = 'Yo (1 - Bb) BL + ['Y1S0 -yob (1 - 06) (1-OL 
n-3 
+ ýy2b 1 -'Yl] (o (1 - 95) 1-oL -} ... 
+ [yn-l(n-2 - 7n-2] 
(1 - BS) 








Using (4.23) and aggregating (4.33) gives 
(1 - OL) Oct = 'Yo (1 - 06) Dyt + [y1(o -'Yo] (1 - 06) Ayt-i 











-'in-1ý (1- 06) 1 ýj'Yt-n 
0 
which we can write as 
(1 - OL) Act = 'Yo (1 - OS) et + [7ico - -to] (1 - 66) Et-i 
+[1'2(1 - 'Yi] (o (1 - 06) et-2 +-. 
n-3 
+ ['fn-1Cn-2 -'Yn-21 (1 - 06) 
J (jet-n+l (4.34) 
j=0 
n-2 
+ [en-1 - 7'n-1, (1 - 06) 
H CjEt-n 
j=0 
We now have an AR1i7A(1, n) model for the change in consumption. Imperfect information 
introduces an AR term to the innovation in consumption, a characteristic of models of no 
information and it therefore has a similar interpretation to that one provided above: the AR 
component is the result of the lack of aggregate information that agents are presumed to have 
about the economy and of their subsequent adjustments to consumption given further surprises 
to their expected labour income. The MA components are independent of that information; 
they come from the costly adjustments that have to be endured following shocks to income 
(and the information about future levels of labour income and hence permanent income that is 
inherent in those shocks). In this model, adjustment is necessary and it is an ongoing process13: 
as information becomes available and is processed by agents, previous adjustments will turn 
out to be incorrect because agents were unable to distinguish between aggregate and individual 
income shocks. Hence, to be close to their desired level of consumption agents must account 
for previous surprises associated with their lack of knowledge about aggregate events. These 
13An interesting intuition may be that consumers may have to change their consumption because their previous 
habits proved to be wrong. 
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surprises would have resulted in a level of consumption last period that would not have been 
close to the desired level. Hence adjustment is necessary and ongoing. 
More General Income Processes 
The properties encountered in equation (4.34) are found in the more general case. As before, 
00 
assume income has the following form, Ayit =A (L) it hence, rE bT+'AE1tyit+, =A (b) rlit 
0 
and the evolution of permanent income is 
i't = [1 + r] yt-i - rcit-1 +A (b) 77it 
From this equation the change in individual consumption is 
DCit = ^YoA (b) 77 it + 
[', 
Co - ^to] 
A (5) r7it-1 + [72C1 - -y1l C0A (6) 7lit-2 
n-3 n-2 (4.35) 
++ [7n-1Cn-2 - 7n-2] A (6) 
11 
b jr%it-nß-1 + 
[Sn-1 




The (i's are defined as before. An econometrician working at the aggregate level would find 
interesting results: assuming A(L) is invertible and aggregating the individual components as 
before, yields the consumption equation 
Oct = yo 
AL 
+ (7100 - 70] 
Ayt-1 
+ (72(1 - 71] (0 
Ayt-2 
+ ... (4.36) A(L) A(L) A(L) 
rr DYt-n+1 
n-2 QYt-n 





which we can re-write as 
A (L) Oct = '100 (L) et + ['Yl(o - 'Yo] 0 (L) Et-1 + ['Y2C1 - '11] (00 (L) Ct-2 + ... 
n-3 n-2 (4.37) 
+ [7n-l(n-2 -'Yn-21 0 (L) 
rj C t-n+l + 
[(n-1 0 (L) 
11 (jet-n 
j=0 j=0 
The interesting result is that we have an ARMA(p, q) where the value of p is determined by 
the number of lags in the individual income process. This is due to the fact that when agents 
observe a shock and adjust accordingly, they will be surprised again the following time period 
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and will have to readjust their consumption pattern accordingly. The value of q is the sum of 
the n lags associated with adjustments to information that are less than full, plus the d lags in 
the (individual) income process i. e. q= n+d. As we have seen before, the AR components are a 
characteristic of the model of incomplete information. The (extra) lags from the income process 
play a role in the MA components or the change in consumption (even when adjustment was 
supposed to be for n periods) because of the information deficiencies; all the previous shocks 
to income still play a role as individuals had not adjusted to them in the correct manner when 
these shocks occurred. This is one of the equations that can be tested using time series data. 
4.4.2 Lagged Information About Aggregate Shocks 
A Simple Income Process 
Assume that the income process is given by (4.12). Therefore, the information that the consumer 
gets every period is made up of two parts: 
1. v is the innovation contained in individual income at time t. Consumers cannot distinguish 
at any particular period how an innovation in income is made up of the aggregate and 
individual components. The agent attributes part of the current period innovation to each 
component given their relative variances. Errors are therefore made when computations 
take place. 
2. The consumer gets information from the lagged aggregate shock, so that she will be able 
to correct the error made in the previous period when she attributed the innovation to 
its corresponding components. 
These two concepts are introduced into Attfield et al. 's model using the evolution of perma- 
nent income equation (4.2). Introducing lagged aggregate information changes the evolution of 
permanent income which now takes the following form 
00 
yiPt = (1 + r) [ypt-i + 19it_1] - rcit-1 + rS 
E bT DEityzt+T (4.38) 
0 
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where 29=t_1 denotes the sum of the negative of the errors made in predicting the aggregate 
M 
and individual innovations in income and rS > ST DEityjt+T continues to represent the optimal 
0 
response to income innovations. Note that this form is consistent with Pischke/Goodfriend's 
framework14 
Why this form? It is clear that permanent income depends on the unpredictable innovations 
to the labour income process. These innovations are the standard innovations encountered in 
the permanent income literature and represent the innovation in permanent income when there 
are no unanticipated capital gains. What is different now (as it is in Pischke and Goodfriend's 
papers) is that at time t, agents are not able to distinguish what proportion of the overall inno- 
vation in labour income is economy-wide and thus more persistent and which one is individual. 
Rational agents attempt to ascertain the exact proportion of that innovation that is expected 
to be the aggregate one. That information will affect permanent income. 
Two factors drive the dynamics of the evolution in permanent income: 
00 





thus wvit :.. et and (1 - w) vat ,= uit" where w= 3i*v 
b) At the same time, information about the accuracy of the calculations made the previous 
time period becomes available. This information allows the consumer to readjust its behaviour 
whenever a mistake is made in the signal extraction problem the previous time period. Why 
would the consumer wish to readjust his or her behaviour? In an infinite horizon problem, 
and provided the consumer reacts differently to (more persistent) aggregate and individual 
"Assume that the permanent income hypothesis holds; 
Cit=YIPt 
we have 
y, lt = (1 + r) [ i-i + 19ct-i] - rc: c-i + rd b'DEtyit+r 
0 
and so we can rewrite this last equation as 
00 
c: s = (1 + r) [cit-1 + i9: c-i] - rc: c-i + rb 
Z bT AEey: e+r 
0 
00 
= Cit-1 + £t-1 + TÄ E aT OFit yit-+r 
0 
and so we have Pischke's equation (18) for the simple income case (4.12) as (1 + r)i9; t_1 = ß; t_1. 
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innovations in income, it is clear that the consumer will correct any mistakes made when 
undertaking the signal extraction problem. If the consumer thought that the innovation the 
previous time period was mostly a permanent one, the consumer would have expected his or 
her permanent income to rise and would have, as a result, consumed more. As new information 
becomes available the next time period, the consumer is able to see that in the previous time 
period he or she might have under-consumed. This under-consumption increases his or her 
permanent income forever and so the agent corrects his or her behaviour in order to maximise 
utility. It is less clear what the behaviour of the agent would be in the case of finite lifetimes. 
How do we define this error i9it_1? Here we follow Pischke; by defining the negative of the 
error made when predicting the aggregate component the previous time period as 
&t-1 = Et-1 - weit-1 = 
(1 
- w) -t-1 - wUit-1 
and define the negative of the error in predicting the individual component the previous time 
period as 
fit-1 - uit_1 - ý1 - W) vit-1 
-- it-1 
We therefore have 
T1 





so that the evolution of permanent income equation becomes 
rr 





From this equation the following are easily derived 
/r 
DEityýt = wvzt + (1 - w) I1+ r) 
vzt] + fat-1 
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AEit-iyt = (0 SI wvzt-1 + (1 - w) 
(1-I- 
r) 
vzt-1J + Zit-21 
DEit-2yit = C1C0 1 Lwvit-2 
+ (1 - w) 
(7+-r r) 
Vit-2J + it-31 
since Czt_j_1 only becomes known at t-j, and 
DEit-ly t-1 = wvit-1 + (1 - w) 
(r 
1r r) 





1[ wVit-2 + 
(1 - w) 
(1 
-I- r) 
V it-2] + Zit-31 
Jý6Eit-s t-1 - c1(0 1 
[weit-3 
+ (1- w) 1+rr1 Vit-3I 






Eit-n-ly ,, pit-1 -_ 
11 (j 









Hence, individual consumption changes are given by 
pct = Yo 
ICJ 
vit + (1 - w) 1-ý 
rr 
vit -I- zit-1 
} 
(4.39) 
t/r1 +f1 0-'1 - yo) twit-1 -- + (1 - W) 
(1 
-F- r) 
vit-1 J+ fit-2 
1 
+(0 K172 -'il1 l WVit-2 + 




vzt-2I + eit-3 + ... 
n-3 
rrll + [(n-2'n-1 - ryn-21 1ýc 
[üjVit-n+l 
+ (1 - W) 
(1 
+r) 
Vit-n+1J + eit-n 
0\ 
n-2 











The overall flavour of the partial adjustment model is maintained in as far as the changes 
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in consumption follow an MA process. The adjustment in consumption to new information 
does not depend on the innovation in labour income alone, but also depends on whatever new 
information becomes available about the accuracy of the previous period's signal extraction 
problem (i. e. the fit terms). This information is new and should not be related to previ- 
ous innovations in the labour income process. Note that the consumption equation is now an 
MA(n + 1) process instead of an MA(n). 
Aggregation is fairly straightforward, as the individual/transitory components sum to zero15 
Oct = 'Yo 
w+r{[(1+ 
r) 
ct] + (1 - w) ct-1 (4.40) 
+ [co'Yl - 'Yol 
W+r {[ (1 
+ r) 
et-1 + (1 - w) et-2 
w+ r1 +(o IC172 -'Y1] S[1+rJ Ct-2 + (1 - w) t; t-3 + ... 
l\ 
n-3 w+r1 ll 
+ [cn-2'Yn-1 -'Yn-2ý 
H c, j 
I 
Lt J Ct-n+1J 
+ (1 - W)-t_n} 
o \1+r 
n-2 




Ct-n] + (1 - w) Et-n-1I 
The reaction to aggregate shocks in the economy differs with respect to Attfield et al. 's model, in 
the signal extraction coefficient w. Only if w=1 we have the original response to labour income 
innovations that was present in the partial adjustment model. The lower this coefficient is, the 
lower the adjustment to recent innovations to aggregate income. This means that adjustment is 
even slower in this case compared to the original model of Attfield et al.. The overall flavour of 
the original Attfield et al. model seems to remain intact although we now have an MA(n + 1) 
instead of an MA(n) process. 
I' Recall that 




- w) Et-1 - mit-1 
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More General Income Processes 
The main flavour of the model is not affected by the introduction of a more general income 
process like (4.28). Assume that the evolution of permanent income equation is still the same 
00 
yiPt = (1 + r) [yiPt-i + 19it_1] - rcpt-i + rS 
E bT DEtyzt+T 
0 
where rS E ST DEtyit+T = [ý (6) w+ (1 - w) 0 (6)] vzt. The error in predicting the aggregate 
00 
0 
component is given by ýtt_1 = (b) et-1 -¢ (b) wv;, t-1 =c (b) (it-land the error in predicting 
the individual component is µ2t_1 =0 (S) uit_1 - (1 - w) 0 (S) vit_1 =0 (S) (it_1 where Cit_1 = 
[(1 - w) ct_1 - wvzt_1]. This time 
19it-1 = [0 (6) - 
(5)1 
Sit-1 
and so we have 
ylpt = (1 + r) [ypt-i + [c (6) -0 (6)] Cit-il - rc t-1 +[ (6) w+ (1 - w) 0 (6)1 vat 
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(note it-1= (1 +r) [ t-2 + 100) -B (5)] Cit-2] -rcit-2+[0 (b) w+ (1 - w) 0 (b)] vzt-i). Thus, 
individual consumption changes are given by 
ocit = yo { [ý (s) w+ (ý - w) e (s)] vzt + (i + r) [ý (s) -e (s)] Cit-ý } (4.41) 
+ Ko'Y1 -, Yo] [ (6) w+ (1 - w) 0 (S)] vit-1 
+ (Co'Yl -'Yo] (1 + r) [0 (6) -0 (s)] Cit-2 





8 (b)] vit-2 
+Co [C172 - 7'1] 
(1 + r) [0 (S) -0 
(S)] Cit-3 + ... 
n-3 
+ [(n-27'n-1 - 1'n-2] 
11 
bj 
[0 (S) W+ (1 - W) 0 (S)] 41it-n+l 
0 
n-3 
+ [(n-2ýYn-1 - 'Yn-2] 




H ýj 10 (S) w+ (1 - w) 0 (S)] vit-n 
0 
n-2 
+ [(n-1 - 7'n-11 





Act = 'ro {[ý (s) w+ (i - w) e (s)ý ýt + (i + r) [ý (s) -e (s)] (i - w) Et-ý} (4.42) 
+ [(o-ii - 7o] 1 [0 (S) w+ (1 - w) 0 (6)] et_1 + (1 + r) [0 (6) -0 (6)] (1 - w) et-21 
+(0 [C1'Y2 - eil] {[0 (6) w+ (1 - w) 0 (S)] et-2 + (1 + r) [0 (s) -0 (6)] (1 - w) et-31 +*. 
n-3 
+ [(n-2 Yn-1 - 'in-2] 




+ [cn-2''n-1 - -'n-21 
H Cj {(1 + r) [0 (6) -0 (6)] (1- w) et-n} 
n-2 
-''n-11 





fl (j {(l + r) [ (6) -0 
(6)] (1 
- W) et-n-1} 
0 
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In this case we also have an MA(n+1) model for the change in consumption. Excess sensitivity 
and smoothness ought to occur. Note that in contrast to the no information case, the specific 
form of the income dynamics does not play a role in models of lagged information (the simple 
income case yields a specification that is similar to the more general income case); what matters 
is the relative persistence of aggregate and individual shocks as measured by 0 (1) and 0 (1). 
This is a result that Pischke found in his work (pp. 818) and that is also consistent with 
the introduction of lagged information to the excess sensitivity framework. We shall test this 
equation using time series data. 
4.5 Introducing the Excess Sensitivity Hypothesis to a Model 
of Partial Adjustment 
In this section we examine the effects of the excess sensitivity hypothesis in a model of partial 
adjustment. The excess sensitivity model presumes that agents over-react to current income, 
whilst the partial adjustment model asserts that agent's decisions depend on how far away 
information became available. The interesting question is whether the consumer's behaviour 
would depend on current income or on past information? 
A way of introducing the excess sensitivity hypothesis into the model of partial adjustment 
would be to assume that consumption has the following form 
n-1 
ct = Qyt + Et-nYtp + EyjAEt-iytp (4.43) 
i=0 
where ,ß is the marginal propensity to consume out of transitory income, yT and yt refer to 
transitory and permanent income respectively. Assume that 0< 'yo < 'Ti <"""< ryn_1 < 1. 
The model suggests that consumers react more forcefully to those components of current income 
that were predictable earlier, but at the same time their consumption is dependent on transitory 
income as consumers may be constrained in their borrowing. The coefficient /3 may serve as a 
measure of the inability of consumers to borrow money; the closer it is to one, the more likely 
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are consumers to be liquidity constrained. Transitory income is defined as the residual 
Yt - (yt + rAt) -y (4.44) 
and given the definition of permanent income, we can express (4.44) as 
00 
Ye = Yt -1+r SrEt2Jt+r 
r=0 
The following equation applies regardless of the time series process that governs labour income: 
00 
ytP _ [1 + r] yr_1-rct_1+r E 6T+10Etyt+T where the last term continues to indicate innovations 
0 
in information about the labour income process. It is then relatively straight-forward to show 
that 
00 
AEtytP =rE bT+l1Etyt+T (4.45) 
0 
00 





2Yt 2+T - rQOEt-2Y 2 rßOEt-2yt ý (4.47) 
0 
00 
DAEt-3Ytp = C2 
{c1 ý(or 

















- r, 3DEt-3yi 3- rßiEt-3yt 2 
(4.51) 
0 
AEt-4yi i= Ca 
{(i fCor 
ST+10Et-4yt-4+T - r, ßOEt-4yi 3} - r/30Et-4yt 31 (4.52) 
-r/30Et-4yi 2 
again, (; = [(1 + r) - rryz] . 
Note that the transitory income terms enter these equations through 
the consumption term in the evolution of permanent income equation. In all cases, given a 
difference-stationary labour income process, yt = A(L)wt, we have 
00 
rE ST+' AEt-syt+r-1 =A (S) wt-2 Vi (4.53) 
0 
Note that the transitory income component can be written as 
co 
ye z= -r 6TEt-iiyt+, -i 
Vi 
We solve this model using different income processes. Throughout, it is assumed that labour 
income is difference stationary and that no components apart from labour income itself will aid 
in the predictions for future labour income. 
4.5.1 A Simple Income Process 
Consider the following income process 
Dyt = -It 
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From this income process and the definition of transitory income, we have that 
': =o0 di 
Transitory income is therefore always zero and so the excess sensitivity hypothesis collapses to 
become the standard model of partial adjustment in this case. 
4.5.2 IMA (1,1) 
The income process is 
Dyt = et + qet-i 
the coefficient in the IMA(1,1) process maybe positive or negative. This process has more 
memory than the one that we have examined above, and that has significant implications for 
the model in question. Note the following apply now 
T yt-i = -r5gct_i Vi 
and 
00 
r Sr+'DEt-iye+T-s = (1 + fib) et-i Vi 
0 
Thus, we obtain the following equations in general: 
j-i 




DEt-jyt_1 = fl (i [bo (1 + 06) St-j + Sßc5r2et_j] 
1 
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Also, we have 
Et-ny' - Et-n-1y_1 = Sn-10Et-n _1 
With these equations, we can construct the change in consumption as 
n-2 
Act = -Höret + Qo6ret-i + Cn-1 (j 
[(0 + Ob) it-n, + bßor2Et-n] 
+'Yo (1 + 06) et +'Y1 [(o (1 + 06) et-1 + 6, ßcbr2et_, ] 
+i'2 [ý1 {(o (1 + 06) et-2 + S, 60r2et-2 }] + ... 
n-2 
+'Yn-1 rj (j [C0 (1 + 05) Et_n+l + SßOr2, t-n+l] _, yo (1 + 05) Et-1 
-71 
[(0 (1 + 06) et-2 + 00r 2 -t-2] - y2 
[(1 {(0 (1 + 06) et-3 + 6ß r2Et-3l ] 
n-3 
-7n-2 H Cj [(0 (1 + 06) et-n+l + öß r2et-n+l] 
n-2 
-7n-1 
H Cj [Co (1 + 06) Et-n + SQ0r2et-n] 
We can re-write this equation as 
Act = 'Yo (1 + 06) ct - , ßcSrct 
+ [1 +y r] A0Sret-i + [yi(o - yo] (1 + 06) et-, 
+ ['Y2C1 -'Yi] Co (1 + 08) e't-2 + ['Y2C1 -'Yi] bßcr2E't-2 
+ [ýY3(2 - ýY2ý (1'0 ý1 '+ 06ý Et-3 + ['Y3(2 - 721(15ßc r2et-3 + ... 
n-3 n-3 
+ [ryn-1(n-2 - 7n-2ý 
II (j ý1 +q 5ý +J (jbß 2 Et-nß-1 
01 
n-2 n-2 
+ [(n-1 - 7'n-1] 
H (j ý1 + 06ý +HS jsßOr2 Et-n 
00 
(4.54) 
The equation is similar to Attfield et al. 's original one as it follows an MA(n) process. Excess 
sensitivity will occur in this model - as it did in Attfield et al. 's original model - because we have 
lagged shocks to permanent income that are likely to be correlated with lagged innovations in 
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labour income. Since excess smoothness occurs when var (Act) < var (et) and we have from 
(4.54) that 
n 
var (Oct) = var (et) > A2 as cov (et, et-i) =0i=0, """, n 
0 
where A is a function of the coefficients of the MA(n) process, then smoothness will occur if 
Eo A<1. The difference between (4.54) and Attfield et al. 's equation (4.3) is that we now 
have the transitivity income effect `reinforcing' the original partial adjustment result provided 
0 is positive. It is unclear whether this model yields more sensitivity and smoothness than the 
original partial adjustment model, this depends on the characteristics of two coefficients; the 
MA coefficient in the income process and the excess sensitivity coefficient , ß. Finally, note that if 
we impose the following restrictions on (4.54): i) ,3=0, we have the original partial adjustment 
model, ii) -to = ryl ="""= yn-1 = 1, so that we have the excess sensitivity hypothesis in its 
purest form and iii) 0=0 and 'yo = ryl ="""= ryn_1 =1 so that we have the original REPI. 
It is interesting at this point to introduce the Pischke model of no information since it is 
only a trivial extension to (4.54). Assume that the individual income process (4.9) holds. As 
we have seen, the individual consumption response to a differenced stationary MA(1) income 
process would be 
Ocit = 'Yo (1 + 9S) "lit - 30Sr? 7it 
+ [1 + rylr] ßO5rii t-, + [7100 - -rol (1 + 05) r/zt-1 
+ ['Y2(1 -'Yi] Co (1 + 06) TIit-2 + ['V2(1 - 7i] 5ß0r2ilit-2 
+ [73(2 - 721 c1C0 (1 + 06) 77it-3 + [7302 - 721 ö/3Or2r7it-3 + 
n-3 n-3 
+ [7n-1cn-2 - 7n-2] 









Using the same methods as before we can aggregate the consumption equation to obtain 
Act = 'Yo (1 + 66) (1 +tOL) 
+QOSr (1 +tOL) 
(4.56) 
+ [y1 (o -'Yo] (1 + 06) (1 + BL) 
+ [1 + ylr] , a0Sr (1 
+OL) 
[y2S1 - 71] So (1 + 06) (1 + BL) 
+ ['Y2(1 - yl] 6ß0r2 (1 + OL) 
+ h'13C2 - 721 CiCo (1 + 05) (1 + BL) 
+ E'Y3C2 - 7215ß0r2 (1 
+ BL) + ... 
n-3 n-3 
+ [yn-lCn-2 - 7n-2ý 
n (j (1 + 05) +H CjSßOr2 
Et-n+l 
0 
(1 + BL) 
F# n-2 
[cn-1 1'n-11 H (j (1+06) + 11 (j5/ß0r2 Ct-n 
0o 
(1 + BL) 
The change in consumption now follows an ARMA(1, n). The interpretation of this model is 
somewhat involved; the n lags in this model originate from the speed at which information 
becomes available to agents each time period - this being up to n-1 periods in advance - and 
how fast agents respond to that new information. The autoregressive term originates because 
the information that becomes available cannot be broken down into its aggregate and individual 
components so that agents are subsequently surprised about the information they received the 
previous time period. This surprise makes agents reassess their beliefs about permanent income 
at any time period given the information that was already available to them the previous time 
period and even before that. 
4.5.3 IMA(1,2) 
Consider the income process 
'4t = 6t + 01et-1 + q52et-2 
and so the transitory income component is 
vt i=- (r5clet-i + rb2cb2et-t + röq52et-i_l) 
=- [('01 + i2) 6t-i + 36t_{_1] Vi 
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We also have the following result 
00 
E T+1 rS DEt-tiyt+T-: 
0 
= (1 + 0iö + 0262) et_, `di 
= 4'OEt-i 
In general we can write the following 
j-1 j-1 j-1 
AEt-jyt = 




j-2 j-2 j-2 
DEt-j yt-1 = 
11 
Si'4)oet-j + (ir)3 (VGl + 02) 6t-j +H (ir)3bs6e-j 
012 
Therefore the change in consumption is given by 
OCt =Q [- (4'1 + 02) Et - 036t-11 -Q 
[- (t1 + 02) Et-1 -'036t-21 
[If 
-n-2 n-2 
+Cn-1 (i b0 +[ (1rß (b1 + b2) + 11 birßb3 st-n 
02 
+YotPo6t + ry1 [Cot'o6t-1 + r/3 (t'1 + 02) et-1] 
+72 (Cl {COOO't-2 + rQ (01 + 02) et-21 + r0036t-21 
+73(2 {(l ICOIPoEt-3 + r/3 
('01 + 2) et-3} + rßV)3Et-3} + ... 
Fn-3 n-3 n-3 
+7n-2 [11 (iP0 + II (rß (01 +'02) + 11 (irßb3 et-n+2 
0 2 
n n-2 n-2 
+7n-i CO 1 i, 
0+ H Ciro 




-70006t-1 - ^11 
[bo'oEt-2 +0 (1/ + 02) Et-2] 
-'12 
[(1 {(000-54-3 + r/3 (L 1 '+''02) Et-3} + rßV)36t-3] 
-ry3C2 
{C1 {(o'o6t-4 + rQ (01 +'02) Et-4} + r)313Et-4} 




(b1 + 02) + 11 Cirßh3 et-n 
012 
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which we can rewrite as 
Oct = 7o'0o6t -ß (V )l +'i2) 6t (4.57) 
+ b'Yi(o -1'0] iPoEt-i + (1 + ryi) r/3 (7p, +'02) st-i -167P3 t-i 
+ [7zýý 11 11 CoV"oet-2 + ['Y2(j - -Yii rß ('t& +'02) et-2 + (1 + rry2) ß '3et-2 
* [73C2 - 721 C1C07POCt-3 + [73'2 - -Y21 rQ (+ '2) Ct-3 + ['i3(2 - 7'21 rß '3Et-3 
n-3 n- n-3 
* ... + 
['Yn-lCn-2 
- lin-2} 
11 Ci? p0 +H (rß (01 + 02) + 11 Ciro&3 Et-n+1 
012 
n-2 n-2 n-2 
+ [in-1 - (n-11 
11 (i'00 +H (irß V)1 + I12) + II Cirßb3 Et-n 
012 
The principal flavour of the partial adjustment model persists; consumption changes follow an 
MA(n) process. This comes from the theoretical assumption that agents react to the informa- 
tion that becomes available to them up to n-1 periods in advance. 
Regardless of the type of income process we observe, whilst the theoretical specification for 
the consumption function does not involve expectational adjustments to the transitory income 
components - see (4.32), (4.43) - we found them in all the equations above. This is because 
any response to transitory income does affect permanent income and hence the desired level of 
consumption. As a final point note that the more terms that we add to the income process, 
the more effect will the transitory income component have in reinforcing or working in opposite 
direction to the innovations in permanent income. Any of these MA (n) models can be estimated 
using time series data. 
4.6 Conclusions 
The aim of this chapter was to combine a number of models that have successfully explained, 
from a theoretical and empirical point of view, the failures of the rational expectations perma- 
nent income hypothesis. We combined the models of Attfield et al., Flavin and Pischke/Goodfriend 
to develop consumption specifications that can be as general as possible and which can be es- 
timated using time series data. We do this for the following reasons: 
1. To obtain equations with rich dynamics which will enhance our understanding of con- 
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sumption behaviour and which can also explain the phenomena of excess sensitivity and 
smoothness. 
2. More importantly, from an econometric perspective, to enable us to impose appropriate 
restrictions on these general specifications to discriminate between the original models in 
order to understand whether partial adjustment, excess sensitivity or imperfect informa- 
tion can explain the failures of the REPI best, or whether a hybrid combination should 
be preferred. We undertake these tasks in the next chapter. 
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4.7 Appendix: An Explanation of Superior Information 
Take the first-order VAR representation 
Ayt 
_ 
al bi Dyt-i 
+t 
St Cl di st-i eßt 
where e, yt = Ayt -E (Ayt 11t-i) , Eqpt = 
(1+,. ) E' o ST (Et - Et-i) yt+'r and where S2t-1 
denotes the information set used by the econometrician. Applying the formula for the expec- 






r (Et - Et-i) yt+T = r6 
[10] [I -A (S)]-1 
elft 
r-0 Eyt - Eypt 
where 8ypt denotes the econometrician's inference about the innovation in permanent income 
from the VAR model's. If the parameters of the VAR satisfy the REPI restrictions, we have 
that r6 
[1 0] [I-A(6)]'=[1 -1] and 
10] [I -A (S)]- =[1 -1 J typt 
1 Eyt 1 Eyt 
Eyt - typt 
eypt = rS 
I 
Eyt - Eypt 
Therefore, the expectational revision in permanent income estimated by the econometrician in 
terms of the VAR is the same as the `true' expectational revision in permanent income defined 
relative to the agent's complete information set if the REPI restrictions hold. However, some 
of our models in the text do not satisfy the REPI restrictions17 and this therefore suggests that 
the innovation in permanent income cannot be recovered from a bivariate specification for the 
"In the last expression we have substituted eat = eyt - eypt. To see this consider, 
eyt - eypt = Dyt -E (Ayt I ct-1) - 
(1+r) E= 
O Ö' (Et - Et-1) yt+* 
= (Et - Et-1) yt - 
(1+. )E 
o6'(Et-Et-1)yt+r 
= Etyt - 
(1+,. ) E. '_o b'Etyt+T - Et-1yt + 
(1+, ) >'°_o 6'Et-lyt+r 
= st - Et-1st = st -E (st I Sgt-1) = cat 
"See chapter 3 for a description of these restrictions. 
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change in income and savings. This same argument is valid for the excess sensitivity model too. 
In that model, provided the excess sensitivity restrictions'8 hold, the innovation in permanent 
income is given by 
= Cypt Cypt -[1 =i 
cyt 
1-0 J( 1-ß) (evt -e t) 
where we have used an argument equivalent to the REPI case19 and so in principle it would be 
possible to recover the innovation in permanent income from the VAR if the excess sensitivity 
restrictions held. 
"'See chapter 3 for a description of these restrictions. 
"Note that in the excess sensitivity model, savings are defined as 
00 
at =-(1-Q)r 6'Et0yt+* 
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Chapter 5 
Imperfect Information, Excess 
Sensitivity and Partial Adjustment: 
Evidence from US and UK Data 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter is split into two sections. In the first section, we estimate the equations that were 
developed in the previous chapter and we impose certain restrictions to examine which of these 
equations is able to explain the behaviour of US and UK consumption best. All these equations 
are estimated in levels and no logarithmic approximations are used. In keeping with previously 
reported results in the literature, we use the same definitions for consumption that were used 
by Campbell (1987). In the second part of this chapter we use the same data sets as before but 
we consider the shorter period that begins in the first quarter of 1973. We re-estimate all the 
equations from the first part and examine the same tests for smoothness and sensitivity that 
were reported in our first empirical chapter. We do this because it has been argued that from 
1973 onwards, the growth rates in the US and UK have been substantially lower than before. 
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5.2 Empirical Methods and Results 
5.2.1 Five Equations to be Estimated 
When we combined the papers of Attfield et al. (1992), Goodfriend (1992), Flavin (1993) and 
Pischke (1995) we obtained five testable equations. Of these five testable specifications, we 
see that three equations are (statistically) encompassed within a more general one (not neces- 
sarily the most general theoretical specification) leaving another equation to be a competing 
alternative. When we introduced Pischke's imperfect information into Flavin's model of excess 
sensitivity we obtained the following specification: 
A(L)Act=ßA (L)Dyt+(1-ß)A(a)0 (L)e (5.1) 
where the number of lags in income and consumption must be the same and not necessary equal 
to the number of lags in the error term. This specification encompasses the next three. 
The next testable equation did result from the assumption that agents use lagged infor- 
mation to correct for optimization errors (i. e. Goodfriend's model) in the excess sensitivity 
model, 
Act = 130yt + (1- ß) ýý (S) w+B (S) (1 - w)] ýt (5.2) 
+(1+r) (1 -)3) [o (b) -0(s)] (1 -w)et-1 
where we have no lags in consumption and income, and only one lag in the error process. 
This equation is a special case of (5.1) with A (L) =1 and A (5) 0 (L) _/+ µ1L, where 
µo = [o(S) w+0 (b) (1- w)] and µl = (1 + r) [ý (S) -8 (S)] (1- w) . 
When we combined the excess sensitivity hypothesis and the model of partial adjustment 
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model developed by Attfield et al. we obtained an MA(n) process, 
Oct = 7o''o6t -Q (-i + '2) 6t (5.3) 
+ [7iCo - 7o] V)oet-i + (1 + ry1) rQ (01 + V)2) et-i -ß 3Ct-1 
+ (7201 - 7i1(oOoCt-2 + b72Ci - 7110 
('1 + 2) et-2 + (1 +r Y2) Q03et-2 
+ [^/3(2 - 1'21 (1(0V)Oet-3 + 
[73C2 
- 721 rß 
(01 +' 2) Et-3 + 
[13(2 
-'Y2J rQ'P3et-3 
n-3 n-3 n-3 
+---+ [rin-1 
n-2 - ^Yn-21 
] (i Po + fl (irß (01 +' )2) + 




+ [7'n-1 - en-11 bi 
00 +I (irß (01 + )2) +H Cirß 3 -t-n 
012 
which we view as a special case of (5.1) with subsequent restrictions A (S) ¢ (L) = u0 + µ1L + 
.. "+ YnLn where µo 1 and every term in A(L) is equal to zero. 
Assuming that agents use lagged information to correct for optimization errors but are quite 
sluggish to adjust to those shocks resulted in the following, 
Ace = 'Yo fý (S) w+ (1 - w) 8 (S)] ýt +p fý (s) -e (s)] (ý - w) ýt-i (5.4) 
+ [(o'Yi -'Yol [0 (S) W+ (1 - w) 0 (s)] et-I +p [0 (s) -0 (6)] (1 - W) et-2 
+CO [(112 -'Y1] [0 (6) w+ (1 - w) B (6)1 et-2 +P [0 (b) -0 (6)] (1 - w) Et-3 + ... 
n-3 
+ [Sn-2 Yn-1 - yin-2] II (i [0 (5) w+ (1 - w) 0 (S)] et-n+1 +P [0 (b) -e (b)] (1 - w) et-n 
0 
n-2 
+ [Cn-1 - 7n-1] ITC; [0 (6) W+ (1 - w) 0 (s)] et-n +P [0 (b) -0 (b)] (1 - W) Et-n-1 0 
We have an MA(n + 1) model for the change in consumption. This equation is a special case 
of (5.1) with restrictions A (z) =1 and A (6) 0 (L) = µo + µ1L +"""+p,, +1L"+1 where µo 01 
and /3 = 0. Furthermore, we can see that (5.3) is a special case of equation (5.4), but because 
n is not know a priori, it is not possible to statistically distinguish between them. Thus, (5.3) 
and (5.4) are for empirical purposes observationally equivalent. 
Finally, the competing alternative came as the result of introducing Pischke's imperfect 
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information into Attfield et al.: 
A (L) Oct = 'YoAyt + ['i1Co --yo] Ayt-1 + [-f2(1 - 'Yl] CoAyt-2 + ... 
n-3 n-2 (5.5) 
+ [yin-1Sn-2 - 7'n-21 
II Cj0Yt-n+1 +[ 
n-1 - 7n-1] 
HC AYt-n 
j=0 j=0 
In this equation, the number of lags of income and consumption need not be the same. In all 
previous specifications, we found that the number of lags for the change in labour income and 
consumption were the same, hence (5.5) may not be necessarily embed within equation (5.1). 
We may, therefore, consider this equation to be the competing alternative to (5.1). Note that 
compared to the four other equations above, (5.5) does not have (stochastic) error terms. There 
are two reasons why we do not substitute the specification for the aggregate income process 
into this equation: first, we do not want to `contaminate' the equation with the introduction of 
an incorrect aggregate labour income process and second, we do want to lose the information 
inherent in the model of partial adjustment (i. e. (5.5) can tell us the value of n, the time span 
where adjustment to `news' is than full). If, we were to substitute the labour income process into 
(5.5) we would end up with an ARMA(p, q) where q is the sum of the n adjustment terms (the 
labour income terms) and the d error terms which constitute the aggregate labour income term 
Ayt =0 (L) et (see equation (4.36) in chapter 4). The way in which we introduce stochastic 
terms to (5.5) is to assume measurement errors in one or all of the variables involved. 
5.2.2 Econometric Methods 
It is apparent that, statistically speaking, there exists two competing data generating processes, 
one of which is a general specification of three other equations which can be tested in a general 
to specific manner. Our aim is to choose the best fitting equation from the five presented earlier. 
We therefore begin with the estimation of the two most general and competing alternatives - 
equations (5.1) and (5.5) - and then test down until a more parsimonious specification results. 
We have to be aware of an econometric issue that must be dealt with before estimation. In 
aggregate data, it is likely that labour income and consumption are jointly endogenous. To 
overcome this problem and obtain consistent estimates, instrumental variables are used for 
' yt. The instruments used for the change in labour income are the same as those that Demery 
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and Duck (1999,2000) used for the US and UK. For the US, Demery and Duck used 2 to 6 lags 
for the change in labour income, 2 to 6 lags for the change in exports, government consumption, 
defence expenditure, government wages and salaries and net factor income from abroad. For 
the UK, the instruments were 2 to 6 lags for the change of labour income, lags 2 to 6 for 
the change in government consumption, public corporation investment, general government 
investment, central government consumption and the exports of goods and services. Note that 
all instruments start at t-2 and not at t-1. Demery and Duck claim, following an argument 
by Christiano et al. (1991) that consistent estimates can only be obtained using instrumental 
variables dated at t-2 and earlier because `if individual planning takes place continuously 
the time-averaged quarterly first-difference in consumption will be correlated with changes in 
labour income lagged one period'. [1999, pp. 3791. 
For both countries the data we use are quarterly, seasonally-adjusted observations on labour 
income, total consumption expenditure and consumption expenditure on non-durables. For the 
US the series run from 1959: 4 to 1996: 1 whereas for the UK the series run from 1963: 1 to 
1996: 21. The definitions of consumption and labour income follow those that were adopted by 
Blinder and Deaton (1985) for the US and Attfield et al. (1990) for the UK. The unit root tests 
from chapter 3 apply and so we know that all the series involved are 1 (1) . 
5.2.3 Tests on the Five Equations 
In the first stage we seek to obtain the two best fitting competing alternatives2. None of 
the specifications were restricted in any particular way and so equation (5.1) was estimated 
without requiring the coefficients of the lags in consumption and income to have the common 
component A (L) although only equations where the number of lags in income were the same 
as the number of lags in consumption were estimated. We began with the estimation of the 
most general specifications which included, to start with, ten lags in income and ten lags in 
consumption for equation (5.5) and ten lags in income, ten lags in consumption and ten lags in 
the error term for equation (5.1). The Pagan (1974) estimation method was used to obtain the 
'Some of the instrumental variables are not available prior to 1963: 1. 
2All the errors were normalised before estimating all the equations. For instance, equation (5.1) was estimated 
as A (L) Act = QA (L) Ayt +A (L) vt where vt = (1- )3) A (5) et and A (z) =1+ AIL + A2L2 +... . 
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estimates for all the equations3. 
In the second stage all the equations were examined for serial correlation and those speci- 
fications that did not exhibit any serial correlation were then chosen as possible explanations 
for the change in consumption. To obtain the specific order for all the lag terms amongst those 
remaining equations we performed Likelihood Ratio tests for the joint significance of the esti- 
mated coefficients and we also looked at the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC)4. We also look 
at a Bartlett adjustment5 to the likelihood ratio test. The adjusted likelihood ratio (ALR) is 
calculated from ALR = LR/b, where LR denotes the likelihood ratio test, b= n'+}(P+p0)+1 
and n is the number of (usable) observations, p is the number of estimated coefficients in the 
unrestricted equation and po is the number of estimated coefficients in the restricted equa- 
tion. Table 1 shows the preferred consumption specifications for the US and the UK using this 
criteria. 
L; denotes the maximum likelihood estimate of the equation and aic the Akaike Information 
Criteria. Higher order lags were also examined, but we found that the specifications reported 
in table 1 fitted the data best7. From the table we see, for example, that US total consumption 
appears to be defined best as having one lag in income and consumption and two lags in the 
error term for equation (5.1). For equation (5.5), US total consumption appears to be defined 
by having no lags in the change in income and three lags in the change in consumption. From 
this table we also observe that for all the consumption measures in the US and the UK, Flavin's 
incomplete information equation did not embed the equation which introduced imperfect infor- 
mation to partial adjustment and so there is no (direct) way of discriminating between the two 
equations. Note further that for all specifications of consumption for both the US and the UK, 
3The Pagan estimation method is the default method in Shazam when the errors are AR(2), MA(2) or have 
higher order lags. Other methods did not change the nature of the results when we estimated lower order lags 
as the same coefficients were obtained. For a brief explanation of the Pagan method, see the Shazam manual 
(v. 8.0) page 146. 
4This was defined as 
AIC =T In (residual sum of squares) + 2n 
where n= number of parameters estimated; T= number of usable observations. 
5The Barlett adjustment is undertaken on the LR test because we have a finite sample and the LR test is an 
asymptotic test. 
'(See C. L. F. Attfield (1995) Journal of Econometrics for more details). 
7The UK specifications for total consumption in table 5.1 do not pass the Jarque-Berg test for normality. 
Alternative specifications were not able to overcome this problem. 
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Table 5.1: Preferred Specifications for Equations (5.1) and (5.5) 
Total Nondurable OLS 
1 lag in yt, 1 ag in yt, 
1 lag in Oct, 1 lag in Act-j, 
2 lags in vt, 5 lags in vt, 
eqn (5.1) Li = -632.596 Ll = -584.130 
aic = 1582.192 aic = 1491.259 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 5.48 Ser Corr X2(15) = 5.91 
Normality X2(2) = 5.66 Normality X2 2=1.83 
0 lags in yt, 1 lag in yt, 
3 lags in Oct, 6 lags in Oct 
e n (5 5) 
L5 = -633.195 L5 = -584.061 q . aic = 1581.389 aic = 1491.121 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 4.69 Ser Corr X2(15) = 8.72 
Normality X2(2) = 4.72 Normality X2(2) = 1.65 
1 lag in yt, 1 lag in yt, 
1 lag in Act, 1 lag in Oct, 
3 lags in vt, 1 lag in vt, 
eqn (5.1) Ll = -491.139 Ll = -483.189 
aic = 1240.098 aic = 1220.197 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 8.21 Ser Corr X2(15) = 10.44 
Normality X2 2= 16.01 Normality X2(2) = 2.02 
1 lag in yt, 1 lag in yt, 
3 lags in Oct, 3 lags in Oct, 
e n (5 5) 
L5 = -492.159 L5 = -483.039 q . aic = 1240.135 aic = 1219.896 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 12.23 Ser Corr X2(15) = 10.58 
Normality X2 2= 16.58 Normality X2 2=2.25 
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equations (5.1) and (5.5) never-have the same number of lags in consumption. This means that 
equations (5.1) and (5.5) never have the same common component A (L) which we would have 
expected if individuals faced labour income processes where they could not distinguish between 
individual and aggregate information. Imposing the appropriate restrictions using a Likelihood 
Ratio test enables us to discriminate between the more general and unrestricted version of 
equation (5.1) and equations (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) to examine which specification would fit the 
data better8. Table 2 reports the results of introducing these restrictions to equation (5.1). 
From Table 2 we see that all the restrictions are rejected at the 5% significance level even 
after performing the Barlett adjustment to the likelihood ratio test. Thus the unrestricted 
version of equation (5.1) can explain the behaviour of US and UK consumers better than 
equations (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) can. Taking the view that all of these equations are more 
general specifications than Hall's random walk equation for consumption, we can conclude 
that the unrestrictive version of equation (5.1) is in itself a better explanation of consumption 
changes than Hall's specification. 
From table 2 we see that it is possible to reject the appropriate restrictions imposed on 
equation (5.1) at the 5% significance level and these restrictions involve tests that examine 
the statistical significance of the autoregressive components of consumption and the lags in 
income. Since both terms are statistically different from zero, our data suggests that imperfect 
information appears to be a better theoretical explanation for consumption behaviour than 
lagged information (i. e. that Pischke's model is superior to Goodfriend's. ) This is not, however, 
evidence that equation (5.1) can explain the behaviour of consumption accurately in the UK 
and the US because we have only estimated an unrestricted version of such equation and we 
have not tested against other (and more general) specifications. However, (5.1) implies a set of 
restrictions that can help determine the significance of the equation and which we now consider 
and report in Table 3. First, to test whether the excess sensitivity-incomplete information 
hypothesis is capable of explaining consumer behaviour in the US and the UK, note that the 
restriction that the income coefficients are equal to the consumption coefficients but scaled by 
the marginal propensity to consume out of transitory income 8 can be imposed. This test is 
Note that equations (5.3) and (5.4) are observationally equivalent since the order of the MA process is not 
known a priory. Hence the absence of (5.3) in Table 2. 
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Table 5.2: Tests of (Unrestricted) (5.1) against (5.2) and (5.4) 
-us Total Nondurable OLS 
1 lag in yt, 1 lag in yt, 
eqn (5.1) 
1 lag in Oct, 1 lag in Oct_;, 
2 lags in vt, 5 lags in vt, 
Ll = -632.596 Ll = -584.130 
0 lags in yt, lags in yt, 
1 lag in vt 1 lag in vt 
L2 = -649.676 L2 = -612.946 
eqn (5.2) Ser Corr X2(15) = 24.43 Ser Corr X2(15) = 63.51 
Normality X2(2) = 1.69 Normality X2(2) = 1.03 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
x2 3= 34.16 XZ 6= 57.632 
2 lags in vt 5 lags in vt 
L4 = -663.081 L4 = -604.099 
( 4) eqn 5 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 43.1 
2 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 50.28 
2 . Normality X (2) = 13.96 (2) = 13.54 Normality X 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
X2(2) = 60.97 X2(2) = 39.938 
1 lag in yt, 1 lag in yt, 
eqn (5.1) 
1 lag in Act, 1 lag in Act, 
3 lags in vt, 1 lag in vt, 
Ll = -491.139 Ll = -483.189 
0 lags in yt, 0 lags in yt, 
1 lag in vt 1 lag in vt 
L2 = -504.289 L2 = -495.230 
eqn (5.2) Ser Corr X2(15) = 23.23 Ser Corr X2(15) = 24.23 
Normality X2(2) = 12.40 Normality X2(2) = 0.82 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
X2 4= 26.3 X2(2) = 24.082 
3 lags in vt 1 lag in vt 
LQ = -495.528 L4 = -505.545 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 17.65 Ser Corr X2(15) = 28.92 ( eqn 5.4) Normality X2(2) = 24.69 Normality X2(2) = 2.13 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
x2(2) = 8.778 X2(2) = 44.712 
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a `weak test' for testing the validity of our theory since an even stronger test for (5.1) would 
require that restrictions on the error term be imposed at the same time as the restrictions of 
the weak-test. These further restrictions involve a test on the coefficients of the error terms; 
these ought to be a function of A (6) which should in turn be equal to the coefficients on lagged 
consumption and (lagged) labour income (i. e. A (L) and 13A (L) respectively). This however 
requires a) knowledge of the /s coefficients which can be obtained by estimating the correct 
form for the aggregate labour income process Ayt =0 (L) et and b) the further assumption of a 
constant rate of interest. The major problem with this stronger type of test is that the labour 
income process has to be modelled correctly and imposing a certain functional form may affect 
the nature of the results9. 
Table 3 reports the results of imposing the weak restriction with the likelihood ratio test, 
and also the size of the coefficient j3 which is obtained from the estimation of the restricted 
modello 
All of the appropriate restrictions are rejected at the 5% significance level for all consumption 
specifications in both countries. Moreover, note that whilst the excess sensitivity coefficient is 
insignificant for the US it is significant for the UK although the values of ß differ in the single 
equation specification from those calculated from the VARs. If we consider (5.1) to be a 
more general specification than Pischke's imperfect information hypothesis, then the results 
encountered in Table 3 are consistent with Demery and Duck's rejections of the Pischke model 
9Demery and Duck (1999,2000) perform a similar type of test to examine the time series implications of the 
Pischke (1995) model. They estimate the following logarithmic approximation of the Pischke model, 
9msx ice 
A+ ka (L) ry (L) O log yt +E gj 




where rs = '; µ 
(a(6)ry(6)) 
" The restrictions that Demery and Duck impose are: 
1) There ought to be qm. coefficients on the lagged dependent variables and qm, x +1 moving average error 
coefficients. 
2) Provided one can obtain accurate estimates of the aggregate labour income process, a (L) (A log yt - µ) _ 
ß (L) et, one could identify the parameters of (the individual component) y (L) from the present and lagged 
coefficients of labour income. This imposes a set of restrictions on the consumption equation. 
3) Given an estimated value for the intercept r., that u is known and that a value for r can be imposed a priori, 
one can test whether this estimated value of ºc is explained by the estimated coefficients in 0 (L) - the lagged 
consumption coefficients -, a (L) and y (L) -the income coefficients - from the consumption equation. 
'°The significance of the excess sensitivity parameter determines whether the hybrid model is better than the 
Pischke model. Since we have found that the lagged consumption terms are significant, we can conclude that 
the hybrid model is superior to the model of excess sensitivity since the model of excess sensitivity does not have 
any autoregressive components in consumption changes. 
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Table 5.3: Test of Weak Restrictions Implied Equation (5.1) 
Total Consumption NonDurable OLS 
LR: X'(1) =22.036 X 1) =9.561 
ALR: X (1 =21.225 X (1) =8.713 
s. e. 0.129 (0.117) 0.041 0.0952 
ulz 
LR: X'(1) =6.997 X1 =9.062 
ALR: x1 =6.649 X: '(1) =8.813 
s. e. 0.518 (0.173) 0.517 0.181 
Table 5.4: Estimation Results for Competing Alternative (5.5) 
us Total Consumption Nondurable OLS 
ry s. e. 0.348(0.129) 0.222 0.098 
ry s. e. 0.438 0.1297 
al s. e. 0.163 0.081 0.381 0.0847 
a2 s. e. 0.155 0.083 -0.0314(0.0924) 
a3 s. e. 0.319 0.0807 0.288 0.0907 
a4 s. e. -0.162 .0 79 
a5 s. e. -0.072(0.0895 
as s. e. 0.216 0.0808 
ai 0.637 0.633 
ry s. e. 0.376 0.1528 0.444 0.142 
ry s. e. 0.747(0.1938) 0.789(0.1 7 
al s. e. -0.126(0.0886) 0.019 0.0880 
a2 s. e. 0.173(0.0848) 0.268 0.0855 
a3 s. e. 0.263(0.0841) 
ai 0.310 0.287 
at the 5% significance level for both the US and the UK. Furthermore, these results are also in 
line with the findings which we encountered in chapter 3. 
In Table 4 we turn to equation (5.5) as we present the parameter estimates of this equation. 
The estimated values of the 'y's are all significantly less than one and they show the pattern 
predicted by the theory of partial adjustment". Table 4 also reports the coefficients of the 
lagged consumption terms which are associated with the coefficients of the individual income 
process when agents cannot distinguish between aggregate and individual information12. Unlike 
Attfield et al., we cannot use the same orthogonality test they performed to check the validity 
"We obtain the standard errors for each of the partial adjustment coefficients by following the methods 
suggested by Goldberger (1964) pp. 122-5. 
"The a; 's in table 5.4 correspond to the individual elements of A(L). 
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of this model, because no other income and consumption terms were found to be significant in 
our estimation stage. Moreover, given that all the estimated equations had no serial correlation, 
introducing lagged error terms would prove to be inconsequential. 
Apart from total consumption in the US (where yl = 0) adjustment appears to be complete 
within two periods (i. e. ryi = 0, i> 2). This suggests that adjustment is slightly faster in our 
framework than the yearly adjustment Attfield et al. found to take place in their quarterly data 
for the UK and the US13. Furthermore, we find all the adjustment coefficients to be smaller than 
those reported by Attfield et al. and also for the coefficients to be larger in the UK than the 
US, thus implying consumers in the UK do adjust more fully to innovations in labour income 
compared to their US counterparts. An explanation for all of these results may be found within 
the confines of our equation and specifically in the number of lags in consumption14. Lagged 
consumption terms represent surprise innovations agents encounter if they are not capable 
of distinguishing between their individual and aggregate labour income components and thus 
represent sluggish behaviour in the partial adjustment framework: 
, 
responses to an innovation in 
labour income do not take place within two periods as the partial adjustment framework would 
have us believe but they are an ongoing process which could take up to an infinite number 
of periods15. Closer examination of the lagged non-durable consumption terms indicates that 
the individual (imperfect information) income processes in the US consumption have more 
lags (and appear to have an overall greater effect on consumption) than those in the UK thus 
potentially introducing more complex adjustment dynamics and perhaps explaining why the 
partial adjustment coefficients have a smaller size in the US than in the UK; consumers in the 
US continue to be surprised up to four times more than UK consumers thereby deciding to 
adjust less to each innovation. 
13Attfield et al. found that four adjustment coefficients were statistically significant for the US and five for 
the UK. 
14Again, since the lagged terms in consumption are significant, this implies that the model of imperfect 
information is better at explaining the behaviour of US and UK consumers than the model of lagged information. 
15 We can see this if we invert the lag operator in front of the change in consumption which will give us an 
infinite number of income terms. 
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5.2.4 Conclusions 
In this section we used aggregate time series data for the UK and the US to examine five models 
that resulted from marrying imperfect information, partial adjustment and excess sensitivity to 
one another. Of those five models, we consider two of those to be general competing alternatives 
and the other three to be embed within one of the other two models. Our results suggest that 
the standard martingale specification for consumption can be rejected in favour of one of the 
two general models although we are not able to determine which of the two models is superior. 
We also find that the data does tend to be kinder to the model of imperfect information above 
the model of lagged information. 
The Davidson and McKinnon tests cannot be easily applied to our case since our residuals 
are autocorrelated of an order higher than one and no critical values have been tabulated 
for this - see Bernanke, Bohn and Reiss (1988) for an attempt to look at models with serial 
correlation. Bernanke et al., give at least three reasons why `these non-nested testing principles 
have not been more widely applied. First, non-nested tests have not been developed for time- 
series models that possess general mixtures of serial correlation, lagged dependent variables, 
and endogenous variables. Second, there is some evidence that the asymptotic critical values 
of existing non-nested test procedures reject the null hypothesis too often in finite samples. 
Third, in more complicated practical applications, especially when one wishes to implement non- 
nested tests based upon maximum-likelihood techniques, these tests can be quite burdensome 
computationally'[pp. 294]. Bernanke et al. 's paper explores `the usefulness of non-nested testing 
procedures for linear regression models with first-order serially correlated errors' [pp. 294]. 
Comparing time-series investment models on quarterly US business investment data, Bernanke 
et al. find that when using `non-nested tests that take into account serial correlation in the 
residuals all the models are rejected by at least one of the other models. However, in a Monte 
Carlo study [... ] we find a significant bias in the distribution of these tests toward rejection 
of the true model'. [pp. 320]. Bernanke et al. recommend the need to exercise caution in 
rejecting non-nested models with highly serially correlated errors [pp. 320]. They also point 
out that there is a great computational burden associated with computing these GLS non-nested 
tests and that `investigators may wish to evaluate empirically the adequacy of the asymptotic 
distribution through Monte Carlo or Bootstrap experiments' [pp. 320] . 
Thus to be able to 
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compare (5.1) and (5.5) using non-nested procedures we would have to check the asymptotic 
distribution through Monte Carlo or Bootstrap experiments which is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. 
5.3 An Examination of all our Results from 1973 onwards 
5.3.1 Excess Smoothness and Sensitivity: Single Equation Tests 
To compare the implications of the post 1973 data sets with our previous results, we begin with 
the estimation of an ARIMA(1,1,0) for labour income. For the US we obtained the following 
results 
Ayt = 0.048 - 0.0970yt-i 
tI£ = 0.121 
(. ) (0.105) R2 = 0.0094 
Assuming a rate of interest of 10%, the predicted standard error in the innovation in consump- 
tion ought to be op, = 0.919 x 0.121 = 0.111. The standard deviation of total consumption 
and consumption excluding durables obtained from the data for the post 1973 period, are 
oro, = 0.092 and QA,, = 0.052 respectively. Thus, this simple framework states that excess 
smoothness appears to exist in the innovation of consumption. However, closer inspection re- 
veals a poor fit for the labour income equation and the Chow and Goldfeld-Quandt tests show 
that there is some evidence of a structural break in this equation. 
For the UK, the estimated ARIMA(1,1,0) yielded the following results, 
Dyt = 4.926 - 0.061Ayt_I 
o-E = 15.449 
(1.681) (0.106) R2 = 0.0037 
The predicted standard deviation of the change in consumption for a rate of interest of 10% 
is according to REPI Qpc = 0.948 x 15.449 = 14.640. The standard deviation for the change 
in total consumption is moo, = 14.483 and for non-durable consumption is o=9.714. Thus, 
there seems to be evidence of excess smoothness in the UK. Once more, an examination of the 
equation for the change in labour income reveals not only a poor fit, but the Goldfeld-Quandt 
test continues to reject this specification (the results for the Chow test are more favourable, 
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Table 5.5: Means, Actual and Predicted Standard Deviations for the US 
Mean s. . Scaling actor 




n -1.93 3.525 
og Cnt 1.538 1.762 
A 1.764 2.013 1.192 (Mean) 
- ,q -1.701 2.707 1.192 
ALxc-t 1.902 2.170 1.285 (OLS) 
77 -1.316 2.735 1.285 
there is some evidence of structural breaks for only a couple of years in the late 1970s). 
We run the equivalent labour income equations in logarithmic terms to compare the equa- 
tions with our previous results and the results of Campbell and Deaton in the belief that these 
may capture the properties of the data better than the data in levels. For the US, the equivalent 
results are, 
01og yt = 1.411 - 0.0492A log yt_1 
°E = 3.764 
(0.420) (0.106) R2 = 0.0024 
Given that the sample average quantity rate of growth of labour income in the US for the 
post 1973 period is 1.364% per annum, and with a rate of interest of 10%, then the predicted 
standard deviation for the innovation in consumption is oc=0.989 x 3.764 = 3.722. The 
standard deviations for total consumption and non-durable consumption are reported in Table 
5 for the US. For the UK, the equivalent labour income equation in logarithmic form is 
01og yt = 1.810 - 0.0731A log yt_1 
arf = 6.233 
(0.673) (0.153) R2 = 0.0053 
Given a sample average quantity rate of growth of labour income in the UK for the post 1973 
period of 1.721% per annum, and with a rate of interest of 10%, the predicted standard deviation 
for the innovation in consumption is 0c=0.981 x 6.233 = 6.116. The standard deviations for 
total consumption and non-durable consumption are reported in Table 6 for the UK. 
For the US, we note that all the standard deviations are less than the predicted 3.7, thus 
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Table 5.6: Means, Actual and Predicted Standard Deviations for the UK 
Mean s. d. Scaling actor 




-2.145 7.708 log c"t 1.782 3.574 
2.125 4.194 1.099 (Mean) 
-1.957 6.553 1.099 
Ac 2.429 4.793 1.256 (OLS) 
77 -1.283 6.691 1.256 
suggesting that there is evidence of excess smoothness. For the UK, the results continue to be 
mixed in as far as the predicted standard deviation of consumption changes continues to be in 
between the consumption ratio and the equivalent term Orat. The post 1973 sample does not 
produce results that are different from before. We now turn to the (superior) VAR analysis. 
5.3.2 Excess Smoothness and Sensitivity Tests: Campbell and Deaton (1989) 
and Flavin's (1993)Tests 
Logarithmic Data 
To determine the lag length of the VAR specification we examine the likelihood ratio test, the 
Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) and the Schwartz Bayesian Criteria (SBC). For the US, the 
AIC and SBC favoured a VAR(1) system for total consumption although the VAR(2) measure 
was close. For both non-durable measures a VAR(2) system was preferred by the AIC whilst the 
SBC suggested a VAR(1). For the US, both systems for all consumption measures are reported 
in the tests. For the UK, the AIC suggested a VAR(2) for all measures of consumption whilst 
the SBC suggested a VAR(1). Again we report both measures. The Campbell and Deaton 
tests for excess smoothness are reported in Tables 7 (for the US) and 8 (for the UK). Tables 9 
(US) and 10 (UK) report the LR tests undertaken by Flavinls. 
The results of the Wald tests for the US are for the most part consistent with our previous 
results. Although the VAR(1) systems do accept the restrictions imposed by REPI, the ratio 
1°The weak implication of the REPI, that of Granger causality is satisfied for all consumption measures in 
both countries. 
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Table 5.7: Tests for Excess Smoothness in the US 
a Test 







C Total onsumption 
VAR(1) 1.699 (0.429) 3.735 3.477 0.931 (0.247) 
VAR(2) (. 
246) 
0.123 4.321 3.388 0 784 
Non-Durable = 1.19 
VAR(1) (02.249- 
. 325) 
2.682 2.659 0.9 ) 
VAR(2) 
39) ý02.. 
015 3.567 2.531 0.709 
on-Dura e=1.28 
VAR(1) 3.282 0.194 2.636 2.671 1.013 
VAR(2) (012.254 
. 016) 
3.510 2.559 0.729 
) 
Table 5.8: Tests for Excess Smoothness in the UK 
a est Predicted Actual Ratio 




(0 058) 7.047 7.435 1.055 . (0.237) 
VAR(2) 15.05) 004 (0 7.842 7.083 0.903 . 
Non-Durable = 1.099 
VAR(1) 
5.076 
(0 079) 6.278 6.348 1.011 . (0.199) 
VAR(2) : 
91 
03 6.967 6.014 (0.287) 00 
-Non-Durable = 1.28 
VAR(1) (06.559 038) 6.377 6.431 1.085 . 
VAR(2) 
S 
001) (0 6.970 6.085 0.873 
. (0.334) 
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Table 5.9: LR Tests for Orthogonality and Sensitivity for the US 
Orthogonality Sensitivity value of 
s. e. 
Total Consumption 
VAR(1) X2(2) =1.774 X2(1) =1.153 -0.318 (0.470) 
VAR(2) X2(4) =7.289 X2(3) =7.057 00.145 . 293 
on-Dura e=1.19 
VAR(1) X2(2) =2.415 X2(1) =0.879 -0.327 (0.324) 
VAR(2) x2(4) =12.244 X2(3) =12.061 0 
0.177 
394 
Non-Durable = 1.28 
VAR(1) X2(2) =1.161 X2(1) =1.157 
ö 
2886 
VAR(2) X2(4) =12.164 x 2(3) =12.125 0.358) 
of the actual to the predicted standard deviations reported in the last column continues to be 
less than one for most cases17. The VAR(2) systems always reject the restrictions associated 
with REPI. For the UK, the results are similar; the VAR(2) cases reject the permanent income 
hypothesis and the ratio is less than one. The story is different for the VAR(1) cases where 
the restrictions are met and the ratio is always greater than one. 
The LR tests are consistent with the Wald test results of Tables 7 and 8. Again the VAR(1) 
framework fails to reject the orthogonality conditions at the 5% significance level for both 
countries. Since the excess sensitivity condition is a more general restriction than the REPI 
one, it can never be rejected for this VAR(1) case. However, the sensitivity coefficient is always 
negative and insignificant thus suggesting that for the VAR(1) case REPI provides a better 
representation for consumption behaviour. For the VAR(2) case, the orthogonality restrictions 
are always rejected for both countries with the exception of the total consumption measure 
in the US. The sensitivity restrictions fail for both non-durable consumption measures in the 
US but cannot be rejected for all consumption measures in the UK and for total consumption 
in the US. However, the sensitivity parameter continues to be negative and insignificant in all 
cases, thus rejecting the excess sensitivity hypothesis proposed by Flavin. Our results continue 
17The ratio is (statistically) close to one however. 
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Table 5.10: LR Tests for Orthogonality and Sensitivityfor the UK 
Orthogonality Sensitivity value of 
s. e. 
Total Consumption 
VAR(1) X2(2) =5.647 X2(1) =1.436 -0.890 (0.619) 
VAR(2) X2(4) =14.985 X2(3) =6.237 (1.225) 
Non-Durable A=1.099 
VAR(1) X2(2) =5.029 X2(1) =1.499 -0.739 (0.542) 
VAR(2) X2(4) =15.75 X2(3) =5.749 
1.748 
Non-Durable A=1.25 
VAR(1) X2(2) =3.08 X2(1) =2.377 
9 
491 
VAR(2) X2(4) =17.305 X2(3) =7.541 (1.051629 
to confirm what we found in chapter 3; that with the observations for the later part of the 1980s 
and 1990s, the excess sensitivity hypothesis fails. What is puzzling however, is the significance 
of the REPI restrictions for the VAR(1) case as these cannot reject REPI. 
Levels Data 
To complete our analysis of the post 1973 data set against the results in chapter 3, we examine 
the equivalent restrictions for the levels data, the results being reported in Tables 11 (US) 
and 12 (UK). To determine the appropriate lag length of the VAR we continue to use the 
same methods as before. The AIC and SBC suggested a VAR(2) system for both measures of 
consumption for the US, although in the UK, a VAR(2) for total consumption and a VAR(1) 
for non-durable consumption were preferred18. 
From Tables 11 and 12, we see that for the US, the levels data strongly rejects both the 
REPI and sensitivity hypotheses for both total and non-durable consumption measures. This 
is consistent with our results in Chapter 3 and Campbell's findings. For the UK, the story is 
puzzling once more; total consumption fails to reject both REPI and the sensitivity hypotheses, 
"The weak implication of the REPI, that of Granger causality from saving to labour income, although not 
reported here, is satisfied for all measures of consumption for both countries apart from the VAR(1) total 
consumption measure for the UK. 
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Table 5.11: LR Tests for Orthogonality and Sensitivity in the US 
Orthogonality Sensitivity Value of 
s. e. 
Total ConsTmEpption 
VAR(2) X2(2) =7.793 X2(1) =7.275 -0.183 (0.267) 
Non-Durable OLS 
VAR(2) X2(4) =34.699 X2(3) =11.386 -0.337 (0-430) 
Table 5.12: LR Tests for Orthogonalityand Sensitivity in the UK 
Orthogonality Sensitivity Value of 
s. e. 
ota onsumption 
VAR(1) X2(2) =5.145 X2(1) =1.614 -0.874 (0.642) 
Non-Durable OLS 
VAR(2) X2(4) =14.322 X2(3) =6.589 1'* 
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whilst non-durable consumption fails to reject the excess sensitivity hypothesis only. Note 
further that all the excess sensitivity coefficients are negative for both the US and the UK once 
more. The results are consistent with our previous findings. 
5.3.3 How do the Equations Developed in Chapter 4 Fare Over the Post 
1973 Sample Period? 
We continue to use the same methods that we used earlier in this chapter to estimate the 
equations from chapter 4. Table 13 shows the preferred consumption specifications for the US 
and the UK19. What is notable is that the results for the UK are very similar to those reported 
earlier but all equation specifications differ in the US. The number of lags in A(L) which 
represent the coefficients in the IMA process for labour income when imperfect information 
exists, increase or stay the same for the case of excess sensitivity/imperfect information, whilst 
for the partial adjustment case, these lags decrease. We note as before, that all equations (5.1) 
and (5.5) in the US and the UK never have the same common component A(L). 
Only in one case does the (unrestricted) excess sensitivity/imperfect information equation 
"Note that in the post 1973 period, many of the equations suffer problems of non-normality in the residuals. 
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Table 5.13: Preferred Specifications for Equations (5.1) and (5.5) 
US Total Nondurable OES 
- 9 lags in yt, lags in yt, 
9 lags in Oct, 3 lags in Act, 
11 lags in vt 3 lags in vt 
eqn (5.1) Ser Corr X2(15) = 3.84 Ser Corr X2(15) = 3.69 
Normality X2(2) = 6.52 Normality X2(2) = 15.7 
Ll = -372.865 L1 = -361.871 
aic = 972.707 aic = 895.983 
0 lags in yt, 1 lag in yt, 
3 lags in Oct, 4 lags in Oct, 
eqn (5.5) 
Ser Corr X2(5) = 4.59 
2 
Ser Corr X2(5) = 11.34 
2 Normality X (2) 5.13 Normality X (2) 11.13 
L5 = -398.213 L5 = -365.682 
aic = 951.343 aic = 895.605 
1 lag in yt, 1 lag in yt, 
1 lag in Act, 1 lag in Oct, 
3 lags in vt 1 lag in vt 
eqn (5.1) Ser Corr X2(15) = 9.09 Ser Corr X2(15) = 16.6 
Normality X2(2) = 15.79 Normality X2(2) = 4.67 
Li = -330.465 Li = -320.004 
aic = 806.737 aic = 781.815 
1 lag m yt, 1 lag in yt, 
4 lags in Act, 2 lags in Oct, 
eqn (5.5) 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 6.56 
2 
Ser Corr X2(5) = 15.75 
2 Normality X (2) = 11.36 Normality X (2) 5.04 
L5 = -330.625 L5 = -320.124 
aic = 809.057 aic = 782.055 
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Table 5.14: Tests of (Unrestricted) (5.1) against (5.2) and (5.4) 
Total Nondurable OLS 
9 lags in yt, 3 lags in yt, 
eqn (5.1) 
9 lags in Oct, 3 lags in Oct, 
11 lags in vt 3 lags in vt 
Li = -372.865 Li = -361.871 
0 lags in yt, 0 lags in yt, 
1 lag in vt 1 lag in vt 
eqn (5.2) 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 21.63 
2 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 39.99 
2 Normality X (2) = 2.49 Normality X (2) = 0.94 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
LR : X2(28) = 78.454 LR : X2(8) = 55.794 
11 lags in vt 3 lags in vt 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 5.64 Ser Corr X2(15) = 13.76 
eqn (5.4) Normality X2(2) = 29.35 Normality X2(2) = 12.66 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
LR : X2 22 = 63.444 LR: X2 6= 20.28 
1 lag in yt, 1 lag in yt, 
eqn (5.1) 
1 lag in Act, 1 lag in Act, 
3 lags in vt 1 lag in vt 
Ll = -330.465 Ll = -320.004 
0 lags in yt, 0 lags in yt, 
1 lag in vt 1 lag in vt 
( eqn 5.2) 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 26.94 
2 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 22.31 
2 Normality X (2) = 13.24 Normality X (2) = 0.39 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
LR : X2 4= 20.28 LR : X2 2= 105.684 
3 lags in vt 1 lag in vt 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 29.51 Ser Corr X2 (15) = 23.12 
eqn (5.4) Normality X2(2) = 19.71 Normality X2(2) = 0.68 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
LR : X2 2= 111.208 LR : X2 2= 121.288 
encompass the partial adjustment/imperfect information case. This is for US total consumption. 
Performing a Likelihood ratio test to determine which of the two specifications can explain the 
behaviour of the data best, we can see from the table that the LR = 50.696 is greater than the 
critical value of the X2(26) = 38.885 at the 5% level. Even scaling by the Barlett factor of 1.202 
does not change this rejection of the appropriate restriction. In Table 14 using a Likelihood 
ratio test, we impose the restrictions that enable us to discriminate between more general 
and unrestricted version of the imperfect information/excess sensitivity equation and equations 
(5.2), (5.3) and (5.4). 
All the restrictions are rejected at the 5% significance level even after performing the Barlett 
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Table 5.15: Tests on the Unrestricted Equation (5.1) 
Total Consumption Non-Durable OLS- 
LR XI(9) =35.886 x'(3) =14.184 
ALR X 9) =27.652 x2(3) =12.816 
s. e. 0.328 (0.188) -0.022 (0.094) Ulz 
LR X'(1) =6.913 x; '(1) =9.153 
ALR X; '(1) =6.417 X; '(1) =8.496 
s. e. 0.743 0.229 0.613 0.235 
adjustment to the Likelihood ratio test. This continues to suggest that the Pischke model is 
better at explaining the behaviour of consumption for the US and the UK than the Goodfriend 
model since the lags in consumption are statistically significant. However, this is not evidence 
that equation (5.1) is the best fitting equation because it still requires the further (weak) 
restriction that the coefficients of the income terms be equal to the negative of the consumption 
coefficients scaled by the marginal propensity to consume out of transitory income. Table 15 
reports both the results of imposing these (weak) restrictions with the Likelihood Ratio test and 
also the size and significance of the 3 coefficient obtained from the estimation of the restricted 
model. 
In table 15 all the restrictions fail at the 5% level but all the ,3 coefficients are significant 
(and have increased in size). For the US, all tests apart from the ALR test for non-durable 
consumption fail even at the 1% significance level and even in that case the coefficient of the 
marginal propensity to consume out of transitory income is negative. These results continue 
to be in line with those found earlier and are thus still consistent with Demery and Duck's 
rejections of the Pischke Imperfect Information model at the 5% . 
In table 16, we turn to a closer inspection of equation (5.5) as we present the parameter 
estimates for this equation. 
The dynamics are very similar to the full sample period (specially for the UK) and the 
size of the coefficients has changed little. As before, apart from total consumption in the US 
(where ryl = 0) adjustment appears to be complete after two quarters. We find the adjustment 
coefficients to be smaller than those which Attfield et al. found for the US and the UK, although 
these estimates are higher (for all measures apart from US total consumption) than the ones 
which we reported earlier. It seems that the speed of adjustment has increased for the post 1973 
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Table 5.16: Estimation Results for Competing Alternative (5.5) 
Total Nondurable OLS 
0.324(0.178) 0.223 0.116 
0.582 0.156 
0.112 0.101) 0.377 0.101 
0.193 0.104 -0.127(0.096) 




. 0.493 0.206 0.545 0.173 
. 0.895 0.249 0.870 0.221 
-0.168 0.107 0.010 0.106 
0.173 0.101 0.284 0.102 
. 0.297 . 101 0.302 0.294 
period. We also find, as before, that the partial adjustment coefficients appear to be higher for 
the UK than for the US, but the number of lags in the innovations of consumption continue 
to be higher in the US compared to the UK. We can therefore come to the same conclusions 
which we made when we examined the whole sample in the previous section. 
5.3.4 Conclusions 
The post 1973 data set produces no significant differences to the results which have either been 
found in the literature or in earlier parts of this thesis. Perhaps the notable exception to this 
conclusion is that REPI appears to be supported in a number of specific cases, namely when 
REPI restrictions are imposed on a VAR(1) system in the US and UK20. One aspect that 
continues to be puzzling and should perhaps be addressed in the future by the literature is the 
significance of the excess sensitivity hypothesis. Whilst the restrictions that are imposed on 
the VAR analysis cannot usually reject Flavin's theory, the excess sensitivity coefficient is for 
the most part negative or insignificant. An explanation for such negative coefficient could be a 
starting point for future research. 
The model of imperfect information appears to provide a superior explanation of consump- 
tion behaviour in the US and UK than the model of lagged information. Our hybrid model 
20An explanation for this result could perhaps be found with financial liberalization; this could have made 
borrowing easier for consumers thus easing their liquidity constraints 
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(5.1) is also closer to being accepted for the UK economy at the 5% significance level than be- 
fore, although the US equivalent specification is not. Finally, our study demonstrates that the 
significance of lagged consumption terms cannot be ignored21 and is an important component 
of consumption behaviour for both the full sample and post 1973 sample in both the US and 
the UK22. 
2' Both of the competing alternatives had significant lags in consumption changes. 
22Galf (1991) has shown that models of consumption innovations that have lags in the dependent variable 
have excess smoothness. Since the data suggests that lagged consumption innovations are significant, excess 
smoothness appears to be the rule rather than the exception. 
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Chapter 6 
Imperfect Information and the 
Aggregate Stochastic Implications of 
the Life Cycle Hypothesis 
6.1 Introduction 
In a recent paper Clarida (1991) has examined the aggregate implications of the Modigliani- 
Brumberg (1980) life cycle hypothesis (LCH hereafter) and in particular the implications that 
it had on the `first and second moment properties of changes in per capita consumption' (pp. 
865). Clarida demonstrates how under certain circumstances, a life cycle model is capable 
of explaining both the Deaton paradox and the excess sensitivity phenomenon. Clarida also 
shows that a drift in per capita consumption should exist and that it is a function of the 
drift in per capita income. However, when persistence is introduced to the income process, 
Clarida's model is not able to explain the excess smoothness phenomenon. Pischke (1995) has 
also shown that a model that incorporates imperfect information is capable of explaining the 
phenomena of excess sensitivity and smoothness. In this chapter we incorporate the concepts 
of imperfect information into the life cycle hypothesis through two different and simple income 
processesl. We favour the introduction of the imperfect information approach above the lagged 
'In the derivations that follow we attempt to keep the assumptions that are made as close to the original 
papers as possible. 
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information model of Goodfriend on the evidence of the last chapter and Demery and Duck's 
(1999,2000) conclusions for US and UK aggregate time series data where it was shown that 
lagged innovations in consumption were significant. 
6.2 Introducing Imperfect Information into LCH: A Simple Difference 
Stationary Income Process with Drift 
We consider a life cycle model which consists of n overlapping generations comprised of x 
members each. Individuals live for n periods and receive labour income Yt during the first 
w<n periods of life (these are termed the `working periods'). During the remaining n-w 
periods (the `retirement periods'), no labour income is received and consumption must be 
financed through previous accumulation of assets. The rate of interest, r, is assumed constant 
and capital markets are assumed perfect. 
Labour income received by each worker is specific to that worker and it is presumed to have 
the following specification: Ynit =9+ Vnit-1 + Et + Unit - unzt-iwhere the i subscripts denote 
labour income innovations that are specific to the individual in generation n only and g is a 
drift term that is specific to that generation. Terms with a subscript t only are aggregate terms 
that are common to all agents in the economy. Note that we are assuming as in Pischke's simple 
income case that aggregate shocks are more persistent than individual ones. The average labour 
income for the generation is (Dynt - g) _ Ei (Dynit - g) = Et since it is assumed that the 
individual specific innovations vanish upon aggregation of the generation. It is assumed that 
the average labour income received by each generation Dynt is identical. Total labour income 
in the economy is therefore Ei Ei (Dynit - g) =w"x" (Lyt - g) and per capita labour income 
is equal to total labour income divided by the number of persons in this economy; 
E. 1 E1 (Ay-it - 9) =w (Oynit - 9) =w (0ynt - 9) = 
wet 
= et (6.1) Elx n"x 1nn 
Note that the innovation in total per capita income in our framework is the same as the total 
per capita income innovation in Clarida's paper (see pp. 855). Also note that the per capita 
drift component is the same as Clarida's which is equal to A_ 22. We feel that the way in 
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which we aggregate the labour income components, such that they vanish at the generational 
level instead than at the total economy level, is closer in spirit to Friedman's permanent income 
hypothesis (and also to both Pischke and Clarida's models)2. It is also possible to introduce 
aggregation issues at the total economy level such that the labour income process becomes more 
persistent with each generation' but we do not purse these issues here4. 
When imperfect information exists we assume that the labour income process for the indi- 
vidual is Dynit =9+ 77nit -0 7nit-1. However, labour income received by each individual does 
not follow an ARIAIA (0,1,1) since by assumption labour income is zero with probability one 
during retirement. This means that we have the following, 
En=l; ityn=l; it =9+ Yn=1; it-1 + In=1; it - 077n=1; it-1 
En=1; ityn=l; it+r = 79 + Vn=1; it-1 + (1 - e) 77n=1; it - 07In=1; it-1 for T<w 
En=l; ityn=l; it+r =0f Or 7! w 
En=2; ityn=2; it =9+ Yn=2; it-1 + 77n=2; it - e7Jn=2; it-1 
En=2; itYn=2; it+T = T9 + Yn=2; it-1 + (1 - e) 17n=2; it - 077n=2; it-1 fOr TG 2U 
En=2; itYn=2; it+r =0f Or T%W 
and so on. The notation n=a indicates that the individual i is a member of the ath generation 
'See the section on the permanent income hypothesis in chapter 2. 
3This could, for example, represent technological improvements that lead to increased labour income with 
each generation. 
4Note that this framework assumes that labour income innovations at a given point in time are age cohort 
specific. A possible justification for this point is that human capital has different vintages. (I am grateful to 
David Demery for making me aware of this point). 
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at time t. Workers are assumed to be rational and therefore to `smooth completely current and 
expected future consumption subject to an expected present value budget constraint' (Clarida, 
pp. 855). This means that defining the present value of human and non-human wealth for a 
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where p= l+r, and A denotes assets, then the consumption of someone in the jth period of 
life at time t is c,, =3, $ where 
n-j w-j 
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Cn=j; it = C'n=j; i - 
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where cpl = Eö-j pT. From this it follows that the consumption of this same individual in the 
previous period when he or she was in his or her (j - 1)th period of life was 
Cn=j; it-1 = Cn=j; iwhere 
n-(j-1) w-(j-1) 
T- PEP Cn=j; i =P 
[Ani; 
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- Cn=j; it-1 
P*Vi P'o'i 
ý0 -j PT LEn=j; ityn=j; it+r 
Cn=j; it - Cn=j; it-1 
(P1 
since ---L = 1. From the income process we have DEn=j; ityit = 7ln=j; it+ DEn=j; ityn=j+l; it+1 = 
DEn=j; it [yn=j; it +Tln=j+l; it+1 - Orin=j; it] = (1 - 0) TJn=j; it and in general 
AEn=7, ityn= +T; it+r = (1 - 0) 7%n=j; it 
and so we can write E -3 pDEn-j; ityn-j+T; it+T = (1 - 0) Eö --' PT ? ]n=j; it + ein=j; %t" Hence, 
the change in consumption is 
Cn=j; it - C+=j; it-1 = (1- B) N (i) 77n=j; it + , Pl7)n=j; it 
where µ (j) = 
i+P+P2+ 
+P"-J) 
< 1. This equation represents the consumption response as- 
sociated to a labour income innovation at t for an individual i who is j years old at time 
t. Two special cases are worth mentioning [compare these to Clarida, pp. 856]; first, with 
infinite lifetimes and no retirement, i. e. w=n, then y (j) =1 and the consumption inno- 
vation is the same as the one which is predicted by the imperfect information KEPI. Sec- 
ond in Clarida's work, `as r --º 0, µ (j) -º (w -j+ 1) / (n -j+ 1) which is the fraction of 
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a constant labour income flow consumed in each period predicted by the textbook life cycle 
model [Dornbusch and Fischer, 1990, Ch. 8]. ' [Clarida, pp. 856]. In our case, as r -º 0, 







(n--j+l+1 0 ((; ))which is less than 
the stated fraction of a constant labour income flow consumed in each period. With imperfect 
information, individuals smooth their consumption more during their working lifetimes than 
the normal LCH and REPI. We can re-write the last equation as 
Cn=j; it - Cn=i; it-1 = L(1 - 0) A (j) + ýPlJ 
ýn=j; it = 
[(1 
- 0) A U) +1] 
AYn_j; it -9 
1 -OL 
provided the income process is invertible5. Since there are x individuals of this type in the 
economy, the average consumption change for this generation is 
n=i; t - Cn=j; t-1 = L(1 - 6) µ (i) + 





where we have dropped the i subscript after aggregation and the n subscript as it is assumed 
that the labour income received by each generation is the same (Clarida, pp. 855, makes the 
same assumption). Hence the generational change in consumption is different from that which 
Clarida obtained since this change is autoregressive of order one provided (1 - OL) is invertible. 
As in Clarida, the generational change in consumption does not exhibit any drift components 
related to the labour income process. However, as our aggregation occurs at the generational 
level it is here where we encounter the characteristics of imperfect information and hence the 
autoregressive terms in the changes in consumption. 
Letting Ct denote the economy's total consumption at date t, the change in the economy's 
total consumption is given by the following expression 
w 
L Ct =E (cm=j; t - cn=i; t-1) + (cn=i; t - cn, =n; t-1) (6.2) 
7=2 
The first bracket represents the change in consumption for those individuals who are still work- 
ing. We have already obtained an expression for this difference. The first term in the last 
bracket represents the consumption of those born at time t or those joining the labour force 
'See chapter 4 for more details on the aggregation procedure. 
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then. The second term in the last bracket represents the consumption of those individuals that 
die at time t but who had consumed in the previous time period. We now seek an expression 
for these last two terms to derive an expression for the change in total consumption in the 
economy. 
Before proceeding, note that we can write the income process in the following manner 
n+l n+l 
Tn=j; it+k =g 
[n + 2] + kg + Yn=j; it-(n+2) + in=j; it-T -0 rln=j; it-r-1 
11 
kk 
+17'n=j; it - 
Bh1n=7; 




En=j; itYn=j; it+k =g 
[n + 21 + kg +Yn=j; it-(n+2) + 7In=j; it-rr 
0 11n=j; it-r-1 
11 
}- (1- 0) r]n=j; it -° 1n=j; it-1 
To derive the expression c,,, =1; t note that the generation that is 1 year old in period t, lives 
from 
period t to period t+n-1 (i. e. for n periods). It works from period t to period t+w-1 
inclusive. At time t, the wealth of an individual in generation 1 (n = 1) in present value terms 
is p Eö -1 prEn=1; i. tyn=l+r; it+r since it is assumed that no bequests exist in this economy. The 
planned consumption of this individual is c such that, p E0-1 pr c=p Eö -1 prEn=1; ityn=1; it+r" 
_ 
W-1 TE ýo P n=1; itYn=l; it+r 
.. = Cn=1; it = E0-1 pr 
Given the nature of the income process we can write 
ýö _1 Pr 
n+1 n+1 
Gn=1; it - 1: 
0n-1 Pr 
9 [n + 2] +T9 +Yn=l; it-(n+2) + rln=l; it-r -e 1%n=l; it-r-1 
1 ý0 -1 PT + rÖ-1 Pr 
[ý1 - 0) 71n_1; it - 01Jn=l; it-1] + E0-1 Pr 
o17n=l; it 
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Hence the level of consumption of this generation is equal to 
W-1 r n+l Q_ n+l 
Cn=1; t = 
X0_1 pT 
9 [n + 2] + Tg + Vn=1; t-(n+2) +y1 




+ý"0 (1 - 0) 4Yn=1; 
t -9- e0Yn-1; t-1 -9+1 
BOYn=1; t -9 
ýo-1pT 1- OL 1- OL 
] 
ö-lPT 1-OL 
provided the income process is invertible. Since the income processes are assumed equal for 
each generation we can drop the subscript n=1 without loss of generality. 
The consumption of the representative agent in the generation that dies at the end of period 
t-1 (such representative agent would have been n+1 at t), ct. =n+l; it-1, will not have changed 
its level of consumption since the period it last worked. This generation lived from period t-n 
to period t-1 inclusive. It worked from period t-n to period t- (n + 1) +w inclusive. 
The consumption of an individual in this generation is equal to its consumption in the last 
period it worked which in turn is equal to its consumption in its first period alive, period t-n, 
plush >2 
[11(j)(1 
- 0) +] 7Jn=n+l; it-(n+1)+j " 
Consumption in its first period alive, t-n, can 
be deduced as follows; at period t-n the wealth of this individual in present value terms is 
P Ep -1 PT En=n+1; it-nyn=n+1; it-n+r and the planned constant level of consumption, c, is such 
that p ): 0-1 PrC =P Ep -1 PrEn=n+1; it-nyn=n+1; it-n+r. Given the income process, we know 
that En=n+l; it-nyn=n+l; it-n+r =g [n + 2] - n9 + 79 + Yn=n+l; it-(n+2) + (1 - 0) 11n_n+1; it-n + 
(1 - 0) 77n=n+l; it-(n+l) -° 1n=n+l; it-(n+2)" 
E(w) -1 Pr 
c= ý0_1 Pr 




I ý1 - 0) 1%n=n+1; it-n +/ ll - 
0) r%n=n+1; it-(n+1) -ein=n+1; it-(n+2)] 




6These represent the changes in consumption associated with innovations in the labour income process when 
this individual worked. 
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[12(i) B1 
a=n+1; it-1 =+ 
(1 - 0) + ý1 J 
%n=n+l; it-(n+1)+. 7 
= it (1) [Yn=n+l; it-(n+2) +9 [n + 21 - ng + Tg] 
+µ (1) [(1 - 0) 77n=n+l; it-n + (1 - 0) rln=n+l; it-(n+1) - 
erln=n+l; it-(n+2), 
r%n=n+l; it-n r1 +e 
n-1 T+ZIµ 
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- 0) + 
.1 
177n=n+l; it-(n+1)+; Eo p2LJ 
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. '. cri. =n+l; t-1 =µ 
(1) {Yn=n+1; t-(n+2) +g [n + 2] - ng + Tg] 
+p (1J - 0) 
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1-B +-J 1-9L 
Because the income processes are equal for each generation we can again drop the subscript 
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Total consumption can be re-expressed as 
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10 
where h= (1 - 0) g. Therefore per capita consumption, Act = Act , is equal to 












where, A_ --Rh, Et =n. We write this simply as, 




















Two implications of the change in per capita consumption are worth noting; first, like in the 
models of imperfect information, we have lagged terms in per capita consumption7. Second, like 
in Clarida's paper, changes in per capita consumption are correlated with lagged innovations 
in labour income and the drift component in per capita consumption is a function of the drift 
component of the individual labour income process. As in Clarida's paper, it is aggregate per 
capita consumption changes which exhibit the drift component not the individual or genera- 
tional changes. Compared to the standard permanent income case where ir =1 and V) = 0, 
we note as Clarida did before us (Clarida, pp. 865), that the effect of a per capita labour 
income shock that is permanent from the point of the econometrician is not permanent from 
any household's perspective. In fact, the aggregate marginal propensity to consume out of these 
permanent shocks is less than unity. 
Assuming as in Clarida's paper that ýt_i =ni et_, is the maximum possible value for 
ßt_1, an upper variance on the unconditional variance of ß't_1 is given by (1) a so that the 
upper bound on the unconditional variance of per capita consumption can be given by the 
following expression8 
2_ ýA+BBI Z cYpC 1_02 JQE 
6.8 
The covariance between Oct and Act_,, cov (Oct, Act-1) is given by, 
cov ( ýOA+BI opt, opt-1) = 1- 02 J aE (6.9) 
'The interpretation of this result is the standard one given to models of imperfect information where the 
aggregate shock is more persistent than the individual shock; following a (positive) aggregate shock to the 
economy, agents see their income change (an increase) but they cannot make up their minds as to whether 
the shock was a permanent (aggregate) one or a transitory (individual) one. Consumers will attribute part of 
this (positive) shock to the transitory component and some to the permanent part. They will therefore change 
(increase) their consumption but not as much as warranted by the life-cycle hypothesis. Since the shock is 
persistent, in the following period agents will be surprised again to see their income change (and be higher than 
expected) and so they will change (increase) their consumption again. This explains the autoregressive part. 
Derivation of the variance and the correlation terms are shown in the appendix. 
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where 
A= ir Z+ 
11 0+elr] +1lp 
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Note that if 0=0 is imposed the standard results obtained by Clarida (apart from the drift) 
result. An upper bound on the fraction of unconditional consumption variance accounted for 
by lagged income innovations (or R2 (Oc, ýt_, ) as Clarida terms it) is 






C=7r +e +... +e )0,2 `n nn 
and 
n n-1 n-2 n-(n+1) 
D2Z QE +eZ QE + 02 QE + ... + en-(n-(n+1)) Q2 
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We are interested in knowing the implications of imperfect information on the life cycle 
model and so to compare this equation with Clarida's we select the same parameter values for 
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n, w, r and choose different values of 0. These results are shown in Table 19,10 
Comparing Table 1 with Clarida's Table I [0 = 0], we see that introducing imperfect infor- 
mation into the model results in a lower marginal propensity to consume out of current income 
and a lower ratio of the standard deviation of changes in per capita consumption to the stan- 
dard deviation of permanent shocks to labour income. On the other hand, the R2 (Oc, ßt_1) 
term is higher in the imperfect information case compared to Clarida's. This suggests that our 
framework generates more excess sensitivity and smoothness than Clarida's11. Since z/i is not 
a function of the imperfect information parameter, the marginal propensity to consume out of 
past labour income innovations is the same in our framework as in Clarida's. However, the 
term ßt_1 is a function of this parameter and it decreases as 0 increases. Thus it appears that 
the importance of the lagged income terms would diminish as 0 increases. 
From Table 1 we see that as the degree of imperfect information increases (i. e. as 0 increases), 
the marginal propensity to consume out of current income innovations (ir) decreases. Further- 
more, the rate of decrease in this marginal propensity to consume increases as 0 increases. This 
is a result that is consistent with models of imperfect information 12 ; as 0 increases (from 0 
to 0.5), the proportion of consumption changes explained by current income innovations de- 
creases and appears to be replaced by `lagged income innovations' (R2 (Oc, Ct_1) increases)13. 
Note however, that as 0 continues to increase (from 0.5 to 0.9) the proportion of consumption 
changes explained by past income innovations begins to decrease (R2 (Ac, Ct-1) decreases). We 
can understand this more clearly if we take a closer look at the covariance between consump- 
tion changes and past income innovations (Ct_1)14. This covariance increases as 0 increases, 
thus the correlation between innovations in consumption and lagged income shocks increases 
as 0 increases. This appears to increase the explanatory power of the `lagged income terms' in 
'Note that i1' is not a function of 0. 
"The estimates in this table and the next were obtained using Mathematica. 
1'The exception is 0=0.9. 
12Take Pischke's equation (9), pp. 812: 
Oct = OAct-i + Act 
where A=1 +* B. As 0 increases, the proportion of consumption changes accounted by current income innovations 
decreases. 
"For more details see table 3 in the appendix which shows the values of A, B, C and D which make up 
equations (6.8), (6.9) and (6.10). 
"This covariance is reported in table 3 in the appendix. 
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Table 6.1: Replications for Finite Lives and Imperfect Information (No Persistence) 
Dyr =A+ Et; from Dy. it =g+ et + Dunzt 
n=50, w=40, r=S 
r=0.0 1 oc ange r=0.03 oc ange r=0.05 oc ange 
0=0 (Clarida) 
7r 0.64 0.69 0.73 
0.65 0.71 0.75 
1.05 1.12 1.17 
R (AC, et_1 0.05 0.05 0.05 
= 0.1 
7r 0.58 -10 0 0.63(-9%) 0.67-U8 o 
OI__ 01 0.60(-8%) 0.6ä(-97o) 0.698 -7 0 _ R Oc, et_1 0.072(44%) 0.069(38%) 0.066(32%) 
= 0.2 
_r 0.52 -11%) 0.512%) 6- -11 0 
0.56(-77o) 0.61 -7 o 0.65 -7 0 __ _ R Oc, et_1 0.096(33%) 0.092(33%) 0.088(33%) 
Ir 0.46(-12%) 0.49(-13%) 0.53(-127o) - - - - - - _E 0.53 -6 0 0.58(-57o) 0 .6 1 7 
T- 57o) 
__ R Oc, et_1 0.126(31%) 0.115(25%) 0.115(30%) 
0=0.5 
ir 0.34(-27%) 0.37-25%) 0.4(-25%) 
Q_C E 0.44(-177o) 0.55(-57o) 0.589(-57o) _ R Oc, e1_1 0.26(106%) 0.187(62%) 0.181(57%) 
= 0.7 
l' 0.22(-36%) 0.24(-35%) 0.27(-32% 
o_C 0.60(367o) 0.658(20'7o) 0.698(18'7o) 
_ R Oc, et_1 0.22(-16%) 0.21(12%) 0.208(15%) 
0=0.9 
IT 0. l(-53%) 0.12 50%) 0.13 -51 0 
Qpc QE 1.42(2367o) 1.542347o) 1.62(2327o) 
R Ac, et_1 0.099(-55%) 0.097(-116%) 0.095(-55%) 
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explaining the variability of consumption changes, we see this in the R2 (Ac, et-1) term as it 
increases when 0 increases from 0 to 0.5. However, as 0 continues to increase, the importance 
of the lagged income terms starts to decrease. Whilst the covariance term continues to increase 
with the degree of imperfect information, the variability of such consumption changes increases 
even more and so these lagged income terms are not able to explain the behaviour of consump- 
tion innovations. In this framework, the lagged income innovations are not only present in the 
at-1 term which is smaller in our case relative to Clarida, but also in the lagged consumption 
terms. Hence, we must take into account that as 0 increases, the importance of the lagged 
consumption term increases, thus `making' the lagged income terms `more important'15. 
The ratio of the standard deviations of consumption changes and income innovations shows 
that excess smoothness occurs in all cases. The degree of smoothness is a function of the level 
of imperfect information (0), the rate of interest, the working and lifetime periods (these are 
present in Ali) and the marginal propensity to consume (7r which is itself a function of 0). As 
we move from a world of perfect information to a world of imperfect information (i. e. when 
A is small but increasing) the ratio decreases, thus making consumption smoother compared 
to income. From the formula for the variance, we can begin to understand these results; 
as 0 increases, the marginal propensity to consume out of current income decreases. This 
term appears to dominate the behaviour of A (see appendix) and as a result the numerator 
of this ratio decreases16. At the same time, the denominator decreases as 0 increases, thus 
preventing the variability from decreasing even further. Economically speaking, the variability 
of consumption has decreased as consumers decide to `reduce' their consumption out of current 
income innovations. At the same time, the importance of the lagged income innovations17, 
either through lagged consumption or through the ßt_1 term18, although increasing is not high. 
But then the variability increases once more as the current and lagged income terms become 
less important whilst the consumption term becomes more and more important as 0 approaches 
119. In this case, the `numerator effect' (a lower marginal propensity leading to a lower A) is 
15 We see that that cov (Ace, Ace-i) increases as 0 increases. 
"The B term is small and is multiplied by 0<1. 
17As represented by R2 (Ac, 
"Above we saw that the importance of ßt_1 decreased as 0 increases. Thus, the importance of the lagged 
income terms is through past innovations in consumption. 
19We should dismiss the posibility that 0=1 since that would imply that consumption changes are I(1). 
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outweighed by the `denominator effect' which now drives the results20. 
6.3 Introducing Imperfect Information into LCH: A Simple Difference 
Stationary Income Process with Drift and a Lag in Income 
Despite Clarida's evidence from the Blinder and Deaton data set that income can be represented 
well by an ARIMA(1,1,0) for annual data - Clarida's footnote 7, pp. 862 states that in an 
ARIMA(4,1,1) for labour income none of the autoregressive coefficients are statisitically sig- 
nificant - Campbell and Deaton (1989) argued that changes in labour income are autocorrelated 
in quarterly data. In this section and following Clarida himself, we examine the implications for 
consumption changes within the life cycle model of an ARIMA(1,1,1) process at the individual 
level. We do this to examine the implications for consumption of introducing more persistence 
to the labour income process. This is an interesting exercise because when Clarida introduced 
persistence to the labour income process, he found that the life cycle model suffered from excess 
smoothness (see the last equation in pp. 864). Thus, we want to see if introducing Pishcke's 
imperfect information when the labour income process is persistent removes the phenomenon 
of excess smoothness in a life cycle model. We assume the following labour income process is 
Note that the closer this coefficient is to one, the more important the lagged innovations in income become in 
the labour income process. This suggests that consumers do not have any information about the labour income 
process since they would be observing a labour income process that is 1(0): 
(1-L)y: t = i7it 
yit = 77. t 
whereas the original `true' income representation is an I(1). 
"In Pischke's paper, an extension of REPI and where no lagged income terms affect consumption innovations, 
the standard deviation of consumption changes is 
Qec A 
ag 1_O2 
In the case where the rate of interest is small, 
lim an° - 
1- B 
r-O a, + 1B 
Hence, as 0 increases, the standard deviation ratio decreases. 
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the true one at the individual level for each working generation 
Yit =9+ (1 + 0) Yit-1 - it-2 + Et + uit - uit-1 
Given imperfect information the income process now looks like 
DYit =9+ cAyit-1 + 77it - erl it-1 
In this case 
DE'n=j; ityn=j; it = rln=j; it 
0En=j; ityn=j; it+1 = (1 + 0) 71n=j; it -0 1n=j; it 
DEn=j; ityn=j; it+z = (1 +0+ 02) 77n=j; it - (1 + 0) ° 1n=j; it 
DEn=j; ityn=j; it+r = 
(1 +0+ 02 + ... + Or) ? 7n=j; it 
-(1+(b+02+..... F. SOT-') O7n=j; i. t-1 fOrT <w 




PrAEn=j; ityn=j; it+r = 11n=j; it +P 11 + cß - 0] 77n=j; it + P2 [(1 +0+ 02) -0 (1 + 0)] Tln=j; it 
0 
+p3 [(1+0+02+03) -0(1+0+c2)] 7n=j; it+... 
+Pw-7 i+0+.... + qw-j 01+ +'. -+ ýw-j-1 
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The change in individual consumption is therefore given by 
-L 
-j o PTLEn=j; itYn=1; it+r 
Cn=j, i; t - Cn=j-1, i; t - 
_ 
[(1 
- Op) p (j; )+e 1+ +-"" 
) 
? 7n=j; it 
where 
1+(1+0)P+ (1+0+4b2)p2+... +(1. }.. 0+02+.... +ow-9) pw-i 
µU; 0)= 1+p+ p2 +... + pn-j 
Again, the individual change in consumption is similar to Clarida's. The average consumption 
change for this generation is 
Cn=j; t - Cn=j-1; t = 
[(1 
- 8p) Ft (. 7; 0) + 
op (1 +0+..... }. 0x»-7) p+11-i Lyt - cLyt-1 -9 
(Pi 1- OL 
gp(1+0+.... {. ow-. i)pw-i et 
c21 
Et 
= "(j° 0)1- OL 
where we have dropped the i subscript after aggregation and the n subscript as it is assumed 
that labour income received by each generation is the same. The generational consumption 
change is different from Clarida's as we have an autoregressive process for Ac. 
Define ir (0) =w Eý=1 7r (j; 0). Ignoring the impact of lagged income innovations21,22 on 
21i. e. the equivalent £t_1 term is ignored. From table 1, we saw that lagged income innovations should not be 
ignored specially for large values of 0. However, the derivation of the equivalent term {i_1 is not very easy and 
it becomes quite intractable. 
22Note that we are not ignoring the lagged income terms per se, as we still have lagged consumption terms. 
For instance, take Pischke's example (pp. 812): Assume an econometrician estimates the following model 
Act =a+ ß'yt-i + et 
when the income process is given by 
AN = 0Dyt-1 + et 
If the true data generation process is given by 
Oct = BAce-1 + it (95) et 
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the forecastability of consumption changes (Clarida, pp. 864), then 
(or oc I> 0) - 1 -02 E 
is an expression for the variance of per capita consumption changes. In Table 2 we examine the 
implications of this income process on the changes in consumption23. 
From Table 2, the first thing we note is that like in Clarida's paper, persistence in the labour 
income process continues to play an important role24. As in Table 1, the marginal propensity 
to consume out of current innovations in income (ir), decreases as 0 increases. The level of 
persistence (a higher 0) continues to increase this marginal propensity to consume, although 
imperfect information does seem to prevent the marginal propensity from being greater than one 
in most cases. Even without considering the effects of lagged income changes upon consumption, 
all the `standard deviations' for low values of 0 i. e. 0<0.5 are larger than the standard 
deviations encountered in Table 1. It would appear that persistence does in fact increase the 
standard deviation of consumption changes. 
then the expected value of ß would be 
coy (Oct, Aye-1) 
E 
{ý 














which is non-zero, thus suggesting that lagged income terms are still present in this model. 
23The values of 4=0.2 and q=0.4 were the cases that Clarida examined. We do this to compare results with 
Clarida. 
241f we had assumed the same income process in Pischke's paper; yic =g+ (1 + ¢) yit-1 - Oyit-2 + ee + U: t - 
u; e_lthen, 
Oct = BOcc-i + Bet 
where B= i+ý. The standard deviation of consumption changes would be in the case where r --+ 0, 
li öoný =11 1+ 0°` 
Hence, as the degree of persistence in the income process increases, i. e. as 0 increases, the standard deviation 
increases. However, as in the no persistence case, as 0 increases then the standard deviation decreases. 
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Table 6.2: Replications for Finite Lives and Imperfect Information (Persistence) 
(1- OL) AyP =A+ Et; from (1 - OL) Aynit =9+ Ct + Dunit" 














1.01 1.09 1.15 
k 
0.78 0.85 0.89 1.01 1.0 9 1.15 
0.70 0.76 0.81 0.91 0.98 
02 
0.7 0.76 0.81 0.91 0.98 1.04 
it 0.55 0.6 0.64 0.72 0.78 0.83 
1-e2 
0.58 0.63 0.67 0.75 0.82 0.87 
=O. 
041 0.44 48 0. 0.53 0.57 0.61 
E 
0.47 0.51 0.55 0.61 0.66 0.7 
it .2 0. 
F- 0.34 0.37 0.41 
1-e2 
0.36 0.41 0.44 0.48 0.52 0.57 
= 0.9 
it 0.12 0.14 0.16 . 16 .1 .2 
1-02 
0.27 0.32 0.36 0.37 0.41 0.46 
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6.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has introduced Pischke's (1995) concepts of imperfect information into a model of 
the life-cycle hypothesis which has a quadratic utility function. The focus of our paper has been 
on the first and second moment properties of changes in per capita consumption. As in Clarida 
(1991) and Pischke before us, we find that smooth per capita consumption in the presence of 
permanent shocks to per capita labour income is the outcome that one should expect. The 
story goes something like this; in the model, saving for retirement as well as for consumption 
smoothing is a motive for asset accumulation thus creating a marginal propensity to consume 
out of current innovations in labour income that is less than one. The `direct effect' played by 
lagged income innovations in per capita consumption in this model is the result of the gener- 
ation that has retired and is using those accumulated assets (built from previous innovations 
in labour income) to finance retirement. The imperfect information that is introduced to this 
model appears to reinforce the effects of a lifetime span. The marginal propensity to consume 
out of current labour income innovations is even less in this framework than in Clarida's and the 
importance of the lagged innovations in labour income is thus increased, not only through Ct_1 
(which is the channel examined by Clarida) but also through the effects of lagged consumption 
innovations. Finally, the impact of persistence in the labour income process was briefly exam- 
ined in a simpler version of our model. We found that persistence still exerts an important role 
in the so-called `Deaton's Paradox' although the strength of this Paradox is greatly diminished 
by the introduction of imperfect information. 
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6.5 Appendix 1: Derivation of Qö., cov (Oct, Act-, ), R2 (Ac, ýt_1)and 
values for A, B, C, D, and cov (Oct, Act-, ), cov(Oc, ßt_1) 
In the text we have (1 - OL) Act = &A+ir¬e+ ßt_1. Express it more conveniently as xt-Bxt_1 = 
lret+z(' _i and 
take ßt_1 =n >i et_j as the maximum possible value for this expression. Thus 
we have 
xt - Oxt-i %.. 7ret +1 Et-z 6.11) n1 
Multiply this expression by xt_k, k>0 and take expectations 
"ýý 
1 
7k - Byk_1 =E [7retxt_k] +E1! VEt_lxt_k] +E[! Et_2xt_k] +... +E[1 
Oft-nxt-k1 
where ryk =E [xtxt_k] denotes the covariance between xt and xt_k. If k=0, 
111 




+ ... +En Et-nxt] =A (6.12) 
and k=1, 
r1 1 
'Yl - 0-yo =E [7retxt-1} +EI1 V)Et-ixt-i1 +E 
1OCt_2xt_1 





where yo is the variance for the autoregressive process (6.11) and ry_i ='yl. Substituting (6.13) 
into (6.12) one obtains the variance 
var Oc 
A+ BO 
='Yo= 1 -92 
and cov (Oct, Oct-1) , 
OA +B COV(Aet'ACt-l)='Yl- 1_02 
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where A and B are as defined in the text. 
For the derivation of the R2 expression, recall that 
R2 (Oc, t-1) _ 
') - cov(Oc, Ct-1) 
var (Oc) 
and we have defined var(Lc). We need to obtain an expression for cov(Oc, ßt_1). This is given 
by 
- Lt-11 














[1 + OL + (OL)2 +""" (OL)j, [7rEt] "1 Et_j =c 
; ý00 n1 
and 
1n 
Et_" =D EI um 1+OL+ 
(OL)2 +""" (OL)j] 
00 
where C and D are as defined in the text. 
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Table 6.3: Some Results from the Main Text 
Values of A, B, C, D, cov(Ac, ßt_1), n= 50, w = 40, r =5 
r=0.1 r=0.0 r=0.05 
= 0.1 
A 0.359 0.422 0.478 
0.037 0.04 0.047 
0.001 0.001 0.001 
0.023 0.024 0.026 
cov c, 6t_ 0.025 0.029 0.032 
cov (Act, ct_i 0.073 0.086 0.957 
= 0.2 
0.298 0.351 0.398 
040 0.46 51 
0.002 0.003 0.003 
0.026 0.027 0.029 
cov c, _ 0.030 0.034 0.037 cov ct, ct_1 0.103 0.121 0.136 
= 0.3 
0.246 0.29 0.329 
0.44 
. 051 0.056 0.004 0.003 0.004 
D 0.029 0.032 0.033 
cov c, 0.035 0.038 0.044 
cov ct, ct_1 0.129 0.152 0.17 
= 0.5 
0.166 0.196 0.224 
5 0.06 5 - U. 772 
0.007 0.007 0.008 
D 
. 041 0.044 0.046 cov Cl _ 0.05 0.057 0.063 cov (Act, 7c7t_1 0.177 0.217 0.245 
= 0.7 
0.129 0.153 0.174 
0 97 
. 107 0.010 0.011 0.012 
D 0.066 0.071 0.074 
cov c, 0.08 0.092 0.107 
coy (Act, ct_1 
- 
0.334 0.4 0.449 
tT = 0.9 
A 0.21 
. 24 . 273 7197 0.228 0.252 
0.017 0.021 0.023 
0.172 0.184 0.192 
cov c, _ 
0.199 0.23 0.252 
coy (Act, Act_1 2.0316 2.337 2.619 
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Chapter 7 
A Model of Consumption and Asset 
Management 
7.1 Introduction 
The main premise of Friedman's permanent income hypothesis is that agents will smooth their 
consumption to maximise their lifetime utility. Saving occurs when a consumer's current income 
is above its average (when current income is above permanent income) and borrowing when 
current income is below its average (when current income is below permanent income). These 
results extend to the rational expectations permanent income hypothesis (REPI); the smoothing 
behaviour of rational agents means that savings can provide sufficient information about the 
expected future levels of (labour) income that maybe unobservable to a researcher (Campbell 
(1987)). However, these results are dependent upon a number of assumptions. One of the 
assumptions of REPI is that capital markets are perfect and that any amount of lending or 
borrowing can take place at the constant market rate of interest. Among the most popular 
explanations given for the observed failure of REPI is the presumption that agents may be 
restricted in their ability to borrow. The consumption literature has examined the issue of 
liquidity constraints under different variants; the most popular being the solved out consumption 
problem (Campbell and Mankiw, 1989,1991) and the Euler equation approaches under different 
assumptions but always under the premise that assets can never be negative (Zeldes, 1989a, 
Deaton, 1991, Seater, 1997). In this chapter we make it difficult for individuals to borrow in 
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an intertemporal maximisation framework. 
Zeldes examined the consumption problem for consumers with a CRRA utility function and 
under the assumption that assets cannot be negative (i. e. At > 0). Zeldes tested whether the 
Euler equation derived from the unconstrained problem is rejected when liquidity constraints 
exist, and using panel data he found that liquidity constraints have `important influences on 
consumption' [pp. 307]. 
Deaton examined the consumption problem with a utility function that is increasing, strictly 
concave and convex in its first differences and where assets cannot be negative. He also assumed 
that consumers are `impatient' in the sense that the rate of time preference is greater than the 
rate of interest (this assumption is needed to solve the dynamic programming problem). Deaton 
found some evidence for a precautionary motive for holding assets regardless of the assumptions 
about the persistence of the labour income process. 
Seater examined liquidity constraints (assets must be nonnegative) using optimal control 
techniques and assuming that income uncertainty is not present2. His solution to the problem 
does not have a `closed form' (pp. 130), but his Euler equation for constrained households 
is equivalent to Zeldes's Euler equation (pp. 133). Seater claims that the properties of the 
solution depend on the nature of the paths of the rate of interest and income, although in 
his discussions he maintains a constant rate of interest. His main conclusion is similar to 
that of Mariger (1987) and Zeldes: constrained agents need not have zero assets. For liquidity 
constrained agents, consumption will tend to follow income when assets are zero and income is 
expected to increase, assets will be accumulated if income is expected to decrease. 
The aim of this chapter is to retain most of the assumptions of REPI but to modify the 
problem to account for the fact that individuals may find it costly or difficult to borrow. 
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section introduces the problem and 
obtains a solution for consumption in levels and also its innovation. The second section intro- 
duces a number of tests on the equations derived in the first section and extends the results 
from chapter 5. 
'A convex marginal utility function implies prudent behaviour in the face of uncertainty (in future earnings). 
See Leland (1968), Rothschild and Stiglitz (1971), Kimball (1990) for more discussion on this point. 
'In Seater's paper there is no evidence that the marginal utility function is convex, thus there is no `prudence' 
effect per se. 
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7.2 A Simple Problem of Consumption and Asset Management 
Consider the following problem, 
00 




Ac+l =R (At + yt - ct) (7.2) 
and 
C>At>BYt>0 (7.3) 
At given (7.4) 
«, (3,0>0 
where b denotes the bliss point, y labour income, A assets, c consumption, R=1+r where r 
is the rate of interest, p= 1/ (1 + S) where S is the subjective rate of discount. The consumer 
faces an unknown sequence of labour income terms, {yt+i}°__o, and it is assumed3 that for all 
t there is some K>0, such that Jyti < Kxt, where 1<x< 1// (i. e. the sequence is of 
exponential order less than 1/ f). We assume further that oo >C>0 and 0>B> -oo, so 
that (7.3) requires that assets be bounded from above and below. Thus, assets cannot be either 
positively or negatively infinity. It is assumed as in Hall (1978), Flavin (1981) and others that 
Rp = 1. 
3The arguments here follow those of Sargent's (1987) pp. 200 closely. Series that satisfity this condition are 
not allowed to grow very fast. 
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7.2.1 Economic Interpretations of the Problem 
The first term in the loss function (7.1), (b - ct+; )2, is a standard quadratic utility function. 
It represents the utility loss of being away from the bliss point b. The remaining terms make 
it difficult for the consumer to hold negative assets for prolonged periods of time. The second 
term, 2 (At+s - At+t_1)2, does not allow assets to be changed rapidly; the third term, , ßAt+=, 
makes it costly for the consumer to hold negative assets but rewards the individual if he or she 
holds positive assets and the fourth term, 0 (At+j - At+i_1), tells us that running down assets 
becomes more and more expensive4. 
We do not necessarily view the inclusion of the asset terms as representing a monetary cost 
or benefit to the agent (e. g. a cost if assets are negative). Ball and Drake (1964) have argued 
that to introduce wealth in the utility function in an intertemporal utility maximization problem 
is not unreasonable: `If an individual adjusts his future consumption to his initial asset holdings 
and present value of expected income from human wealth, we are essentially deprived of the 
notion of an excess or undesired holding of assets. Given any set of independent parameters, 
variations in the initial stock of assets will simply result in an alteration in future consumption 
rather than any explicit decision to readjust asset holdings, which simply amounts to saying 
that given the set of parameters there is no unique equilibrium value of the asset stock. [... ] 
The result of this is to rule out the application of short period stock adjustment analysis to 
asset holdings by consumers, and this makes it virtually impossible to make any sense of the 
concept of excess demand as applied to a single individual. ' [pp. 64]. Introducing asset terms 
in the loss function is desirable as it does help get around this problem without having to model 
wealth specifically. 
The second term may have another interpretation as the loss in utility associated with 
having to monitor the level of assets whether these assets are negative or positive. Given 
habits, etc. agents will not want to change or monitor their asset levels. The other two 
terms could also represent a `psychic' cost argument associated with holding negative assets 
"Individuals may have to pay more to finance more borrowing. 
'One can view this term as having a similar interpretation to the term 2 (ct+; - ci+; _1)2 in the paper on 
adjustment costs for consumption of Attfield et al. (1992). Both quadratic terms do not permit rapid adjustment, 
but assume slow progressive adjustments in both consumption and asset holdings. 
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or debt6. The Journal of Economic Psychology (1996) has a special edition on these issues. 
Walker (1996) for example, extends the literature on financial management to explore the 
inter-relationships between feelings of coping (with debt), debt measured in different scales and 
financial management (to get out of debt). Walker shows that good financial management on 
behalf of consumers contributes to getting and staying out of debt. More significantly, she 
shows that being in debt can lead to improvements in financial management as people seek to 
get out of debt. We may interpret this to mean that being in debt is an undesirable state which 
consumers attempt to avoid. This could imply that consumers that hold positive assets obtain 
some utility from holding them because they can use assets to buffer themselves against future 
contingencies 7. 
Note that our framework allows for negative asset holdings since it may pay the agent to 
hold negative assets for a while to get close to the bliss point. However, it makes it increasingly 
difficult to allow individuals to sustain that position for a long time (the third term) or increase 
the level of debt (the second and fourth terms). This framework therefore penalises the reduction 
in the level of assets, specially when these are already negative. When agents seek to increase 
their level of assets, the problem above has two arguments that work in the opposite direction; 
the second term does penalise the increase in asset holdings since it is assumed that a utility 
cost is incurred when doing so as individuals are lazy, have habits, etc. However, the third and 
the fourth terms reward the individual's positive asset holdings. 
Finally, the choice of the functional form (7.1) is determined by a number of other factors. 
First, in choosing quadratic utility, we ignore issues of prudence directly. This enables us 
to concentrate our efforts on the effects that borrowing may have on consumption and asset 
decisions. Carroll and Kimball (1999) have shown using theory that in a model where the 
utility function is quadratic and where hard borrowing constraints exist (i. e. agents are not 
allowed to borrow at all), consumption behaviour can resemble that which is encountered when 
precautionary savings exist. Moreover, they also show that it is difficult to distinguish between 
the effects of hard liquidity constraints and prudence on consumption when utility has a positive 
61 would like to thank Edmund Cannon for helping me with the idea of a 'psychic cost' and thus pointing me 
in the direction of the psychology literature. 
'Because agents know that it is expensive to run their assets down, they can build their assets against 
uncertainty, etc. This may be equivalent to `prudent' behaviour or a `precautionary motive' for holding assets. 
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third derivative. Second, we want to introduce soft-type liquidity constraints to the consumption 
problem to examine their effect on consumption and asset decisions. We do this by allowing 
individuals to be able to borrow but in doing so paying a higher premium. This is desirable 
on at least two counts: one is that this author does not believe that all consumers are denied 
credit and also because it enables us to make the consumption Euler equation continuous which 
allows us to find close form solutions for the consumption function. Studies that impose hard 
constraints have discontinuous Euler equations that cannot be solved analytically (see Zeldes, 
Deaton ). Analytical solutions cannot also be obtained when utility functions are not quadratic 
or CARA. We believe that the inability to find a close form solution is a very high price to pay 
when hard constraints and/or CRRA utility functions are imposed and this led us to choose 
the quadratic forms in (7.1)8. 
7.2.2 A Technical Note 
Before we proceed, note that if we seek to differentiate the following expression with respect to 
Xt 
00 
V=E bt (a (L) zt] [d (L) xt] (7.5) 
t=o 
where a (L) = Eý__. ajLi, d (L) _ Eý___m djLV, then 
aV 
= btd (bL-1) a (L) zt (7.6) axt 
We shall apply this formula to the problem above (see Sargent, 1987, pp. 213). 
8When considering problems of this type, a researcher has the following choices: to choose between certainty 
equivalence and a convex marginal utility function and/or to choose between hard (discontinuous) or soft (contin- 
uous) liquidity constraints. Because this author is interested in finding an analytical solution to the consumption 
problem, quadratic utility and soft constraints are chosen. Any deviation from this choice (apart from CARA 
preferences) results in the impossibility of finding an analytical solution to the consumption problem. 
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7.2.3 The Problem Without Expectations 
Before solving the problem substitute the constraint (7.2) into the objective function (7.1) and 
expand all the terms to give 
00 
min L=E p4 
{2 [(b 
- yt+t)2 +2 (b - yt+i) 




+p ((R-'L-1 1 At+t +- ((1 - L) At+4 - At+= -1- L) At+; 
==o 
Applying (7.6) to the equation above and noting that if, d (L) _ (R-1L-1 - 1), where d_1 = 
R-1, do = 1, then d (pL-1) = (R-1p-1L -1) , and if d 
(L) =1-L, then d (pL-1) _ 
(1 - pL-1) , one obtains the Euler equation9 
0= (b - yt) (R-lp 'L - 1) + (R-1L-1 - 1) (R-lp 'L - 1) At (7.8) 
+a (1 - L) (1 - pL-i) At - ßpL-1- 0 (1 - pL-1) 
or 
0= -yt (L - 1) + (R-1L-1 -1) (L -1) At 
+a(1-L)(1-pL-1)At-Qp-q5(1-p) 
since we assume that Rp = 1. The transversality condition for this problem is obtained with 
the following steps: 
1. consider a finite T horizon version of the problem in question, 
2. calculate the first order conditions for At+T, 
3. multiply the first order condition by At+T, 
4. take the limit of this condition as T -+ oo and equate this limit to zero. 
9To see how to solve this Euler equation without any restrictions see the appendix. 
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The first order condition with respect to At+T is 
U OL 
L= 
pT-1 {(b - yt+T-1) R-1 + (At+T - At+T-1) R-1 } t+T 
+pT {- (b - Yt+T) - 
(At+T+1 
- At+T) +a (At+T - At+T-1) - ýß + ý)} 
We impose the restriction that Rp =1 and noting that At+T+I does not exist, 
OL 
_ ä3t+T - pT {(b - yt+T-1) + (At+T - At+T-i)} 
+pT {- (b - yt+T) + At+T +a (At+T - At+T-i) - (Q + q5)} 
collecting terms gives the transversality condition, 
T APT {(yt+T - Yt+T-1) + (a + 2) At+T - (1 - a) At+T-1 - (ß + q5)} At+T =0 (7.9) 
Sufficient conditions for the transversality conditionl0 (7.9) to hold are, first, that {yt+; }ý°o is of 
exponential order less than 1//, and second, that the solution for {At+z}°O0 be of exponential 
order less than 1/J. Then notice that 
PT [Yt+TAt+T - Yt+T-lAt+T + (a + 2) A 
+T 
- (1 - a) At+T-1At+T - ýQ + 0) At+T] 
PT [Iyt+TAt+TI +IYt+T-lAt+TI +(a+2)IAt+TI+(1-a)IAt+T-IAt+TI +(Q+0)IAt+TI] 
PT KX2(t+T) + PTKx2(t+T)-1 + PT (a + 2) Kx2(t+T) 
+pT (1 - a) Kx2(t+T)-1 + PT (Q + 
0) Kxt+T 
= (3 + q) Kxt pT xT + (c + 3) Kx2t pTx2T + (2 - Q) Kx2t-1PTx2T 
From the definition of a sequence of exponential order less than 1/ f, we have that 0<x,, fp- < 
1. This implies that xp <xf<1, and since we are taking the limit T --+ oo, we see that the 
last line in the expression above will tend to zero. 
loSee Sargent (1987) pp. 201. 
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The necessary conditions for optimality for the infinite horizon problem are satisfied when 
we find a solution to the difference (Euler) equation (7.8). Re-express the Euler equation as 
(1-ß'a)(1-L)(R-iL-1-1) At=(1-L)yt-QP-0(1-p) (7.10) 
The zeros of the characteristic polynomial in At are at L= R-1 <1 and L=1. To prevent 
assets from ever accumulatingll, the polynomial (R-1L-1 - 1) is solved forwards. Divide (7.10) 
by (R-1L-1 - 1) to obtain 
(1 -} a) At= (1+ a) At-i + (R 
(1- L) 
1) yt - 
ýQ (+ 0 (1 i)P)1 (7.11) 
Substitute the budget constraint (7.2) into (7.11) 
(1 + a) Rct-I = (1 + a) R (At-i + yt-1) - (1 + a) At_1- (R 




0 (1 1)P) ) 
We expand the terms related to yt and shift forward everything by one period to obtain 
ct = (1 - R-1) At + 
R-1 - (1 +a) yt + 
aR-1 
Yt+i (R- L 1) (1 + a) (R-IL-1 1) (1 + a) 
+((QP+0(1-P))R-1\ (R-1-1)(1+a) ) 
"Strictly speaking, in equation (10) assets will continue to accumulate or decrease forever because the poly- 
nomial (1 - L) has a unit root. This is is consistent with this variant of the (standard) permanent income case 
where it is assumed that the rate of interest is equal to the rate of time preference (see Sargent, pp. 214 equation 
(106) and assume that Rb =1 which he assumes later on in the derivation, or footnote 5 in pp. 366 where Sargent 
explains that this model of consumption does have unsatisfactory qualities for either assets or consumption; also 
see Deaton, 1992, pp. 196, equation 22). A way to `overcome' this problem is to substitute the budget constraint 
into the Euler equation and find the solution for consumption. Once this is done note that there are no situations 
where assets or any of the other arguments continue to accumulate or decrease in the sense that there are no 
unit roots. In fact, in Charles H. Whiteman's book about solutions to Sargent's 2nd edition macroeconomic 
problems, we face a similar situation in problem 5 (the solution to the problem is given in pages 204-210) and 
problem 7 (the solution in pages pp. 213-8) of chapter XIV. There, the Euler equation for the sequence which 
we are interested in solving also posseses a unit root. Whiteman gets around this problem by substituting the 
demand curve and rearranging thus ensuring that the resulting expression does not have a unit root. This is 
what happens to our problem once we substitute the budget constraint to the Euler equation. 
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This can be re-expressed as 
((ß(1_))l) 1 co 
] 
ct = (1- R1) At + (1) R-ivt++ (R-1 -1) (1 + a) j=o 
a 00 aR-1 00 + (1 + a) 
E R-jyt+j - (1 + a) 
R-jyt+j+1 
j=o j=o 
where we note that 
1 00 
ct =µ+ (1 - R-1) 
[At 
+ Ti + a) 





'-1 1 )ý-aJ (R- )=- is a negative constant. The terms in the bracket are R lt* li-a r 
present in the standard (Flavin) definition of permanent income. However, with a negative 
constant and given that the terms that represent future earnings, Eß_1 R'3yt+ are multiplied 
by the fraction «<1 which 
is a function of the quadratic adjustment costs of changing 
assets we have that the level of consumption in our framework is lower than the standard level 
of consumption (i. e. the Flavin-type definition of permanent income). Note that the constant 
represents the `new' linear components to the liquidity constraint problem. 
7.2.4 The Problem with Expectations 
First, to accommodate the expectation operator we modify the formula given above. Our 
problem is 
00 
V=> Etbt [a (L) zt] [d (L) xt] 
t-o 
The formula from the previous section still applies, hence we have 
aV 
= btEtd (bL-1) a (L) zt t=0,1,2, ... (7.13) O(Etxt) 
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We define the B operator for future purposes as B-jEt-ixt = Et-ixt+1 for integer j12. The 
reason why this operator is used later in our problem instead of the lagged operator is that the 
latter does change the information set by changing it in time at the same time that the variable 
whose expectations are being formed is changed in time (i. e. the B operator does not change 
the nature of the information set but changes the variable through time). Applying (7.13) to 
the problem yields the following Euler equation 
0= Et+i(b-yt+s)(R-lp'L-1)-, Qp-0(1-p) (7.14) 
+Et+i (R-1L-1 - 1) (R-lp iL -1) At+; + Et+ia (1 - L) (1- pL-1) At+; 
The transversality condition is 
T 
mPT Et {(yt+T - Yt+T-1) + 
(a + 2) At+T - 
(1 
- a) At+T-1 - (Q + 0)} At+T =O 
which is obtained in a similar manner to the problem without expectations. 
The method for solving this equation is somewhat similar to the method that we used in 
the previous section. We use operator techniques to solve for equation (7.14) (Wallis (1980), 
Shiller (1978), Sargent (1979,1987); here we follow Whiteman (1983) pp. 61 and Whiteman 
(1987) pp. 205). The solution technique is implemented by leading the Euler equation (7.14) 
and taking the conditional expectations as of time t+i to get 
0= E+ t {Et+i (R-1p i- L-')(b - yt+i)} 
+Et+; {Et+i (R-1L-1 - 1) (R-1p-1 - L-1) Et+iAt+, i} 
+Et+i {Et+=a (L-1 -1) (1 - pL-1) At+i} - ßp -0 (1 - P) i=0,1,2, ... 
121It is necessary to distinguish two operators B and L. The operator B is defined by 
B-1 (Ext+i I Ot-1] = Ext+j+l I'It-1 
i. e., application of B-1 shifts forward by one period the date on the variables whose conditional forecast is being 
computed, but leaves the information set unaltered. [... ] 
[The lag operator is defined in such a way] that 
L-' [Ext+i I nt-i] = Eze+i+l I 
so that application of L-1 shifts both the random variable x and the information set f forward by one period. ' 
Sargent (1987) pp. 395, footnote 2. 
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By the Law of Iterated Expectations we can re-write the last expression as 
0= (R-l pi- B-1) (b - Et+iyt+s) - QP -O (1- P) (7.15) 
+ (R-1B-1 - 1) (R-1 p1- B-1) Et+iAt+i +a (B-1 - 1) (1 - pB-1) Et+iAt+i 
We continue to assume that Rp = 1. Re-express the Euler equation as 
(1 + a) (B-1-1) (R-1B-1 - 1) Et+iAt+i = (B-1 - 1) Et+iyt+i - lip -0 (1 - p) (7.16) 
The zeros of the characteristic polynomial in At are at B= R-1 <1 and B=1. To prevent 
assets from permanently accumulating or decreasing, the polynomial (R-1B-1 - 1) is solved 
forwards. Divide the last equation by (R-1B-1 - 1) 13 and after re-arranging we get 
s-1 - 1) (1 + a) Et+iAt+i+l = (1 + a) Et+iAt+i + (R 1) 
Et+' t+i - 
op +0 (1 - 
(R_1 - 1) 
We now substitute the budget constraint into this last expression to obtain 
(1 + a) REt+tct+i = (1 + a) REt+: (At+t + yt+i) - (1 + a) Et+; At+; 
(B-1 - 1) Et+iyt+i QP +0 (1 -p 1) 
- (R-'B-1 - 1) 
+ (R-1 - 1) 
We expand the terms related to yt 
(R-1B-1--- 
Et+ict+i = (1 - R-1) Et+iAt+i + 
1) a (1 R-1) 




(R-1 - 1) (1 + a) 
"There is an important proviso about the B operator. Sargent warns; `We must be careful here because the 
properties of B make the forward inverse of (R-1B'' - 1) the only legitimate one, apart from the reasons of 
convergence. Operating on both sides of an equation with polynomials in nonpositive powers of B is legitimate. 
But it is not legitimate to operate with polynomials in positive powers of B. For example, Etxt+r = Etyt+idoes 
not imply that BEtxt+l = BEtyt+i, i. e., xt = ye. The operation in the text is legitimate because it involves 
operating only with polynomials in nonpositive powers of B. ' Sargent (1987), pp. 395. 
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and re-express everything as 
1 co 
Et+; ct+; =µ+ (1 - R-1) Et+= 
[At+. 
-I- (1-}- a) 
R-i ýJt+i+ý (7.17) 
j=o 
a +(1 a 
a) 
Et+iyt+z 
where it is defined as before. The interpretation is once more equivalent to the one assumed for 
the nonstochastic equation. Again, it is the quadratic terms that play the biggest role in this 
framework, the linear liquidity constraints also affecting the level of consumption which is less 
than the permanent income-Flavin framework. 
7.2.5 What Should the Change in Consumption be Equal to? 
No Expectations 
From the Euler equation the innovation in consumption ought to be 
0_ (R-i p 'L -1) {(b - yt) + (R-1L-1 -1) At} 
ýa (1 - L) (1 - pL-1) At - ßpL-1 -0 (1 - pL) 
or 
ct - R-lp lct-i = -a (1 - L) (1 - pL-1) At - (R-lp 
1- 1) b+ßp+0(1 - p) (7.18) 
and assuming that Rp =1 
Oct=A-a(1-pL-1)AAt 
where ). = ßp+¢ (1 - p-1) , one obtains the change in consumption. All the linear adjustment 
cost terms play a role in the change in consumption. The quadratic terms continue to exert an 
influence, this time the level of assets up to two periods can affect the change in consumption. 




To obtain the first difference in consumption, first use the evolution of assets equation to 
substitute At in (7.17) 
00 
[]1 j+i ct+: = it +r At+i-i + yt+: -i - ct+=-i + (1 + a) 
Et+iR yt+: +j (7.19) 
3=o 
a 
+ (1 + a) 
Et+: yt+i 
Second, multiply (7.17) by (1 + r) and lag it one period, 
00 






E Et+i-1R- yt+i+i (7.20) 
j=o 
(1+r)a 
(1 + a) 
Et+: 
-iyt+i-i + 
(1 + r) u 
Subtract (7.20) from (7.19) to obtain, 
1 00 IN Oct+i ='Y + Cl + a) 






+ (1 +- a) 
OY'+z 
where y= -rp, and A += 
denotes the standard definition of the innovation in permanent 
income given in the literature. The change in consumption is different from the permanent 
income case. First, we note that excess sensitivity to current income exists (the last term in 
(7.21)). Also, there is a drift term component. Note the following implication of this model; 
define l+a = 
C, where C is the excess sensitivity coefficient as defined by Flavin (1993), then 
Oct+= = 'Y + ýDYt+i + (1 - C) 0 +s 
which is Flavin's excess sensitivity equation with a drift term. Note that the drift term is a 
function of the linear and quadratic adjustments to asset changes and not a scaled function of 
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the drift in the labour income process as Clarida (1991) showed under finite lifetimes. Note 
also that since p is negative, the drift term is positive in this case. We note further that the 
change in consumption does not follow an autoregressive process as Attfield et al. 's PIH1 model 
did. Even though their problem and ours appears to be similar as a result of the quadratic 
adjustment cost, the resulting dynamics are totally different even though for both problems the 
quadratic term ends up dominating most of the behaviour in consumption. 
An alternative form of obtaining the innovation in consumption is to examine the stochastic 
Euler Equation (7.15) at time t, 
0= (R-lp 1- B-1) (b - Et+ iyt+: ) - Qp -c (1 - p) 
+ (R-1B-1 - 1) (R-l p1- B-1) Et+iAt+= +a (B-1 - 1) (1 - pB-1) Et+iAt+ 
Given the budget constraint, we can write after taking expectations and expanding the asset 
terms 
Et+i (R-1p-1 - B-1) (ct+s - b) = Et+za [B-1 _ pB-2 -1+ pB-1] At+t 
-pp-O(1-P) 
Given At+=+l - At+t = (1 + r) st+=, substitute this into the last expression to get 
Et+i (R-iP 1- B-1) (ct+t - b) = aEt+i (1 + r) st+t -c pEt+= (1 + r) st+t+l 
-QP-0(1-p) 
Assume that consumers are not impatient R-1 p1=1 
Et+=Oct+t+l = aEt+tst+i+i - aEt+i (1 + r) st+i +QP +0 (1 - p) 
If a=ß=0=0 (there are no constraints to asset management) we would have the standard 
Euler equation for the permanent income hypothesis. Again, assets play a role in the change 
in consumption, up to two periods and the linear terms continue to exert some influence on 
the first difference of consumption. Note that this equation is similar to an `error correction' 
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specification: define savings as st+; =y +1- ct+; where y +j is disposable income 
Et+; Oct+++l = aEt+; 




collect all the consumption terms and write 







which is an expectational error correction specification where i =)3+« . 
7.2.6 Savings and Superior Information 
The implications for savings in this model are similar to Flavin's. To see this, substitute 
equation (7.17) into the definition of savings 
st =r At+yt-µ-(1-R-1)At- 
a 
yt l+r l+a 








yt -rE R-j-1Etyt+j 
j=o 
where ý denotes the excess sensitivity coefficient once more. Hence our savings equation is 
equivalent to Flavin's definition of savings minus the constant term. Since the constant term is 
negative, savings are therefore higher than in Flavin's case. The constant term may represent 
buffer stock behaviour; in the face of uncertain income, agents will decide to save a constant 
amount µ to buffer themselves against uncertainty. The income terms continue to exert a role 
in savings; if individuals expect their future income to increase they will dissave although the 
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amount of dissaving will be lower than in the standard permanent income case since they are 
scaled down by 
(l+a) (the `excess sensitivity' coefficient). Thus in this case we have managed 
to introduce a `precautionary motive' for savings without resorting to marginal utility functions 
that are convex or assuming impatient consumers14. Finally, provided the econometrician knows 
what µ is (and thus what a is), then savings will provide information about the expected future 
levels of labour income. 
7.3 Do the Linear Cost Terms Matter? A Comparison of the 
Estimates of the Consumption Equation with Respect to 
Previous Results 
Our equations in the text suggest that we can calculate a variant of the Flavin excess sensitivity 
specification adding a constant to it. In our first empirical chapter -chapter 3 where we repli- 
cated and extended Campbell (1987), Campbell and Deaton (1989) and Flavin's (1993) results 
- we observed that the excess sensitivity hypothesis failed for a VAR framework for both US 
and UK data. Such a framework (as were Flavin's original calculations) was an unrestricted 
version of Flavin's in the sense that it already included a constant in the estimation. Thus we 
can conclude from those type of tests that the equations developed in this chapter cannot by 
themselves explain US and UK data on consumption. However, we can extend the equations 
formulated in the previous section and combine them with the models of imperfect informa- 
tion, lagged information and partial adjustment as we saw in chapter 4. The first equation to 
be estimated should be the specification that introduces imperfect information to the excess 
sensitivity hypothesis with a constant (this specification statistically encompasses the next two 
equations) 
A (L) Oct = Al + ýA (L) Ayt + (1 - ý)A (S) 0 (L) et (7.22) 
"Thus, the effect of introducing soft constraints on our problem is consistent with Carroll and Kimball's 
(1999) results. These results are also consistent with those of Mariger and Zeldes. 
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The equation that introduces lagged information is 
Act =k+ ZDyt + (1- e) [0 (b) +0 (6) (1 - w)] et (7.23) 
} (1 + r) (1- 0[ (s) -e (a) (1 - w)] et-1 
and the last equation that we consider results from introducing partial adjustment to the excess 
sensitivity hypothesis with a constant, 
Act = A3 + 707POet -e (01 +'02)6t (7.24) 
ý- ['y1(0 -'Yo] oEt-1 + (1 + rry1) re 
('b, +''2) Et-1 -Z 3Et-1 
+ ['Y2(1 - 71] (07POCt-2 + ['Y2(1 -'Il] rý (i1 + 1P2) Et-2 + (1 + rY2) EV)36t-2 
* 173(2 - 721 (1COIPOCt-3 + 
173C2 
- 721 rý 
(01 +'02) Et-3 + [73(2 - 721 r &36t-3 
n-3 n-3 n-3 
* ... + 
[fn-1Cn-2 
- 7n-2] [JT(i'cbo +H Cirý (01 ± 02) + 11 Cirý03 Ct-nß-1 
02 
n-2 n-2 n-2 
+ [7n-1 - Cn-11 [ii CO io+ 1 Cirý (01 + 02) + 11 Cirý03 Ct-n 
012 
The restrictions to be applied to equation (7.22) are the same as those mentioned in chapter 
5. To estimate these equations we use the same econometric techniques used before and thus 
refer the reader to chapter 5 for details. The best fitting equations for the US and the UK are 
reported in table 115. The terminology is the same as in chapter 5 but we add the expression 
`A =' which reports the t- ratio for the estimated constant in equation (7.22)16. 
Table 1 shows that the number of lags in the consumption and income variables and, the 
number of error terms for equation (7.22) are all very similar to our previous calculations which 
were made without a constant. The constant terms are only significant in 50% of cases. Apart 
from nondurable consumption in the US - the equation favours the mixed model of partial 
adjustment and excess sensitivity with a constant17 - all of the restrictions that can be imposed 
to (7.22) are rejected. This result differs from the results in chapter 5 because this is the first 
time that a restriction about the insignificance of the autoregressive terms for consumption 
"None of these equations are restricted in anyway. 
16This will tell us whether the linear cost terms are significant. 
17The constant is statistically significant in this model. The t-ratio is 8.137. 
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Table 7.1: Regression Results for Hybrid Specifications with a Constant 
-Total Nondurable OLS 
1 lag in yt 1 ag in yt, 
1 lag in Oct, 1 lag in Oct, 
2 lags in vt, 2 lags in vt, 
eqn (7 22) 
Li = -629.865 Li = -583.215 
. aic = 1578.729 aic = 1487.429 
A=2.292 A=0.899 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 6.39 Ser Corr X2(15) = 7.85 
Normality X2(2) = 22.79 Normality X2(2) = 8.76 
lags in yt, 0 lags in yt, 
1 lag in vt, 1 lag in vt, 
L2 = -637.295 L2 = -594.994 
eqn (7.23) Ser Corr x2(15) = 23.84 Ser Corr X2(15) = 36.12 
Normality 2(2) = 12.81 Normality X2(2) = 10.37 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
X2(3) = 14.86 X2(3) = 23.558 
vt-. i = 2, vt-j = 3, 
L3 = -638.591 L3 = -585.563 
( 24) eqn 7 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 24.02 
2 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 12.79 
2 . Normality X (2) = 22.34 (2) = 10.73 Normality X 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
X2(3) = 18.592 x2(3) = 4.696 
1 lag in yt, 1a in yti, 
1 lag in Oct, 1 lag in Oct, 
3 lags in vt, 2 lags in vt, 
e 22) n (7 
Ll = -490.516 Ll = -481.981 q . aic = 1240.850 aic = 1221.780 
A=0.893 A=1.932 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 8.24 Ser Corr X2(15) = 9.67 
Normality X2(2) = 10.02 Normality X2(2) = 1.83 
0 lags in yt, 0 lags in Ayt, 
1 lags in vt, 1 lags in vt, 
L2 = -500.314 L2 = -489.233 
eqn (7.23) Ser Corr X2(15) = 27.15 Ser Corr x2(15) = 24.82 
Normality X2(2) = 22.52 Normality X2(2) = 1.94 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
X2(4) = 19.596 x2(3) = 14.504 
3 lags in vt, 2 lags in vt, 
L3 = -498.407 L3 = -487.002 
eqn (7 24) 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 11.2 
2 
Ser Corr X2(15) = 11.66 
2 . Normality X (2) = 24.69 Normality X (2) = 2.04 
Restriction: LR Test Restriction: LR Test 
x2(3) = 15.782 x2(3) = 10.042 
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cannot be rejected. For both measures of consumption in the UK and total consumption in the 
US, however, none of the restrictions are met and so we can suggest for these three cases that 
the model of imperfect information is superior to the model of lagged information. As a final 
test for the validity of equation (7.22) we test the restriction that the coefficients of the income 
terms are the same as the lagged consumption terms scaled by the excess sensitivity coefficient. 
It should be remembered, however, that this is a weak test for the equation. The results of this 
test are reported in table 2 where the size of the excess sensitivity coefficient is also reported. 
Table 7.2: Tests onWeak Restrictions implied Equation (7.22) 
Total Consumption on ura e OLS 
LR X1 =1.071 X 1) =2.696 
ALR X 1) =1.025 X'(1) =2.561 
s. e. 0.162 0.049 
LR X1 =3.964 X1 =2.918 
ALR X'(1) =3.738 X: 4(1) =2.773 
s. e. . 0.3987 0.3881 
The most significant result from table 2 is that all the Barlett adjusted Likelihood ratio tests 
suggest that the weak implications of equation (7.22) cannot be rejected at the 5% significance 
level. For the UK, the excess sensitivity coefficients are significant and have the right sign and 
size. For the US however, these coefficients are still not significant. It therefore appears that 
our modified excess sensitivity/imperfect information framework is able to capture some of the 
characteristics of US and specially UK consumption. 
7.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter we have examined a problem where we have made it difficult for consumers to 
hold negative assets for a prolonged period. One could interpret this as a liquidity constraint 
problem in the sense that the consumer is not free to borrow at all times. The problem also 
introduces some habit behaviour through the introduction of quadratic adjustment costs terms 
which include lagged terms. We have maintained most of the assumptions of REPI building on 
a quadratic type utility function and the assumption that the rate of interest is equal to the rate 
of time preference. We have done this because we want to ignore the implications for prudent 
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behaviour associated with non-linear marginal utility functions and impatient consumers when 
these face asset constraints. 
We find an analytical solution to the problem using operator techniques. The problem is 
interesting in that we are able to factorise the polynomials in the operators as functions of 
the adjustment costs parameters, thus enabling us to understand their full impact on the level 
of consumption, its innovation and the level of savings. Our solution is close to the excess 
sensitivity hypothesis formulated by Flavin (1993), although the theory advocates the inclusion 
of a drift term in consumption. Consumption is always less than in the rational expectations 
permanent income hypothesis case. Savings are higher and so is the level of assets. We are also 
able to re-formulate the innovation in consumption as a single equation error correction. 
Our estimation results continue to suggest that the model of imperfect information appears 
to be superior to Goodfriend's model of lagged information. We also show that the constant 
term which represents the linear adjustment terms is significant in most cases. Our results 
do not vary much from the conclusions of chapter 5 although this time it is more difficult to 
reject the equation of imperfect information and excess sensitivity for the UK and for total 
consumption in the US. 
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7.5 Appendix 1: Solution to the Euler Equation without Re- 
strictions (No expectations case) 
To solve the Euler equation (7.8) in the text expand the terms associated with assets (after 
multiplying everything by L-1) to obtain a second order difference equation, 
_ 





_ (b-yt)(R-lp 1L-1)-ßp-0(1-p) 
To obtain a solution factor the polynomial in the square brackets as, 
(1-. A1L)(1-A2L)At+l 
_ (b-yt)(R-lp iL-1)-QP-q5(1-P) 
where it is assumed that Al will be the smaller root and )'2 the higher root. We seek the 
following factorization, 










ap+R-1 (ap+R-1)p p 
Equating powers in L gives, 
-A=Al+A2, B=A1)2 
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Thus Al must satisfy, 
-A=a1+B =Y 
We now examine the values for the two roots, that will satisfy our factorization. The minimum 
value of Y is given by di=1- BAS 2=0 or Al = A/B = 
JP 
=1+b>1. At this value of 
A17 Y is equal to 2\%B = 2V1- -+b. To have two distinct roots that will solve this factorization, 
we need -A > 2V B--. Note further that if )=1, Y=1+B=2+S which is greater than the 
minimum value of Al since 0<6<1. We now focus on -A to see whether two different roots 
exist. If -A >1+B then one of the roots that will solve the factorization will be greater than 





R-2p '+l+a(1+p) > R-1 (1+p-1) +a (1+p) 
which means 
R-lp 1+R> (1+p 1) 
or 
1-+}-S+(l+r) 
> 1+(1+ ) 
(1+S)[1-(l+r)] > [1-(1+r)](1+r) 
Obviously, if 6>r meaning that consumers are impatient, then this condition will be satisfied; 
A2 >1 and Al < 1. If 6=r then we will have two different roots, one of them will be equal 
to 1 and the other one will be less than one. We saw this case in the text. If r>S then we 
cannot say much about the nature of the solution. Note that these conditions are not affected 
by the extra terms that we added to the problem, the conditions for convergence boil down to 
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whether consumers are impatient or not. 
Thus to solve the Euler equation, we operate on both sides of this equation with the `forward' 
inverse of (1 - A2L) (since this is the root that will be greater than one) to get, 
(A2L)-1 (1 R-lp 1L) 
(1- )1L) Aý+i = (1-'\Z iL-i) ye 
+(A2L)-i 
[b (R-ip 1L - 1) - op -0 (1 - p)] 
(1 - A2-'L-1) 
This expression ought to converge provided 6>r. We re-write this equation as, 
At+l = A1At + 
T2 E 00 (S% 
;) 
yt+j+l - A2Rp 
F 
(A2) ' 
yt+j + IC 
j=o j=o 
where rc = 
(A2L)-1 b R-lP lL-1)-QP-cbi1-°l 
and thus includes the linear and quadratic terms. ('-'\2-'L-1) 
that both roots are functions of the quadratic terms, so these terms continue to affect 
future levels of human capital. If we substitute this asset equation into the budget constraint 
and rearrange, we would obtain an expression for consumption in terms of assets and present 
and future levels of income. In the text we opted to impose the restriction Rp =1 because this 
leads to an expression for consumption that is not a function of the two unknown roots, Al and 
'2 but is a function of the parameters of interest in our problem. This leads to unsatisfactory 
implications for the level of assets. 
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7.6 Appendix 2: Coefficients for Equations in Table 7.118 
7.6.1 Equation (7.22) 
US Total Consumption 
Oct = 3.95 + 0.7570ct_1 + 0.227Ayt - 0.184 0yt_1 (2.29) (10.34) (1.66) (-1.35) 
- 0.647 et_1 - 0.378 Ct-2 (-7.06) (-4.19) 
US Non-durable Consumption 
Act = 6.96 + 0.4640ct_1 + 0.1O90yt + 0.1040yt-1 (0.89) (1.28) (1.17) (0.99) 
- 0.125 et_1 - 0.144ct_2 +0.312 et_3 (-0.52) (0.52) (1.45) 
UK Total Consumption 
Oct = 1.681 + 0.2870ct_1 + 0.3590yt + 0.2010yt-1 (0.89) (1.03) (2.25) (0.97) 
- 0.391 et_1 + 0.098ct_2 + 0.305st-3 (-1.45) (2.99) (2.99) 
UK Non-durable Consumption 
Act = 4.207 - 0.105 Act-1 + 0.377'yt + 0.3180yt_1 (1.93) (-0.57) (2.37) (1.87) 
+0.107et_1 + 0.254et_2 
(0.54) (2.40) 
7.6.2 Equation (7.23) 
US Total Consumption 
Act = 14.3 + 0. 
o840yt 
+ 0.1166et-i 
"Diagnostics are reported in table 7.1. 
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US Non-durable Consumption 
Oct = 16.76 + 0.109iyt + 0.309et_1 (7.26) (1.06) (3.81) 
UK Total Consumption 
Oct = 4.035 + 0.436Lyt - 0.108 et-1 (2.83) (2.53) (-1.18) 
UK Non-durable Consumption 
Oct = 4.93 + 0.4190yt + 0.012et_1 (3.49) (2.61) (0.13) 
7.6.3 Equation (7.24) 
US Total Consumption 
Oct = 3.95 + 0.169et_1 + 0.183et_2 (2.29) (2.036) (2.19) 
US Non-durable Consumption 
Oct = 6.96 + 0.311et_1 - 0.059 et-2 +0.319 Ft-3 (0.89) (3.91) (-0.71) (4.01) 
UK Total Consumption 
Act = 1.681 - 0.059et-1 + 0.206et_2 + 0.258et-3 (0.89) (-0.68) (2.41) (2.96) 
UK Non-durable Consumption 




8.1 Summary of Results. 
Motivation. `Consumer expenditure accounts for between 50% and 70% of spending in most 
economies. Not surprisingly, the consumption function has been the most studied of the ag- 
gregate expenditure relationships and has been a key element of all the macroeconomic model 
building efforts since the seminal work of Klein and Goldberger (1955). ' Muellbauer and Lat- 
timore (1994) (pp. 292). 
Modern consumption research changed in 1978 after the publication of two seminal papers 
which used two different approaches to explain consumption. Davidson, Hendry, Srba and Yeo 
(1978) favoured a fundamentally based econometric approach which could, in principle, explain 
the behaviour of consumption both in the short and the long run. They put forward an error 
correction model for consumption which they argued could not only achieve such aims but would 
also be able to produce a general consumption specification capable of encompassing previous 
research on consumption. This approach had a profound effect on the understanding of time 
series techniques (i. e. co-integration and stationarity). However, the principal shortcoming of 
this approach is that it does not pass Lucas's critique. 
Hall (1978) based his investigation on the Euler equation approach which results from an 
intertemporal consumption decision made by a (rational) representative agent. Hall showed 
that under certain assumptions, consumption would follow a random walk. Hall's approach, 
termed the rational expectations permanent income hypothesis, has been the favoured one by 
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economic theorists in the last twenty years; its appeal lies in its treatment of economic theory 
and uncertainty. However, empirical studies have found that consumption does not follow a 
random walk because it responds too much to current and lagged income and because it is 
less volatile than permanent income predictions. Theorists have since tried to explain both 
phenomena (known as the excess sensitivity and smoothness of consumption respectively) and 
most theoretical explanations for the failure of the random walk result have examined the 
assumptions made by Hall for solving the Euler equation. 
The Euler equation approach and in particular the assumptions required to solve it are not 
free from criticism. Muellbauer and Lattimore (1994) (pp. 292) provide an example: `There is a 
widespread belief that estimating an Euler equation corresponding to the optimization problem 
of a rational, infinitely lived representative agent operating in efficient financial markets without 
credit or transaction costs or restrictions is somehow more rigorous than trying to develop 
more comprehensive, realistic, but necessarily approximate models. ' Deviations from Hall's 
assumptions make it difficult to solve the Euler equation; in fact there has recently been a 
new literature that has tried to solve the first order Euler equation with less assumptions using 
complex numerical simulation techniques. A drawback of this literature is that a solution for 
consumption is not always obtained and approximations are often the only thing we can hope 
for (see Deaton (1991), Carroll (1992,1997a)). Nonetheless, this new literature has enhanced 
our understanding of the consumption problem considerably. 
Using the generalized method of moments, Hansen and Singleton (1982,1983) have shown 
that we do not have to resort to the assumptions made by Hall to obtain a consumption 
function that can be used to test for the truth of the Euler equation. However, such techniques 
are difficult to implement and have been largely disregarded in the literature. 
The aim. The aim of this thesis was to enhance our understanding of consumption behaviour 
(in both the US and the UK) basing our theory on the rational expectations permanent income 
hypothesis. We paid particular attention to this hypothesis because we want to know whether 
rational agents attempt to smooth their consumption throughout their lifetimes. We neglected 
the recent literature on precautionary saving behaviour (Kimball (1990), Deaton (1991), Car- 
roll (1992,1997a), Kimball and Carroll (1996)) as we sought solutions with quadratic utility 
functions. 
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Chapter 2: Review of the literature. The modern literature on consumption was reviewed 
in our second chapter and in doing so, we identified possible areas for consumption research. 
We paid particular attention to the empirical studies that have tested the truth of the rational 
expectations permanent income hypothesis and to those theories that aim to explain why that 
theory fails at the aggregate level. Two main conclusions may be drawn from this exercise: 
first, that the main bulk of empirical research on aggregate consumption has been undertaken 
on two data sets for the US and the UK economies which end in the mid 1980s. Second, there 
have been many different explanations given for the failure of the random walk hypothesis. 
Most explanations involve different economic theories/concepts which in turn lead to differing 
consumption specifications. There is therefore no common consensus about what the consump- 
tion function should look like. We attempt to deal with the first issue in the third chapter of 
our thesis and because we find that the martingale prediction continues to fail on two more 
recent data sets, in the remainder of our thesis, we turn our attention to the second issue. 
Chapter 3: New evidence about excess sensitivity and smoothness. In their review of the state 
of consumption research, Blinder and Deaton (1985) fitted a number of popular consumption 
equations to US time series data. Blinder and Deaton argued that the National Income and 
Product Accounts (NIPA) series on consumption, labour income and disposable income are 
not in an appropriate form to test theories of consumption accurately. They recommended a 
number of revisions to the series and in doing so constructed a data set that runs from 1953: 2 
to 1984: 4. Attfield, Demery and Duck (1990) produced similar recommendations for ONS data 
in the UK and constructed a data set that runs from 1955: 1 to 1987: 2. These two data sets 
have been used extensively to test for the truth of the rational expectations permanent income 
hypothesis. It has generally been found that consumption in the US and the UK suffers from 
excess sensitivity and smoothness. 
In chapter 3, we follow these recommendations to obtain two data sets for the US and the 
UK that run from the late 1950s to the mid 1990s. These data sets consist of four variables, 
total and non-durable consumption, and disposable and labour income. We construct these two 
data sets for two reasons; first, to understand how the economic conditions of the mid 1980s 
and the 1990s affected consumption behaviour, and second, to see whether previous empirical 
results on consumption are sensitive (and thus exclusive) to the data period used. We pay 
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particular attention to the issues of excess sensitivity and smoothness. 
In the chapter we also transform the rational expectations permanent income hypothesis 
framework into logarithmic form. This follows the suggestion made by Campbell and Deaton 
(1989), that it may be easier for logarithmic data to achieve stationarity after first differencing 
than differencing the data expressed just in levels. We test the random walk hypothesis for 
the US and the UK using both data in levels and in logarithms. We do this using the tests 
developed by Campbell (1987), Campbell and Deaton (1989) and Flavin (1993) which can in 
turn explain whether consumption suffers from excess sensitivity and smoothness. These tests 
have been acknowledged as the best way of testing for the truth of Hall's framework because 
they can overcome the problem of superior information. The problem of superior information 
arises because it is assumed that consumption decisions are principally influenced by the agent's 
expectations of his or her future labour income. Since econometricians or researchers cannot 
have access to the information set an agent uses to predict his or her future labour income, the 
predictions made by an econometrician are likely to be different to those made by the agent. 
Hence, it should not be possible to test the random walk hypothesis. The three tests mentioned 
above are able to overcome this problem because they use the agent's behaviour, represented 
in his or her savings and/or consumption, to obtain the exact information that is processed by 
the agent itself. If agents wish to smooth their consumption through time and the permanent 
income hypothesis is true, savings can tell exactly what the agent's expectations about his or 
her future labour income are: if at time t the agent receives information that his or her future 
labour income is to increase, the consumer will increase his or her consumption thereby reducing 
savings. The econometrician should be able to see this decrease in savings and thus predict 
that the consumer expects his or her future labour income to increase. Thus savings can help 
predict labour income if REPI is true. 
To perform these tests we first need to establish the order of integration of all the series used 
in these tests. For this purpose we employ the tests suggested by Dickey and Fuller and Phillips 
and Perron. We find that these tests suggest that all the four series should be integrated of 
order one. We also examine the possibility that structural breaks may have occurred during 
the period using the tests put forward by Barnejee, Lumsdaine and Stock (1992). We find that 
there is little evidence for the case of structural breaks in the US and the UK and thus we 
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conclude that all the series appear to be I(1). We then test for the stationarity of savings as 
the residual of a co-integrating relationship between disposable income and consumption and 
we find that savings are indeed stationary. 
Given these results we estimate a VAR equation for savings and the innovation in labour 
income (both 1(0) variables). We discuss the appropriate restrictions that have to be imposed 
to the VAR to test for the truth of the random walk hypothesis. We find what the appropriate 
lag length of the VAR ought to be through the Akaike information criteria and the Schwartz 
Bayesian criterion. 
Our first test about the truth of the random walk hypothesis is a weak test and it involves 
testing for Granger causality from savings to labour income. If savings do not Granger cause 
innovations in labour income then REPI cannot hold. We find that savings do help to predict 
future labour income so there is evidence that consumers seek to smooth their consumption; 
although this is not sufficient evidence to conclude that the random walk hypothesis holds. 
For that purpose we impose the appropriate restrictions to the estimated VARs. Using the 
appropriate tests, we find that the rational expectations permanent income hypothesis does 
not hold for both the US and the UK. There is evidence that consumption suffers from excess 
sensitivity and smoothness in the US and only excess sensitivity in the UK. For the UK, 
consumption appears to be more volatile that the predictions made by REPI. For both countries 
we find that whilst the appropriate restrictions for the truth of the excess sensitivity hypothesis 
of Flavin do in fact hold, the theory does not make much economic sense because the excess 
sensitivity coefficient is insignificant and often negative in our data. This is a new result for 
consumption, Flavin was not able to reject her theory using the Blinder and Deaton data set,. 
Chapter 4: Sensitivity, adjustment and imperfect information; Theory. In our fourth chapter 
we turn our attention to some of the explanations given for the failure of the random walk 
hypothesis. We combine three recent extensions to the Hall framework to develop more general 
specifications for the consumption function which can be tested against the three extensions 
themselves and REPI. We test all these equations in chapter five. The three extensions can, 
theoretically speaking, explain the phenomena of excess sensitivity and smoothness and we 
'In this chapter we also considered the same periods for both of our data sets compared to the original data 
sets of Blinder and Deaton and Attfield et al.. We ran all the tests again and found that none of the results are 
affected depending on which data set is used. 
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find that the equations which we develop in this chapter are also capable of explaining both 
phenomena. We obtain five consumption equations that have rich dynamics and differ slightly 
in their behaviour. One of those five specifications is a general model of three of the other four 
equations. Thus, imposing the appropriate restrictions, we can test the general model against 
the other three equations and we are left with another consumption equation that cannot be 
tested against any of the other equations. Both general specifications have Pischke's imperfect 
information as a characteristic of consumption behaviour. 
Chapter 5: Sensitivity, adjustment and imperfect information; Empirical Evidence. In our 
fifth chapter we pick up these issues. We discuss the equations that will be estimated, the re- 
strictions to be imposed and the econometric methods to be used. Since we have consumption 
equations where labour income features as an independent variable we require the use of instru- 
mental methods. Like Campbell and Mankiw (1989,1990), Demery and Duck (1997,1998) and 
others before we use instrumental variables dated at t-2 for our estimation. This is because it 
is assumed that consumption decisions take place continuously whereas our data is quarterly, 
so it is likely for the first difference in consumption and the changes in labour income lagged 
one period to be correlated. The instruments used for both the US and the UK are the same 
instruments that Demery and Duck used to test for the truth of the imperfect information 
hypothesis of Pischke (1995). To estimate the five equations developed in the fourth chapter, 
we use the Pagan (1974) estimation method because some of the equations have autocorrelated 
errors of an order greater than one. 
The two most general equations were estimated without imposing any kind of restrictions. 
We began with the estimation of the most general equations which included to start with, ten 
lags in all the independent variables and lagged consumption. Those equations that did not 
exhibit any serial correlation were then chosen as possible explanations for the change in con- 
sumption. To obtain the specific order for all the lag terms amongst those remaining equations 
we performed Likelihood ratio tests for the joint significance of the estimated coefficients and 
we also looked at an Akaike Information type criteria. Having obtained the two most general 
specifications, we imposed the appropriate restrictions to the general equation that encompasses 
the other three. 
We find that the standard martingale specification for consumption can be rejected in favour 
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of one of the two general models although it is not possible to determine which of the two 
models is superior. We also find that the model of imperfect information of Pischke is superior 
to the model of lagged information of Goodfriend (1992). From an economic point of view, we 
find a common characteristic for all the estimated consumption equations: agents are not quick 
to process new information and to adjust to it accordingly. There is evidence from our data 
that adjustment to new information is an on-going process that may last forever. The exact 
reasons why this is so are not known however; whilst imperfect information does appear to be 
a strong candidate, it is likely that other factors can also account for our results. Liquidity 
constraints or the value an agent attaches to his or her free time above his or her time spent 
to obtain accurate forecasts about new information are two of the possible explanations our 
models suggest. It is not possible to determine which of the two is superior however. 
It has been argued that the growth rates of many economic variables have decreased from 
1973 onwards. We take this point in the second part of chapter 5 to revaluate all the tests 
performed in chapter 3 and the five equations estimated in the first section by considering only 
periods that start in 1973 for both the US and the UK. 
The post 1973 period produces no significant differences to the results which have either 
been found in the literature or in earlier parts of our work although the data appears to be 
a little. bit kinder to the martingale result'. Our tests continue to suggest that the excess 
sensitivity hypothesis still passes all the associated restrictions imposed to the VAR but that 
the excess sensitivity coefficient does not appear to be economically and statistically significant. 
Moreover, the concept of imperfect information continues to be an important explanation of 
consumption behaviour in both the US and the UK. As we reported above, we are still not able 
to statistically discriminate between the concepts of excess sensitivity and partial adjustment 
although the data appears to be more favourable to the excess sensitivity hypothesis than 
before. 
Chapter 6: Imperfect Information and the Lifecycle Hypothesis. In chapter 6, we deviate 
from the assumption that agents live forever. We consider their retirement behaviour and how 
that behaviour affects their consumption decisions when new information about their labour 
2The VAR(1) system appears to support the permanent income hypothesis for a number of specific cases for 
the US and the UK. 
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income becomes available. Clarida (1991) first examined these issues using a framework that 
was similar to Flavin's (1981). Clarida argued that his model was capable of explaining the 
excess sensitivity and smoothness phenomena. However, when persistence is introduced to a 
simple income process, his model is not capable of explaining the excess smoothness puzzle. 
Armed with the results from the previous chapter (where we found that imperfect information 
appears to be a characteristic of consumption behaviour for both the US and the UK) we 
introduce the concept of imperfect information to Clarida's work to see the implications for 
excess smoothness and sensitivity. The focus of the chapter is on the first and second moment 
properties of changes in per capita consumption. We find that smooth per capita consumption 
in the presence of permanent shocks to per capita labour income is the outcome that one 
should expect. The marginal propensity to consume out of current income innovations is less 
in our model than in Clarida's and the importance of lagged innovations in labour income is 
increased. We also find that persistence still exerts an important role in `Deaton's Paradox' but 
the strength of this Paradox is greatly diminished by the introduction of imperfect information. 
Chapter 7: Borrowing restrictions and habits; theory and evidence. In this chapter we 
consider the possibility that agents may get into debt but that they cannot remain in that 
situation for prolonged periods of time. We do this to compare our results to the literature 
that has tried to examine the effects of liquidity constraints upon consumption decisions. Since 
that literature assumes that agents are not allowed to get into debt, in chapter 7 we modify the 
consumption problem to understand the implications for consumption behaviour if agents are 
allowed to have a certain amount of debt but can only sustain it for long periods if they incur 
high costs. The problem also introduces some habit behaviour in the sense that we assume that 
agents are slow to adjust their asset holdings. Slow adjustment arises in this model because we 
assume that it may be expensive to monitor the optimal level of assets at all times, or because 
agents may be lazy, or because there are physical costs associated with changing assets (like 
brokerage costs, etc. ). We maintain most of the assumptions of REPI specially a quadratic 
utility type function and a constant rate of interest equal to the rate of time preference (no 
`impatient' consumers). Using lag operator techniques, we find a solution to the consumption 
problem that is a more general specification than Flavin's excess sensitivity hypothesis. We 
are also able to re-express the equation as a single equation error correction mechanism. The 
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principal difference with respect to Flavin's model is that our model advocates the inclusion of 
a drift term for the innovation in consumption. Since the model is similar to Flavin's, it is only 
a trivial extension to introduce the concepts of imperfect and lagged information and partial 
adjustment to the equation. This results in three testable equations. 
In the second section of the chapter we test these three equations. We find that the general 
equation of imperfect information is better at explaining the behaviour of consumption although 
non-durable consumption in the US proved to be the exception to this conclusion. We also find 
that the model developed in the first section of this chapter which includes imperfect information 
is able to pass a number of tests and thus appears to be reasonably successful at explaining 
the behaviour of consumption in the UK (it does not fail any tests at the 5% significance level 
or better and the excess sensitivity coefficients are still significant) and the US (it does not fail 
any test at the 10% significance level or better but the excess sensitivity coefficients are not 
significant). Moreover, the drift term that distinguishes our model from Flavin's appears to be 
significant in most cases. 
8.2 Evaluation and Future Research. 
Two recent reviews of the consumption literature have suggested that the Euler approach to 
consumption modelling at the aggregate level is not necessarily the way forward (Attanasio 
(1998) and specially Muelbauer and Lattimore (1994)). From our research it seems that such a 
conclusion is not necessarily the correct one; our calculations suggest that there is evidence that 
agents do attempt to smooth their consumption. To drop the Euler equation framework would 
therefore be a mistake because our evidence suggested that we can continue to understand 
consumption behaviour with it. However, we do not suggest that research should only be 
conducted within the confines of a problem whereby agents allocate their lifetime wealth so as 
to maximize their lifetime welfare. There is no doubt that we can learn much about consumption 
with the estimation of consumption equations using the latest econometric methodology; Hendry 
(1992) advocates the use of the data set as the principal mechanism to understand behavioural 
relationships. This is also one of the recommendations made by Muellbauer and Lattimore. 
The principal shortcoming to this approach is that it does not necessarily pass the Lucas's 
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critique. 
We believe that the main difficulty with the kind of research that we have looked at is that 
there are perhaps too many factors that can affect the consumption function and it is therefore 
very complicated to isolate what factors are the main determinants of consumption behaviour. 
This is one of the conclusions that we made from the results obtained in chapters 5 and 7. A 
final point related to this issue is that all these factors can change with time thus making things 
even more complicated. 
Aggregation problems are perhaps one the greatest barriers to obtaining an accurate de- 
scription of aggregate consumption behaviour. These problems have been well documented in 
Attanasio's excellent review of the consumption literature and we refer the reader to his article 
for more details. An extension to this point and a means of understanding consumption be- 
haviour would be to concentrate our efforts to the micro data, only then will we be ready to 
understand aggregation problems in consumption more accurately. 
Numerical techniques have enhanced our understanding of the consumption problem. These 
techniques are extremely complicated and the pay-off is not always worthwhile. In this litera- 
ture, precautionary behaviour has come to play an important role in explaining consumption 
behaviour. Work on precautionary savings has made economists aware that savings can be an 
important influence on consumption decisions and we believe that more research on savings 
behaviour is needed. Savings have played the supporting role in the consumption problem and 
have been interpreted as the residual to the difference between disposable income and consump- 
tion. Consumption decisions are likely to be determined by the amount of savings an individual 
has and also by the amount of disposable income that could be potentially earned. It seems 
therefore a worthwhile exercise to concentrate our efforts to understanding labour supply and 
savings decisions to potentially increase our understanding of consumption. Research should 
also consider the importance that different institutional frameworks and financial instruments 
may have for consumption, saving and labour supply decisions specially since the increased 
participation of agents in the stock market appears to be an important and new source for 
earning income. This is a point that Attanasio makes in his conclusion (pp. 52). 
Another field that may be interesting to research is related to Muellbauer and Lattimore's 
aforementioned suggestion. Recent literature on time series has suggested that we have to test 
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whether a time series is linear or non-linear. There have been recent efforts to determine whether 
consumption can be modelled more accurately as a linear or non-linear series and there appears 
to be some evidence that consumption may be best explained as a non-linear equation. Whilst 
this is mainly an econometric approach to modelling consumption, it can help us understand 
consumption behaviour; these results may be suggestive of precautionary behaviour, liquidity 
constraints, slow adjustment, etc. 
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